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RAIL DEREGULATION: MARKET DOMINANCE,
CONTRACT RATES, AND EXEMPTIONS

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 27, 1979

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES, SUBCOMMITTEE ON Eco-
NOMIC GROWTH AND STABILIZATION, JOINT ECONOMIC
COMMITTEE, AND SUBCOMMITTEE ON TRANSPORTATION
AND COMMERCE, HOUSE INTERSTATE AND FOREIGN COM-
MERCE COMMITTEE,

Washington, D.C.
The subcommittees met jointly, at 9:30 a.m., pursuant to notice,

in room 357, Russell Senate Office Building, Hon. George McGov-
ern, member of the Subcommittee on Economic Growth and Stabi-
lization, and Hon. James J. Florio, chairman, Subcommittee on
Transportation and Commerce, cochairmen, presiding.'

Senator McGOVERN. If the committee will please come to order,
we will begin our proceedings.

We are meeting this morning at a time when the United States
faces the most serious railroad crisis in its history. The situation is
now manifested most strongly in South Dakota and other upper
plains and Western States where grain producers and many other
shippers are threatened with ultimate loss of all rail service. Even
as this hearing is getting under way, the Senate is preparing to
debate this morning possible emergency action involving the Mil-
waukee Railroad.

Yesterday, the bankruptcy court which is deciding the fate of the
Milwaukee Road approved an embargo of all Milwaukee service on
some 6,400 miles of its system, a situation which I think is unprec-
edented in its dimensions. In effect, this means that all mainline
service by the Milwaukee from eastern Montana all the way to the
west coast, some mainline service in the Midwest, and all branch
line service on some 1,000 miles of track in South Dakota where
the Milwaukee is the only mainline railroad, will end as of Novem-
ber 1.

The ICC is preparing to issue a directed service order which
would require that essential service be provided on the embargoed
sections of the Milwaukee. The directed service order amounts to a
temporary respite from the loss of all rail service on some embar-
goed sections of the Milwaukee system.

Many farmers and other shippers on those parts of the Milwau-
kee not covered by the directed service order may lose all rail
service as of November 1. At best, partial service under the direct-
ed order of the ICC can last no longer than 8 months. During this

' NoE.-See also hearings before the Subcommittee on Transportation and Commerce, House
Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce, on H.R. 4570 held on Apr. 24, May 31, July 2,
Oct. 16, 23, 25, 30, and Nov. 1, 1979.
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time, efforts will continue to persuade other railroads to take over
embargoed sections of the Milwaukee, but the outcome at this
point is far from certain.

Communities throughout South Dakota and other Western States
are now confronted with a transportation disaster. Without a rail-
road, they have no other viable alternative to move grin, a princi-
pal element in their economies, to distant domestic and export
market points. The future of these communities wiil be largely
determined by the success or failure of efforts made over a period
of less than a year to maintain permanent rail service. It is per-
haps a bitter irony that these towns and many other communities
which owe their very existence to the railroads as they moved west
now stand threatened by the loss of transportation which links
them with the mainstream of the national and world economies on
which they are so dependent.

My hometown of Mitchell, for example, was named after the
president of the Milwaukee. The town is there because of the
railroad.

Nowhere is this problem more pronounced than in the Midwest
and Upper Plains States where the Rock Island Railroad as well as
the Milwaukee, is in bankruptcy, and where other railroads are
struggling for survival. Grain farmers, after again producing
bumper crops, are once more unable to move their harvest to
market. The strikes on the Rock Island and at grain elevators at
Duluth and Superior made a perennial grain car shortage crisis
even more severe. And now with the embargo of most of the
Milwaukee system, that crisis may become chronic for much of this
region.

Viewed on a broader scale, railroad shippers throughout much of
the Nation are faced with the jarring paradox of not being able to
fully utilize the most energy-efficient means of transport available
during what is now an energy-short era. The question is whether
the rail system as a whole will have the ability to meet the de-
mands of our energy-short economy will increasingly place upon it
in the immediate years ahead, given the rail system's lost traffic
and revenue and the deterioration of a large part of its facilities.

The extent to which the rail industry succeeds in achieving its
potential substantially rests on two points: freedom from no longer
needed and often damaging regulatory constraints, and vigorous
and imaginative development of new competitive market ap-
proaches by both railroads and railroad shippers.

I am well aware of the ongoing work to develop and enact
comprehensive deregulation legislation, but at best, this will be
complex and prolonged. in the meantime, there is substantive legis-
lative and administrative policy initiatives that can and should be
made to benefit the rail industry and the shipping community
while continuing to move toward equitable overall deregulation.
These steps, in 'urn, can have a direct bearing on the future
formulation of a complete deregulation package.

At this point I would like to express to Chairman Florio my
appreciation for the opportunity to hold this joint hearing by our
two subcommittees. In this hearing we are combining the policy
advisory approach of the Joint Economic Committee toward eco-
nomic problems, with the mandated legislative responsibilities of
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the Subcommittee on Transportation and Commerce, which Con-
gressman Florio chairs.

I look forward to a productive hearing. Just briefly, we want to
know first of all how the ICC's market test criteria should be
modified to provide a straightforward, practical standard that can
be effectively applied to protect the legitimate interests of captive
shippers; second, why the record of contract ratemaking between
railroads and shippers has been so dismal when this approach
holds the promise of great benefit for both railroads and their
customers through agreements that can be reached without Feder-
al intervention.

Beyond this, the question arises as to whether the widespread
use of contracts could reduce or perhaps even eliminate the need
for development and application of a market dominant standard if
captive shippers are able to negotiate mutually agreeable service
arrangements with railroads. This issue is taking on increasing
importance. I am approaching the point of concluding that in eco-
nomic deregulation matters, the core issue is not comprehensive
deregulation per se; rather, it is the degree of economic regulatory
protection that should be retained to protect captive shippers. This
question can be answered by the scope with which contract rate-
making is successfully conducted by railroads and shippers.

The final issue relates to the question of what obstacles lie in the
path of broadening the exemption of rate regulation of traffic in
markets where adequate intermodal competition exists and what
can be done to reach this objective which aims at removing the
Federal regulatory presence where it is no longer needed.

I think if Congress effectively addresses these issues, we will
have moved the rail industry and the shipping community a long
way toward deregulation and a more secure and prosperous future.

Well, I am anxious to hear now Chairman Florio's opening state-
ment. Both of us have a complication today with the Milwaukee
emergency. Action on this subject is contemplated both on the
House and Senate sides this morning, so there may have to be a
brief interruption at some point, but we will go as far as we can.

Chairman Florio?
Mr. FLORIO. Thank you very much, Senator.
Just to amplify on the point that the Senator made, at 10:30 this

morning the House Rules Committee will meet in an emergency
session to consider granting a rule for legislative proposals that
have come forth from my committee to deal with the Milwaukee
crisis and to facilitate the restructuring of the Milwaukee. At 10:30
I will have to be at the Rules Committee for a brief period of timne.

I am pleased to join with the Senator to hear from the Chair-
man, and from shippers with regard to the proposals for regulatory
reform which have come from the ICC, and to perhaps get the
shippers' reactions to those proposals. The dialog is critical to the
development of fair and equitable deregulation proposals. Railroads
need relief from constraints of overregulation, and shippers need
efficient, reliable, and reasonably priced transportation services.
Hopefully these needs are compatible.

Competition, is the answer, and where competition exists, regula-
tory constraints must be lifted so that railroads can compete in the
marketplace. Where no competition exists, or where there is a
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question as to whether competition does or does not exist, shippers
and the public must be protected. Deregulation, if it is to be offered
in lieu of Government regulation, must facilitate competition and
most assuredly should not hinder competition intermodally or
intramodally.

Today we will hear from shippers as to what they have experi-
enced under preliminary regulatory reform initiatives from the
ICC. We need to go much further than the preliminary reforms, as
far as I am concerned. We need to address what will happen to
railroads and shippers under a deregulation proposal. We already
know the disastrous results of too much regulation. Without dereg-
ulation, the public-in other words, the Government, and ultimate-
ly the taxpayers-will continue to pay the price of the existing
system. We may very well be facing more bankruptcies in this
industry, to the point where railroads will be eliminated as a major
component of our transportation system. This is certainly unde-
sirable.

Deregulation gives the railroads the opportunity to perform effi-
ciently and effectively as other businesses do in the marketplace.
We should, therefore, attempt to formulate a proposal that will
derive the maximum benefits for the industry as well as for ship-
pers and consumers.

Without objection, I wish to place in the record at this point the
text of H.R. 4570, "Railroad Deregulation Act of 1979."

(Testimony resumes on p. 91.]
[Text of H.R. 4570 follows:]
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96TH CONGRESS
1ST SESSION H.R n 4570

To reform the economic regulation of railroads, to improve the quality of rail
service in the United States through financial assistance which encourages
railroad restructuring, and for other purposes.

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

JUNE 21, 1979
Mr. STAGGERS (by request) introduced the following bill; which was referred to

the Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce

A BILL
To reform the economic regulation of railroads, to improve the

quality of rail service in the United States through financial
assistance which encourages railroad restructuring, and for
other purposes.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 tives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 TITLE I-RAILROAD DEREGULATION

4 SEC. 101. This title may be cited as the "Railroad De-

5 regulation Act of 1979".
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2

1 PART A-RAIL TRANSPORTATION POLICY

2 RAIL TRANSPORTATION POLICY

3 SEC. 110. (a) Chapter 101 of title 49, United States

4 Code, is amended by inserting after section 10101 the follow-

5 ing new section:

6 "§ 10101a. Rail transportation policy

7 "To ensure the development and maintenance of a

8 healthy, efficient freight transportation system in the private

9 sector, in which the various modes of transportation are sub-

10 ject to impartial regulation, the Interstate Commerce Com-

11 mission shall consider the following as being in the public

12 interest:

13 "(1) Maximum reliance on competitive market

14 forces and on actual and potential competition among

15 all transportation modes to provide transportation serv-

16 ices at fair prices and to enable efficient and well-man-

17 aged carriers to earn adequate profits and to attract

18 capital.

19 "(2) Avoidance of undue concentrations of market

20 power.

21 "(3) Reduction of regulatory barriers to entry into

22 and exit from the industry.

23 "(4) Maintenance of fair wages and working con-

24 ditions.
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1 "(5) Operation of transportation facilities and

2 equipment without detriment to the public health and

3 safety.

4 "(6) Development and maintenance of a transpor-

5 tation system responsive to the needs of the public and

6 of the United States, including the national defense, in

7 which regulatory decisions are reached fairly and expe-

8 ditiously.".

9 (b) Section 10101(a) of title 49, United States Code, is

10 amended by striking out "To ensure" and inserting in lieu

11 thereof "Except where policy may have an impact on rail

12 carriers, in which case the principles of section 10101a of

13 this title shall govern, to ensure".

14 (c) The section analysis of chapter 101 of title 49,

15 United States Code, is amended by inserting after the item

16 relating to section 10101 the following new item:

"lOlOla. Rail transportation policy.".

17 PART B-RATEMAKING

18 MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM RATE REGULATION

19 SEC. 121. (a) Subchapter I of chapter 107 of title 49,

20 United States Code, is amended by inserting after section

21 10701 the following new section:
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1 "§ 10701a. Standards for rates and conditions of service

2 for rail carriers

3 "(a) Subject to the provisions of subsections (b) and (c)

4 of this section, a rail carrier subject to the jurisdiction of the

5 Interstate Commerce Commission under subchapter I of

6 chapter 105 of this title may establish any rate and condition

7 for transportation or other service provided by the carrier. In

8 addition, one or more rail carriers may, by contract, agree

9 with one or more purchasers of rail services on specified rates

10 and conditions for specified services, and any such contract or

11 agreement shall not be subject to the provisions of subsec-

12 tions (b) and (c) of this section.

13 "(b)(1) During the 5-year period beginning on the effec-

14 tive date of the Railroad Deregulation Act of 1979, any rail

15 carrier rate that exceeds the base rate, increased by 7 per-

16 cent annually, shall be subject to the provisions of paragraphs

17 (2) through (7) of this subsection. The base rate is the rate in

18 effect for identical or substantially similar services on the ef-

19 fective date of such Act, adjusted by multiplying that rate by

20 a fraction, the numerator of which is the latest published

21 Quarterly Implicit Price Deflator for Gross National Product

22 compiled by the Department of Commerce, or any successor

23 index (hereinafter the 'GNP Deflator'), and the denominator

24 of which is the same index for the fourth quarter of 1979.

25 The base rate for services for which there was no commodity
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1 rate in effect on the effective date of such Act and for which

2 a rate first becomes effective after such date, and for a rate

3 established under paragraph (6) of this subsection, shall be

4 the published or established rate, as the case may be, adjust-

5 ed by multiplying that rate by a fraction, the numerator of

6 which is the latest published quarterly GNP Deflator and the

7 denominator of which is the same index for the quarter pre-

8 ceding the quarter in which that rate becomes effective or is

9 established.

10 "(2) During the 2-year period beginning on the effective

11 date of the Railroad Deregulation Act of 1979, one or more

12 rail carriers may put into effect a rate increase described in

13 section 10706(a)(3)(B) of this title if the increased rate does

14 not exceed the base rate. The base rate is the rate in effect

15 on the effective date of such Act for services identical or

16 substantially similar to those services affected by the in-

17 crease, adjusted by multiplying that rate by a fraction, the

18 numerator of which is the latest published quarterly GNP

19 Deflator and the denominator of which is the same index for

20 the quarter preceding the quarter in which such effective date

21 occurs.

22 "(3) During the 5-year period beginning on the effective

23 date of the Railroad Deregulation Act of 1979, the Commis-

24 sion may, subject to paragraphs (4) through (8) of this sub-

25 section, order a reduction in the amount of a rate increase
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1 which is in excess of the levels specified in paragraph (1) or

2 (2) of this subsection, except where such increase raises the

3 rate to a level at which it covers only the incremental cost of

4 providing the service. A rate may be reduced only upon in-

5 vestigation initiated on petition of a complaining purchaser of

6 transportation services or an organization representing a

7 complaining purchaser. Before an investigation may be initi-

8 ated, the Commission must find, based upon the verified

9 statements of a complaining purchaser or organization repre-

10 senting such a purchaser and after a hearing if the Commis-

11 sion so orders, that such complaining purchaser or organiza-

12 tion has demonstrated that-

13 "(A) the complaining purchaser will be or has

14 been competitively damaged by imposition of the rate

15 complained of; and

16 "(B) the complaining purchaser is likely to prevail

17 on the merits in any investigation undertaken.

18 "(4) In any such investigation, to obtain relief the com-

19 plaining purchaser or organization must prove, on the record

20 by clear and convincing evidence, that the complaining pur-

21 chaser has no reasonable alternative to transportation by the

22 carrier that proposed the increase. The complaining purchas-

23 er shall address and the Commission shall make a specific

24 finding with respect to each of the following:
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1 "(A) Transportation services and associated rates

2 offered by rail carriers other than the rail carrier that

3 proposed the increase, by all other carriers of other

4 modes, and by combinations of modes (including the

5 possibility and cost of private carriage).

6 "(B) The existence of alternative markets for or

7 sources of (as appropriate) such complaining purchas-

8 er's goods.

9 In making its determination under this paragraph, the Com-

10 mission shall find that the complaining purchaser has a rea-

11 sonable transportation alternative if comparable motor car-

12 riage is available at a rate not in excess of 125 percent of the

13 rail' rate at issue or if carriage by rail and water or rail and

14 motor carrier is available at a rate not in excess of 110 per-

15 cent of the rail rate at issue, or if a comparable volume of

16 traffic from that purchaser has moved at a rate in excess of

17 the rail rate at issue during the year prior to the effective

18 date of the rail rate at issue.

19 "(5) If the Commission finds, taking into account all the

20 factors listed, that the complaining purchaser has no reason-

21 able transportation alternative, then the rail carrier establish-

22 ing the increase shall bear the burden of proving, on the

23 record by clear and convincing evidence, that the increase is

24 reasonable.

59-551 0 - 80 - 2
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1 "(6) If the Commission finds that the complaining pur-

2 chaser has no reasonable transportation alternative and that

3 the rate at issue is not reasonable, it may order such rate

4 reduced, except that-

5 "(A) the Commission may not reduce a rate below

6 the level required to ensure the rail carrier revenues

7 that (i) are adequate to cover total operating expenses,

8 including an allocable share of indirect costs and depre-

9 ciation and obsolescence incurred, and (ii) when consid-

10 ered in the context of revenues received by the affected

11 carrier from other sources, will yield an overall ade-

12 quate return on capital; and

13 "(B) in no instance may the Commission

14 "(i) set a rate which yields a return on the

15 capital used to provide the service which is great-

16 er than twice the overall adequate rate of return

17 on capital; or

18 "(ii) reduce a rate below the level that could

19 be established under paragraph (1) of this

20 subsection.

21 "(7) Any rate reduction ordered by the Commission

22 shall apply only to the portion of the rate to or from the

23 nearest interchange point at which reasonably direct service

24 can be provided from the origin to the destination by a water

25 carrier or two or more rail carriers that have not discussed
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1 the rate at issue, unless such interchange point is more than

2 50 miles from the location at which such purchaser originates

3 or terminates traffic, in which case the reduction may be for

4 the entire rate. In addition, any rate reduction ordered by the

5 Commission shall apply only to the complaining purchaser.

6 The complaining purchaser may ship at the reduced rate only

7 as long as it ships all output subject to that rate that can

8 practicably be moved by rail, container-on-flat-car, or trailer-

9, on-flat-car beween the points covered by that rate via the rail

10 carrier or carriers affected by the rate reduction.

11 "(8) Notwithstanding any other provision of this section,

12 a rate that is reduced under this subsection may not be in-

13 creased for 12 months after the effective date of the Commis-

14 sion's order reducing the rate.

15 "(9) A petition under this subsection may be filed by a

16 group of similarly situated purchasers, or by an organization

17 representing a group of similarly situated purchasers, but in

18 any such case the showing required by paragraphs (3) and (4)

19 of this subsection must be made for each member of the

20 group before such member may benefit from a rate decrease.

21 "(c) No rail carrier shall, with the intent to eliminate a

22 competitior, set a rate below a level that contributes to the

23 establishing carrier's going concern value. Any rate that

24 covers incremental cost shall be found to contribute to going

25 concern value. If an affected competitor proves, on the
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1 record, that a rate is in violation of this section, the Comumis-

2 sion may order such rate to be increased, but only to a level

3 that contributes to the going concern value of the carrier.

4 "(d)(1) A rail carrier may establish a tariff, for any

5 movement or group of movements, under which rates may be

6 raised or lowered between published maximum and minimum

7 levels, effective on publication, in response to either expected

8 or actual fluctuations in demand for rail service. The condi-

9 tions under which rates may be raised or lowered, and the

10 maximum and minimum levels of such rates, shall be set

11 forth clearly in the tariff.

12 '(2) During the 5-year period beginning on the effective

13 date of the Railroad Deregulation Act of 1979, subsections

14 (b) and (c) of this section shall apply to the average rate

15 (calculated by totaling the rate in effect on each day of the

16 period and dividing that total by the number of days in the

17 period) actually charged under a tariff established under this

18 subsection in any 6-month period, except that where a com-

19 plaining purchaser proves that a particular rate level covered

20 by such tariff remained in effect for more than 120 days in

21 any 150-day period, subsections (b) and (c) of this section

22 shall apply to that particular rate leve!. For purposes of this

23 paragraph, a particular rate level shall be deemed to include

24 rates up to 3 percent above and 3 percent below such rate

25 level.".
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1 (b)(1) The section heading of section 10701 of title 49,

2 United States Code, is amended by inserting "other than for

3 rail carriers" after "practices".

4 (2) The first sentence of section 10701(a) of title 49,

5 United States Code, is amended by inserting "subchapter I

6 (except a rail carrier), II, 11, or IV of" after "under".

7 (3) Section 10701(b) of title 49, United States Code, is

8 repealed.

9 (4) Section 10701(c) of title 49, United States Code, is

10 amended by inserting "(except a rail carrier)" after "those

11 subchapters".

12 (5) The section analysis of chapter 107 of title 49,

13 United States Code, is amended by striking out the item re-

14 lating to section 10701 and inserting in lieu thereof the fol-

15 lowing:

"10701. Standards for rates, classifications, through routes, rules, and practices
other than for rail carriers.

"10701a. Standards for rates and conditions of service for rail carriers.".

16 (c) Section 10503(a) of title 49, United States Code, is

17 amended by striking out paragraph (2) thereof.

18 INVESTIGATION OF RATES AND ORDERS SETTING RATES

19 SEC. 122. (a) Section 10704(a)(1) of title 49, United

20 States Code, is amended by inserting immediately before the

21 period at the end of the first sentence thereof the following:

22 ", subject to the provisions of section 10701a of this title".
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1 (b) Section 10704(e) of title 49, United States Code, is

2 repealed.

3 (c) Section 10704(f) of title 49, United States Code, is

4 amended-

5 (1) by inserting immediately before the period at

6 the end of the first sentence thereof the following: ",

7 except that with respect to a rail carrier, the Commis-

8 sion may begin an investigation only upon complaint";

9 and

10 (2) by striking out "title, but" and all that follows

11 in the second sentence and inserting in lieu thereof

12 "title.".

13 (d) Section 10707(a) of title 49, United States Code, is

14 amended-

15 (1) in the first sentence, by striking out "on its

16 own initiative or on complaint of an interested party"

17 and inserting in lieu thereof "on complaint of an inter-

18 ested party, subject to the provisions of section 10701a

19 where applicable"; and

20 (2) by inserting after the first sentence the follow-

21 ing new sentence: "No investigation of an allegation

22 that a rate is unreasonably high may be ordered with

23 respect to any rate increase that becomes or is sched-

24 uled to become effective after 5 years after the effec-

25 tive date of the Railroad Deregulation Act of 1979.".
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1 (e) Section 10707(b)(1) of title 49, United States Code,

2 is amended to read as follows:

3 "(b)(1) The Commission must complete a proceeding

4 under this section and make its final decision by the end of

5 the 4th month after a complaint is filed. If the Commission

6 does not reach a final decision within the applicable time

7 period, the Commission may not find the rate, classification,

8 rule, or practice to be unlawful on the basis of the allegations

9 in the complaint or substantially similar allegations.".

10 (f) Section 10707(c) of title 49, United States Code, is

11 repealed.

12 (g) Section 10707(d) of title 49, United States Code, is

13 amended to read as follows:

14 "(d) With respect to any rate increase investigated

15 under this section, the Commission shall require the rail car-

16 riers involved to account for all amounts received under the

17 increase until the Commission completes the proceeding or

18 until 4 months after a complaint is filed, whichever occurs

19 first. The accounting must specify by whom and for whom

20 the amounts are paid. When the Commission takes final

21 action in favor of a complaining purchaser, it shall require the

22 carrier to refund to the person for whom the amounts were

23 paid that part of the increased rate found to be unjustified,

24 plus interest at a rate equal to the average yield (on the date

25 the complaint is filed) of marketable securities of the United
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1 States Government having a duration of 120 days, and may,

2 if the violation is found to be willful, assess the carrier all or

3 any portion of the costs and attorneys' fees incurred by the

4 complaining purchaser. If the Commission determines that an

5 action under this section was initiated or continued in bad

6 faith, it may assess the complainant all or any portion of the

7 costs and attorneys' fees incurred by the carrier.".

8 (h) Section 10707(e) of title 49, United States Code, is

9 repealed.

10 (i) The first sentence of section 11701(a) of title 49,

11 United States Code, is amended by striking out "The" and

12 inserting in lieu thereof "Except as otherwise provided, the".

13 (j)(1) The section heading of section 10707 of title 49,

14 United States Code, is amended by striking out "and suspen-

15 sion".

16 (2) The item relating to section 10707 in the section

17 analysis of chapter 107 of title 49, United States Code, is

18 amended by striking out "and suspension".

19 JOINT LINE RATES AND THROUGH-ROUTES

20 SEC. 123. (a) Section 10705(a) of title 49, United States

21 Code, is amended-

22 (1) in paragraph (1), by striking out "The Inter-

23 state Commerce" and inserting in lieu thereof "The

24 Interstate Commerce Commission may prescribe

25 through-routes among rail carriers and between rail
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1 carriers and other common carriers subject to the juris-

2 diction of the Commission under subchapter II (except

3 a motor common carrier of property) or subchapter mI

4 of chapter 105 of this title. in addition, except as pro-

5 vided in subsection (b) of this section, the";

6 (2) in paragraph (1), by inserting "(except a-rail

7 carrier)" after "subchapter I";

8 (3) by striking out the last sentence of paragraph

9 (1):

10 (4) by striking out paragraph (2) and redesignat-

11 ing paragraph (3) as paragraph (2); and

12 (5) in paragraph (2), as so redesignated, by strik-

13 ing out "or joint rate applicable to it" in subparagraph

14 (B).

15 (b) Section 10705 of title 49, United States Code, is

16 amended by redesignating subsections (b) through (0 as sub-

17 sections (c) through (g), respectively, and inserting after sub-

18 section (a) the following new subsection:

19 "(b)(1) Rail carriers subject to the jurisdiction of the

20 Commission under subchapter I of chapter 105 of this title

21 may among themselves, and with carriers of other modes,

22 establish joint-iine rates for through service on any route, and

23 may agree on any division of revenues from such rates on

24 such routes.
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1 "(2) In the event carriers participating in any through

2 route involving a rail carrier that is established by the Com-

3 mission pursuant to subsection (a) of this section are unable

4 or unwilling to agree on joint-line rates and divisions of rev-

5 enues, the applicable rate for service on the through route

6 shall be the sum of the local or proportional rates established

7 by each participating carrier for its portion of the route, and

8 each carrier shall receive revenues in accordance with its

9 local or proportional rate for that portion of the route.

10 "(3) Unless the participating carriers agree otherwise,

11 the originating carrier on any through route involving a rail

12 carrier shall collect all revenues for the service and shall

13 divide the revenues according to the local rates or the divi-

14 sions established, as the case may be.

15 "(4) Nothing in this subsection shall be construed as

16 requiring the cancellation of any joint-line rates or divisions

17 of revenue in effect on the effective date of the Railroad De-

18 regulation Act of 1979.".

19 (c) Section 10705(c) of title 49, United States Code, as

20 redesignated, is amended-

21 (1) by inserting "subchapter II or III of" after

22 "under" the first place it appears; and

23 (2) by striking out "rail or".

24 (d) Section 10705(e) of title 49, United States Code, as

25 redesignated, is amended-
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1 (1) by inserting "(1)" immediately before

2 "When";

3 (2) by striking out "rail or" in the first sentence;

4 (3) by striking out the second sentence; and

5 (4) by adding at the end thereof the following new

6 paragraph:

7 "(2) Unless the participating carriers agree otherwise, a

8 joint-line rate involving rail carriers shall be increased or de-

9 creased by the absolute amount of any increase or decrease

10 in the rate of any participating carrier for its portion of the

11 traffic, and the entire amount of the increase or decrease

12 shall be added to or subtracted from the share of revenues of

13 the carrier establishing the new rate. Any participating carri-

14 er may, however, elect to cancel the joint-line rate in such

15 event.

16 (e) Section 10705(f) of title 49, United States Code, as

17 redesignated, is amended to read as follows:

18 "(I The Commission may begin a proceeding under sub-

19 section (a) or (c) of this section on its own initiative or on

20 complaint and may take action only after a full hearing.".

21 (f) Section 10703(a)(2) of title 49, United States Code,

22 is amended by striking out "and shall establish rates and

23 classifications applicable to those routes".
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1 RATE BUREAUS

2 SEC. 124. Section 10706(a) of title 49, United States

3 Code, is amended-

4 (1) by adding at the end of paragraph (1) the fol-

5 lowing new subparagraph:

6 "(C) 'practicably participates in that movement'

7 means-

8 "(i) with respect to a revision of an existing

9 joint-line rate, that a carrier has, during the 12

10 months preceding the discussion, agreement, or

11 vote, actually carried traffic under the joint-line

12 rate at issue; or

13 "(ii) with respect to a joint-line rate proposed

14 for a movement never before conducted, or for

15 which no joint rate was previously in effect, that

16 a carrier has agreed to carry any traffic tendered

17 to it under the joint line rate at issue during the

18 12 months following the date on which the joint-

19 line rate becomes effective.";

20 (2) in the first sentence of paragraph (2)(A), by in-

21 serting "publication," after "initiation,";

22 (3) in the second sentence of paragraph (2)(A), by

23 striking out "section 10101" and inserting in lieu

24 thereof "section 10101a";
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1 (4) in paragraph (P)(A), by adding after the first

2 sentence the following new sentence: "Such organiza-

3 tion shall provide that all of its meetings (except those

4 dealing with personnel or purely internal administrative

5 matters) shall be open to the public and recorded or

6 transcribed, that a legible copy of a transcript shall be

7 available to the public on payment of the reasonable

8 cost of reproduction, and that all votes and agreements

9 shall be open, recorded, and not secret.";

10 (5) in paragraph (3)(A)(i), by inserting "to dis-

11 cuss," after "rail carrier" and by striking out. "can

12 practicably participate" and inserting in lieu thereof

13 "practicably participates";

14 (6) by striking out paragraph (3)(IB) and redesig-

15 nating paragraph (3)(C) as paragraph (3)(B); and

16 (7) by adding at the end thereof the following new

17 paragraph:

18 "(4) Notwithstanding any other provision of this subsec-

19 tion, one or more rail carriers may enter into an agreement,

20 without obtaining prior Commission approval, that provides

21 solely for compilation, publication, and distribution of rates in

22 effect or to become effective. The Sherman Act (15 U.S.C. 1

23 et seq.), the Clayton Act (15 U.S.C. 12 et seq.), the Federal

24 Trade Commission Act (15 U.S.C. 41 et seq.), sections 73

25 and 74 of the Wilson Tariff Act (15 U.S.C. 8 and 9), and the
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1 Act of June 19, 1936, as amended (15 U.S.C. 13, 13a, 13b,

2 21a) shall not apply to parties and other persons with respect

3 to making or carrying cut such agreement. However, the

4 Commission may, upon application or on its own initiative,

5 investigate whether the parties to such an agreement have

6 exceeded its scope and upon a finding that they have, issue

7 such orders as are necessary, including an order dissolving

8 the agreement, to assure that actions taken pursuant to the

9 agreement are limited as provided in this paragraph.".

10 ANTIDISCRIMINATION

11 SEC. 125. (a) Section 10741 of title 49, United States

12 Code, is amended by redesignating subsections (b), (c), and

13 (d) as subsections (e), (f), and (g), respectively, and by striking

14 out subsection (a) and inserting in lieu thereof the following:

15 "(a) No rail carrier subject to the jurisdiction of the

16 Commission under subchapter I of chapter 105 of this title

17 may discriminate in rates, directly or indirectly, between

18 competing purchasers of like and contemporaneous transpor-

19 tation services under similar transportation conditions

20 unless-

21 "(1) the cost of the services differs as between

22 purchasers and the charges reflect only the difference;

23 or
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1 "(2) the degree of competition to provide the pur-

2 chasers with transportation services differs as between

3 the purchasers.

4 "(b)(1) Upon petition of a purchaser of transportation

5 services, or of a lawful representative of a locality, port,

6 gateway, or transit point, alleging that a rail carrier has

7 charged different rates for like and contemporaneous services

8 under similar transportation conditions, and that such action

9 has resulted in competitive harm to the petitioner, or, in the

10 case of a locality, port, gateway, or transit point, to a pur-

11 chaser doing business in that locality, port, gateway, or tran-

12 sit point (hereinafter a 'represented purchaser'), the Commis-

13 sion may order an investigation of the alleged discrimination.

14 To obtain relief-

15 "(A) a petitioner must prover on the record by

16 clear and convincing evidence, that different rates were

17 charged, that such action has resulted in competitive

18 harm to the petitioner or a represented purchaser, and

19 that the injured purchaser is in competition with the

20 favored purchaser; and

21 "(B) a petitioner alleging that a rail carrier has

22 discriminated against it by failing to offer to enter into

23 a contract for rates and services similar to that into

24 which another purchaser has entered must prove, in

25 addition to the proof required in subparagraph (A) of
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1 this paragraph, that the injured purchaser or represent-

2 ed purchaser would have been ready, willing, and able

3 to accept substantially similar contract terms at a time

4 essentially contemporaneous with the period during

5 which the carrier offered the contract to the favored

6 purchaser.

7 "(2) The rail carrier alleged to have violated subsection

8 (a) of this section shall have an affirmative defense if such

9 carrier proves the cost justification for rate differentials re-

10 ferred to in paragraph (1) of such subsection or the differing

11 degrees of competition referred to in paragraph (2) of such

12 subsection. Costs developed in accordance with the account-

13 *ing system promulgated by the Commission under section

14 11142(b) of this title shall be accepted as proof of cost.

15 "(c) A rail carrier may be found to be in violation of

16 subsection (a) of this section with respect to a rate charged

17 for services for which a joint-line rate is in effect only if the

18 carrier is an indispensable party to the route covered by the

19 joint rate and if it has refused to provide the portion of the

20 service on its route at a nondiscriminatory rate.

21 "(d) A rail carrier found to be in violation of subsection

22 (a) of this section shall be required to establish nondiscrimina-

23 tory rates, within the meaning of this section, for the traffic

24 involved and to pay an injured purchaser or represented pur-

25 clhaser damages equal to the difference between the rate
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1 charged that purchaser and the rate charged the favored pur-

2 chaser from the date the complaint was filed until the date on

3 which the Commission issues its decision, plus interest at a

4 rate equal to the average yield (on the date the complaint is

5 filed) of marketable securities of the United States having a

6 duration of 90 days. In addition, if the violation is found to be

7 willful, the Commission may assess the carrier all or any

8 portion of the costs and attorneys' fees incurred by the com-

9 plainant. If the Commission determines that an action under

10 this section was initiated or continued in bad faith, it may

11 assess the complainant all or any portion of the costs and

12 attorneys' fees incurred by the carrier.".

13 (b) Section 10741(e) of title 49, United States Code, as

14 redesignated, is amended by inserting "(except a rail carri-

15 er)" after "of this title".

16 (c) Section 10742 of title 49, United States Code, is

17 amended by adding at the end thereof the following new sen-

18 tence: "A carrier subject to this section may require a con-

19 necting line to pay the incremental cost of providing any

20 facilities or services required under this section.".

21 (d)(1) Section 10726(a)(1) of title 49, United States

22 Code, is amended by striking out "I or".

23 (2) Section 10726(c) of title 49, United States Code, is

24 repealed.

59-551 0 - 80 - 3
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1 NOTICE AND PUBLICATION

2 SEC. 126. (a) Section 10762(a)(1) of title 49, United

3 States Code, is amended by inserting after the first sentence

4 the following new sentences: "A rail carrier that has entered

5 into a contract to provide a purchaser of rail services with

6' specific services at specific rates shall publish and file with

7 the Commission the essential terms of such contract, as re-

8 quired by the Commission. In setting the terms to be pub-

9 lished, the Commission, to the maximum extent consistent

10 with the purposes of this section, shall not require publication

11 of the name or other identifying characteristics of the pur-

12 chaser of rail services.".

13 (b) Section 10762(b) of title 49, United States Code, is

14 amended-

15 (1) in the first sentence of paragraph (1), by strik-

16 ing out "The" and inserting in lieu thereof "Except

17 with respect to the tariffs of a rail carrier providing

18 transportation subject to the jurisdiction of the Com-

19 mission under subchapter I of chapter 105 of this title,

20 the";

21 (2) in the second sentence of paragraph (1), by in-

22 serting "(except a rail carrier)" after "subchapter I";

23 (3) by striking out subparagraph (B) of paragraph

24 (1) and redesignating subparagraphs (C), (D), and (E)

25 as subparagraphs (B), (C), and (D), respectively; and
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1 (4) by redesignating paragraph (2) as paragraph

2 (4) and inserting after paragraph (1) the following new

3 paragraphs:

4 "(2) With respect to the tariffs of a rail carrier, the

5 Commission may prescribe the information to be included in a

6 published tariff, but it may not prescribe the format. In this

7 paragraph, 'format' includes such items as typeface, spacing,

8 type of index, and location of information in the tariff. The

9 Commission may require the publication of origin to destina-

10 tion rates for any Commission established through route. If

11 no joint line rate is in effect for such route, the published rate

12 shall be the rate established under section 10705(b)(2) of this

13 title.

14 "(3) With respect to the tariffs of a rail carrier, 'publish'

15 means that the tariff is generally available to the public (A)

16 while it is in effect, and (B) during the notice period set forth

17 in subsection (c)(3) or (c)(4) of this section, as applicable,

18 except as that notice period is modified pursuant to subsec-

19 tion (d) of this section.".

20 (c) Section 10762(c) of title 49, United States Code, is

21 amended-

22 (1) in paragraph (3), by striking out "A proposed

23 change and a new or reduced rate" in the second sen-

24 tence and inserting in lieu thereof "A proposed change
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1 or new or reduced rate of a carrier other than a rail

2 carrier"; and

3 (2) by adding at the end thereof the following new

4 paragraph:

5 "(4) New or changed rates of rail carriers, and tariffs

6 described in section 10701a(d) of this title, may become effec-

7 tive as follows:

8 "(A) During the first year following the effective

9 date of the Railroad Deregulation Act of 1979, 21

10 days after notice thereof is published.

11 "(B) During the second year following such effec-

12 tive date, 14 days after notice thereof is published.

13 "(C) During the third year following such effec-

14 tive date, 7 days after notice thereof is published.

15 "(D) During the fourth year following such effec-

16 tive date, and thereafter, upon publication.

17 Notwithstanding the foregoing provisions of this paragraph,

18 rates described in the second sentence of section 10701a(a) of

19 this title may become effective upon publication.".

20 (d) Section 10762(d)(1) of title 49, United States Code,

21 is amended by striking out "30-day" and inserting in lieu

22 thereof "notice".
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1 MISCELLANEOUS RATE PROVISIONS, INCLUDING RATES ON

2 GOVERNMENT TRAFFIC, RELEASED VALUE RATES,

3 AND THE COMMODITIES CLAUSE

4 SEC. 127. (a) Section 10709 of title 49, United States

5 Code, is repealed.

6 (b) Section 10711 of title 49, United States Code, is

7 amended to read as follows:

8 "§ 10711. Effect of certain sections on rail rates and prac-

9 tices

10 "Sections 10701a, 10707, and 10728 of this title do not

11 modify the application of section 10741, 10742, or 11103 of

12 this title in determining whether a rail rate or practice com-

13 plies with this subtitle.".

14 (c)(1) Section 10721(a) of title 49, United States Code,

15 is amended-

16 (A) in paragraph (1), by striking out "(1)"; and

17 (B) by striking out paragraph (2).

18 (2) Section 10721(b) of title 49, United States Code, is

19 amended-

20 (A) in the first sentence of paragraph (1), by in-

21 serting "(except a rail carrier)" after "subchapter I";

22 and

23 (B) in the first sentence of paragraph (2), by in-

24 serting "referred to in paragraph (1) of this subsection"

25 after "carrier".
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1 (3) Section 10721 of title 49, United States Code, is

2 amended by adding at the end thereof the following new sub-

3 section:

4 "(d)(1) Notwithstanding section 10762 of this title, a

5 rail carrier may provide transportation services for the b

6 United States Government at a rate to be retroactively deter-

7 mined where the United States Government represents to

8 such carrier that the retroactive setting of such rate is neces-

9 sary to meet the needs of the national defense.

10 "(2) Whenever a petition is filed under section 10741(b)

11 with respect to a rate referred to in paragraph (1) of this

12 subsection, the petitioner must prove, in addition to the proof

13 required in section 10741(b)(1)(A) of this title, that the peti-

14 tioner or represented purchaser would have been ready, will-

15 ing, and able to purchase substantially similar transportation

16 services at a time essentially contemporaneous with the

17 period during which the carrier provided the services to the

18 United States Government.".

19 (d) Section 10727 of title 49, United States Code, is

20 repealed.

21 (e) Subsection (b) of section 10728 of title 49, United

22 States Code, is repealed, and subsection (a) of that section is

23 amended by striking out "(a)".

24 (f) Section 10729 of title 49, United States Code, is

25 amended to read as follows:
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1 "§ 10729. Rail carriers; incentive for capital investment

2 "Notwithstanding any other section of this title, any

3 rate that became effective under this section prior to the ef-

4 fective date of the Railroad Deregulation Act of 1979 shall

5 remain in effect in accordance with its terms, but for no

6 longer than 5 years from its effective date, unless the parties

7 agree otherwise. During that period, the Commission may,

8 however, order the rate revised to a level equal to the incre-

9 mental cost of providing the transportation if the Commission

10 finds that the level then in effect reduces the going concern

11 value of the carrier.".

12 (g)(1) Chapter 107 of title 49, United States Code, is

13 amended by adding after section 10730 the following new

14 section:

15 "§ 10730a. Rates and liability based on -value for rail

16 carriers

17 "A rail carrier subject to the jurisdiction of the Inter-

18 state Commerce Commission under subchapter I of chapter

19 105 of this title may establish rates for transportation of

20 property under which the liability of the carrier for that prop-

21 erty is limited to a value established by written declaration of

22 the shipper, by a written agreement, or by a declaration in a

23 tariff of a limit on liability for losses.".

24 (2) Section 10730 of title 49, United States Code, is

25 amended-
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1 (A) in the section heading, by inserting "other

2 than for rail carriers" after "value"; and

3 (B) in the first sentence, by inserting "(except a

4 rail carrier)" after "subchapter I".

5 (3) The section analysis of chapter 103 of title 49,

6 United States Code, is amended by striking out the item re-

7 lating to section 10730 and inserting in lieu thereof the fol-

8 lowing:

"10730. Rates and liability based on value other than for rail carriers.
"10730a. Rates and liability based on value for rail carriers.".

9 (h) Section 10731(b)(2) of title 49, United States Code,

10 is amended-

11 (1) by striking out "10701" and inserting in lieu

12 thereof "10701a"; and

13 (2) by striking out "and order the rate found to be

14 in violation of either of those sections removed from

15 the rate structure".

16 (i)(1) Section 10744(a) of title 49, United States Code,

17 is amended-

18 (A) in paragraph (1), by striking out "rail,

19 motor," and inserting in lieu thereof "motor"; and

20 (B) in paragraph (2), by striking out ", and a re-

21 consignor or diverter giving a rail carrier,".

22 (2) The first sentence of section 10744(b) of title 49,

23 United States Code, is amended by striking out "rail or".
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1 (3) Section 10744(c) of title 49, United States Code, is

2 amended-

3 (A) by striking out paragraph (1) and redesignat-

4 ing paragraphs (2) and (3) as paragraphs (1) and (2),

5 respectively; and

6. (B) in paragraph (2), as so redesignated, by strik-

7 ing out "A rail or express" and inserting in lieu there-

8 of "An express".

9 (j) Section 10746 of title 49, United States Code, is

10 repealed.

11 (k) Section 10747 of title 49, United States Code, is

12 amended by striking out the last two sentences thereof.

13 (1) Sections 10748 and 10750 of title 49, United States

14 Code, are repealed.

15 (m) Subehapter V of chapter 107 of title 49, United

16 States Code, is repealed.

17 (n) The items relating to sections 10709, 10727, 10746,

18 10748, and 10750, and subchapter V in the section analysis

19 of chapter 107 of title 49, United States Code, are repealed.

20 STUDIES

21 SEc. 128. (a) Within 2 years after the effective date of

22 this title, the Secretary of Transportation shall prepare and

23 submit to the Congress a preliminary study of competition in

24 the provision of transportation services. Specifically, the Sec-

25 retary of Transportation shall address the extent to which all
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1 forms of competition are available in connection with the

2 transportation of goods and commodities between and within

3 all regions of the country. The study will identify factors such

4 as types of commodities or movements that could preclude

5 effective actual or potential competition, and determine what,

6 if any, rail traffic is not subject to competition.

7 (b) Within 4 years after the effective date of this title,

8 the Secretary of Transportation shall prepare and submit to

9 the Congress a final study describing experience under the

10 maximum rate regulation provisions of this title, relating that

11 experience to the results of the earlier study, summarizing

12 the effects of that experience on carriers of all modes and

13 their employees, on shippers, and on consumers, and recom-

14 mending any legislation necessary to provide users of the

15 freight transportation system with the benefits of competi-

16 tion.

17 (c)(1) For the purposes of the studies authorized by sub-

18 sections (a) and (b) of this section, carriers of all modes, ship-

19 pers, and other persons shall, upon request of the Secretary

20 of Transportation, provide information and data relevant to

21 the study. Such data may include traffic flows by mode and

22 commodity between and, within specified regions, relevant

23 costs, rates, and revenues associated with the provision of

24 existing and alternative transportation services, and existing
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1 and alternative marketing patterns for the commodities

2 studied.

3 (2) Any information or documentary material provided

4 to the Secretary or his representatives under this section, to

5 the extent it contains or relates to trade secrets, processes,

6 operations, or style of work or the identity, confidential sta-

7 tistical data, amount, or source of any income, profits, losses,

8 or expenditure of any person, firm, partnership, corporation,

9 or association, shall be exempt from disclosure under section

10 552(b)(3) of title 5, United States Code, and no such data

11 may be made public except as part of the projections, statisti-

12 cal studies, analyses and related activities required under this

13 section (in which case identifying characteristics shall be de-

14 leted to the maximum extent possible), and as may be rele-

15 vant to any administrative or judicial action or proceeding.

16 (d)(1) The Secretary may request from any department,

17 agency, or instrumentality of the Federal Government such

18 statistics, data, program reports, and other materials as he

19 considers necessary to carry out his functions under this sec-

20 tion, and such department, agency, or instrumentality shall

21 cooperate with the Secretary and furnish such statistics,

22 data, program reports, and other materials to the Secretary

23 upon his request. Nothing in this paragraph shall be deemed

24 to affect any provision of law limiting the authority of an

25 agency, department, or instrumentality of the Federal Gov-
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1 ernment to provide information to any other agency, depart-

2 ment, or instrumentality of the Federal Government.

3 (2) The head of any department, agency, or instrumen-

4 tality of the Federal Government may detail, on a reimburs-

5 able basis, any personnel of such department, agency, or in-

6 strumentality to assist in carrying out the duties of the Secre-

7 tary under this section.

8 PART C-STRUCTURE

9 ENTRY

10 SEC. 131. (a) Section 10901 of title 49, United States

11 Code, is amended to read as follows:

12 "§ 10901. Authorizing construction and operation of rail-

13 road lines

14 "(a) Any rail carrier or other entity, including a State or

15 local government, a shipper, or a shipper association, but not

16 including a carrier subject to the jurisdiction of the Commis-

17 sion under subchapter I (except a rail carrier), II, 1m1, or IV

18 of this chapter or a person affiliated with such a carrier,

19 may-

20 "(1) construct and operate a new railroad line or

21 an extension of an existing railroad line;

22 "(2) construct and operate a railroad line that

23 crosses another railroad line, if-
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1 "(A) the construction and operation does not

2 unreasonably interfere with operation of the line

3 crossed; and

4 "(B) the owner of the crossing line pays the

5 owner of the crossed line a fair market rental or

6 for the easement provided.

7 If the carriers are unable to agree on the amount or terms of

8 payment, or operation, either party may submit the issue to

9 the Commission for binding arbitration.

10 "(b) Subject to the provisions of sections 11342 and

11 11343 of this title, any rail carrier or other entity, including

12 a State or local government, a shipper, or a shipper associ-

13 ation, but not including a carrier subject to the jurisdiction of

14 the Commission under subchapter I (except a rail carrier), II,

15 m, or IV of this chapter or a person affiliated with such a

16 carrier, may acquire an existing rail carrier or portion thereof

17 and operate its railroad line.

18 "(c) A rail carrier providing service within a given

19 Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area (SMSA), as defined

20 by the Secretary of Commerce, shall provide switching serv-

21 ice in a nondiscriminatory manner, at a charge not to exceed

22 the fully allocated cost of providing such service, to all carri-

23 ers originating or terminating traffic within that SMSA.

24 "(d) For purposes of this section, a person is affiliated

25 with a carrier subject to the jurisdiction of the Commission
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1 under subchapter I (except a rail carrier), 11, m, or IV of

2 this chapter if, because of the relationship between that

3 person and such carrier, it is reasonable to believe that the

4 affairs of a rail carrier acting under this section will be man-

5 aged in the interest of such other carrier.".

6 (b) Section 10902 of title 49, United States Code, and

7 the item relating to section 10902 in the section analysis of

8 chapter 109 of such title, are repealed.

9 ABANDONMENT AND DISCONTINUANCE OF SERVICE

10 SEC. 132. (a)(1) Section 10903(a) of title 49, United

11 States Code, is amended by striking out the last sentence

12 thereof.

13 (2) Section 10903(b) of title 49, United States Code, is

14 amended-

15 (A) by amending paragraph (1)(A) to read as fol-

16 lows:

17 "(A) finds public convenience and necessity, it

18 shall approve the application as filed; or";

19 (B) by redesignating paragraph (2) as paragraph

20 (3) and by inserting after paragraph (1) the following

21 new paragraph:

22 "(2) The Commission shall find that the public conven-

23 ience and necessity require and permit the abandonment or

24 discontinuance if-
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1 "(A) no objection to the abandonment or discon-

2 tinuance is timely filed under section 10904(c)(1) of

3 this title;

4 "(B) the applicant carrier demonstrates that rev-

5 enues attributable to the line or service, as the case

6 may be, do not meet or exceed the full cost of operat-

7 ing the line or service, as defined in section

8 10905(a)(1) of this title; or

9 "(C) the Commission determines that the benefit

10 to the applicant carrier from abandonment or discon-

11 tinuance, including any benefit arising from the ability

12 to put capital used on the line or service to other rail-

13 road use, exceeds the detriment to the objecting party

14 and others similarly situated from loss of service,

15 taking into account any impact the abandonment or

16 discontinuance may have on rural and community

17 development.".

18 (3) Section 10903(c) of title 49, United States Code, is

19 amended to read as follows:

20 "(c) A certificate issued under this section shall be effec-

21 tive on the 31st day after its issuance.".

22 (b)(1) Section 10904(a)(2) of title 49, United States

23 Code, is amended by striking out "and" at the end of subpar-

24 agraph (A), by redesignating subparagraph (B) as subpara-
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1 graph (C), and by inserting after subparagraph (A) the follow-

2 ing new subparagraph:

3 "(B) a statement that the line is available for sub-

4 sidy or sale in accordance with section 10905 of this

5 title, an estimate of the subsidy and minimum purchase

6 price required to keep the line in operation, calculated

7 in accordance with section 10905 of this title, and the

8 name and business address of the person who is au-

9 thorized to discuss sale or subsidy terms for the carri-

10 er; and".

11 (2) Section 10904(b) of title 49, United States Code, is

12 amended to read as follows:

13 "(b)(1) Except as provided in paragraph (2) of this sub-

14 section, if an objection to an abandonment or discontinuance

15 is timely filed, the burden is on the person applying for the

16 certificate to prove that the present or future public conven-

17 ience and necessity require or permit such abandonment or

18 discontinuance.

19 "(2) An application approved by the Secretary of Trans-

20 portation as part of a plan or proposal under section 5 (a)

21 through (d) of the Department of Transportation Act (49

22 U.S.C. 1654 (a) through (d)) shall be approved by the Com-

23 mission unless an objecting party demonstrates, on the

24 record, that the detriment to the objecting party and others

25 similarly situated from the abandonment or discontinuance
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1 exceeds the transportation benefit from the plan or pro-

2 posal as a whole, as determined by the Secretary of

3 Transportation.".

4 (3) Section 10904(c)(1) of title 49, United States Code,

5 is amended-

6 (A) by amending the first sentence to read as fol-

7 lows: "The Commission shall begin an investigation to

8 assist it in determining what disposition to make of an

9 application for a certificate of abandonment or discon-

10 tinuance if an objection is filed, at least 30 days before

11 the date proposed in the application for the abandon-

12 ment or discontinuance to become effective, by a ship-

13 per or other person that has made significant use (as

14 determined by the Commission) of the railroad line in-

15 volved during the 12-month period before the filing of

16 the application, or by a State or political subdivision of

17 a State in which any part of the railroad line is locat-

18 ed."; and

19 (B) in the last sentence, by striking out "or on the

20 initiative of the Commission".

21 (4) Section 10904(c)(2) of title 49, United States Code,

22 is amended to read as follows:

23 "(2)(A) If an objection to an application is not timely

24 filed by a proper party as described in paragraph (1) of this

25 subsection, the Commission shall approve the application and
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1 shall immediately issue a certificate under section 10903 of

2 this title.

3 "(B) If an objection to an application is timely filed by a

4 proper party as described in paragraph (1) of this subsection,

5 the Commission shall complete its investigation and issue its

6 decision within 120 days after the last day on which an ob-

7 jection to such application could have been timely filed under

8 paragraph (1) of this subsection. If the Commission finds

9 public convenience and necessity, or if the Commission fails

10 to complete its investigation and issue its decision within

11 such 120-day period, it shall approve the application and

12 issue a certificate under section 10903 of this title.".

13 (c)(1) Section 10905(a) of title 49, United States Code,

14 is amended by striking out paragraph (2), redesignating para-

15 graph (1) as paragraph (2), and inserting before paragraph (2)

16 the following new paragraph:

17 "(1) 'full cost' means the avoidable cost of provid-

18 ing rail freight transportation on a line, plus an ade-

19 quate return on capital attributable to the line.".

20 (2) Section 10905(b) of title 49, United States Code, is

21 amended-

22 (A) in the first sentence, by inserting "promptly"

23 after "publish"; and

24 (B) by striking out everything that follows the

25 first sentence and inserting in lieu thereof the follow-
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1 ing: "If, within 10 days after the date of such publica-

2 tion, the carrier has received an offer of subsidy under

3 subsection (c) of this section or an offer to purchase

4 under subsection (e) of this section, any certificate

5 issued by the Commission authorizing the abandonment

6 or discontinuance shall have no effect for the line of

7 railroad or portion thereof covered by the offer. If an

8 offer of subsidy or sale is made and the subsidy or sale

9 agreement is not consummated within 100 days after

10 the date of publication of notice under this subsection,

11 the Commission shall issue a new certificate authoriz-

12 ing the abandonment or discontinuance, except that in

13 the case of a sale the parties may agree to an exten-

14 sion of such 100-day period.".

15 (3) Section 10905 of title 49, United States Code, is

16 amended by striking out subsection (c) and inserting in lieu

17 thereof the following new subsections:

18 "(c)(1) During the 10 days following the date of publica-

19 tion of notice under subsection (b) of this section, any finan-

20 cially responsible person, including a governmental entity,

21 may offer to pay the carrier a subsidy that covers the differ-

22 ence between revenues attributable to the line and the full

23 cost of continuing service on such line. In addition, a subsidy

24 offer may be made for a portion of the line if such portion

25 does not connect only to a line that is the subject of an appli-
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1 cation for a certificate of abandonment or discontinuance

2 which is pending under this subchapter. Any subsidy offer

3 under this subsection shall be filed concurrently with the

4 Commission.

5 "(2) If a subsidy offer is for less than the carrier's esti-

6 mate provided in the notice issued under section 10904 of

7 this title, the offeror shall explain the basis of the disparity.

8 The full cost of continuing service shall be determined by the

9 carrier and the offeror in accordance with subsection (a)(1) of

10 this section. The carrier shall promptly make available, to all

11 potential offerors who so request, all information that the

12 Commission by regulation considers necessary to allow a po-

13 tential offeror to calculate an adequate subsidy offer.

14 "(3) A subsidy offer may not be made under this subsec-

15 tion for a line, or a portion of a line, if the revenues attributa-

16 ble to such line or portion thereof meet or exceed the full cost

17 of operating such line or portion thereof.

18 "(d)(1) If the carrier and the offeror cannot agree on full

19 cost or other terms of the subsidy, either the carrier or the

20 offeror (if he is the only offeror or he has been chosen under

21 subsection (g) of this section) may, within 30 days after the

22 date the offer is made, submit the dispute to the Commission

23 for binding arbitration.

24 "(2) If a dispute is submitted to the Commission for ar-

25 bitration under paragraph (1) of this subsection, the Commis-
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1 sion shall render its decision within 60 days after the date of

2 submission. Such decision shall be effective immediately upon

3 being rendered, and shall provide for the subsidy payments to

4 be retroactive to 30 days after the date of publication of

5 notice under subsection (b) of this section. After the conclu-

6 sion of arbitration, the offeror may withdraw his subsidy

7 offer, in which case-

8 "(A) the offeror shall pay to the operator the full

9 cost of operation of the line, as previously determined

10 by arbitration, for any time the line was operated or is

11 required to be operated after the 30th day following

12 the date of publication of notice under subsection (b) of

13 this section; and

14 "(B) the Commission shall issue a certificate au-

15 thorizing the abandonment or discontinuance.

16 "(e)(1) During the 10 days following the date of publica-

17 tion of notice under subsection (b) of this section, a financially

18 responsible person, including a governmental entity, who in-

19 tends to continue service on the line may offer to purchase

20 the line or any portion thereof (including, unless otherwise

21 mutually agreed, all facilities on the line or portion thereof

22 necessary to provide effective transportation services) for not

23 less than the lesser of (A) the fair market value of the line or

24 portion thereof when used to provide rail services (excluding

25 consideration of any Federal or State subsidy), or (B) the fair
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1 market value of the line or portion thereof when used for

2 purposes other than providing rail services. Any purchase

3 offer under this subsection shall be filed concurrently with the

4 Commission.

5 "(2) If a purchase offer is for less than the carrier's

6 estimate provided in the notice issued under section 10904 of

7 this title, the offer shall explain the basis of the disparity.

8 "(f)(1) If the carrier and the offeror cannot agree on the

9 purchase price or other terms of the sale, either the carrier or

10 the offeror (if he is the only offeror or he has been chosen

11 under subsection (g) of this section) may, within 30 days after

12 the date the offer is made, submit the dispute to the Commis-

13 sion for binding arbitration.

14 "(2) If a dispute is submitted to the Commission for ar-

15 bitration under paragraph (1) of this subsection, the Commis-

16 sion shall render its decision within 50 days after the date of

17 submission. Such decision shall be effective immediately upon

18 being rendered, and shall establish a purchase price for the

19 line or portion thereof, which shall not be less than the lesser

20 of (A) the fair market value of the line or portion thereof

21 when used to provide rail services (excluding consideration of

22 any Federal or State subsidy), or (B) the fair market value of

23 the line or portion thereof when used for purposes other than

24 providing rail services. After the conclusion of arbitration,

25 the offeror may withdraw his purchase offer, in which case
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1 the provisions of subsections (d)(2) (A) and (B) shall apply in

2 the same manner as those provisions apply to the withdrawal

3 of a subsidy offer.

4 "(3) Except in a case in which the purchase offer is

5 withdrawn, the carrier shall continue service at its own ex-

6 pense during the arbitration period unless the carrier and the

7 offeror agree that the offeror shall begin service during the

8 arbitration period.

9 "(g) If a carrier receives more than offer of purchase or

10 subsidy, it shall, before the 40th day following the date of

11 publication of notice under subsection (b) of this section,

12 choose the offeror with whom it wishes to deal and complete

13 the sale or subsidy agreement or submit the dispute to arbi-

14 tration in accordance with this section.

15 "(h)(1) A carrier that sells a'line or a portion of a line

16 under this section may not discontinue service on such line or

17 portion thereof until the purchaser commences service or 30

18 days after the date of consummation of the sale, whichever

19 occurs first.

20 "(2) A purchaser of a line or portion of line sold under

21 this section may not-

22 "(A) during the 2-year period beginning on the

23 date of the consummation of sale, transfer or seek to

24 discontinue service on such line or portion thereof; or
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1 "(B) during the following 3-year period, transfer

2 such line or portion thereof to any person other than

3 the carrier from whom it was purchased.

4 "(i) Any subsidy provided under this section may be dis-

5 continued on 60 days' notice to the operating carrier and the

6 Commission. Unless, within such 60-day period, another fi-

7 nancially responsible party enters into a subsidy agreement

8 at least as beneficial to the carrier as the agreement discon-

9 tinued, the Commission shall, at the carrier's request, imme-

10 diately issue a certificate authorizing the abandonment or dis-

11 continuance of service on the line.".

12 (d) Section 10906 of title 49, United States Code, and

13 the item relating to section 10906 in the section analysis of

14 chapter 109 of such title, are repealed.

15 (e)(1) Section 10907(a) of title 49, United States Code,

16 is amended by striking out "sections 10901 and 10902" and

17 inserting in lieu thereof "section 10901".

18 (2) Section 10907(b) of title 49, United States Code, is

19 amended by striking out "under sections 10901 through

20 10906 of this title".

21 (f) Section 10908 of title 49, United States Code, is

22 amended by striking out "train or" in the section heading and

23 each place it appears in subsection (a).

24 (g) Section 10909 of title 49, United States Code, is

25 amended-
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1 (1) by striking out "train or" each place it ap-

2 pears in subsections (a) and (b); and

3 (2) by adding at the end thereof the following new

4 subsection:

5 "(d) The procedures governing abandonment, discon-

6 tinuance, and changes in services provided by rail carriers

7 subject to the jurisdiction of the Commission under sub-

8 chapter I of chapter 105 of this title are exclusive and may

9 not be modified by a State except where service is provided,

10 without interstate through service including service via one

11 or more connecting railroads, wholly within that State.".

12 (h) The item relating to section 10908 in the section

13 analysis of chapter 109 of title 49, United States Code, is

14 amended by striking out "train or".

15 MERGERS AND CONSOLIDATIONS

16 SEC. 133. (a) The first sentence of section 11341 of title

17 49, United States Code, is amended by striking out "The"

18 and inserting in lieu thereof "Except as otherwise provided

19 in this subchapter, the".

20 (b)(1) Section 11342(d) of title 49, United States Code,

21 is amended by striking out "this section" and inserting in lieu

22 thereof "subsections (a), (b), and (c) of this section".

23 (2) Section 11342 of title 49, United States Code, is

24 amended by adding at the end thereof the following new sub-

25 section:
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1 "(e)(1) Notwithstanding subsections (a) through (d) of

2 this section, the Commission shall, upon application, approve

3 and authorize any transaction involving two or more rail car-

4 riers that provides for the coordination of services, exchange

5 of markets, joint use of facilities, granting of trackage rights,

6 or transfer of less than substantially all of the rail assets of

7 any such carrier unless, on the basis of comments received

8 from interested parties and a hearing if the Commission so

9 orders, the Commission finds that-

10 "(A) as a result of the transaction, there is likely

11 to be a substantial lessening of competition, creation of

12 a monopoly, or a restraint of trade in freight surface

13 transportation in any region of the United States; and

14 "(B) the anticompetitive effects of the transaction,

15 as described in subparagraph (A) of this paragraph,

16 outweigh the public interest in meeting significant

17 transportation needs.

18 An opponent of a transaction proposed pursuant to this sub-

19 section shall have the burden of proving the anticompetitive

20 effects of such transaction. The proponent of the transaction

21 shall have the burden of proving that the public interest in

22 meeting significant transportation needs outweighs such anti-

23 competitive effects.

24 "(2) In making its findings under this subsection, the

25 Commission shall accord substantial weight to any recom-
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1 mendation of the Secretary of Transportation pursuant to

2 section 5 (a) through (d) of the Department of Transportation

3 Act. Upon receipt of an application and upon the making of

4 any finding under this section, the Commission shall publish

5 notice thereof and shall provide a copy of such application

6 and finding to the Secretary of Transportation.

7 "(3)(A) Except as provided in subparagraph (B) of this

8 paragraph, the Commission shall issue its finding under this

9 section within 120 days after the date an application is filed.

10 "(B) If the Commission determines, within 30 days after

11 an application is filed, that the proposed transaction is of gen-

12 eral transportation importance, the Commission shall issue its

13 finding under this section within 365 days after the date the

14 application is filed."

15 (c)(1) Section 11343(a) of title 49, United States Code,

16 is amended-

17 (A) by inserting ", except a transaction involving

18 only two or more rail carriers," after "of this title";

19 and

20 (B) by striking out paragraph (6).

21 (2) Section 11343(d) of title 49, United States Code, is

22 amended by striking out "(d)(1)" and inserting in lieu thereof

23 "(d)" and by striking out paragraph (2).
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1 (3) Section 11343 of title 49, United States Code, is

2 amended by adding at the end thereof the following new sub-

3 section:

4 "(e) The approval and authorization of the Commission

5 is not required for any merger, acquisition of control, transfer

6 of all or substantially all of a rail carrier's railroad assets to

7 another rail carrier or to a company that controls or is con-

8 trolled by a rail carrier, or any corporate consolidation in-

9 volving one or more rail carriers or companies that control or

10 are controlled by rail carriers. However, no such transaction

11 shall become effective unless the Commission certifies that

12 the transaction is in compliance with the provisions concern-

13 ing employee protection arrangements contained in section

14 11347 of this title. Such transactions shall be subject to the

15 Sherman Act (15 U.S.C. 1 et seq.), the Clayton Act (15

16 U.S.C. 12 et seq.), the Federal Trade Commission Act (15

17 U.S.C. 41 et seq.), sections 73 and 74 of the Wilson Tariff

18 Act (15 U.S.C. 8 and 9), and the Act of June 19, 1936, as

19 amended (15 U.S.C. 13, 13a, 13b, 21a). No service may be

20 abandoned or discontinued in connection with a transaction

21 under this section except in accordance with the procedures

22 specified in subchapter I of chapter 109 of this title.".

23 (d)(1) Section 11344(a) of title 49, United States Code,

24 is amended-
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1 (A) in the first sentence, by striking out "section

2 11343" and inserting in lieu thereof "section

3 11343(a)"; and

4 (B) in the last sentence, by inserting "unless such

5 transaction involves only two or more rail carriers or"

6 after "transaction".

7 (2) Section 11344(b) of title 49, United States Code, is

8 amended by striking out paragraph (2) and redesignating

9 paragraphs (3) and (4) as paragraphs (2) and (3), respectively.

10 (3) Section 11344(c) of title 49, United States Code, is

11 amended by striking out the last sentence thereof.

12 (e) Sections 11345 and 11346 of title 49, United States

13 Code, and the items relating to sections 11345 and 11346 in

14 the chapter analysis of chapter 113 of such title, are re-

15 pealed.

16 (f) Section 11347 of title 49, United States Code, is

17 amended to read as follows:

18 "§ 11347. Employee protective arrangements in transac-

19 tions involving rail carriers

20 "(a) Employee protective arrangements in transactions

21 under this subchapter involving a rail carrier or carriers shall

22 be certified by the Commission as fair and equitable in the

23 circumstances of each transaction. No such arrangement

24 shall be certified unless it contains levels of protection for the

25 interest of employees who will be affected thereby at least as
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1 protective of those interests as those provided under this sec-

2 tion before February 5, 1976, and under section 565(b) of

3 title 45, including the issuance to affected employees of 90-

4 day notices of intended changes and the negotiation and ex-

5 ecution of implementing agreements prior to the effectuation

6 of changes resulting from the transaction that will affect em-

7 ployees.

8 "(b) If an implementing agreement is not executed

9 within 60 days prior to the date the transaction is proposed

10 to be effective, either party to the dispute may submit the

11 issue for final and binding arbitration. The decision on any

12 such arbitration shall be rendered no later than 5 days prior

13 to the date the transaction is proposed to be effective, unless

14 the parties otherwise agree. The arbitration decision shall not

15 result in affected employees receiving levels of protection less

16 than those provided under this section before February 5,

17 1976, and under section 565(b) of title 45, shall be final and

18 binding on the parties thereto, and shall become part of the

19 labor protective arrangement certified by the Commission."

20 (g) Section 11348(a) of title 49, United States Code, is

21 amended by striking out "sections 11344 and 11345" and

22 inserting in lieu thereof "section 11344" and by striking out

23 "11711,".
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1 (h) Section 11350 of title 49, United States Code, and

2 the item relating to section 11350 in the section analysis of

3 chapter 113 of such title, are repealed.

4 (i) Section 11912 of title 49, United States Code, is

5 amended by striking out "11345, 11346,".

6 PAIL SECURITIES SUBJECT TO THE SECURITIES LAWS OF

7 THE UNITED STATES

8 SEC. 134. (a)(1) Section 11301(a)(1) of title 49, United

9 States Code, is amended to read as follows:

10 "(1) 'carrier' means-

11 "(A) a motor carrier providing transportation

12 subject to the jurisdiction of the Interstate Com-

13 merce Commission under subchapter II of chapter

14 105 of this title;

15 "(B) a corporation organized to provide

16 transportation as a carrier subject to the jurisdic-

17 tion of the Commission under that subchapter;

18 and

19 "(C) a corporation authorized by the Com-

20 mission to acquire control of at least one motor

21 carrier subject to its jurisdiction under that sub-

22 chapter.".

23 (2) Section 11301 of title 49, United States Code, is

24 amended by adding at the end thereof the following new sub-

25 sections:
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1 "(g) This section does not apply when the total value of

2 capital stock (or principal amount of other securities to be

3 issued) and the value of capital stock and principal amount of

4 other securities then outstanding is not more than

5 $1,000,000, or to notes of a maturity of not more than 2

6 years that aggregate not more than $200,000. Notes that,

7 with other outstanding notes of a maturity of not more than 2

8 years, aggregate that amount may be issued without regard

9 to the percentage limitations applicable under subsection

10 (b)(2) of this section. The value of capital stock having no par

11 value is the fair market value on the date of issue of that

12 stock, and the value of capital stock that has a par value is

13 the fair market value on the date of issue or the par value,

14 whichever is greater.

15 "(h) This section does not apply to the United States

16 Government, a State, or an instrumentality or political subdi-

17 vision of the United States Government or a State.".

18 (3)(A) The section heading of section 11301 of title 49,

19 United States Code, is amended by striking out "certain car-

20 riers" and inserting in lieu thereof "motor carriers".

21 (B) The item relating to section 11301 in the section

22 analysis of chapter 113 of title 49, United States Code, is

23 amended by striking out "certain carriers" and inserting in

24 lieu thereof "motor carriers".
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1 (4) Section 11302 of title 49, United States Code, and

2 the item relating to section 11302 in the section analysis of

3 chapter 113 of title 49, are repealed.

4 (5) Section 11911(a) of title 49, United States Code, is

5 amended by striking out "or of a person to which that section

6 is made applicable by section 11302(a) of this title".

7 PART D-OPEBATIONS

8 CAR SERVICE

9 SEC. 141. (a) Section 11121 of title 49, United States

10 Code, is amended to read as follows:

11 "§ 11121. Criteria, compensation, and practice

12 "(a)(1) Rail carriers providing transportation subject to

13 the jurisdiction of the Interstate Commerce Commission

14 under subchapter I of chapter 105 of this title shall establish

15 and publish an agreement that sets and provides an enforce-

16 ment mechanism for uniform, industrywide rules covering

17 safe and adequate car service and related practices, demur-

18 rage rates, and charges for a rail carrier's use of rolling stock

19 owned by another rail carrier and other equipment used in

20 rail transportation. Rules with respect to demurrage rates

21 provided for in such agreement shall be designed to fulfill the

22 national needs relating to (A) freight car use and distribution,

23 and (B) maintenance of an adequate supply of freight cars to

24 be available for the transportation of property.
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1 "(2) An agreement established under this section shall

2 be submitted to the Commission for approval, and the Com-

3 mission shall approve such agreement if it is limited to those

4 items described in paragraph (1) of this subsection and con-

5 tains the procedural provisions required by this subsection. If

6 such agreement is approved, the Sherman Act (15 U.S.C. 1

7 et seq.), the Clayton Act (15 U.S.C. 12 et seq.), the Federal

8 Trade Commission Act (15 U.S.C. 41 et seq.), sections 73

9 and 74 of the Wilson Tariff Act (15 U.S.C. 8 and 9), and the

10 Act of June 19, 1936, as amended (15 U.S.C. 13, 13a, 13b,

11 21a) shall not apply to parties and other persons with respect

12 to making or carrying out such agreement. All discussions,

13 agreements, and voting of the carriers with respect to the

14 collective establishment of such rules, practices, and rates

15 shall be open to the public, not secret, and recorded or tran-

16 scribed, and a legible copy of a transcript shall be available to

17 the public on payment of the reasonable cost of reproduction.

18 "(3) The Commission may, on its own initiative or on

19 petition, investigate whether the parties to an agreement ap-

20 proved under this subsection have exceeded its scope and

21 upon a finding that they have, issue such orders as are neces-

22 sary to assure that actions taken pursuant to the agreement

23 are limited as provided in this subsection.

24 "(b) If the rail carriers cannot, within 18 months after

25 the date of enactment of the Railroad Deregulation Act of
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1 1979, reach an agreement under subsection (a) of this section

2 on any or all car service, car hire, demurrage, or related

3 practices, any rail carrier may submit the dispute to the

4 Commission for binding arbitration. The Commission shall

5 render its decision within 90 days after the date of submis-

6 sion.

7 "(c) The establishment of an industrywide agreement

8 shall not preclude a rail carrier from negotiating different

9 terms with one or more other rail carriers jointly involved in

10 providing rail services or with an individual purchaser of rail

11 services. If an agreement between such carriers or between a

12 carrier and purchaser cannot be reached, the relevant uni-

13 form industrywide rates and provisions established pursuant

14 to subsections (a) and (b) of this section shall apply.

15 "(d) Rail carriers may not agree among themselves with

16 respect to the terms of compensation for use of cars owned

17 by an entity other than a rail carrier. Each rail carrier shall

18 be free to enter into an agreement with any such car owning

19 entity covering all terms and conditions affecting such com-

20 pensation.".

21 (b) Section 11122 of title 49, United States Code, is

22 repealed.

23 (c)(1) The section heading of section 11123 of title 49,

24 United States Code, is amended to read as follows:
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1 "§ 11123. Transportation emergencies requiring immediate

2 action to provide adequate rail service".

3 (2) Section 11123(a) of title 49, United States Code, is

4 amended-

5 (A) by inserting "(1)" immediately before

6 "When" and by redesignating paragraphs (1), (2), (3),

7 and (4) as subparagraphs (A), (B), (C), and (D), respec-

8 tively;

9 (B) by striking out "Interstate Commerce Com-

10 mission considers" and inserting in lieu thereof "Presi-

11 dent of the United States finds";

12 (C) by striking out "Commission may" and insert-

13 ing in lieu thereof "Secretary of Transportation may";

14 (D) by striking out "and" at the end of subpara-

15 graph (C), as redesignated;

16 (E) by striking out the period at the end of sub-

17 paragraph (D), as redesignated, and inserting in lieu

18 thereof "; and" and by adding after such subparagraph

19 the following new subparagraph:

20 "(E) when traffic cannot be transported by the

21 rail carrier to which it is offered in a manner that

22 serves the public, require the handling, routing, and

23 movement of that traffic by another rail carrier to pro-

24 mote commerce and service to the public, on terms of
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1 compensation the carriers establish between them-

2 selves, subject to subsection (b)(2) of this section."; and

3 (F) by adding at the end thereof the following

4 new paragraph:

5 "(2) The Secretary of Transportation may also take any

6 action described in paragraph (1) of this subsection upon a

7 written certification by the Secretary of Defense that such

8 action is necessary to meet the needs of the national

9 defense.".

10 (3) Section 11123(b) of title 49, United States Code, is

11 amended to read as follows:

12 "(b)(1) Except as provided in paragraph (2) of this sub-

13 section, the Secretary of Transportation may act under this

14 section without regard to subchapter II of chapter 5 of title

15 5.

16 "(2) When the carriers do not agree on terms of com-

17 pensation under subsection (a)(1)(B) of this section or on

18 terms for joint or common use of terminals under subsection

19 (a)(1)(C) of this section, the Secretary of Transportation may

20 establish in a later proceeding terms of compensation the

21 Secretary finds to be reasonable.

22 "(3) The Secretary of Transportation shall compensate

23 a rail carrier for any costs (including an adequate return on

24 capital used) incurred by it in complying with orders issued

25 pursuant to subsection (a) of this section, to the extent such
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1 costs are not otherwise recovered. The Secretary shall issue

2 regulations establishing procedures to be followed for the

3 payment of compensation under this paragraph. There are

4 authorized to be appropriated such sums as may be necessary

5 to provide compensation under this paragraph.".

6 (4) Section 11123 of title 49, United States Code, is

7 further amended by adding at the end thereof the following

8 new subsection:

9 "(c)(1) Action of the Secretary of Transportation under

10 subsection (a)(1)(E) of this section may not remain in effect

11 for more than 60 days. However, the Secretary may extend

12 that period for an additional designated period of not more

13 than 180 days if cause exists.

14 "(2) The Secretary may not take action that would-

15 "(A) cause a directed carrier to operate in viola-

16 tion of section 421 of title 45; or

17 "(B) impair substantially the ability of a directed

18 carrier to serve its own patrons adequately, or to meet

19 its outstanding common carrier obligations.

20 "(3) A directed carrier is not responsible, because of the

21 direction of the Secretary, for the debts of the other carrier.

22 "(4) A directed carrier shall hire the employees of the

23 other carrier, to the extent that they previously provided that

24 transportation for the other carrier, and assume the existing

25 employment obligations and practices of the other carrier for
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1 those employees, including agreements governing rate of pay,

2 rules and working conditions, and employee protective condi-

3 tions for the period during which the action of the Secretary

4 is effective.".

5 (d) Sections 11124, 11125, and 11126 of title 49,

6 United States Code, are repealed.

7 (e) Section 11128(a)(1) of title 49, United States Code,

8 is amended-

9 (1) by striking out "Interstate Commerce Com-

10 mission" and inserting in lieu thereof "Secretary of

11 Transportation"; and

12 (2) by striking out "Commission shall" and insert-

13 ing in lieu thereof "Secretary shall".

14 (f)(1) The items relating to sections 11122, 11124,

15 11125, and 11126 in the section analysis of chapter 111 of

16 title 49, United States Code, are repealed.

17 (2) The item relating to section 11121 in such section

-18 analysis is amended to read as follows:

"11121. Criteria, compensation, and practice.".

19 (3) The item relating to section 11123 in such section

20 analysis is amended to read as follows:

"11123. Transportation emergencies requiring immediate action to provide adequate

rail service.".

21 (g) Section 11901(e) of title 49, United States Code, is

22 amended-
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1 (1) in paragraph (1), by striking out "(1)" and by

2 striking out "11124, 11125,"; and

3 (2) by striking out paragraph (2).

4 (h) Section 402 of the Act entitled "An Act to amend

5 section 5 of the Department of Transportation Act, relating

6 to rail service assistance, and for other purposes", approved

7 November 8, 1978 (Public Law 95-607; 92 Stat. 3067), is

8 repealed.

9 COMMON CARRIER OBLIGATION

10 SEC. 142. Section 11101(a) of title 49, United States

11 Code, is amended by inserting after the first sentence the

12 following new sentences: "In this subsection, 'reasonable re-

13 quest' means, with respect to a rail carrier, a request for

14 service at a rate not found unlawful under section 10701a of

15 this title. A rail carrier cannot be found to have violated this

16 section solely because (1) it provides different frequencies or

17 qualities of service at different prices or under different trans-

18 portation conditions, (2) it offers to contract to provide serv-

19 ices to a prospective purchaser under certain circumstances

20 but does not offer to provide services to another prospective

21 purchaser under significantly different circumstances, or (3) it

22 fails to provide prompt service during periods of peak demand

23 where such failure is due to prior commitment of equip-

24 ment. ".
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1 PART E-ACCOUNTS AND REPORTS

2 DEFINITIONS

3 SEC. 151. (a) Section 10102 of title 49, United States

4 Code, is amended-

5 (1) by redesignating paragraphs (1) through (9) as

6 paragraphs (2) through (10), respectively, and by

7 redesignating paragraphs (10) through (28) as para-

8 graphs (12) through (30), respectively;

9 (2) by inserting before paragraph (2), as redesig-

10 nated, the following new paragraph:

11 "(1) 'adequate return on capital' means-

12 "(A) in all cases other than a proceeding

13 under section 10704(a)(2) of this title-

14 "(i) a return on debt capital equal to (I)

15 the actual percentage cost of the debt associ-

16 ated with the capital assets employed by a

17 railroad in providing a specific service or

18 movement, or in a case in which such cost

19 cannot be calculated, the mean embedded

20 percentage cost of debt of the railroad, multi-

21 plied by (II) a fraction, the numerator of

22 which is the debt associated with the capital

23 assets employed in providing such service or

24 movement, and the denominator of which is

25 the debt and equity capital associated with
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1 the capital assets employed in providing such

2 service or movement; plus

3 "(ii)(I) a return on equity capital associ-

4 ated with capital assets employed by the

5 railroad in providing a specific service or

6 movement that is adequate to attract and

7 retain new equity capital, multiplied by (II) a

8 fraction, the numerator of which is the equity

9 capital associated with the capital assets em-

10 ployed by such railroad in providing such

11 service or movement and the denominator of

12 which is the debt and equity capital associat-

13 ed with the capital assets employed in pro-

14 viding such service or movement;

15 "(B) in a proceeding under section

16 10704(a)(2) of this title-

17 "(i) a return on debt capital equal to (I)

18 the mean embedded percentage cost of debt

19 of the railroad, multiplied by (111) a fraction,

20 the numerator of which is the debt associated

21 with all capital assets of the railroad and the

22 denominator of which is the debt and equity

23 capital associated with all capital assets of

24 the railroad; plus
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1 "(ii)(I) a return on equity capital associ-

2 ated with the capital assets of the railroad

3 that is adequate to attract and retain new

4 equity capital, multiplied by (II) a fraction,

5 the numerator of which is the equity capital

6 associated with all capital assets of such rail-

7 road and the denominator of which is the

8 debt and equity capital associated with all

9 capital assets of such railroad.

10 For purposes of this paragraph, to attract and retain

11 new equity capital, the rate of return must be at least

12 equal to the rate of return an investor could earn on

13 equity securities of other firms that have comparable

14 capital structure and that engage in activities of com-

15 parable risk."; and

16 (3) by inserting after paragraph (10), as redesig-

17 nated, the following new paragraph:

18 "(11) 'incremental cost' means that amount by

19 which a rail carrier's costs (including the cost of assets)

20. change as a result of a change in the quantity of a spe-

21 cific service or movement provided. For purposes of

22 this paragraph, a service or movement is one provided

23 under specified conditions and circumstances, between

24 specified origins and destinations or at a specified loca-

25 tion or locations. For a service or movement not ex-
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1 pected to continue beyond the life of the existing assets

2 that are used to provide that service or movement and

3 that will not be used in other service, the cost of those

4 existing assets shall not be included in the computation

5 of incremental cost of that service or movement, except

6 to the extent of their salvage values.".

7 (b) Section 10704(a)(2) of title 49, United States Code,

8 is amended by striking out "a reasonable and economic profit

9 or return (or both)" and inserting in lieu thereof "an adequate

10 return".

11 (c) Within 4 years after the effective date of this title,

12 the Interstate Commerce Commission shall revise all report-

13 ing requirements affecting rail carriers subject to the jurisdic-

14 tion of the Commission under subchapter I of chapter 105 of

15 title 49, United States Cede, to require the minimum amount

16 of information necessary for the Commission to properly per-

17 form its duties under subtitle IV of such title.

18 FINANCIAL AND COST ACCOUNTING SYSTEMS

19 SEC. 152. (a) Section 11142(a) of title 49, United States

20 Code, is amended by striking out "cost and revenue" and

21 inserting in lieu thereof "financial".

22 (b) Section 11142(b) of title 49, United States Code, is

23 amended by redesignating paragraphs (2) and (3) as para-

24 graphs (4) and (5), respectively, and by striking out para-
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1 graph (1) and inserting in lieu thereof the following new

2 paragraphs:

3 "(b)(1) In this subsection-

4 "(A) 'cost center' means each activity, segment of

5 line, asset, yard, shop, station, or geographic location

6 large enough to provide accounting data sufficiently

7 discrete to allow the costing system to yield data on

8 specific services and lines.

9 "(B) 'direct costs' means those costs that can be

10 attributed to a specific cost center without resort to ar-

11 bitrary allocation.

12 "(2) Not later than 1 year after the date of enactment of

13 the Railroad Deregulation Act of 1979, the Commission shall

14 prescribe, for rail carriers providing transportation subject to

15 this subchapter I of chapter 105 of this title, a Uniform Cost

16 Accounting and Reporting System, which shall be separate

17 from the financial accounting system described in subsection

18 (a) of this section. Such system shall identify and define, for

19 each cost center-

20 "(A) operating and nonoperating revenues;

21 "(B) direct costs, including labor, materials, and

22 direct overhead; and

23 "(C) indirect costs.

24 "(3) The Commission shall require carriers to collect

25 and retain data on an individual cost center basis, and shall
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1 by regulation establish levels of aggregations of cost centers

2 that shall be used in providing data for public reports.".

3 PART F-COMMISSION ORGANIZATION

4 ARBITRATION PANELS

5 SEC. 161. (a) Chapter 103 of title 49, United States

6 Code, is amended by adding at the end thereof the following

7 new subchapter:

8 "SUBCHAPTER VI-ARBITRATION PANELS

9 "§ 10391. Scope of functions

10 "Wherever in this title provision is made for arbitration

11 by the Interstate Commerce Commission, such arbitration

12 shall be conducted in accordance with this subchapter. It

13 shall be assumed in all arbitration that the public interest lies

14 in completing the proceeding by reaching an expeditious

15 agreement within the time stated in each specific arbitration

16 authorization and in conformity with the standards set forth

17 in that specific arbitration authorization.

18 "§ 10392. Establishment of panels

19 "(a) A party authorized to submit a matter to the Com-

20 mission for arbitration shall do so by filing with the Commis-

21 sion, in a form established by the Commission, a notice of

22 request for arbitration. Such notice shall include names of a

23 Commissioner and an alternate chosen by the submitting

24 party to serve on the arbitration panel. The notice shall si-
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1 multaneously be served on all other parties to the proposed

2 agreement.

3 "(o) Within 5 days after the notice is served, the party

4 to the proposed agreement (other than the submitting party)

5 shall file with the Commission, in a form established by the

6 Commission, a response to the notice. Such response shall

7 include designation of a second Commissioner and an alter-

8 nate to serve on the arbitration panel. Where there are more

9 than two parties to the proposed agreement, all parties (other

10 than the submitting party) together shall, within 10 days

11 after the notice is served, respond and designate in accord-

12 ance with this subsection.

13 "(c) Within 5 days after the response is served, the 2

14 designated Commissioners shall designate a third person,

15 who may be a Commissioner, to serve on the panel.

16 "(d) If a designated or alternate Commissioner is unable

17 to serve, all parties shall be immediately notified and the

18 party that had designated such Commissioner shall, within 5

19 days after such notification, designate another Commissioner

20 to serve.

21 "(e) The Commission may grant such extensions of time

22 as are necessary in any arbitration proceeding under this sub-

23 chapter, except that (1) no such extension may be granted

24 with respect to arbitration conducted pursuant to section

25 10905 of this title, and (2) in all cases a decision shall be
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1 rendered no later than 1 year after the date on which the

2 matter was submitted for arbitration.

3 "§ 10393. Arbitration procedures; precedent; appeal

4 "(a) The Commission shall establish procedures for arbi-

5 tration under this subchapter, including procedures requiring

6 that-

7 "(1) arbitration proceedings shall be open only to

8 the panel and its staff, the parties and their representa-

9 tives, and witnesses and their representatives; and

10 "(2) the decision rendered shall consist of the

11 agreement reached and supporting rationale, and shall

12 be available to the public.

13 "(b) An arbitration decision shall not be considered a

14 decision of the Commission and shall not be considered prece-

15 dent for future Commission or arbitration proceedings.

16 "(c) An arbitration decision shall be appealable to the

17 United States district court for the district in which any party

18 to the arbitration resides or does business. Implementation of

19 an arbitration decision may not be stayed or enjoined pending

20 judicial review except where the petitioner alleges and

21 proves that there has been corruption, fraud, or undue means

22 in the arbitration process. The findings and decision of the

23 arbitration panel shall be presumed correct and may be set

24 aside, in whole or in part, or remanded to the panel, only if-
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1 "(1) the decision does not conform to the substan-

2 tive requirements of the section of this title under

3 which the arbitration was authorized;

4 "(2) the proceedings were not in substantial con-

5 formity with this subchapter and regulations promul-

6 gated by the Commission under this subchapter; or

7 "(3) the decision was procured by corruption,

8 fraud, or undue means or there was evident partiality

9 or corruption on the part of the arbitration panel or

10 any member thereof.

11 "§10394. Compensation; conflict of interest

12- "(a) The Commission may designate one or more em-

13 ployees appointed under section 3105 of title 5 to advise and

14 assist the arbitration panels established under this sub-

15 chapter.

16 "(b) The members of a panel and any employees desig-

17 nated to assist them under subsection (a) of this section may

18 administer oaths, subpena witnesses and the production of

19 records, and take depositions under section 10321 of this title

20 related to matters for which the panel was established.

21 "(c) When carrying out their duties under this sub-

22 chapter, panel members shall receive an allowance for travel

23 and subsistence expenses as the Commission shall provide. In

24 addition, each member of an arbitration panel who is not a

25 Commissioner or other employee of the United States Gov-
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1 ernment shall receive a per diem compensation in an amount

2 not to exceed the daily equivalent of the annual rate of basic

3 pay in effect for grade GS-18 of the General Schedule.

4 "(d) A member of an arbitration panel may not have a

5 pecuniary interest in, hold an official relation to, or own secu-

6 rities of, a party to the arbitration.'".

7 (b) The chapter analysis of chapter 103 of title 49,

8 United States Code, is amended by adding at the end thereof

9 the following:

"SUBCHAPTER VI-ARBITRATION PANELS

"10391. Scope of functions.
"10392. Establishment of panels.
"10393. Arbitration procedures; precedent; appeal.
"10394. Compensation; conflict of interest.".

10 PART G-FEDERAL-STATE RELATIONS

11 STATE AUTHORITY

12 SEC. 171. (a) The first sentence of section 11501(a)(1)

13 of title 49, United States Code, is amended by striking out

14 "shall" and inserting in lieu thereof "shall, to the extent au-

15 thorized under section 10701a or 10741 of this title,".

16 (b) The first sentence of section 11501(b)(2) of title 49,

17 United States Code, is amended by striking out "shall" and

18 inserting in lieu thereof "shall, to the extent authorized under

19 sections 10701a or 10741 of this title,".

20 (c) Section 11501 of title 49, United States Code, is

21 amended by adding at the end thereof the following new sub-

22 section:
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1 "(d) No State or political subdivision thereof and no in-

2 terstate agency or other agency of 2 or more States shall

3 enact or enforce any law, rule, regulation, standard, or other

4 provision having the force and effect of law-

5 "(1) that relates to rates, charges, routes, classifi-

6 cations, rules, practices, services (including abandon-

7 ments or discontinuances of service), or financial struc-

8 ture of a rail carrier; and

9 "(2)(A) that applies to transportation described in

10 section 10501(a)(2) of this title, or (B) that constitutes

11 an unreasonable discrimination against or imposes an

12 unreasonable burden on interstate commerce.".

13 PART H-MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS

14 EFFECTIVE DATES

15 SEC. 181. (a) Except as otherwise provided in this sec-

16 tion, the provisions of this title shall take effect 6 months

17 after the date of enactment of this title.

18 (b) The amendments made by section 124(6) and section

19 127(c)(2) of this title shall take effect 2 years after the date of

20 enactment of this title.

21 (c) The amendments made by section 133 of this title

22 shall take effect on the date of enactment of this title.

23 ANTI-INJUNCTION PROVISION

24 SEC. 182. Nothing in this title shall be construed to

25 confer on any court the power to grant injunctive relief with
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1 respect to any regulatory matter dealt with in part B of this

2 title.

3 SAVINGS PROVISION

4 SEC. 183. (a) Any judicial or administrative case or pro-

5 ceeding commenced prior to the effective date of this title

6 under subtitle IV of title 49, United States Code (other than

7 subchapter EII of chapter 113 thereof), or under regulations

8 promulgated pursuant to such subtitle, shall be conducted

9 and determined under such subtitle or regulations as if this

10 title had not been enacted, and the rights of parties in con-

11 nection with any such case or proceeding shall continue to be

12 governed by the law applicable to such case or proceeding as

13 if this title had not been enacted.

14 (b) Any judicial or administrative case or proceeding

15 commenced prior to June 21, 1979, under subchapter Ill of

16 chapter 113 of title 49, United States Code, or under regula-

17 tions promulgated pursuant to such subchapter, shall be con-

18 ducted and determined under such subchapter or regulations

19 as if this title had not been enacted, and the rights of parties

20 in connection with any such case or proceeding shall continue

21 to be governed by the law applicable to such case or proceed-

22 ing as if this title had not been enacted.

23 AMENDMENTS RELATING TO BANKRUPTCIES

24 SEC. 184. (a) The second sentence of section 1170(b) of

25 title 11, United States Code, is amended to read as follows:
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1 "The Commission shall report its action on the application to

2 the court 120 days after the date the application is filed.".

3 (b) Section 1170(c) of title 11, United States Code, is

4 amended by striking out "or the expiration of the time fixed

5 under subsection (b) of this section, whichever occurs first,".

6 TITLE II-RAIL RESTRUCTURING ASSISTANCE

7 SHORT TITLE

8 SEc. 201. This title may be cited as the "Rail Restruc-

9 turing Assistance Act of 1979".

10 FINDINGS AND PURPOSE

11 SEC. 202. (a) The Congress finds that-

12 (1) the national interest requires a rail transporta-

13 tion system in the private sector which is capable of

14 moving the Nation's freight safely and efficiently; and

15 (2) the railroad industry faces significant capital

16 needs which it must meet through a reduction in

17 excess facilities and through improvements in asset and

18 manpower utilization.

19 (b) It is declared to be the purpose of the Congress in

20 this title to foster a safe and efficient rail transportation

21 system by providing transitional financial assistance which

22 facilitates-

23 (1) restructuring of railroad facilities and related

24 projects that emphasize higher density operations and

25 the elimination of uneconomic plant; and
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1 (2) improved asset and manpower utilization.

2 RESTRUCTURING ASSISTANCE

3 SEC. 203. Title V of the Railroad Revitalization and

4 Regulatory Reform Act of 1976 (45 U.S.C. 821 et seq.) is

5 amended by adding at the end thereof the following new sec-

6 tions:

7 "RESTRUCTURING ASSISTANCE

8 "SEC. 518. (a) GENERAL.-The Secretary is authorized

9 to provide financial assistance, through repayable credits con-

10 stituting a debt or equity financing, to any class I railroad (as

11 determined by the Commission in accordance with section

12 11145(a) of title 49, United States Code) other than the Con-

13 solidated Rail Corporation, or to any subsidiary of such a

14 class I railroad, to pay any share of the cost of restructuring

15 its facilities, including related labor protection costs, and ac-

16 quiring securities pursuant to a restructuring. The Secretary

17 shall make debt or equity financial assistance available under

18 this section only if the Secretary determines that-

19 "(1) the assistance will result in significant rail-

20 road restructuring and such restructuring would not be

21 likely to be achieved unless such assistance is provided;

22 and

23 "(2)(A) the railroad has agreed to restructuring

24 under a plan submitted in accordance with subsection

25 (h) of this section; or
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1 "(B) the assistance will be used to fund a project

2 approved by the Secretary under section 5 (a)-(d) of

3 the Department of Transportation Act (49 U.S.C.

4 1654 (a)-(d)), and the railroad shows that such project

5 will result in significant restructuring.

6 "(b) FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE.-The Secretary shall

7 provide financial assistance under this section by purchasing

8 a fixed debt obligation issued by a railroad, or where the

9 Secretary determines that an equity financing is essential to

10 a restructuring, the Secretary may provide financial assist-

11 ance under this section by purchasing Senior Preferred

12 Stock. The Secretary may purchase a fixed debt obligation

13 issued as a trustee certificate by the trustee of a railroad in

14 reorganization under chapter 11 of title 11 of the United

15 States Code or under section 77 of the Bankruptcy Act. The

16 Secretary shall purchase a trustee certificate only if the Sec-

17 retary finds that the restructuring is necessary for the estab-

18 lishment of a self-sustaining railroad.

19 "(c) CHARACTERISTICS OF FIXED DEBT OBLIGA-

20 TIONS.-A fixed debt obligation which the Secretary pur-

21 chases under this section shall provide that on the 5th anni-

22 versary of the date of original issuance, interest (at three-

23 fourths of the rate established by the Secretary of the Treas-

24 ury as of the most practicable date immediately preceding

25 execution of a financing agreement, taking into account the
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1 current average yield on outstanding marketable securities of

2 the United States having comparable maturities) shall begin

3 to accrue. Beginning on the 6th anniversary of the date of

4 original issuance, accrued interest and principal shall be pay-

5 able annually in equal aggregate installments such that on a

6 date not later than the 20th anniversary of the date of origi-

7 nal issuance, the principal and all accrued interest shall have

8 been repaid. Consistent with subsection (f) of this section, the

9 Secretary may require a railroad or a subsidiary receiving

10 assistance under this section to convey to the Secretary a

11 security position which accords the Secretary a lien and pri-

12 ority of payment which are subordinate to those of the rail-

13 road's or subsidiary's present and prospective secured credi-

14 tors (and any claims having a priority of payment senior to

15 secured creditors) but are first in time and right to those of

16 all present and prospective unsecured creditors.

17 "(d) EXCHANGES.-Where the Secretary makes a de-

18 termination under subsection (b) of this section, the Secretary

19 may, in purchasing trustee certificates or at any time thereaf-

20 ter, agree with the trustee of a railroad in reorganization

21 under chapter 11 of title 11 of the United States Code or

22 under section 77 of the Bankruptcy Act to exchange trustee

23 certificates for Senior Preferred Stock issued in connection

24 with a plan of reorganization approved by the reorganization

25 court.
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1 "(e) CHARACTERISTICS OF SENIOR PREFERRED

2 STOCK.-Senior Preferred Stock purchased by the Secretary

3 under this section shall be an equity security issued by a

4 railroad or its subsidiary. Each share of Senior Preferred

5 Stock shall-

6 "(1) in accordance with laws of the issuer's State

7 of incorporation governing dividends on and redemption

8 of preferred stock-

9 "(A) be subject to redemption at par com-

10 mencing no later than the 6th anniversary of the

11 date of original issuance and ending not later than

12 the 20th anniversary of the date of original issu-

13 ance in amounts which will aggregate the initial

14 par value of the share and return the aggregate of

15 dividends cumulated and due;

16 "(B) have dividends payable annually (at

17 one-half the rate established by the Secretary of

18 the Treasury as of the most practicable date im-

19 mediately preceding execution of a financing

20 agreement, taking into account the current aver-

21 age yield on outstanding marketable securities of

22 the United States having comparable maturities)

23 beginning on the 6th anniversary of the date of

24 original issuance and computed on the average
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1 outstanding par amount of the share for the 12

2 months preceding each payment; and

3 "(C) have dividend and redemption declara-

4 tions and payments which are cumulative and not

5 subject to the discretion of the issuer's board of

6 directors or shareholders;

7 "(2) be optionally redeemable by the issuer, and

8 upon any optional redemption, shall return the out-

9 standing par value plus the aggregate of dividends cu-

10 mulated and due (pro rata for any part of a year after

11 the 5th anniversary of the date of original issuance) as

12 of the date of an optional redemption;

13 "(3) be nonvoting and have an initial par value of

14 $10,000;

15 "(4) be senior in right with respect to dividend

16 and redemption payments and in case of any liquida-

17 tion or dissolution of the issuer only to all of the issu-

18 ing corporation's equity securities whenever issued;

19 and

20 "(5) be issued by the corporation (A) that owns

21 all of the facilities to be rehabilitated or improved, or

22 (B) that will, at the completion of an acquisition, own

23 all of the facilities acquired in whole or in part with

24 assistance provided under this section and that has a
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1 capitalization at the time of issuance which consists

2 solely of equity.

3 "(f) TERMS AND CONDITIONS.-Before providing any

4 financial assistance under this section, the Secretary shall re-

5 quire the railroad or the subsidiary receiving assistance to

6 agree to such terms and conditions as are sufficient, in the

7 Secretary's judgment, to assure that-

8 "(1) significant restructuring will occur;

9 "(2) all financial assistance provided under this

10 section will be used as prescribed by the Secretary;

1 1 and

12 "(3) that there is a reasonable likelihood that such

13 financial assistance will be repaid.

14 "(g) DEFAULT.-Whenever a railroad or a subsidiary

15 receiving assistance under this section defaults on any provi-

16 sion of a financing agreement or a security purchased pursu-

17 ant to this section, the Secretary may (but is not required to)

18 appoint from time to time two members to the board of direc-

19 tors of the railroad or the subsidiary (or both), at the Secre-

20 tary's option, who shall serve until the financial assistance

21 has been repaid in full or for a lesser period as determined by

22 the Secretary. The Secretary may also exercise all remedies

23 in law or equity and may request the Attorney General of the

24 United States to commence a civil action for damages, specif-
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1 ic performance, or any other available remedy in any appro-

2 priate court.

3 "(h) RESTRUCTURING PLANS.-Each railroad or sub-

4 sidiary which applies for assistance under subsection (a)(2)(A)

5 of this section shall submit a restructuring plan that- b

6 "(1) has been approved by the railroad's board of

7 directors;

8 "(2) demonstrates the railroad's or the subsid-

9 iary's ability to repay the financial assistance; and

10 "(3) identifies specific coordinations, consolida-

11 tions, or other restructuring actions which the railroad

12 or the subsidiary proposes to undertake.

13 The Secretary shall establish regulations governing the

14 scope, content, and format of the restructuring plan.

15 "EMPLOYMENT EFFECTIVENESS IMPROVEMENT

16 ASSISTANCE

17 "SEC. 519. (a) GENERAL.-The Secretary is authorized

18 under such terms and conditions as the Secretary shall pre-

19 scribe to provide financial assistance to any class I railroad

20 other than the Consolidated Rail Corporation to cover up to

21 100 per centum of the railroad's payments to any eligible

22 employee or former employee to whom the railroad is obli-

23 gated to make payments under a labor-management agree-

24 ment which results in a significant change in railroad operat-

25 ing practices or work rules and which the Secretary deter-
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1 mines will significantly improve manpower effectiveness. In

2 making such determination, the Secretary shall consider the

3 relationship of the railroad's labor costs to its revenues and

4 any evidence of efficiency gains that the railroad and labor

5 organizations may demonstrate.

6 "(b) FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE.-The Secretary shall

7 make financial assistance available under this section by pur-

8 chasing a fixed debt obligation, including a trustee certificate,

9 which shall be unsecured but otherwise have the terms and

10 conditions of fixed debt obligations under section 518(c) of

11 this title.

12 "(c) TERMS AND CONDITIONS.-Before providing any

13 financial assistance under this section, the Secretary shall re-

14 quire the railroad receiving assistance to agree to such terms

15 and conditions as are sufficient in the Secretary's judgment to

16 assure that the railroad has, through a long-term change in

17 operating practices or work rules, improved its manpower

18 effectiveness.

19 "(d) DEFAULT.-Whenever a railroad receiving assist-

20 ance under this section defaults on any provision of a financ-

21 ing agreement or security purchased pursuant to this section,

22 the Secretary may exercise all remedies in law or equity and

23 may request the Attorney General of the United States to

24 commence a civil action for damages, specific performance,

25 or any other available remedy in any appropriate court.
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1 "AUTHORIZATION

2 "SEC. 520. There is authorized to be appropriated to

3 the Secretary for purposes of providing financial assistance

4 under sections 518 and 519 for fiscal years 1980 through

5 1984, without fiscal year limitation, such sums as are neces-
b

6 sary, not to exceed $1,475,000,000, of which no more than

7 $275,000,000 in the aggregate shall be used for the payment

8 of related labor protection costs under section 518 and for

9 providing assistance under section 519. Sums appropriated

10 under this section are authorized to remain available until

11 expended.".

12 TECHNICAL AMENDMENTS

13 SEC. 204. (a) Section 501 of the Railroad Revitalization

14 and Regulatory Reform Act of 1976 (45 U.S.C. 821) is

15 amended-

16 (1) by redesignating paragraphs (2) through (7) as

17 paragraphs (4) through (9), respectively, and by insert-

18 ing after paragraph (1) the following new paragraphs:

19 "(2) 'consolidation' means the combination of sep-

20 arate rail facilities into fewer facilities and the aban-

21 donment of excess facilities, except that such term does

22 not include the combination by a single railroad of mul-

23 tiple tracks into fewer tracks where the tracks do not

24 constitute separate physical and operating lines of rail-

25 road;
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1 "(3) 'coordination' means the combination of rail

2 freight traffic flows through the use of joint facilities

3 arrangements or internally that results in a reduction

4 of service on at least one facility and includes arrange-

5 ments for joint use of tracks or other facilities and the

6 acquisition or sale of assets;";

7 (2) by amending subparagraph (5)(E), as redesig-

8 nated, to read as follows;

9 "(E) shop or repair facilities or any other

10 property used or to be used directly in rail freight

11 transportation services or for originating, termi-

12 nating, improving, and expediting the movement

13 of freight by rail;"

14 (3) in paragraph (8), as redesignated, by inserting

15 "trustee certificate," after "note," and by inserting ",

16 or to facilitate a restructuring" after "improvement";

17 and

18 (4) by striking out "and" at the end of paragraph

19 (8), as redesignated, by striking out the period at. the

20 end of paragraph (9), as redesignated, and inserting in

21 lieu a semicolon, and by adding at the end thereof the

22 following new paragraphs:

23 "(10) 'restructuring' means any activity (including

24 consolidations, coordinations, mergers, and abandon-

25 ments) which (A) involves rehabilitation or improve-
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1 ment of any facility or its transfer, (B) improves the

2 long-term profitability of any railroad or railroads, and

3 (C) results in the enhancement of the national rail

4 freight system through the achievement of higher aver-

5 age traffic densities and improved asset utilization; and

6 "(11) 'subsidiary' means any corporation in an un-

7 broken chain of corporations beginning with a class I

8 railroad, if each corporation other than the last corpo-

9 ration in the chain owns voting securities possessing

10 more than 50 percent of the total combined voting

11 power in one of the other corporations in the chain.".

12 (b) Section 510 of such Act (45 U.S.C. 830) is amend-

13 ed-

14 (1) by inserting ", obligations, or Senior Preferred

15 Stock" after "shares"; and

16 (2) by inserting "to the Federal Government"

17 after "railroads".

18 (c) Section 511(i) of such Act (45 U.S.C. 831(i)) is

19 amended-

20 (1) by amending paragraph (1)(A) to read as fol-

21 lows:

22 "(A) will not make any discretionary dividend

23 payments except as provided for in the Secretary's

24 agreement to guarantee its obligation; and"; and

25 (2) by striking out paragraph (2) and redesignat-

26 ing paragraph (3) as paragraph (2).
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Mr. FLORIO. I look forward to the witnesses' testimony today, and
at this point would welcome the Chairman, Mr. O'Neal. I think it
would be appropriate that we hear from them.

Mr. O'NEAL. Thank you.
Senator McGoVERN. Mr. O'Neal, I want to join in welcoming you

to the committee this morning.

STATEMENTS OF HON. A. DANIEL O'NEAL, CHAIRMAN, INTER-
STATE COMMERCE COMMISSION, ACCOMPANIED BY HAN-
FORD O'HARA, LEGISLATIVE COUNSEL; JAMES V. SPRING-
ROSE, VICE PRESIDENT FOR TRANSPORTATION, CARGILL
CO.; JOHN NORTON, DIRECTOR OF TRANSPORTATION AND
DISTRIBUTION, DU PONT CO.; E. MORGAN MASSEY, PRESI-
DENT, A. T. MASSEY COAL CO., ALSO ON BEHALF OF THE
BOARD OF DIRECTORS, NATIONAL COAL ASSOCIATION;
LAURENCE J. STERN, MANAGER OF TRANSPORTATION, SUN-
KIST GROWERS; AND MICHAEL LEVIN, VICE PRESIDENT FOR
TRANSPORTATION, WESTERN GROWERS ASSOCIATION

Mr. O'NEAL. Thank you.
I have a much longer, prepared statement I would like to submit

for the record [see p. 94], and a summary statement that I will try
to run through in just a few moments.

With me on my left is Hanford O'Hara, who is our legislative
counsel.

We, of course, are participating in the effort that you have
expressed toward finding the proper mix of regulation in the mar-
ketplace for producing a sound railroad transportation system. The
ICC today is working under the latest directive from the Congress
which took the form of the 4-R Act in 1976, and we have taken a
number of actions pursuant to that act. We are currently reassess-
ing some of the initial steps that were taken. For example, we are
looking at such issues as to how to make market dominance more
workable than it seems to be. We are looking at the issue of
through routes and joint rates. We are looking at general increases
and what adjustments ought to be made in that area, if any, and
we are also very much involved in the contract rate area.

Insofar as legislative changes are concerned, we feel that much
of what needs to be done can be done administratively. However,
we do have some legislative ideas which we are proposing at this
time. We don't claim these to be as comprehensive, perhaps, as
they should be, but they represent where we come out at this point
of our review of rail regulation.

I will run through some of the policy initiatives and then spend a
little time on some of the legislative proposals.

In the market dominance area, we have been aware, of course, of
the complaints by the railroads that the process has been too
cumbersome, and that there have been restrictions on their ability
to use the flexibility available in the 4-R Act because of the Com-
mission's rules on market dominance. So we had a study done last
year, the results of which were made available this spring, and
using that study, we are now proposing some changes to the
market dominance test.

Essentially what we are looking at is presuming that there is
competition where revenue is 140 percent or less of variable costs.

59-551 0 - 80 - 7
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Essentially that would mean if rate adjustment falls into that area,
the Commission is very likely not going to suspend or investigate
the rate unless there is an awfully good showing by a shipper
protestant that there is market dominance by the carrier.

Above that level, between 140 and 180 percent, the protestant
would still have the burden of showing a lack of effective competi-
tion. Over 180 percent of variable costs, the burden would shift to
the carrier to establish the presence of effective competition.

We are also considering the possibility of a 7-percent zone of
reasonableness where there would be a guarantee of no suspension.

The purpose of this is to give a signal to both sides, shippers and
carriers, that if a rate falls within a certain level, what action they
can expect from the Commission and what they can anticipate in
terms of that rate going into effect.

We have been concerned for some time about the heavy reliance
of railroads on general rate increases to raise their revenues.
Indeed, in the last several years, 98 percent of the railroads' rev-
enues have come from this approach. We think it is self-defeating
for the railroads, that it has tended to move the railroads away
from where they should be, and where they should be is in pricing
selectively and using pricing as part of their marketing strategy so
they can be more competitive.

On through routes and joint rates, this is an issue which the
Commission had hoped we would have a little longer period to
evaluate ideas about how this question can be addressed. There is
little question, I think, that the fact that railroads are required to
maintain joint rates imposes a limitation on their capacity to price
flexibly in that before they can make a change in a rate they have
to obtain a concurrence where a joint rate is involved. They have
to obtain a concurrence from the other railroad that is involved.
And since 70 percent of rail traffic is interlined, that does impose a
restraint on the railroads in their price flexibility.

Recently ConRail in particular has come in and made some
proposals which have caused the Commission to confront this issue
directly and, while we hoped to have a little time to look at it
theoretically, we must now look at an actual situation, in fact,
several. ConRail has in effect proposed surcharges on certain traf-
fic that that railroad claims is moving at noncompensatory levels,
below variable costs, and thus far the Commission has allowed
those rates to go into effect.

We are currently reviewing the proposals. We are cognizant of
the issue here-that we are looking at a balance between rate-
making freedom versus the need to maintain an integrated rail
system. And frankly at this point I don't have the answer to where
that balance is. But this is a very important issue which we are
looking at right now.

Another issue of concern is demand-sensitive rates and why the
railroads haven't used them. Apparently there is a problem in the
notice requirements. We are looking at changing that.

With regard to contract rates, again, we are aware of the con-
cerns of the railroads and shippers about the use of contract rates.
We are currently trying to develop some guidelines. There are
some problems in using contract rates. Many small shippers are
quite concerned that with contract rates being made available, that
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they may be squeezed out of using rail service. Contract rates can
be anticompetitive, and again, the question is how do we strike a
balance? How do we strike a balance between what we think is a
good idea, contract rates, where they apply, and the obligation of
railroads to meet their common carrier obligation. There is a ques-
tion as to whether, if you have contracts, we should make them
available on the same terms to other shippers, and how that would
work. So there is some work that needs to be done in that area.

There are some other things that the Commission currently has
underway. We have a uniform system of accounts in effect for the
railroads. Adjustments are being made to make it work better. We
are also starting up a cost center accounting and reporting system.
We are making some adjustments in the line abandonment process
to make it work better, we hope. One of our concerns is that
recently the courts have forbidden the Commission from reopening
a line abandonment case after 6 months, even if the railroads had
refused to negotiate in good faith. Our concern is that the leverage
is lost and that perhaps a subsidy negotiation, a negotiation be-
tween local communities or shippers and the railroad, might not
take place if there isn't some leverage to force the parties to deal
in good faith. We are afraid that the courts have eliminated that
incentive.

We are considering now proposing exempting from the statute-
and this would, of course, have to come in the form of legislation-
the requirement that railroads apply to the ICC before they can
construct new lines. We want to make sure that that is really a
necessary regulatory concern at this stage of railroad development.

The Commission has also been very active in using the general
exemption authority. I guess we will have more testimony from the
shippers on that later. The Commission did exempt fresh fruits and
vegetables in June. We are considering other agricultural products,
ground crops in particular. We are also looking at exempting TOFC
and COFC traffic. There are some other areas, but these are the
primary ones we are focusing on at the present time.

Turning now to the legislative area, again, I want to say that we
are not here proposing a comprehensive package, and I don't want
to pretend that it is anything like that. We do have some specific
ideas that we think should have some congressional attention.

In the abandonment area, just a fairly minor thing but it does
involve eliminating some what we think is unnecessary delay. In
the long haul and short haul provisions of the statute, we feel this
area probably ought to be repealed in its entirety. We see no
necessity for it today with the competition being provided to the
railroads for short haul transportation.

We are also proposing an exemption from securities issuance for
small railroad carriers. We don't think those requirements need to
be imposed on small railroads. We are also suggesting that there be
an expansion of the rail exemption authority. The operative lan-
guage in the statute right now gives the Commission the power to
exempt railroad traffic from regulation where it is of limited scope.
We feel that innovation in the rail area should not be limited to
limited scope. It is important to recognize here that the public is
protected if the Commission does take action to exempt commod-
ities from regulation. There are the various safeguards in the
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Administrative Procedures Act, in the Interstate Commerce Act,
and of course, there is judicial review of whatever action is taken.
In addition, there is always the possibility and the power for the
Commission to make a change in the exemption if we feel that a
mistake has been made or if someone comes in and complains and
makes a good case that the adjustment was not proper.

That ends the summary of the statement. I would be pleased to
try to answer any questions that you might have.

[Testimony resumes on p. 136.]
[Chairman O'Neal's prepared statement and attachment follow:]

STATEMENT OF
A. DANIEL O'NEAL, CHAIRMAN

INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION
BEFORE A JOINT SESSION OF THE SUBC04MITTEE ON ECONOMIC

GROWTH AND STABILIZATION OF THE JOINT ECONOMIC COMMITTEE
AND THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON TRANSPORTATION AND CO04MERCE OF
THE HOUSE COMMITTEE ON INTERSTATE AND FOREIGN COMMERCE

ON RAILROAD REGULATION

September 27, 1979

Mr. Chairman, Members of the Subcommittees:

I. OVERVIEW

I appreciate the opportunity to appear before you today

to present the views of the Interstate Commerce Commission

on issues relating to rail regulation.

After nearly a hundred years of railroad regulation, we

are once again at one of those critical points in the continu-

ing debate; namely, what is the proper mix of regulation and

the marketplace to achieve the best results for the Nation's

railroad system? For many years--from the beginning of

regulation in 1887 to the passage of the Railroad Revitaliza-

tion and Regulatory Reform Act of 1976 (the 4R Act)--the

answer generally was more regulation. Through a series of

laws enacted over those years, Congress gave to the Commission

greater and greater regulatory responsibility over the rail-

roads' fortunes, including such facets of operations as rates,

service, entry and exit, and mergers and consolidations.

The 4R Act represented a significant shift in approach,

since Congress concluded that the improvement of the railroads'
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fortunes appeared to depend on less regulation rather than

more. The broad aim of that legislation, as expressed by

Congress in its declaration of policy, was to restore,

maintain, and revitalize an efficient railway system under

private enterprise. Although this Act is still relatively

new, the continuing debate over its effectiveness is one of

the reasons why we are again discussing these issues today.

This debate has focused largely on whether there is a

need to continue maximum rate regulation. It is the view of

some that this regulation is not necessary, because competi-

tive forces will operate to keep all rail rates at a reason-

able level. The Commission does not endorse this view,

although we do believe that competitive forces do play a

greater role in determining rail rate levels than they have

in the past. To this end we are adopting numerous initiatives

which will lessen our regulation in certain areas, and have

already removed it entirely in one area. Some of these

initiatives will be discussed shortly.

Other important issues which are part of the debate

include through routes and joint rates, general increases,

and contract rates. Considerable thought and ingenuity have

been given to those matters by people representing a broad

spectrum of interests. The Commission is continuing to

reassess its position on all of those areas, and in some

- 2 -
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has issued policy statements. We recognize, as others do,

that regulatory changes are needed.

Of course, the inquiry into the Nation's railroads'

problems must be comprehensive, taking into account the way

in which various regulatory reform initiatives affect each

other, and further, taking into account the relationship

between regulatory reform efforts and other initiatives, such

as financial assistance. It should also reflect the fact

that the railroad "problem" varies widely among the situa-

tion in the Northeast, the situation in the Midwest, and the

circumstances surrounding the lines in the other sections of

the country.

In addition, any initiatives in the railroad area must

take into account not only the interests of the railroads

but also the interests of rail users, and should come only

after all affected have had an opportunity to express their

views on the subject. That includes not only the shipping

public, but also the public at large. It is not simply a

question of what is fair, although fairness in the market-

place is important. More fundamentally, it is a question of

the economic viability and progress of large sectors of the

economy. Railroad rates and practices substantially affect

numerous producing and manufacturing concerns, large and

small, who depend heavily on railroad transportation, at

reasonable rates and service levels, to calculate their own

- 3 -
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economic prospects. Among these are producers and users of

such basic commodities as food and fuel, whose collective

economic fortunes substantially affect the economy of the

entire Nation. Any program which purports to aid the rail-

roads at the expense of these other important elements of

the economy could cause severe problems overall. Moreover,

such a program probably would be ineffective since the

railroads' long-term fortunes depend upon the economic

viability of rail users.

How the Congress addresses these issues will be influ-

enced by what it wants from the Nation's railroad system and

how it views that system. In summary, should the railroads

be viewed solely as private enterprise? Or is the rail

system also an instrument of national policy, to be used to

secure social as well as economic ends? And if so, who

should pay for the achievement of these purposes?

With these general thoughts in mind, I will now turn to

a more detailed examination of our own recent railroad

policy initiatives. In some instances we have combined recom-

mendations for legislation with our discussion of our own

policy initiatives. Where we have done so, it represents

our best judgment that statutory changes are necessary to

fulfill regulatory goals. Where we have not done so, it

means either that we believe sound policies can be carried

- 4 -
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out under existing law, or that policies are still actively

being worked out and the need for legislation, if any, cannot

yet be determined with certainty.

II. RAILROAD POLICY INITIATIVES BY THE COMISSION

A. MARKET DOMINANCE

In the 4R Act the Congress told the Commission to

continue regulating where competition was inadequate to

prevent monopoly pricing, to give the railroad freedom to

price their services in competitive markets, and to devise a

test to distinguish between the two situations.

We devised that test, by defining the concept of

"market dominance." That action has produced a lively con-

troversy. We feel that we drew that line in a reasonable

way, but we believe the question of where the line should be

drawn is a fair one and will benefit from increased discussion.

We are well along in the process of reviewing our definition

of market dominance in light of our experience under the 4R

Act. We recognize that the presumptions we established for

determining market dominance have created some problems,

especially since they are viewed as overly complex by some

parties.

We will soon propose a more simplified threshold test

for determining our jurisdiction. On September 6 we announced

that we are going to reopen Ex Parte No. 320, the rulemaking

proceeding in which we established the current market -

_; _
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dominance standards. As indicated in a recent press release

(copy attached), a notice of proposed rulemaking in this

matter is currently being drafted and will be released very

soon.

The notice of proposed rulemaking will discuss the

following elements which the Commission will propose to

include in its revised standards and procedures for market

dominance:

° A cost range for rates of 100% to 140% of variable

cost within which the Commission will not suspend
or investigate.

o A cost range for rates greater than 140% of
variable cost and not exceeding 180% of variable
cost within which any protesting party must estab-
lish the absence of effective competition.

° A requirement that the railroad proposing a rate

in excess of 180% of variable cost establish the

presence of effective competition.

Variable costs would be determined on a Rail Form A basis

and the Commission's 1977 "Burden Study"- would be available

to interested parties to assist them in determining which

cost range applied to particular movements.

1/
Using the One Percent Waybill as the primary data base,

a revenue contribution study for 1977 has been developed

through a contract for the Commission by A. T. Kearney, Inc.

This study is referred to as the "Burden Study". haile the

waybill contains revenue data for each movement, variable and

fully-allocated costs had to be estimated. Rail Form A costs

were utilized to calculate variable and fully-allocated costs

by type of cars, net loads, and varying lengths of haul for

each ICC cost territory. These costs were estimated using

both regional averages and individual carrier data. Details

on the costing methodology will be included in the market
dominance notice of proposed rulemaking.

- 6 -
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It is contemplated that costs developed by the Burden

Study would be accepted as prima facie evidence (subject to

rebuttal by more accurate cost data) to make these procedures

administratively feasible for small shippers.

The proposed standards will also provide specific

guidelines to assist interested parties in determining the

presence or absence of effective competition. These will

identify such transportation characteristics as: long-

haul bulk movements lacking water competition, oversized or

overweight movements, hazardous materials that cannot be

shipped by other modes, and other factors indicating that

the shipper lacks practical alternatives to rail transpor-

tation. The three existing rebuttable presumptions contained

in the present regulations would be cancelled. Nothing in

this proposal would affect the Commission's ability to

investigate discrimination, poor service or inefficient

management.

In addition, the Commission has announced it will

propose to establish a zone of reasonableness (ZOR) for all

rates to permit a 7 percent per calendar year adjustment, up

or down, from the base rate. Rates adopted within the zone

would not be suspended or investigated, but a formal complaint

could be filed later.

At the Commission's conference held July 17, 1979,

there was considerable discussion as to the applicability of

- 7 -
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the market dominance test to rates within the zone of reason-

ableness. At present there is a fairly clear consensus among

the members that the market dominance test should not apply to

rates within the zone of reasonableness as long as the rate

falls below 180 percent of variable cost--above which market

dominance would be presumed.

The proposed rulemaking does not make a preliminary judgment

as to whether rates within the zone of reasonableness, but

exceeding the upper limit for a presumption of market dominance

(e.g.,. 180 percent of variable cost), should also be exempted.

The ZOR concept is being considered because it was felt

that limited rate flexibility is necessary to meet individual

market situations./ One of the options the Commission is con-

sidering is a zone of reasonableness which would not preclude

the railroads from filing for general rate increases in order

to recoup their inflation created costs.

It is recognized that heavier reliance on rate to

variable cost ratios may increase the number of cost-based

protests. On the other hand, acceptance of the costs

developed in the Kearney report as prima facie evidence, and

the use of the 7 percent zone, should mitigate this problem

to some extent. In addition, as mentioned, the NPR will

contain specific evidentiary guidelines to be addressed by

2/~
Vice Chairman Stafford is generally opposed to carrier

rate flexibility because, much more often than not, it means
higher rates for shippers who have no forum to which they
can appeal.

-8-
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the parties in establishing the presence or absence of

market dominance.

We believe the above program represents a logical and

internally consistent approach. It is being proposed

because it appears to offer the following advantages:

1. Meets the economic and equity considerations
contained in the 4R Act.

2. Provides both shippers and carriers with a sense
of certainty regarding Commission decisions on
market dominance.

3. Is consistent with other aspects of regulatory
reform.

4. Provides carriers with limited rate flexibility
without an unduly complex administrative process.

B. GENERAL RATE INCREASES

In an era of inflation and rapid changes in economic

conditions, general rate increases have been justified by

the railroads for the most part as across the board revenue

increases to offset rapid escalations in wages, fuel expenses,

and other outlays. However, an almost exclusive use of

general increases as a means of additional revenue generation

has resulted in severe compromises in the ability of individual

railroads to respond in a timely fashion to changes in

individual railroad costs and demands for service.

The special ratemaking provisions of the 4R Act are

designed to achieve a better balance between needed short-

term funds for both financially sound and marginal railroads

and needed modifications of the tariff structure consistent

with the efficient long-term provision of rail service in
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the public interest. They offer a wider opportunity for

competitive pricing through individual, independent initiatives.

We believe, therefore, that the intent and policies of the

4R Act ratemaking provisions necessitate de-emphasizing the

role of the general increase in railroad ratemaking.

The Commission generally does not favor general rate

increases due to their adverse impact on the railroad rate

structure and their insensitivity to market condition and

demand considerations.- On the other hand, the Commission

recognizes the railroad industry's need to offset inflation

created cost increases. We would like to reduce or eliminate

the general rate increase and induce the railroad industry

to make greater use of the 4R Act ratemaking provisions.

The newly proposed market dominance standards are intended

to re-enforce selective ratemaking initiatives. As the

carriers gain experience with selective rate actions, we

will consider de-emphasizing the use of general rate increases

by limiting their applicability or reducing the proportion

of costs which can be recovered through the use of general

increases.

37
Vice Chairman Stafford does not support elimination of

general increases. He believes they are the only practical
means of recouping inflationary costs without imposing an
unfair burden on captive shippers.

Commissioners Trantum and Alexis believe that general
rate increases should be quickly eliminated.

While Commissioner Clapp believes it is desirable to
reduce the level of reliance which railroads currently place
on the general rate increase approach by encouraging other
means of obtaining income such as selective increases, he
thinks that at the present time its elimination would be unwise.
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We should mention that some interest has been expressed

in the use of inflation cost indices as a possible alternative

to general rate increases. The use of such indices--to

recover at least a portion of actual or prospective inflation

created cost increases--has both positive and negative aspects.

The use of such an instrument would eliminate most of

the documentation which must accompany general rate increase

requests. It could also eliminate some of the time lag

present in the current system. Some parties have argued

that if the Commission were to forecast annual inflationary

cost increases, announce them in October or November and

allow increases up to that level any time after January 1 of

the following year, the railroads would benefit from an

immediate increase in cash flow through the elimination of

lags.

However, it appears that such increases could leave the

carriers in an unchanged financial condition in the absence

of any significant productivity and efficiency gains. Also,

such an approach would not encourage selective rate activity

and the corresponding rationalization of the rate structure.

For these reasons, we have thus far not supported the use of

an inflation cost index, preferring to proceed with revised

market dominance regulations (as well as other ratemaking

regulatory revisions) which are designed to encourage selective

rate activity in competitive markets. However, we are not

ruling out such indices, and we intend to reevaluate in the

future the possibility of using them to offset inflation
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created cost increases in captive markets. For example, one

approach would be to allow indexed increases in rates up to

a point somewhat below anticipated or experienced cost

increases. This would force the railroads to improve their

efficiency and productivity, and thereby improve their

financial condition. Such an approach would also not be

inflationary.

While we have not studied the relative merits of various

types of indices, the "charge-out price and wage index"

published by the AAR appears to be one good candidate.

C. THROUGH ROUTES AND JOINT RATES

The Commission is currently analyzing the joint-rate

and through-route issue. As we have noted repeatedly, we

believe that rate flexibility and rate innovation are the

keys to the solution of the rail problem. In this regard it

is important to note that 70 percent of rail traffic is

interlined between at least two carriers, chiefly under joint

rates. In order to make a rate change in such a situation,

the carriers traditionally needed to obtain the approval of

the interlining carriers (or, if the proposed cancellation

is protested, the Commission's approval) to cancel the joint

rates. These factors can have the effect of deterring

carriers from making rate changes which they feel to be

necessary to cover their own segment of a through movement.

We believe that the inhibition of joint rates on the

use of ratemaking flexibility is an important issue which

warrants attention now. The Commission, several months ago,
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prevented interlining carriers from cancelling a tariff in

the Michigan Northern-/ case. But more recently, in the Ann

Arbor-/ case, the Commission allowed Conrail to cancel a

joint rate with the Ann Arbor Railroad, subject to our

investigation, which is now in progress. In addition, we

have authorized a number of surcharges which have allowed

carriers to increase their revenue on their portion of

interline movements.

There are, of course, serious questions which must be

explored in considering this issue. The ability of one

carrier to raise rates on interline traffic may divert the

traffic, thus affecting the revenue of the interlining

carrier. In the Michigan Northern case, just the opposite

was true; the carrier refused to join a general rate increase,

and other carriers tried to coerce it by cancelling their joint

rates. It is also possible that originating carriers

could take actions which might undermine the financial

structure of connecting lines with whom they compete for

other traffic. For example, assume an originating carrier

has two optional routings for a shipment to a given desti-

nation, one of which is more direct and uses a connecting
3/

I&S 9179, Cancellation of Intermediate Routing, Michigan
Northern Railway, served August 29, 1978; Commissioner Gresham
vigorously opposed the majority's decision in this case.

4/
No. 37093, Joint Rates via the Ann Arbor Railroad System,

December 1978. A decision on this proceeding will be made on
October 15.
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carrier, while the other is more circuitous but is solely on

the carrier's own lines and thus produces higher revenue for

that carrier. Currently, the originating carrier would be

required to establish through routes and joint rates via the

more direct route. If through routes were not required, the

carrier could effectively close off the direct route as a

serious rail alternative. That would harm the carrier's

natural connecting carriers, and an inefficient and wasteful

circuitous route might be promoted.

The Commission can police such abuses under its existing

authority to suspend the local rates which would be estab-

lished in lieu of the joint rate, if the interlining carrier

protests that the new, local rates would be discriminatory,

predatory or unreasonably high. Perhaps one way to solve

the need of the carriers for the freedom to price their

services over their own lines in interline movements would

be to establish a zone of reasonableness whereby interlining

carriers would be given freedom to establish local rates--

or surcharges on joint rates--within a certain percentage of

the existing joint rate. This zone could be enlarged over a

period of time, except as to the issue of discrimination,

where the Commission would retain jurisdiction. The increased

use of exemptions for particular commodity groups is another

device that might be used to modify gradually the existing

through route and joint rate structure.

- 14 -
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Whether or not either of these approaches is adopted, the

point to be noted is that the joint rate question presents a

clear issue of the need to give carriers ratemaking freedom

versus the need to maintain an integrated transportation

network. Some modification of the existing restrictions in

this area seems warranted, and the Commission will carefully

evaluate and take prompt action on the petition of any

carrier to establish innovative practices involving interline

movements. We have instructed our Office of Policy and

Analysis to look into the joint rate situation and recommend

to the Commission possible initiatives we could take. However,

the recent filing of surcharge requests, which I will discuss

next, has somewhat forced the issue.

Surcharges have been sought by particular rail carriers

on particular types of traffic. This represents a device

designed to redress revenue shortfalls. We are requesting

that basic cost and revenue information be submitted at the

time a surcharge tariff is filed. This will enable the

Commission's staff to monitor closely the effect of any

approved surcharges.

The Commission's recent actions to allow publication of

surcharges on single and joint line rates is based on two

special considerations. Most of these surcharges were

permitted in situations where the rail carrier submitted

evidence indicating that the revenue it was earning was
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insufficient to cover its costs although the overall joint

rate was compensatory. The 4R Act requires the Commission

to permit rate increases in those cases where the current

rate diminishes the carrier's going concern value.

The second consideration where we permitted the use of

a surcharge was when it was used as a peak or demand-sensitive

rate to reflect an equipment shortage. The Rock Island

surcharge on hopper cars represents an example of this

situation.

D. DEMANID SENSITIVE RATES

In Ex Parte No. 324 the Commission established regula-

tions implementing the 4R Act's demand sensitive rates

provisions. These regulations require that carriers file 30

days prior to implementing a seasonal rate. The Commission

established that requirement in anticipation that any changes

in traditional notice requirements would have a disruptive

effect on shippers. It~was felt that if peak pricing was to

be used as a means of shifting demand, 30 days would be

required for shippers to adjust their demand.

The procedures established in the Commission's regulation

for implementing seasonal rates have been criticized by the

railroad industry as being overly restrictive. The industry's

criticisms have focused on two principal areas: notice and

reporting requirements.
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The carriers have argued that the 30 day notification

requirement severely limits the usefulness of this provision.

In particular, they maintain that the uncertainty affecting

the supply and demand for equipment used in unstable markets

requires that rate changes be implemented with little or no

notice. They feel that the ability to change rates in

response to prevailing demand and supply conditions is funda-

mental if railroads are to achieve economical use of equipment

as well as optimize their investment requirements.

In recognition of carrier needs for more flexibility, it

was indicated in Ex Parte No. 324 that special permission for

publishing seasonal or peak rates on short notice could be

sought. Such short notice, when granted, increases a rail

carrier's ability to propose rates which most closely reflect

prevailing market conditions. However, it does not remove

the uncertainty of whether the proposed rate will be suspended

or investigated. Short notice only reduces the time shippers

(or other carriers) have to protest a rate; it does not address

the rate's propriety. Any proposed rate change under Ex Parte

No. 324 is potentially subject to protest, suspension, and/or

investigation. To further encourage experimentation, the

Commission has, as a matter of policy, severely limited the

use of its power to suspend or investigate rate proposals

under this provision. Thus, the probability of successfully

implementing a seasonal rate on short notice is good; yet, it
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appears that carriers are still unwilling to rely on this

informal policy as a basis for altering their ratemaking

strategies.

The reporting and data requirements contained in Ex

Parte No. 324 allegedly represent a second source of dis-

couragement to rail carriers contemplating the use of a

seasonal or peak rate. When a proposed peak rate is ordered

investigated by the Commission, the railroad respondents

must be prepared to submit detailed cost data to support the

proposed rate. The railroad must be able to show how its

costs rise as a consequence of the demand peak and how costs

would be affected by the smoothing of traffic induced by the

peak-load rate. In addition, the regulations call for a

carrier to forecast the profitability of the affected traffic

on the basis of both the peak and off-peak rates. Although

the Commission has repeatedly stated that these requirements

are only indicative in nature and that alternative information

would be acceptable, carriers continue to express concern

over the difficulty and cost of collecting and maintaining

data which would satisfy the intent of the regulation.

The regulations also require carriers to file annual

reports identifying all seasonal, regional or peak period

rates published, the total mileage hauled, tonnage carried,

and revenues derived, as well as the comparable data from

the previous year. Similar reports must also be filed
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within 45 days following the last day of any effective

seasonal or peak-period rates.

As a means of encouraging carriers to use this important

ratemaking provision the Commission is contemplating making

the regulations more flexible and eliminating unessential

reporting requirements. Several alternatives for reducing

notice requirements and aiding implementation are being

studied. Among these are:

1. Simply shorten the notice requirement or provide
blanket special permission if certain threshold
conditions triggers are met.

2. Permit carriers to publish maximum and minimum
rates in the form of a flexible tariff and to
vary rates within these bounds on short notice.

3. Establish a surcharge for seasonal commodities
which the carrier can apply to rates on short
notice.

4. Totally or partially exempting seasonal commodities.

These alternatives are not mutually exclusive. Conse-

quently, the Commission may permit carriers to file demand

sensitive rates under the alternative which best meets their

needs with the more sophisticated approaches probably yielding

higher revenues. Reporting and data requirements could then

be established which match the sophistication of the demand

sensitive pricing program being undertaken. Programs which

permit carriers to change substantially peak and off-peak

rates would require more documentation than those which provide

more limited flexibility. Steps have already been taken to
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review possible options for making the use of seasonal rate-

making more attractive for grain and grain products. These

options are currently being examined.

E. CONTRACT RATES

The Commission has recently taken the position that

rail contract rates are not unlawful, and it has encouraged

their use in appropriate circumstances. This position was

taken in Ex Parte No. 358-F, Change of Policy, Railroad

Contract Rates. This change of policy represents a firm

commitment by the Commission to support the railroad industry's

use of contract rates. We believe that contracts are useful

in numerous ratemaking situations and provide benefits to

both shippers and carriers.

Now that contract rates have been recognized as legal

we are turning our attention to the question of where and in

what form these rates are acceptable in practice--i.e.,

guidelines on their application. In spite of our anticipation

of interest in contract rates by rail carriers when Ex

Parte No. 358-F was issued, only two contracts have been

filed to date. In deciding this matter, we deliberately did

not commit ourselves to specific positions on the numerous

related issues raised by the parties. Instead it was felt

that policy should be permitted to evolve on a case-by-case

basis. We believed that the adoption of explicit rates in

the absence of actual experience or concrete rate proposals
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could stifle the flexibility and innovations which the

policy seeks to promote.

However, in the interest of promoting greater use of

contract rates, the Commission is reevaluating its views on

developing additional guidelines. While the case-by-case

approach has generally been useful in the traditional areas

of ratemaking, additional policy clarification in this

complex and controversial area may be necessary. The principal

areas we are reviewing deal with discrimination and the

relationship between the contract obligation and the common

carrier obligation.

Of all the issues which must be resolved by the Commission,

the issue of discrimination may be one of the most difficult.

Opportunities for discriminating through the use of contract

rates are bountiful. Great care must be exercised to prevent

carriers from using contractual arrangments as a means of

discriminating among similarly situated shippers. On the

other hand, an overly restrictive approach to this problem

could have a chilling effect on the use of contracts.

Of equal importance is the need to establish a clearer

relationship between the traditional common carrier obligation

and any contractual arrangements which may be established.
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In addressing this very sensitive area, we stated in Ex

Parte No. 358-F:

It is important to note that a carrier will
not be relieved of ifs common carrier obligations
upon entering into a contract rate. This is an
important responsibility imposed upon regulated
carriers by the Interstate Commerce Act and it
cannot be ignored or contracted away. The rail-
roads must be sure that their contracts will not
conflict with their duties as common carriers.

While we did not intend this language to mean that rail

carriers must give common carriage traffic preference over

contract traffic, we believe that further clarification or

modification of this point may be in order.

Although our experience with contract rates is limited,

thus far, we have identified a few problem areas. For

example, escalator clauses often used in connection with

contract-like rates may present a problem. The problem is

that price indices used as a basis for an escalator clause

(such as the AAR wage and material price index), when

applied automatically, can eventually produce a distorted

charge relative to the actual impact of inflation on unit
5/costs.-

5/
Commissioner Trantum would have deleted this paragraph

and the following paragraph.
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Further, any long-term commitment has the natural

disadvantage of reduced flexibility. A shipper entering

into a long-term commitment to ship only by rail cannot

respond to unforeseen opportunities to use cheaper alter-

native modes. This is a risk that shippers entering into

such agreements must weigh. The disadvantage to society is

that carriers of alternate modes may face an inelastic

demand for their service. As a result, when such carriers

charge low rates reflecting their relative cost efficiencies,

they are not rewarded with the traffic increase they could

otherwise expect and hence may be inadequately motivated to

enter the market.

On the other hand, to the extent that contract rates

represent an opportunity for greater competition among

carriers, society can benefit through the approximation of

rates to costs and the consequent tendency of traffic to be

allocated more efficiently among modes.
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F. ACCOUNTING AND REPORTING REVISIONS

As mandated by section 307 of the 4R Act, the Commission

revised the Uniform System of Accounts (USOA) for railroads.

In the revision, we adopted a matrix for railroads to report

their operating expenses. This matrix classifies expenses

by both their nature (such as labor costs, material costs

and overhead) and by major functions for which the expenses

are incurred. Under the old system, labor, material and

overhead costs were lumped together in the same expense

accounts relating to certain railroad operating functions.

Other expense accounts showed only one type of cost, such as

superintendents' salaries, which belong to various functions.

By categorizing expenses according to their nature and their

functions, we can improve our cost analysis. First, arbitrary

allocation of costs to functions can be reduced; and second,

we can better determine how each type of cost varies with

the volume of traffic services. During the revision, we

also updated financial accounting procedures to make them

conform to generally accepted accounting principles. The

Commission is in the process of letting a contract to an

independent accounting firm to evaluate the changes to the

USOA and make recommendations for further change.

The Commission is now deciding whether to institute a

rulemaking proceeding to consider adopting a cost center

accounting and reporting system for Class I railroads. The
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proposed system would require Class I railroads to accumulate

certain cost and statistical data at a more detailed level

than under the current Uniform System of Accounts for Rail-

roads. Railroad cost data would be recorded by cost centers

particularized as to line segments, terminal switching

districts, equipment types, and specific specialized services.

Cost data collected by such cost center designations would

then be aggregated into certain other categories for reporting

purposes. In most cases, routine reporting requirements would

not be as specific as the level of accounting. This proposal

would provide more relevant and valid cost data for regulatory

purposes while protecting the confidentiality of specific

proprietary information.

G. ABANDONM4ENTS

The Commission believes that it would be desirable to

simplify abandonment procedures and to place greater emphasis

on economic costs and financial profitability in evaluating

abandonment proposals.

We believe that the criteria which the Commission

applies to abandonments could be more clearly defined. This

could be beneficial to carriers, shippers and the Commission

alike. Further definition of those criteria must proceed

carefully, however, in order to preserve the necessary

flexibility while at the same time permit applicants and

potential protestants to determine more readily their chances
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of success. Thus, we would be very cautious in suggesting

specific statutory standards although we recognize that some

further definition may be desirable, and will gladly work

with Congress to develop such standards.

The use of rebuttable presumptions would be a possible

means to develop specific criteria in deciding abandonments,

while leaving the Commission the discretion to approve or

disapprove an application. The most obvious and potentially

useful presumption would permit abandonment where the line is

not profitable. The burden would then fall on the parties

opposing the abandonment to show that (1) the line is not

losing money, or (2) there is some overriding reason not to

permit abandonment.

In another area of concern with respect to abandonments,

the Commission discussed the subject of alternatives to

abandonment at an open conference on Tuesday, September 18,

1979. A number of the members noted that they would be

receptive to pricing innovations by the railroads designed

to make service profitable on currently unprofitable lines.

The Commission has recently given carriers the freedom to

propose surcharges on traffic, a tool which could be used to

increase revenue on individual carrier's portions of interline

traffic. We expect to release a policy statement on this

subject sometime next month.
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An area in which the Commission has encountered some

problems involves the six-month subsidy negotiation period

which can follow the issuance of a certificate of abandon-

ment. Under section 10905 of title 49 U.S.C., the Commission

is required to postpone the issuance of a certificate if a

responsible offer of financial assistance has been made to

continue the service or to purchase the line. The six-month

period was intended to enable the subsidizing entity to

enter into an agreement with the rail carrier to continue

service or to purchase the rail line.

However, last year, a Federal appellate court held that

the present statutory language does not allow the ICC to

reopen an abandonment proceeding after the six-month negoti-

ation period, even where a railroad has refused to negotiate

in good faith with potential subsidizers. It is our concern

that this "loophole" may result in the loss of some rail

service which might have otherwise been continued under a

subsidy arrangement if the parties had had the proper

incentive to complete their negotiations.

The Commission is considering several different approaches

to solving this problem. If, after a more complete analysis,

we should believe that legislation is needed, we will make

appropriate recommendations to Congress.

An issue related to abandonments is the construction of

new railroad lines. The Commission is considering a staff
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proposal that would exempt from our jurisdiction the construc-

tion of new railroad or trackage rights agreements which do not

constitute major market extensions. Although the term

"market extension" is not presently defined, it could be

defined as a transaction involving competitive effects similar

to a major consolidation case.

As this issue is further resolved by the Commission, we

will propose legislation as appropriate.

H. GENERAL EXE24PTION AUTHORITY

Earlier this year, at the request of a petitioner, the

Commission made the first use of its rail general exemption

authority (49 U.S.C. section 10505) by exempting fresh

fruits and vegetables from regulation by the Commission.

The exemption, first made effective on May 28., 1979 has

been used profitably by a number of railroads during this

past summer. By coincidence, the independents' truck strike

in early summer allowed the railroads an opportunity to haul

a large volume of available fresh fruit and vegetable traffic.

While rates have been higher than previously, generally rail

movements are now competitive with truck transportation. In

fact, rail service has expanded dramatically and it appears

that many shippers have continued to use the railroads even

after the end of the truck strike. As we continue to monitor

the results of the exemption, we are encouraged by the

innovative and market-responsive actions taken by the

railroads involved.
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At this time the Commission is taking several additional

actions in regard to the general exemption authority. In Ex

Parte No. 346 (Sub-No. 2) we are considering extending an

exemption to other non-processed agricultural commodities by

including ground crops (peanuts, potatoes) and fishery

products. We expect to consider a draft decision on this

matter in the near future.

In Ex Parte No. 230 (Sub-No. 5) the Commission is con-

sidering whether to initiate a rulemaking to exempt rail

transportation of TOFC/COFC from Commission regulation

either in whole or in part.

In another area, an independent contractor has submitted

a report to the Commission recommending that about 40 different

commodity groupings be exempt from regulation. Commission

staff is now studying these recommendations with special

emphasis on the interrelationships between market dominance

and the need for specific commodity exemptions.

I. RESTRICTIONS AGAINST INTERMODAL OWNERSHIP

The issue has arisen as to whether existing restrictions

against ownership of one mode of transportation by another

should be removed. We will be considering this matter in

upcoming deliberations and will make recommendations to Congress

as soon as possible.

III. LEGISLATIVE PROPOSALS

Our discussion thus far has focused on administrative

initiatives designed to bring about reforms in the regulation
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of railroads. We would like now to turn to actions which we

believe Congress might take to further the same end.

Before discussing specific measures, however, I would

offer the following general thoughts on legislation in this

area. First of all, they do not form a comprehensive railroad

regulatory package. Rather, they are proposals which logi-

cally follow from the stage of policy development, in each

area of concern, necessary to support a legislative recommen-

dation. As has been previously noted, several important

areas are currently under consideration where we do not

believe that recommendations for legislation can be supported

at this time, inasmuch as the preferred course of action is

not yet entirely clear. In those instances we would expect.

to have further recommendations later on.

There are also instances where we do not recommend

legislation because we are satisfied that existing law gives

the Commission sufficient flexibility to work out administra-

tive solutions, and where administrative solutions seem

preferable because further changes might be required. An

example of the latter situation is market dominance, where

we are already moving toward changes in the present regulations,

and where the complexity of the situation could require

still further changes. Another example would be contract

rates, where several problems have emerged as a result of

the first policy change in this area.
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A. ABANDONMENT EFFECTIVE DATES--SECTION 10903(C)

1. Amendment

Section 10903(c) of title 49, United States Code, is

amended to read as follows:

"(c) Except as provided in sections 10905 and 10906

of this title, an abandonment or discontinuance

approved under section 10904 (c), may take effect

under the certificate on the 30th day after the

issuance of the certificate."

2. Evaluation and Justification

This amendment would make the effective date for all

rail abandonments 30 days after issuance of a certificate.

Present law permits an effective date of 30 days if the

certificate of abandonment is issued without an investigation

and after 120 days if the certificate is issued after an

investigation. The 120 day time period was originally pro-

vided in order to offer affected shippers a transitional

period in which to make other transportation arrangements or

to complete existing contracts.

However, experience leads us to believe that a 120 day

adjustment period is not necessary. Shippers have been

afforded sufficient time for planning and adjustment during

the time taken by the Commission to process the application,

consider and dispose of administrative appeals, publish the
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findings in the Federal Register, and to await offers of

financial assistance.

B. LONG-RAUL AND SHORT-HAUL--SECTION 10726

1. Amendment

Section 10726 of title 49, United States Code, is

stricken in its entirety.

2. Explanation and Justification

This amendment would allow for greater price flexibility

in rail rates. The long-haul and short-haul clause was

originally enacted as an absolute bar to charging higher

rates for movements between two-intermediate points than

movements between the two end points. Relief from this

provision has been routinely granted in the form of exemptions

in recognition of (1) the presence of generally pervasive

competition at most intermediate points and (2) the fact

that volume movements between major producing and consuming

areas generally have lower costs.

The granting of these exemptions enables rail carriers

to take advantage of lower unit costs for volume movers and to

more effectively meet intermodal competition between end

points. The repeal of section 10726 would achieve the same

benefits without the administrative expense attendant to a
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petition for exemption. We feel that any residual problems

of discrimination could be handled under the more general

prohibitions against discrimination of section 10741.

C. EXEMPT SECURITIES ISSUANCES BY
SMALL RAIL CARRIERS--SECTION 11301

1. Amendment

Section 11301 of title 49, United States Code, is

amended by adding a new subsection (g) to read as follows:

"(g) This section does not apply when the total value

of capital stock (or principal amount of other secur-

ities to be issued) and the value of capital stock and

principal amount of other securities then outstanding

is not more that $5,000,000, or to notes of a maturity

of not more that 2 years that aggregate not more than

$1,000,000. Notes that, with other outstanding notes

of a maturity of not more than 2 years, aggregate that

amount may be issued without regard to the percentage

limitations applicable under subsection (b)(2) of this

title. The value of capital stock having no par value

is the fair market value on the date of issue of that

stock, and the value of capital stock that has a par

value is the fair market value on the date of issue or

the par value, whichever is greater."
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2. Evaluation and Justification

This amendment would effectively exempt from Commission

jurisdiction securities issued by small rail carriers. We

do not feel that carriers with outstanding securities not

exceeding $5,000,000 and with short term notes not exceeding

$1,000,000 should be required to comply with Commission

securities regulations. The burden on small carriers would

seem to outweigh the public interest in meeting our filing

requirements because the overall impact of these smaller

transactions is minimal, and regulation by other federal and

state agencies is likely to protect the securities purchaser.

This statutory exemption would be in keeping with the

securities exemption granted motor carriers under section

11302.

D. RAIL EXEMPTION AUTHORITY--SECTION 10505

1. Amendment

Amend section 10505(a) of title 49, United States Code,

by deleting the words beginning with "because" and ending

with "service", and the comma following the word "service".

2. Evaluation and Justification

The proposed legislation would amend Chapter 105 of

Title 49 to broaden the Commission's authority to exempt

rail carriers or their services from regulation, in whole or

in part, when continued regulation is deemed not to be in

the public interest. The proposed bill is similar to a

- 34 -
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proposal submitted to Congress in June of this year, which

would have expanded Commission authority to exempt non-rail

carriers from unnecessary regulation. Essentially, the

proposal would eliminate the requirement that the transaction

or service in question be of "limited scope".

Currently, the Commission is going through a period of

considerable reassessment and critical decisionmaking aimed

at improving regulation and making it more responsive to the

needs of the public. Those efforts have resulted in a

variety of changes in its policies and procedures. Some of

the changes involve steps to increase competition and

strengthen the impact of market forces. We believe that the

Commission should have expanded discretion to remove unnecessary

regulatory restraints in order to enable carriers to improve

their efficiency, compete more effectively, and be more

responsive to the demands of the marketplace.

The proposed exemption authority would assist the

Commission in achieving these goals by providing the Commission

with greater flexibility for developing innovative programs

designed to meet the changing needs of our National transpor-

tation system. The Commission is presently making use of

its general exemption authority, which we consider broad

enough, even with the "limited scope" language to encompass

a range of administrative reform of rail regulation. However,

we do not believe that the "limited scope" qualification is

necessary or any longer desirable.

- 35 -
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For one thing, we do not believe that regulatory innova-

tion should cease at the point where the matter is no longer

one of "limited scope". There are bound to be measures which

may be of substantial scope but where fixed legislative

changes are not as desirable as more flexible administrative

changes. The purpose of the exemption authority is to allow

experimentation, where the ultimate preferred course is not

clear but action seems warranted. It is possible--in fact,

even contemplated--that such changes may bring about further

changes or retractions--a process ideally suited to the

administrative environment. We do not believe that the

limitation in the present statute allows optimum use of this

approach.

It should also be noted that the public is protected

from any undesirable consequences of such regulatory experi-

ments by the safeguards which are built into the exemption

authority process. Under this proposal, as under present law,

the Commission is authorized to exercise its exemption

authority only after opportunity is given for a proceeding

in which interested parties may present their views. Appli-

cations for exemption are subject to the requirements of the

Administrative Procedure Act. Further, regulation can be

simply and directly restored if the exemptions prove to be

contrary to the public interest. This proposal would assist

the Commission in committing its resources more efficiently

- 36 -
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to those areas where regulation is necessary, and in elimi-

nating the burdens of unnecessary regulation.

In conclusion, we believe that the expanded exemption

authority could be used to reduce further the workload that

now faces the Commission by reducing unnecessary regulation, 4

and by enabling the Commission to develop innovative methods

for carrying out those regulatory programs which are

necessary. Further, we believe that this use of the exemption

authority would complement the original intent of Congress

in enacting the rail exemption authority, as it would enable

the Commission to better commit its limited resources in

areas where they are needed, and would help return discretion

to rail management in those areas where the marketplace is

able to regulate most effectively.

CONCLUSION

This concludes my prepared testimony. I will be glad to

try to answer any questions you may have at this time.

- 3 7 -
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ATTACHMENT

in erstate commerce commission

12th & constitution avenue nw a woshington dc 2Q423
FOR RELEASE: (202) 275-7252

September 6, 1979 LESSER-

ICC TO REOPEN PROCEEDING ON MARKET DOMINANCE

The ICC today announced that it will reopen a 1976 rulemaking

proceeding in which the Commission set standards and procedures for

determining when a railroad possesses a monopoly--"market

dominance'--over certain freight shipments.

The reopening, late this month, comes after extensive review

which included internal staff analyses, deliberations by the

C Commission, and a contract study by an outside consulting firm.

Market dominance and its interpretation by the Commission under

the 4R Act (Railroad Revitalization and Regulatory Reform Act of

1976) has been one of the more controversial issues between railroad:

and the ICC. It is fundamental to the question of how railroads set

their rates.

The decision to reopen the market dominance proceeding reflects

a commitment by the Commission when the original rules were put into

effect two years ago to look again at the complex rail issue on the

basis of subsequent experience and analysis.

## ICC #

3t9-75

A fact sheet explaining the market dominance proceeding is

attached.
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Fact Sheet

The notice of proposed rulemaking to reoperiEx Parte

320 will discuss the following elements which the Commission

will propose to include in its revised standards"and

procedures for market dominance:

A cost range for rates of 100% to 140% of
variable cost within which the Commission
will not suspend or investigate.

- A cost range for rates greater than 140%
of variable cost and not exceeding 180%
of variable cost within which any
protesting party must establish the
absence of effective competition.

A requirement that the railroad proposing
a rate in excess of 180% of variable cost
establish the presence of effective
competition.

Variable costs would be determined on a Rail Form A

basis and the Commission's 1977 Burden Study would be

available to interested parties to assist them in

determining which cost range applied to particular

movements.

The proposed standards will also provide specific

guidelines to assist the parties in determining the presence

or absence of effective competition. These will include

such transportation characteristics as: long haul bulk

movements lacking water competition, oversized or overweight

movements, hazardous materials that cannot be shipped by
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other modes and other factors indicating that the shipper

lacks practical alternatives to rail transportation. The

three existing rebuttable presumptions contained in the

present regulations would be canceled.

The standards and procedures would be linked to two

closely related concepts, a zone of reasonableness

(ZORY within which rate changes would be neither suspended

nor investigated, and a program to exempt commodity groups

that are subject to inter and intramodal competition.

The Commission is exploring two forms of the zone of

reasonableness within which rate changes would not be

suspended or investigated. The first alternative would

permit changes of not more than 7% a year upward or downward

changes to the variable cost level for all rates. The

second alternative would apply the same zone only to those

rates equal to or less than 180% of variable cost.

Shippers and other interested parties would remain free

to file complaints on the reasonableness of rates falling

within either of these zones of reasonableness or rates

falling within the 100% to 140% of variable cost range. In

complaint actions, the complaining party has the burden of

proving that the challenged rate is unjust or unreasonable.

The program of exemptions will not be a part of the

revised standards and procedures themselves. The program is

an essential component of the Commission's continuing

efforts to identify rail traffic that is sufficiently

-2-
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competitive that regulation can be completely or partially

eliminated. Exempting such traffic from regulation will

remove any necessity for rail carriers to prove that such

traffic is subject to effective competition.

The integrated approach to market dominance described

above is intended to reflect more accurately the

Commission's commitment to rate flexibility for rail

carriers while assuring continued protection for the captive

shipper. The Commission expects to issue a notice of

proposed rulemaking before the end of September that will

more fully explain the rationale of proposed standards and

procedures summarized in this release.

Specific Examples of How the Proposed Rules Would Work.

In order to clarify the proposed procedures, several

illustrations are provided below:

Example 1

Rate Action: Rate raised from 120 percent to 130

Protests:

Shipper recourse:

Example 2

Rate Action:

percent of variable costs.

At suspension level, protestant is
effectively limited to challenging
cost data submitted in any advance
rail justification and showing rate
exceeds 140 percent of variable
costs. If unable to show this, the
rate goes into effect.

Complaint procedures (Section 11707)
after rate is effective.

Rate raised from 120 percent to 141
percent of variable cost.

-3-
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Protest: Rate exceeds 140 percent of variable

cost and increases exceeds the 7 per-
cent ZOR. Protestant has burden of

proof on issue of market dominance.

Protestant must, as a minimum, ad-

dress guidelines established by the

Commission. Carrier can rebut ship-

per's evidence. Commission makes
determination on facts Dresented and

will consider suspension on investi-

gation only if shipper establishes

the presence of market dominance.

Example 3A

Rate Action: Rate increased from 191 to 201

percent of variable cost. The
increase is 5.2 percent of total

pervious rate.

Protest: Since increase falls within the ZOR

(7 percent), Commission will not

suspend or investigate.

Shipper recourse: Complaint procedure.

Example 3B

Rate Action: Same as 3A above.

Protest: Assume that the ZOR does not apply to

rates in excess of 180% of variable
cost. The shipper must present data

to show that the rate exceeds 180

percent. The carrier may rebut by

establishing the absence of market

dominance.

Example 4 -

Rate Action: Rate increased from 175 to 190

percent. The rate increase is 10

percent of the previous base rate.

Protest: At the suspension level, once the

rate to costs ratios are established,
the carrier again bears the burden of

showing that there is effective
competition under guidelines
established by the Commission. If it

does not carry that burden,

suspension and/or investigation is

possible but not mandatory.

-4-
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Example 5

Rate Action: Initial rate established at 150
percent of variable cost.

Protest: The 7 percent zone would not apply to
initial rates. Since the rate falls
at 150 percent of variable cost; the
protestant would have to prove market a
dominance exists as rate is within
the 140-180 percent of variable cost
range.

Senator McGOVERN. Thank you very much, Chairman O'Neal.
I think the way we will proceed this morning is ask the panel to

come forward, and if you could stand by, Mr. O'Neal, maybe we
can question you after we have heard from the panel.

Mr. O'NEAL. Fine.
Senator McGOVERN. Members of the panel in the order in which

they will be heard, if they will come forward now, are Mr. James
Springrose, vice president for transportation of the Cargill Co.; Mr.
John Norton, the director of transportation and distribution of the
Du Pont Co.; Mr. E. Morgan Massey, president of the A. T. Massey
Coal Co.; Laurence J. Stern, manager of transportation, Sunkist
Growers; and Michael Levin, vice president for transportation of
the Western Growers Association.

Gentlemen, in view of the considerable number of distinguished
witnesses this morning, we are going to ask that you confine your
opening statement to about 10 minutes, but rest assured that your
entire prepared statement will be entered in the hearing record.

I might point out that Mr. Curtis, corporate director of transpor-
tation service for Georgia Pacific will be unable to appear as sched-
uled at our hearing. ,The vacancy caused by his absence will be
filled-by Michael Levin, vice president for transportation of the
Western Growers Association of California. Mr. Levin, as I under-
stand it, does not have'a prepared statement but will participate in
the-hearing during the question and answer periods.

Mr. Springrose, if you are ready to proceed, we will be happy to
hear from you.

STATEMENT OF JAMES V. SPRINGROSE
Mr. SPRINGROSE. Thank you, Senator, and good morning, gentle-

men--
I would-like to express my appreciation to the Joint Economic

Committee for this opportunity to respond to your inquiry into
transportation circumstances so vital to the commerce of the
United States. The issues you have undertaken are especially im-
portant to agriculture for the efficient domestic and worldwide
distribution of grain and other foodstuffs.

We have prepared a\statement for your review and consideration
which explains a proposal whose legislative implementation could
provide the rallying point \for polarized positions, railroad rate-
making freedom and protection from abuse of captive shippers. We
have been asked by The committee staff to respond specifically to
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the issue of the captive shipper. I believe our statement [see p. 139]
does that, and I will elaborate as time permits.

First,. however, I would like to respond to five additional ques-
tions posed in your invitation letter dated September 18, 1979. The
initial question deals with possible changes in the ICC market
dominance criteria. We have observed over recent months that
market dominance and captive shipper essentially mean the same
thing to those who react to this issue.

Since our statement concentrates on this question, further elabo-
ration is not needed for the moment. I should emphasize, however,
that our proposal eliminates the need for complex criteria or defi-
nitions of either phrase because the issue is rendered moot at the
shipper's discretion and control.

The second question, characteristics which determine modal
choices vary depending upon the demand in the marketplace for
grain or most other goods shipped by Cargill. In times of shortage
of freight-carrying capacity, service is the first requirement; price
is secondary. For example, the inability of the inland waterway
system to accommodate increasing demands because of the bottle-
neck and locks and dam 26 has caused greater emphasis on rail
movements, notwithstanding higher rate levels. Conversely, when
demand is soft and carrying capacity is readily available, compara-
tive price becomes the major determining factor in modal selection.

Third, assuming readily available carrying capacity, the service
criteria we seek is consistency. We are not so interested in speed as
predictability of elapsed time between origin and destination.
Transportation is only one component of the logistical planning
required for the efficient distribution of our products. Speed of
movement does not hamper our logistics if it is consistently pro-
vided. Therefore we can accommodate speed of movement when it
is important to considerations which deal with improved productiv-
ity of transportation resources.

Fourth, the cost of transporting grain and other bulk commod-
ities represents a high percentage, sometimes as high as 50 per-
cent, of the value of the delivered goods.

Fifth, our bargaining power with principal modes of transporta-
tion is more limited than most people realize. Size does not provide
proportionate clout. Our experience suggests that when we have
developed sound programs which provide recognizable benefits for
our carriers, we are usually successful. When the benefits are
singularly toward ourselves, we generally fail.

I would be glad to elaborate on each of these items in response to
your further inquiry.

In the allotted time still remaining, I will expand on our view of
regulatory protection for the captive shipper.

As we have said in our statement, defining "captive shipper" has
been perplexing and elusive. The criteria established by the Inter-
state Commerce Commission at the direction of the 4R Act sought
to deal with the issue in terms of maximum rate levels. As our
statement describes, we believe it is a service issue.

My experience with the public hearings and elsewhere in connec-
tion with work on the Rural Transportation Advisory Task Force
supports this view. In addition, much of my work at Cargill deals
with transportation innovations in both price and service which
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are justified by market competition and/or transportation competi-
tion. The results confirm my belief that railroad management will
respond with rate reductions when it can be shown that they have
priced segments of our mutual business interest out of the market
competitive circumstance.

The major consideration they insist upon in these negotiations is
that the recaptured tonnage renders them a profit for the service
they perform. We do not consider this unreasonable or abusive.

These factors aside, the captive shipper issue dies with the birth
of legitimate contract carriage by railroad. We believe the legiti-
macy of contract carriage by railroad can only be obtained through
an act of Congress. It will also require these provisions against
discrimination be brought forward from the present Interstate
Commerce Act. I must caution here that bringing restraints for-
ward from the present law should be held to an absolute minimum
lest we wind up calling it a rose by another name.

As our statement describes, the shipper voluntarily becomes cap-
tive at his own election by entering into a contract for carriage.
The terms of the contract would not only protect him from rate
abuse, but also guarantee the service he needs to reach his market
outlet.

By way of holding provisions of the present law to a minimum, I
would consider the following to be adequate for rail contract car-
riage. First, the antipreference, prejudice provisions; second, the
antidiscrimination; third, the commodities clause; fourth, minimum
rate restrictions; finally, that contracts be filed with the Commis-
sion as public records available for public review.

Other components of the present law which should be left to the
discretion of the contracting parties would include rate levels, serv-
ice characteristics, car costs and car supply, liability, volume, joint
routes and divisions of revenue between connecting carriers, if any.

Finally, I believe a growing consensus has developed among ship-
pers, railroads and governmental bodies that there is merit to this
approach because the transportation circumstances of 1979 justifies
some movement away from common carrier regulatory postures of
1887. I would urge, however, that we stop short of total de-
regulation.

Thank you.
[Testimony resumes on p. 156.]
[Mr. Springrose's prepared statement follows:]
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An Approach to Resolving

the Impasse Currently Threatening

Sound Rail Transportation

- ~~~~Regulatory Reform

By: James V. Springrose
Vice President - Transportation

Victor Anderson
Assistant General Counsel -
Cargill, Incorporated
P. 0. Box 9300
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55440

We will begin these comments with the briefest ofreviews of the events in the recent past, legislative orotherwise, which have lead to the present impasse in formulatinga rational policy for the transportation of grain by railwhich would effectively remove all unnecessary regulation(what we might call the excesses of regulation) and preserveonly that minimum, but critically necessary, regulatoryoverview that contributes to and advances positive nationalobjectives. ±..-. . . . - ,

-' The debate among the extremists advocating total, .'''de-regulation, on the one hand, and total regulation, on theother hand, of all modes, each as totally opposite means ofachieving equality of treatment for rail carriers, wasalways leavened by the many compromisers who saw the fallacyin these simplistic extremes and proposed accordingly. Fromthe Eisenhower era through the Kennedy transportation
message of 1962 to the early 1970's, in spite of increasingpredictions of railroad disaster, all these contending viewssimply produced a stand-off. fatal preservation of thestatus quo and the inaction which finally produced thedisasters of the Penn Central bankruptcy and those othercarrier failures in the northeast.

Those dramatic railroad failures finally broke thelegislative log jam and produced, among other things, the 4RAct. At its heart this legislation contained an intelligentattempt by the more rational comprisers to give the railcarriers the rate making freedom they craved, as a panaceato their problems, while preserving adequate protection forshippers against abuse of rail carrier monopoly power.

The framers of the 4R Act recognized that thesticking place in making progress towards a system of railrates determined by the market, and the forces of competition,had been the_.fear thati the. cap.ti-ve_.shipper wo.uld be-abused.by- his rai.l -carrier- imposin-g-increasingly highher rates,not justi.fihd by the,,cost: ofsarving tha.t shfpper:'.and'
wtitized:-tol solve the carrier's revenue problems and' tocross subsidize rates on non-captive traffic.

The 4R Act sought a practical means to identifythe captive shipper and create, especially for him, a meansof recourse to protect against such abuse while freeing thebalance of the system from the stultifying effects of needlessregulation.

59-551 0 - 80 - 10
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a The principle of identifying the captive shipper
and preserving.limited regulation to protect him from carrier
abuse is, of course, theoretically sound. The 4R Act concept
of "market dominance" was a well-intentioned attempt toachieve this praiseworthy goal.

What is tragically clear today is that this well
intentioned.compromise solution has failed and has producedno amelioration of the problem it was designed to curb.

. Why has it failed? ' .
... .. ,,. -, .. - - -. :, , - , - Mg-

Whatthe subsequent history of this concept has
probably established is that the problem of developing anysimple methods to isolate out, for regulatory purposes, the
traffic-that is subject to rail market dominance, or the
truly captive, individual.shipper, is close to insoluable.
This view would certainly appear to be supported by the
weighty studies carried out for the Commission in 1979. The.Commission, with:its development of rebuttable presumptions,
has struggled manfully to render this complex determination
simple, quick and manageable. In embarking on this necessary
attempt it encountered massive criticism. It is currently
embarking on a.fresh attempt while new (and probably already
failed) legislation, prepared by others, seeks once again
to redefine the captive shipper. The fact is the problem istoo complex for easy solutions readily accessible to the
shippers most in need of this protection who will usually
be, although not exclusively, smaller shippers without
alternative plants, markets and sources, who therefore.tend
to lack rate bargaining power.

Unfortunately unless cheap and simple methods of
demonstrating market dominance, or rail captivity, are
available we submit regulation, or rate protection, dependent
on these concepts, will end up tending to protect shippers
who probably need the protection least -- namely the larger
:ones, with- the- resources .t& litigate -such. complex is sues and,tire more needy shippers are~ deterred. Moreover we are
dubious.of the validity-o:f any simple.method of determining -rait-captivity,-at least in a- business as fluid-and complex
as the grain business. Markets, and prices at markets, maydetermine what mode a grain shipper is captive to, in thatshipper's subjective judgment, on any particular day.
Nothing that has emerged recently by way of studies, or
other theories, would suggest that the problem will be
rendered simpler in the future.

It is our conclusion that, unfortunately, this
approach is bankrupt and that further pursuit of it by way
of further redefinitions, or lists of more ingenious rebuttable
presumptions, will only win time for further deterioration
and postpone, perhaps fatally, action beneficial to rail
carriers and those who depend on them.

-2-
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In the area of agriculture, with which we are hereprimarily concerned, it would appear that many others havereached this same conclusion. We would caution very forciblyagainst a trend, born out of frustration and superficially
logical, that we see generated by this failure of the 4R Actapproach which has caused a flirtation with the notion thatthe remaining workable option is total deregulation ofgrain. The reasoning goes like this. There were originallyo three possible approaches'to-this problem -- (1) total-regulation of all modes (totally discredited today); (2) thecompromise solution typified at its best, and most subtle..in the 4R market dominant theory -- (now an established*'failure after three years); and (3) total de-regulation (asyet untried except in a limited area -- fresh produce --'where it appears to be developing some success). Thisreasoning has led to proposals, such as that of DOT in its:.Ex Parte 270 submission, for total deregulation of grain::transportation. Contributing to this apparent logic is thefact that for many years both the rail carriers' competingmodes have enjoyed an exemption from regulation when transporting.grain and the grain business has had no apparent problem incoexisting with that degree of deregulation.

'. Before going further we would like to comment onwhy we do not believe total deregulation of rail transportation-of grain is in the public interest.

In this discussion we will set aside the'obvious.
problem of the true rail captive shipper under total deregulation.Let there be no mistake, there are such unfortunates andunder total deregulation their sole protection would lie withtheir rail carriers' intelligent, selfish interest in keepingthem competitive to their markets. It is self defeating fora rail carrier to price its customers out of business forthat does nothing for its revenue position. Against thisnotion of intelligent self-interest by rail carriers we mustnote the fact that desperate carriers, virtually in their--death agony, will grasp for revenue without any restraintwhatever when they are..furnished-with no other.-arternative

'':to enable-them to earn assured income-with. which to function-....' We have-:se-t aside this problem of the-captive-shipper because.
we do not-think it has, in the past, lacked, or will nowlack, spokesmen. Instead we would like to focus on anaspect of total deregulation of rail grain which we haverarely seen articulated and which we believe is important.

The need of the grain trade that we would like toarticulate is the need of the grain merchant for a predictable,or reasonably measurable, future transportation cost structure.Such a structure exists today although there is some fearthat it is being undermined by short notice, arbitrary railrate increases being imposed as, and under the procedures

-3-
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designed to accommodate, demand sensitive pricing. There is
little doubt that it would cease to exist entirely under
total rate deregulation and, as we shall seek to illustrate,
this, in the final analysis, is the fatal flaw for the grain
trade, and the public interest, in the concept of total
deregulation of grain transportation.

: : -.:. -Why is such an ability critical to the grain
,..merchant and why will its absence have an impact on the
,public interest far beyond the narrow interest of the grain
.merchant? . . . .

' '..'-:. -The answer has. to do with the concept of forward
-.pricing which is at the heart of, and has much to do with,
the genius and success of the current U.S. agricultural ..economy. ' . L - .

*--.: : 'I : Perhaps the most important hallmark of the market
price system which the U.S. agricultural economy has enjoyed,
and by which it has prospered, is the ability, because of

.the price reference and price insurance functions of the
futures markets, to contract for grain as much as 18 months

pinto the future. This deferred term marketability has
* allowed producers to make planting decisions, processors to
cover anticipated needs and merchandisers to provide a
market for both, not only in nearby shipment periods but inevery ensuing month of the crop year, and even into the
following crop year. Critical to the furnishing of this
crucial marketing service has been the merchant's ability to.rely upon a fairly measurable future transportation cost
structure.

A major threat to this vital function of forward
pricing and the present system of grain marketing, with its
many benefits and obvious record of success, is posed by anysystem of rail freight pricing that changes on short notice
in response to surges in demand for rail transportation. (thesituationr that.would obtafn .of-course, under- deregulatfon).

.: --e can: almost hear the sceptics-. saying 'but that's exactly
what-. happens~ with truck and. bargpe transportation". -We will
respond to that thought fn a moment when we have concluded
our comments on the need for predictability.

The point we would now like to make most forcibily
is that the potential for damage to the grain marketing
system of short notice, arbitrary, and unpredictable increases
in transportation costs is enormous. In the face of them,
or the threat of them, the country elevator is inhibited
from bidding for grain, and from selling grain in positions
other than the very nearby, without taking undue price
protection to cover the potential economic risk of an arbitrary
railroad rate increase. The seeking of such undue price

-4-
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protection simply means the risk taker has to insist on a
greater margin to cover his risks. The result is the farmer
receives less for his grain and the buyer, at destination,
pays more because of unpredictable, and unhedgable, risks ofuncertain transportation costs. The ultimate result will be
a'tragic constriction in the forward marketing mechanism

.which has made such a positive contribution to our agricultural
economy, our capacity to.increase agricultural exports
-profitably and all -the many ensuing benefits from thatnational success story.' .. '

The situation which obtains in grain marketing
currently is a good example of the beneficial effects of the-use of the forward marketing mechanism. Today there isprobably a record amount of grain "on the books" for 1979-*-:80 - that is bought and sold.. Strong prices have encouraged

'the farmer to sell a lot of his expected production for.-'delivery in forward positions; suspect foreign crop production
:has brought buyers into the U.S.'market in record numbers
and volumes. Merchants, from the country elevator right
through to the. exporter, have bought grain, and resold it,
and what needs to be noted and emphasized, for present
purposes, is that they did so in reliance upon an expectation
of a rational, predictable railroad transportation pricing
policy. Within that concept, and within the contemplation
of all parties, is the susceptibility of such rates to
reasonable.cost escalation characteristic of the times but
what is not within contemplation, and what presents a fearful
risk to the whole marketing system, is the sudden imposition
of increases based on the arbitrary,'and unilateral, judgment
of individual rail carriers, or the rail industry in general,
as to the current, and probable, demand for their services.
Such increases are made at the expense of every forward
purchase and sale already made in reliance on .the existing
rate structure. Such price behavior by individual carriers,
not influenced or restrained by anything resembling true
free. marke-t--or.competiti-ve forces.> be.cause..of the., nature of;'the.rait mode,,-:as we shaTT'illustrate:.- is- a. serious-, threatto-the forward pricing mechanism-so vital to the- marketing

..- system. - * * * *. -

We promised earlier to respond to the issue of the
difference between a railcarrier reacting to an increased
demand for its services, by being free to raise its prices,.and a barge or truck line so reacting. . . .

The fact is that there are valid distinctions to
be drawn between these transportation modes which distinctions
permit the present, sophisticated, grain marketing system to
co-exist with, and to take into account, this market influenced
behavior of truck and barge prices in a manner it is unable
to do with short notice, arbitrarily announced increases byrail carriers.

-5-
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What are these distinctions?

First of all the barge lines and trucks do operate
in a true free market which, by definition, means price
changes cannot be made unilaterally and arbitrarily by the
seller for the reason that, in such a market, competitive forces
exist to bring prices into line. Buyers and sellers have
available to them alternatives which allow them to resist
arbitrary price setting.and permit them ta pay only what the

_market-ultimately dictates. Barges and trucks (unlike rail ----
-carriers) operate and compete with one another along common
-transportation arteries. If one such carrier raises its price
!:the !potential buyer of that service can, and does, turn to
others to satisfy his needs. -Only if the general marketplace
.establishes-the increase as the market value of the service,
as a result of the free interplay of demand and supply, will

-'the shipper be obliged to pay the proposed increase. Such a
price structure, while not fully predictable in the sense of

..:one based on regulated published-tariffs, is a rational system
responding rationally to market forces, 'some quite predictable,
some not quite so predictable but, in any event, in a manner
well understood by the merchant.

Another distinction is that, if he wishes, the
merchant can contract over long contractual periods with
either barge or trucks for his future transportation needs,
an option that, heretofore, has not been available with the
rail carrier.

* - Finally, as a result of the free interplay of
market forces in barge transportation, there is a daily
quoted market in barge freight for all relevant shipment
positions on which the merchant can base his bids and offers.

The foregoing reasons explain why the grain marketing
system can co-exist with demand-sensitive pricing by barges
.and. trucks.. Why is. the. si~tu.ation. different with rail carriersi.

*;,-' .... nfortunately ivfntheicase of rail carriers,-'
i"-immediate.:competitive market forces.which.would.bring prices
into.line do.not exist. Such forces as do exist, such as '
intermodal or market competition, tend to operate over too
great a time span to have a bearing on the current market.
Many grain elevators and plants tend to be on a single railroad
line and often do not have economically priced alternative
modes of transportation. Moreover buyers of railroad freight
have not, up to this time, had the option of contracting for
their freight needs in advance. Nor is there in existence a
visible market price reference system on which future purchase
and sale prices can be based.
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In sum there is no effective way for the grain
merchant to price the uncertainty of future railroad rate
action if such pricing is to be allowed to respond arbitrarily,
and on short notice, to correctly-, or incorrectly, perceived
-rail transportation demand peaks and valleys as it would
under total deregulation.

Since we believe the grain trade and the public
.'interest will suffer adversely from the loss of predictability

inherent in total deregulation we would now like to move on
'to examine a new. approach to the basic problem which, of

:::necessity, must. preserve this element of predictability.while
,.seeking to deal with all other elements.

A New Approach .

What the foregoing history has demonstrated is
that new thinking must be applied to the analysis of the
apparently incompatible problem of protecting the rail
captive shipper while granting to rail carriers the degree
of rate making freedom they need for ultimate survival.

A starting point is to reexamine a number of
propositions that have played a role in the design of previous
attempted solutions. This reexamination must be done with
some boldness and willingness to:-innovate and experiment in
recognition of the fact that the present dangerous impasse
cannot be allowed to continue in the name of protecting the
captive shippers whose plight will certainly not be improved!.
by the ultimate demise of the mode they are captive to.

A basic question is whether the problem.is, in
fact,.as significant as has been suggested. How many truly
captive shippers are there under today's conditions, when
all competitive alternatives are considered, as well as the
'bargaining power of many shippers .vis-a-vis. their carriers?.
The study commissioned by the 1CA had this to say:-

T'"'he precise extent of-.marketdominant, traffic 'is~
difficult to determine. If all forms of transporta-
tion alternatives are considered together with
long term adjustments by shippers, very little
(under 5%) of the traffic would be considered
market dominant. However, short term effects and
the limited effectiveness of intramodal competition
indicate that 10% to 15X of the rail traffic
appears to be market dominant and a substantial
portion was found to be of a mixed competitive
nature."
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A next question is whether it is necessarily a
fact that those shippers who are in a truly captive category
will, in fact, be abused by their carriers or will intelligent
self-interest of the carrier, rather than regulation, govern
the carrier's conduct by a recognition that the shipper must
be kept competitive in its market or the carrier loses all
revenue finally.

In that connection it is possible that, in today's
.:climate, such abuse of captive shippers (cleary a self-
defeating proposition, in the long-term, for the carrier)
will occur only because the carrier is in desperate revenue
straits and is furnished with no realistic alternative that

...would be beneficial to both shipper and carrier. In other '
.'''words is it not probable that carriers would act with restraint,
A'-in the area of potential abuse of captive shippers, if more
immediate, practical and realistic revenue raising measures
were available to carrier management?

This leads to the key question which lies at the
heart of this new approach -- namely is it possible that
much current analysis of the situation of the captive shipper
is outdated in that his major concern may not be maximum
rate levels (kept in reasonable check by the carrier's
interest in keeping its customer competitive in the market
place) but getting service from his sole source of transportation
(rail) when rail equipment is in short supply and must be
shared equally with non-rail captive shippers?

Our answer to this question is a resounding and
emphatic "yes".

To this conclusion we add another crucial element,
access to contract rates, which the Commission has recently
furnished, in its policy pronouncement legalizing and encouraging
the use of contract rates, as a means of solving many of the
mutual problems of carrier and shipper.

-These are the- two concepts -- the-reanalysis of
the- captrve shipper'sr dilemma as really being a service
problem- aind. the availability of contract rates to rail
transportation -- which-, at this time, seem to come together
inexorably, logically and quite fatefully, to contribute to
the solution of the problem of finding a simple means of
identifying and protecting the captive shipper.

Here follows the proposal and the underlying
analysis.
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We will begin with a reanalysis of the captive
shipper's dilemma as a service problem rather than a maximum
rate problem. This theory assumes that maximum rate levels
will be determined by transportation competition, market
competition, shipper bargaining power or a combination of
these factors and that a major consideration in minimizing
carrier abuse of the shipper is the carrier's self interest
.in maintaining its customer competitive in his market place.
We recognize the complexity-of this situation and that
desperate carriers, short sighted carriers and carriers in
complex situations might still abuse shippers. We believe,
however, the possibility of this abuse on a limited amount
of traffic cannot be allowed to outweigh the dangers of

10 :inaction in this area.

We would also point out that even today, under
existing maximum rate regulation, the victim of such abuse,

*`especially if he is a smaller shipper without great resources,
is not too well served in his quest for protection by resorting
*to ICC litigation or Court litigation. Such a shipper might

,well be better served by having available to him the option
of negotiating with his carrier the type of contract rates
we are about to discuss.

-Is it taking too optimistic a view to assume that
such a shipper would get a reasonably fair shake from his
carrier in such circumstances? We do not believe so. The
value to a carrier of any shipper offering guaranteed business
to the carrier in the form of commitment to a contract rate
should not be underestimated. All kinds of advantages
accrue to the rail carrier when he has predictable demands
for service which, for the most part, the system has heretofore
denied to him. The carrier, in such circumstances, can
plan, invest and borrow far more easily and thus perform,
and meet the shippers' demands for service, far more efficiently.
Whatever their critics might say of them we believe rail

..'.carrier.managers are reasonable.and.intelligent businessmen
...who would much rather.serve their captive shippers- well and

make a reasonable, and predictable, profit doing it than,
seif-defeatingly, bleed them to death.

Let us, however, revert to our reanalysis of the
captive shipper situation. If we are correct that there are
factors at work, other than maximum rate regulation, which
normally keep the captive shipper's rates at a level which
keep him competitive in the market he seeks to reach, then
his major concern becomes his ability to obtain adequate
service from his carrier to enable him to reach that market,
particularly in times of equipment shortage for, unlike his
more fortunate non-captive competitor, he has, by definition,
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no practicable alternative mode by which to reach his market.It avails him nothing to have lower rates to his market ifhe cannot use them for lack of available service. Such ashipper might gladly pay a higher rate for guaranteed servicefor, without service,-he is out of business.

Now we need to note that since captive shippers-tend to pay higher rates than non-captive shippers, whoserates have been influenced-downwards by the pressure ofcompetition from alternative modes, nothing would be moreeconomically natural, in times of equipment shortage, thanfor rail carrier management to give the captives priorityfor service since their rates, being higher, will produce abetter return for the carrier. If this practice werepermissible the captive shipper, who pays a higher rate thanhis more fortunate non-captive competitor, and is thereforesomewhat disadvantaged in periods of non-shortage of carrierequipment, would get a compensating advantage, in return forhis higher rate level, for, in times of equipment shortage,he would get priority for the rail transportation withoutwhich he is out of business, and his non-captive competitorswould be left to utilize their alternative modes and toshare the residual rail car supply remaining after thecaptives were serviced. This practice would amount to acaptive shipper being able to qualify itself for a guaranteed.car supply, year round, in return for paying a negotiatedrate. Now which shippers would most readily seek thisarrangement? -- the answer is probably only truly captiverail shippers because non-captive shippers will believe theycan do better over the year by "playing the field" and usingalternative modes when these are most economical (in agricultureit should be noted these modes are substantially exempt andtheir rate levels fluctuate with supply and demand).

In such a system there would be a certain logic aswe.ll as equity.._

What prevents this solution from operating today
now that the Commission has given its blessing to contractrates? The answer is the application of the common carriercar service obligation which admonishes, in effect, equaltreatment of all shippers from a service viewpoint. This isthe basis for the Commission's emergency car service ordersin times of equipment shortage. The underlying concept is arationing or allocation of the available resources. Thisneed to free contract rates from the tyranny of the commoncarrier car service obligation, if contract rates are toachieve their true potential, has clearly been foreseen byICC Chairman O'Neal.
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Chairman O'Neal in his testimony before the Surface
Transportation Subcommittee of the Senate Committee on
Commerce, Science and Transportation on May 22, 1979 mentioned
the need to establish broad policy guidelines to 'clarify
the policy stated in Ex Parte 358-F to state that contract
rate agreements will not be disrupted by enforcement ofcommon carrier obligations outside the scope of a particular
contract e.g. car service orders".

We believe it critically necessary, on this vital'
issue, that the matter not be left to administrative interpreta-
-tion by the Commission but that there be bold, clear legislationwhich establishes the respectability of rail contract rates.
beyond all doubt and insulates the equipment requirements ofcontract rates from the vagaries of the car supply situation,-the tyranny of the common carrier car service obligation and
the Commission's car service orders.

For contract rates to be efficacious for the
present proposal they must take precedence over the common
carrier service obligation. There are sound reasons why
they should, in today's prevailing circumstances, and in thelight of historical developments, as we shall illustrate.
What needs to be noted here is that this is critically
needed by both parties to the contract. To each the real
benefits flow from certainty as opposed to chaos and unpredictibility.
Both can plan, merchandise, borrow and invest with confidence.
The boon that this would be to rail carriers in particular
cannot possibly be overestimated. It is greatly to the
Commission's credit that it has recently recognized the
enormous potential of contract rates to make a beneficial
contribution to rail rate making at this juncture. Because
some aspects of rail regulation have remained frozen in timesince 1887 we have saddled rail executives with burdens thatmost managers could not tolerate. They must make and justifyinvestments without any assurance that the plant or equipment
in question can be used for the service for which it is
' acquired.- Few other managers go before-their-financial .committees or bankers under such a handicap.

Would it be appropriate or fair to modify this
rule in today's transportation circumstances?

In considering this question what needs to be
noted is that the common carrier car service obligation came
into being at a time when all shippers were captives, and
there were virtually no alternative modes, and it has remained
unchanged since that time. Clearly, however, it has always
been interpreted to call for equality of treatment between
shippers equally circumstanced, e.g. single car shippers
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versus unit train shippers. Therefore no fundamental principle
would be breached in an interpretation that called for equal
treatment within the two classes of captive (or contract)
*and non-captive shippers but not necessarily equal treatment
between the two classes. Differences of treatment between
these two differently circumstanced classes of shipper would
not necessarily be "undue" -- the magic word under the Act.

We would again mention that this change should be
by legislation. The problem with going forward on the basis of
Commission policy interpretations is the element of uncertainty
that would remain -- policy can change, such interpretations
can be challenged and, perhaps, blocked. If shippers and
carriers are to make significant investments, and modify
their operations, in reliance on the many certainties,
which constitute the main value and utility of contract
rates, the availability of the contracted service must be
invulnerable. If it is not the necessary investments simply
will not get made and little will change.

th :lawWe can now conclude that a carefully drawn modification
*to the law of the common carrier service obligation would be
appropriate to enable rail carrier management to give service
priority to captive shippers.

We began this paper by virtually throwing up our
hands at the impracticability of developing any simple rules
or presumptions for identifying the true captive shipper or
truly market dominant traffic. Have we ended up here against
the same brick wall? Is it necessary for us to be able to
identify true captive shippers to ascertain those entitled
to service priority as captive shippers?

Fortunately we believe the answer is "no". The
concept of contract rates (a concept whose time the Commission
has indicated has come) now furnishes a pragmatic solution
.to this problem. We have asked the question "which shippers
would most readily accept a negotiated rail rate in return
for guaranteed service?" The answer was that captive shippers
'would. be the. most probable takers..-If contract. rates were.
permitted to produce exactly this--result-of guaranteed
service then the logical customers for them would be the
captive shippers. Would a test be needed to determine the
degree of "captiveness" to see which shippers were entitled
to such "new concept" contract rates? No -- because by
merely entering into a contract committing a stated volume
of traffic, for a stated period, to the rail carrier a
shipper would be rendering the issue moot because, for the
duration of such a contract, that shipper would be a voluntary,
if not an involuntary, captive. As we have said such an
arrangement would be most attractive to true captive shippers
but would be equally available to others who might see
advantages to their operations in utilizing contract rates.
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Thus no small advantage to this approach is that no further
complex efforts to define captive shipper or market dominance
will be needed.

If, then, we get rid of the need to modify the law
to identify, by complex rules, the captive shipper, what
modifications would still be needed to law, or practice, to
make this pragmatic approach work?

In examining this question it is perhaps wise to
pause for a moment to place in perspective what we are
.actually proposing to do, conceptually, to the traditional
'-methods of furnishing rail transportation and to note the
situation that has historically obtained, with regard to the
other modes, and the furnishing of transportation in the
dual role of a contract and a common carrier.

Railroad contract rates are not provided for in-
.-:the IInterstate Commerce Act nor are they prohibited. They
-are simply not mentioned. The body of legal precedent that,
-until the Commission's Ex Parte 358 pronouncement, has
-inhibited railroad use of contract rates has evolved from
ICC decisions applying the provisions of the Act applicable
to rates in general.

Under old Part II of the Act, dealing with motor
carriers, contract and common carriage are distinguished,
and each authorized, but dual operations are prohibited
except with specific Commission approval. The effect of
this prohibition, however, is much diluted in the transportation
of grain because it is exempt from regulation.

Under old Part III of the Act, dealing with water
carriers, there are similar provisions and prohibition on
dual operations but, once again, the dry bulk exemption,
which virtually exempts water transportation of grain from
regulation, much dilutes the impact of the prohibition
;aga-inst dual operations_. : .

..The modifications now needed in the case of rail '
carriers consist, in effect, of the authorizing of dual
operations, as both common carrier and contract carrier,
and a clarification of the conditions, and shipper protections,
which will apply to each form of transportation

We believe the required amendments will be comparatively
simple.

For any rail transportation being performed for a
shipper other than under a written contract all the provisions
of the Act will continue to apply and the carrier will
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*continue to function as a common carrier.

The modifications will then provide for the use ofcontract rates, negotiated between carrier and shipper, andindicate which provisions of the Act will continue to
govern such contracts to insure equality of treatment ofshippers by carriers. We believe the Commission should
continue to have minimum reasonable rate jurisdiction oversuch rates to prevent predatory rate making and the provisionsdesigned to protect competitors against preference and
prejudice should continue to apply, the underlying principle
there, of course, being that any shipper similarly situatedshould be entitled to a similar contract. In order to makethese provisions efficacious provision would be made for the.filing of all contracts with the Commission and for the
furnishing, as a service performed by the Commission (preferably
for a fee), of relevant information on executed contracts toshippers and interested parties. Since this information
retrieval system will be new it should be carefully designed
from the outset, to make maximum use of computer technology
and te be a model of efficiency. What should be noted isthat while this system would perform the same notice function.as the tariff filing system, which furnishes information
solely on available rates, it also is a source, for the
first time, of much more meaningful statistics. Particularly
as.the use of-contract rates increases it will show actual
volumes of grain that are committed to be moved. This couldprove very valuable in terms of planning for the rail industryin general.

What should also be noted is that this information
retrieval system, properly designed, would meet the problemof the grain trade's need for a predictable, or reasonably
measurable, future transportation cost structure sufficient
to preserve the benefits of forward pricing earlier discussed.

A critical new and separate provision, of course,would be- the-modification to.the-common carrier car serviceobligation that would enable priority for equipment to betlawfully given, in times of equipment shortages, to shipperswho had rendered themselves indisputably captive by entering
into contract rates.

With this provision it is obvious we are dealing
with a crucial public interest question -- what would be an
appropriate modification to the common carrier service
obligation in the face of today's competitive conditions ascontrasted with those of 1887?

The answer could range from the boldest, which
would be the granting of full priority on cars to contract
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shippers for the movement of their contracted minimum volume
in times of car shortage, on the one hand, to an experimental
approach on the other, analogous to that used with unit
trains, of earmarking a stated percentage of a carrier's
fleet as eligible for contract rates with the balance of the
fleet available for, and subject to the rules of common
carrier service. We would suggest that boldness here would
not be inappropriate when we note that the current dialogue
has contemplated total deregulation of rail rates (phased
over time) as one means of saving the railroads. We recognize,
however, that there will be a temptation to be tentative
here and select the conservative approach. We would urge
against it because it seems inevitable that any arbitrary
allocation will tend to create discrimination between the
"ins" and the 'outs". Probably the wisest course is that
the balance for each carrier fleet, between contract cars
and common carrier cars, should be allowed to develop naturally
based on shipper needs.

We believe that the concept here.advanced,.like
anything new, will create problems, particularly in the
early stages, when the mix between common carrier shippers,
contract shippers and the equipment to serve both classes
fairly may be far from established.

We do not believe any of these problems should be
beyond the ingenuity.of man to solve. Probably a phased in
approach may commend itself with control vested in the
Commission-to insure an orderly transition, with minimum
hardship, from an all common carrier system to the ultimate
dual system.

We believe the basic proposal is sound and could
lead to a rejuvenation of the railroad system with rail
carriers returned to prosperity, able to tailor their services
to individual shipper needs, to maximize the inherent advantages
of rail service, and to furnish a quality of service, even
special service, for which shippers would be delighted to
pay....Cargill and the Illinois Central Railroad had such a
vision- in 196& of a- Rent-N-Train wFth a- guaranteed minimum
average train speed of 25 miles per hour, loaded or empty.
It was-then an idea whose-time had not yet come. Are there
such trains in the future, operating on high speed tracks,
with guaranteed speeds, or delivery schedules, or functioning
in whatever manner, or with whatever characteristics, that a
willing shipping public is willing to pay? Contract rates
could make it so. It is a consummation devoutly to be
wished.
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Quite simply the existence of these "new concept"
contract rates would divide shippers into two categories --
a classification that would more truly reflect the realities
of today as contrasted with 1887. The two classes would be
involuntary or voluntary captive shippers, who choose contract
rates, and common carrier oriented shippers who chose to
retain the option of playing the field among a variety of
modes including rail. The appropriate 1887 car service rule
was equal treatment of all shippers in time of car shortage
because, at that time, all shippers had the same competitive
circumstances in that, for all practical purposes, there
were no alternative modes and all were captive shippers. A
1979 updating of that principle of equality among shippers
similarly circumstanced would logically seem to call for a
more flexible solution along the lines discussed.

Up to this point we have tended to discuss this
proposal primarily in the context of the captive shipper and
rate regulation of maximum rates and a pragmatic solution to
.that particular thorny problem.

What should not be lost sight of is that contract
rates (properly conceived and supervised) can make significant
contributions to achieving many goals which the Congress has
encouraged, in the 4R Act and elsewhere, but which goals
have remained frustratingly.elusive. Examples are:

1. Seasonal rates -- the levelling of peaks and
valleys;

2. Improved car utilization;

3. Closer cost and service relationship;

4. Service tailored to shipper's needs;

5.. Capital incentive rates.. and goal.s

6. Encourage shipper innovations to take advantage
.of: rail strengths;

7. Rail emphasis on service as a strength rather
than a-weakness;

8. Greater equality in agriculture between modes --
competitors contract for long term movements.

9. Last, but far from least, the element that has
been already mentioned and simply cannot, in today's perilous
situation, be overemphasized -- namely the enhanced planning
ability which is conferred on rail carrier management.
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This is not an exhaustive list.

It should also be noted that in recent times the
rail carriers' main success story, when in competition with
other modes, has been in bulk movements in unit trains with
tariffs that come close to being essentially contract rates
containing, as they do, an;incentive to ship a stated volume
rather than a contractual obligation to do so.

We would like to conclude with a quotation from
the recent study done for the ICC by the Kearney Management
Consultants. To us this independent observation suggests
that in tackling today's rail carrier problems a solution
that tinkers with, or modifies, the historic common carrier
concepts, as we are frank to admit, this one does, is not
all bad. Now note Kearney at page 11-4 of its April 10,
.1979 study, thus:

"There has been a shift in the railroad's competitive
advantage over the last 30 years. Increasing
labor costs have made terminal and classification
functions relatively more expensive. As a result,
single car movements and very short movements are
increasingly not cost competitive with motor
carriers. The railroad's strength appears to lie
in the realm' of high volume, long haul traffic
where the regularity and size of the movements
permits such labor saving innovations as high
capacity specialized cars, unit train operation,
and special run-through services. In such movements,
the railroad becomes an integral part of the
materials handling system for a set of closely
interrelated processing/distribution functions.

The close coordination between auto parts, train
schedules and automobile assembly plant operations
- . .a prime example. of this. As this .trend progresses
:therailroads may become Tess well equipped to
handle a random flow of.general purpose cars,
movingin relatively unpredictable patterns,-and
requiring-repetitive switching and classification.
This trend raises a serious question whether the
traditional concept of rail common carriage is
economically feasible in the current environment."

Conclusion

To our certain knowledge our country has been
struggling with transportation reform since before the
Kennedy transportation message and, in particular, with the
search for a means to reconcile rail rate making freedom
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with the plight of the captive rail shipper. Such has been
the intractible nature of this problem that failure to
resolve it has been the ultimate rallying point of every
vested interest, over the intervening years, who opposed
transportation reform other than under its own prescription.
As a result, the railroads have continued to wither.

To-all parties genuinely interested in moving
forward from a status quo that all agree threatens the
national welfare we commend these thoughts.

Senator McGOVERN. Thank you very much, Mr. Springrose, for
your testimony.

We will move on now to Mr. Norton.

STATEMENT OF JOHN NORTON
Mr. NORTON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and thank you for the

opportunity to be heard today.
In response to your invitation to testify this morning, we have

filed our written statement which I request be included in the
record [see p. 159].

I would like to take this opportunity to summarize our statement
which strongly endorses the concept of transportation contracts
between shippers and railroads. We believe this to be one of the
most important objectives of needed rail regulatory reform.

A second key objective, equally as important as contracts, is
increased rail-to-rail competition within the existing rail network.
Mr. Florio has already declared competition as a key, and we
strongly support this statement. I will touch on both objectives,
contracts and competition in my remarks, starting with responses
to questions about contracts raised in your letter of September 18.

You asked about our experience with contracts and problems
which we have encountered. Du Pont has extensive experience in
moving goods by contract carriage. Over one-third of Du Pont's
tonnage is now moved by contracts with transportation companies,
these being executed primarily for bulk shipments with marine
and pipeline carriers. Although we are engaged in negotiations
with several railroads and hope these will lead to contracts, none
have yet been finalized. I know this slow progress has disappointed
Chairman O'Neal, as it does us, but there are valid reasons for the
snail-like progress.

One is the type of contract Du Pont is interested in. We are
interested in going much beyond rates and quantities. Most of our
rail shipments are in tank or hopper cars we own or lease. We are
therefore keenly interested in transit times since any delay in
transit time adds to the burden of transportation equipment we
must bear. Many of the commodities we ship present some hazard
to the public or the environment if not properly contained. We
therefore want to specify precisely the safety considerations in the
contracts.

Most of our rail shipments are destined for further manufactur-
ing and go to manufacturers who desire to keep minimum inven-
tories. Precision of delivery, which we would like to specify in
contracts, is therefore important.
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And lastly, there is a tremendous diversity in our rail shipments,
with each different chemical compound requiring individual atten-
tion in loading, unloading, packaging or equipment specifications.
This complexity is not helped by the lack of familiarity rail execu-
tives have with this new way of doing business, and with uncer-
tainties both shippers and railroads have as to what can and
cannot be agreed to and what standing the contract might have
when railroad resources are overtaxed. I will get into these prob-
lems more fully in answering other questions.

You asked about significant benefits and liabilities shippers
might expect with contracts. I see shippers of all types as having
benefits in two primary ways: First, from assured dependability of
service; and second, by being able to address specific problems,
including safety, which are peculiar to individual commodities.

Railroads cannot at present be compensated for producing better
or safer service on individual shipments, nor can shippers be com-
pensated when inadequate rail service causes increased costs or
lost sales opportunity. These problems can be addressed in con-
tracts with benefits to both shippers and carriers.

The shippers will benefit in two primary ways: First, the oppor-
tunity contracts give to increased market share, or to hold on to
valuable existing traffic; and second, operating economies which
will flow to railroads as a result of advanced knowledge of their
workload.

You asked about obstacles that inhibit shippers and railroads
from making contracts. I have already touched on three: complex-
ity of some operations, lack of familiarity with this new way of
doing business, and several uncertainties about the scope and dura-
tion of the new policy decision. Time and effort will cure some of
these problems, but the uncertainty should be removed through
legislative action.

There is another obstacle which will bother certain shippers.
This is the question of confidentiality. We in Du Pont have serious
concerns about filing for public notice the full text of any rail
contract we enter into. Contracts of the type we seek and have
with other carriers of necessity contain important trade informa-
tion. As much as we favor contracts, we would forego them rather
than to reveal confidential market data to our competitors. We do
not object to filing summary data with the ICC for their informa-
tion and to aid them in adequately protecting the public interest.

You asked about incentives large and small shippers can offer to
encourage railroads to participate in contracts. I don't foresee ship-
pers having many problems in interesting railroads in entering
into contracts once the railroads become more familiar with ex-
ecuting contracts, and the status, scope and duration of contracts
are firmly established in law. The railroads won't need separate
incentives from shippers once they see the advantages contracts
provide in increasing market share and reducing costs.

On the other hand, certain rail carriers who feel they have
particular moves captive to the rail system and to their particular
railroads will need incentives to consider contracts. Merely author-
izing contracts will not be enough in these cases, and in this
respect I disagree with my friend Mr. Springrose. This is a reason
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for opening up the competition among railroads a point I will get
to later.

You asked if shippers need to be protected from possible discrimi-
natory aspects of contracts. I believe the answer is yes, but I do not
anticipate that the railroads will intentionally withhold contracts
or discriminate in executing them. They have too many incentives
in the other direction. Therefore I believe legislation should ad-
dress the question of how to insure equal access to contracts by all
types and sizes of shippers.

One obvious step is to facilitate contract negotiations between
rail carriers and shipper groups such as cooperatives, shipper asso-
ciations, and freight forwarders. This system works well in Europe
and should work well here.

Finally, you asked to what extent common carrier obligations
need be retained. In Du Pont, we expect contracts will become the
basis for 50 percent or more of our rail tonnage, covering the high
volume, repetitive moves, and this may be a pattern for other
shippers. However, we still will have many spot shipments by rail
and other shipments for which contracts are not appropriate. We
will then continue to need a rail system responsive to common
carrier obligations. We believe both systems can exist in harmony
without discrimination to either class of shipper if contract obliga-
tions and common carrier obligations have equal standing.

I have said earlier that achievement of increased rail-to-rail com-
petition within the existing rair network is as important as con-
tract, and I would like to justify that statement. Although there is
an abundance of rail trackage in the United States, an overabun-
dance in some areas, shippers often have to run an economic
blockage to make. use of the full range of rail services of those
carriers willing to carry his freight. This economic blockade is
maintained by originating and delivering rail carriers through
their denial of reasonable joint rates over through routes which are
disadvantageous to them. This denial is sanctioned in the act under
section 10705. As a result, shippers are placed in a dilemma. If
safety, transit time or car supply via the only established joint-rate
route is inadequate, and if all the rail alternatives are rated as
combinations, the economic penalty may be so large as to drive the
shipper to an alternative mode, often never to return.

I have an example of this market dominance by railroad rate
strategy. However, I see my 10 minutes are almost up, and I would
prefer to use this time to encourage this committee and other
involved congressional committees to seriously consider the impor-
tance of intermodal ownership as a further means of helping solve
not only some of the problems of rail carriers, but many problems
of the shipping public and other modes. Except for plan 2 piggy-
back, I know of no substantial offering of through intermodal
freight services by any transportation company. The benefits of
intermodal operations, and there are many, can be obtained under
present law only by the shipper or his agent dealing with the
individual modes separately and then linking the modes together
by his own effort. The various transportation resources could be
much better utilized if multimodal transportation companies with
single profit incentive were permitted.

Thank you for this opportunity to make this statement.
[Testimony resumes on p. 165.]
[Mr. Norton's prepared statement follows:]
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My name is John Norton, and I am Director of Trans-

portation & Distribution for E. I. du Pont de Nemours and

Company, a diversified chemical company headquartered in

Wilmington, Delaware.

Du Pont appreciates this Committee's invitation to

express our views on this very important topic of deregulating

the Nation's rail industry. The Du Pont Company recognizes

the need for a revitalized private sector rail system capable

of generating revenues sufficient to meet rail capital require-

ments. Du Pont, therefore, supports efforts to remove burden-

some overregulation of the railroad industry which restricts

the setting of rail freight rates in the competitive market-

place. Du Pont particularly favors the expanded use of

contracts which include performance standards to enhance the

safety and overall productivity of rail transportation.

I intend to direct my remarks this morning to this

question of the ability of railroads and shippers to enter

into contracts for service. We view this as an extremely

important part of the entire deregulation program. The
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ability to contract for service will help the shipper who is

captive to the rails to ensure an acceptable level of service.

I will address the balance of benefits and problems that we

see in initiating rail service contracts.

The current system of railroad regulation reflects

a series of uncoordinated actions intended to remedy specific

problems encountered during the past 100 years. The result

is an inconsistent hodgepodge which no longer recognizes the

economic condition of the railroads, the nature of intermodal

competition, or the needs of shippers and consumers. Although

much was accomplished by the 4-R Act -- the first comprehensive

attempt in many years to reexamine the needs and assumptions

underlying economic regulation -- much more is needed now if

the railroads are to survive as private entities.

We applaud current initiatives by the Department of

Transportation, the Interstate Commerce Commission, and the

Congress aimed at substantial deregulation of the railroads.

Among the most meaningful proposals are those that will permit

contracts between shippers and carriers.

Advantages of Contracts

Service contracts between railroads and shippers

will be no panacea for the plight of the railroads. However,

long-term agreements will assure the railroads of certain

revenues over an extended period of time. They can also be
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helpful in raising badly needed capital for the carriers,

while offering a certain degree of rate stability for shippers

as the current rate regulation by the ICC is further curtailed.

Du Pont moves substantial amounts of commodities

under annual volume tariffs. We generally are satisfied with

the level of these rates which should be similarly protected

under specific contracts.

But beyond these obvious economic considerations

we see great opportunities to enhance safety and service.

As an example, contracts will permit the shippers and carriers

to agree upon operating conditions such as how and where

in-transit inspections are conducted, where rail cars will be

positioned in the train, when the car will be moved, speed,

train length, pick-up and delivery times, transit times, etc.

Services which add to cost will be recognized and agreed upon;

we are willing to pay the added cost for the particular type

of service that we need. In short, we see economic, safety,

and service incentives for shippers to enter into these

contracts; more predictability of service requirements and

revenue should be attractive to the railroads.

Transportation contracts are not a novelty with

Du Pont or the chemical industry. They are commonplace in

the less regulated modes. For example, unregulated water

shipments account for 25 percent of all freight tonnage

moving to or from our plants. This mode has the freedom to
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enter into contracts which allows the shipper and carrier

to specify and agree on steps to improve safety and

productivity, as well as other essential conditions of

service.

For example, a typical contract with a marine tower

addresses such issues as maximum safe wind conditions for

operation, safe berths for loading and unloading, use of

explosion proof lanterns, and prohibitions against smoking

or carrying matches. Operating parameters which affect

productivity are also addressed -- such as fuel consumption,

speed, communications, and loading or unloading schedules.

I believe that this unregulated mode is more in

tune with today's transportation needs because carriers'

ability to enter into contracts has allowed them to meet

shipper needs for safety and productivity.

The Need for Legislative Action

It has been nearly a year now since the Interstate

Commerce Commission ruled that contracts represented a per-

missible arrangement between shipper and rail carrier. It

is discouraging to note that despite our efforts, and we

suppose those of our shipper colleagues, we know of no

significant contracts between shippers and railroads.

We, of course, probably do not have all the answers

to why there has been this lack of results. However, our
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dealings with the railroads during the past year have shown

us several areas of concern. First, we believe that there

is a genuine reluctance on behalf of railroads to rely heavily

on the "policy statement" of the ICC, an agency which has

been rapidly changing many broad policy directions in recent

months. We believe that this perceived weakness in the current

administrative authority to enter into contracts can be

remedied by the sureness of legislative mandate.

Second, railroads have been under the yoke of

regulation for nearly 100 years. Although the change in the

railroads' approach to marketing their services may come

slowly, the railroads will be less inhibited to respond to

shippers' suggestions for service agreements in a less

regulated environment.

Third, the ICC policy statement requires that

contracts between rail carriers and shippers be made public

information--contrary to the entire thrust of other private

business dealings. Valuable proprietary and marketing

information could be gleaned from contract publication -- which

we oppose. We and cur competitors do not publish our labor

or materials contracts, or transportation contracts for unreg-

ulated modes. Requiring publication of rail contracts will be

a serious impediment in many cases to their successful nego-

tiation. Minimum filings should provide the Commission with

information sufficient to protect shippers from discrimination.
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If we are really committed to utilize the forces of the market-

place, to promote and strengthen competition, we should be

prepared to truly let the marketplace operate. Shippers should

be completely free to negotiate for services from the railroads,

as they currently do for any other service.

Contracts and the Common Carrier Obligation

We recognize that concerns have been expressed that

the creation of contract rail service may produce unwanted

discriminatory effects on shippers who do not have contracts

with carriers. We support the retention of the common

carrier obligation to protect shippers who, for whatever

reason, do not contract with the railroads. We believe that

as long as the common carrier obligation does not interfere

with the right of parties to contract, it should be retained.

We believe that both systems can live together. The rail-

roads are, we believe, capable of exercising these dual duties,

balancing their responsibilities under contracts and the common

carrier obligation.

Conclusion

of course, this issue of contracts for rail service

should not be examined in a vacuum. This innovative concept

must be considered along with other vital elements of a

deregulation program, such as freedom of entry. For example,

competitive pursuit of contracts by two or more carriers will
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lead to more tailoring of services to shippers' needs and

imaginative approaches to increased productivity that will

eventually enhance the carriers' profits.

In summary, Du Pont supports enlightened efforts

to remove the heavy hand of restrictive regulation from the

railroad industry. Among the proposals that can benefit

shippers and carriers are those that provide for contracts.

Contracts which recognize individual circumstances and needs

can help enhance rail safety and productivity. We need the

Nation's railroads. We think they need a change in present

law. Thank you for this opportunity to express our views.

Senator McGOVERN. Thank you very much for your statement,
Mr. Norton, and we will move on now to Mr. Massey.

STATEMENT OF E. MORGAN MASSEY

Mr. MASSEY. Thank you, Senator McGovern and Chairman
Florio.

I am president of A. T. Massey Coal Co., which is the coal
division of St. Joe Minerals Corp., and I am also here representing
the board of directors of the National Coal Association. Our compa-
ny produces about 12 million tons a year which puts us in about
the top 10 producers in the United States, and I think we are the
No. 2 exporter in the United States. But still, all that adds up to
only 2 percent of the U.S. coal production. It is an awfully big
industry, and it represents the largest portion of the railroad traf-
fic in this country.

I appreciate the opportunity to express my company's views and
those of the coal industry on regulatory protection of captive ship-
pers, contract ratemaking and some other rail regulation issues.

Mr. Chairman, I assume that my formal statement will be en-
tered into the hearing record [see p. 169].

Senator McGOVERN. Yes. All of the prepared statements will be
printed as though read.

Mr. MASSEY. The position of the coal industry on proposed regu-
latory changes encompassed within the provisions of Senate bill
796, which is the proposed Railroad Deregulation Act of 1979, was
presented in testimony by National Coal Association president,
Carl Bagge, on June the 6 before the Surface Transportation Sub-
committee of the Senate Committee on Commerce, Science and
Transportation.

Mr. Chairman, I respectfully request that a copy of NCA's June 6
statement be included in the hearing record [see p. 181] inasmuch as
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it presents information which is directly relevant to the issues now
under consideration by your subcommittees.

In my formal statement I would like to focus on three subject
areas.

First, I will review the issue of rail market dominance involving
coal shippers who are captive to rail transportation. These captive
shippers require protection against unreasonable rates, inadequate
service and many other conditions now regulated under the Inter-
state Commerce Act.

Next I would like to discuss the views of the coal industry on
contract ratemaking as a technique to achieve rail carrier pricing
flexibility appropriate to the transportation performance and serv-
ices furnished.

Finally, if time permits, I will summarize the views of the coal
industry on ratemaking and on nonratemaking issues that are
associated with rail deregulation.

Rail market dominance over coal shipments is a fundamental
issue which must be addressed in considering rail deregulation 65
percent of the Nation's annual coal production moves by rail for
most or all of the distance from the mines to the users. A recent
NCA coal transportation study shows that an overwhelming por-
tion of the coal shipped by rail nationwide is captive to the rail-
roads. On all coal tonnages shipped by rail, the study found that 85
percent had no practical alternative to rail transport.

Again, Mr. Chairman, I would respectfully request that this
study be inserted in the record.

Senator McGoVERN. Without objection, that will be printed [see
p. 202].

Mr. MASSEY. From 1969 to 1978, rail rates for coal traffic have
increased 128 percent, or more than 14 percent per year on a
national scale. In 1978 and 1979, even more severe selective coal
rate increases have been allowed, giving rise to serious concerns by
the coal industry that rapid acceleration in rail rates may cause
unacceptable increases in the delivered price of coal and thereby
interfere with the national effort to increase the use of coal, reduce
the dependence on imported oil, and preserve natural gas supplies
for higher and better uses. Rapidly increasing rates will also mean
higher energy costs for electric utilities and industrial users and
higher costs for goods and services to the American public. Also,
slower growth in coal use will reduce the potential rail carrier
revenues from coal traffic.

A case in point is the recent ICC decision which authorized coal
rate increases of 38 percent for the Louisville & Nashville Railroad.
This was approved under two consolidated proceedings before the
ICC. One increased rates on L. & N. originated coal traffic by 22
percent and another increased L. & N. coal rates on shipments in
the South by 13 percent which, due to compounding, produces a
combined increase of 38 percent.

This 38-percent rate increase will permit the rail carrier's reve-
nue on coal traffic to become 169 percent of the variable cost for
providing such transportation services according to the ICC Chair-
man's testimony on September 24 before the Surface Transporta-
tion Subcommittee of the Senate Committee on Commerce, Science,
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and Transportation. The coal industry views the recent trend of
major coal rate increases with considerable alarm.

While coal traffic contributes its fair share to rail carrier rev-
enues, the ICC should certainly assure that coal is not treated
unfairly in the ratemaking process because it constitutes rail
market dominant traffic. Further, it should be the duty of the ICC
to assure that coal is capable of being routinely delivered to cus-
tomers at a price that is not inflated by unreasonable rail rates
which would discourage its use.

Coal is the leading commodity transported by rail. Since 1975,
coal has represented 20 percent of the total carloadings of rail
freight across the Nation each year. Coal traffic also constitutes a
primary revenue reserve source for several major rail carriers.
Through the years, rail carriers have participated in developing
evolutionary coal ratemaking structures starting from single car
rates and moving into multiple car, annual volume, trainload, and
unit train rates during recent years in order to tailor coal rates
to the needs of particular coal shippers, both producers and
customers.

However, there seems to be some uncertainty among rail carriers
regarding contract ratemaking as a step toward moving foward
with achieving rail services pricing flexibility commensurate with
specified coal traffic service requirements. The concern about possi-
ble violations of a common carrier's obligation under the Interstate
Commerce Act to hold out reasonable, nondiscriminatory rates and
services should have been effectively removed through a favorable
decision involving contract ratemaking issued by the ICC a year
ago.

The coal industry supports the concept of contract ratemaking
and recommends that the Government clearly adopt a policy that
contract ratemaking is a lawful transaction between a shipper and
a rail carrier, and that such transactions should be under the
purview of the ICC from the standpoint of, No. 1, applying proce-
dures for facilitating contracts by shippers and/or rail carriers
desiring to pursue contract ratemaking negotiations with other
parties; and two, determining that rail carrier services are reason-
able and sufficient for shippers whose freight traffic is not involved
in contract ratemaking transactions with rail carriers.

This would allow private carriers and shippers to engage in
conventional business practices while insuring that Government
involvement is held to a level required to protect legitimate public
and private interests. It also would provide for the orderly reduc-
tion of Government participation in the ratemaking process. Thus,
the ICC's efforts in the ratemaking area can be held to a minimal
level.

The coal industry supports the inclusion of an enabling provision
in the Interstate Commerce Act which would explicitly allow con-
tract rate agreements as a method of increasing rail services pric-
ing flexibility and of providing a businesslike technique for carriers
and shippers to mutually agree on, one, acceptable rates; two,
service requirements; three, dedication of carrier and shipper-
owned rail equipment; and four, adjustment in rates or other com-
pensation for use of shipper-owned rail equipment.
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It remains essential that an independent agency, the ICC, contin-
ue having jurisdiction over resolution of discriminatory practices
that could result from the many aspects of rail carrier and shipper
interactions, including the impact of contract rate agreements on
the availability of rail carrier services to all shippers.

I am not aware of any contract ratemaking agreements currently
in force in the coal industry. This probably results from several
factors: One, concern of rail carriers regarding possible violation of
common carrier obligations; two, reluctance to become bound by
long-term agreements that would place limits on rail rates; three,
apprehension of rail carriers with respect to meeting specifications
for rail services; and four, opposition to penalties that may be
incurred for nonperformance, whereas no such conditions are pres-
ently encountered.

Benefits associated with contract ratemaking are: One, contract
ratemaking agreements are attractive inducements to investors to
provide equity capital. Two, a sense of permanency is established
and permits coal users to plan for orderly coal purchases. Three,
some cost control. is furnished inasmuch as rail rates would be
bound over the length of the contract. And four, investments by
shippers and carriers in specific rail equipment are protected with
respect to cost recovery. Some liability could ensue to the coal
shipper who cannot supply or consume coal on a timely basis and
is still required to meet contractual commitments for rail services.

Obstacles inhibiting shippers and carriers from successfully nego-
tiating contract ratemaking agreements appear to consist essential-
ly of uncertainties in resorting to new approaches for acquiring rail
services and perhaps a reluctance to commit to specific service
levels under the deteriorating trackage conditions. Shippers can
offer rail carriers significant incentives for participation in con-
tract ratemaking through the furnishing of shipper-owned rail
equipment needed to expedite movement of coal traffic and result-
ant rail carrier revenues.

Mr. Chairman, I will be glad to answer any questions at this
time, or written responses subsequent to this hearing.

[Testimony resumes on p. 256.]
[Mr. Massey's prepared statement and attachments follow:]
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STATEMENT BY E. MORGAN MASSEY ON RAIL DEREGULATION BEFORE THE

SUBCOMMITTEE ON ECONOMICC GROWTH AND STABILIZATION OF THE

JOINT ECONOMIC COMMITTEE OF CONGRESS AND THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON
TRANSPORTATION AND COMMERCE OF THE HOUSE COMMITTEE ON INTER-
STATE AND FOREIGN COMMERCE, PRESENTED ON SEPTEMBER 27, 1979.

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittees:

My name is E. Morgan Massey. I am President of A. T.

Massey Coal Company, Incorporated, the Coal Division of St.

Joe Minerals Corporation, and a member of the Board of Dir-

ectors of the National Coal Association. A. T. Massey Coal

Company produces approximately 12 million tons of metallur-

gical and steam coal annually. We have coal mining operations

in Kentucky, Virginia, West Virginia, and other states. In

addition to supplying coal to various markets in the United

States, we are engaged in exporting coal to foreign customers

using East Coast and Gulf Ports through our subsidiary,

Massey Coal Export Corporation.

I appreciate this opportunity to express my company's

views and those of the coal industry on rail deregulation

issues under consideration at this hearing. My statements

on regulatory protection of captive shippers, contract rate-

making, and other rail regulatory issues reflect the position

of the coal industry adopted in consideration of legislative

proposals introduced in the Congress earlier this year in the

form of S.796, the proposed Railroad Deregulation Act of 1979.

The position of the coal industry on proposed regulatory

changes encompassed within the provisions of S.796 was pre-

sented in testimony by NCA President Carl E. Bagge on June 6,

before the Surface Transportation Subcommittee of the Senate
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Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation. Mr. Chair-

man, I respectfully request that a copy of NCA's June 6 state-

ment be included in the hearing record inasmuch as it presents

information which is directly relevant to the issues now under

consideration by your Subcommittees.

In my formal statement today, I will focus on three sub-

ject areas:

* First, I will review the issue of rail market
dominance involving coal shippers who are cap-
tive to rail transportation. These captive shippers
require protection against unreasonable rates, in-
adequate service, and many other conditions now
regulated under the Interstate Commerce Act.

* Next, I will discuss the views of the coal
industry on contract ratemaking as a technique
to achieve rail carrier pricing flexibility
appropriate to the transportation performance
and services furnished.

* Finally, I will summarize the views of the
coal industry on ratemaking and on non-rate-
making issues that are associated with rail
deregulation.

Rail Market Dominance Over Coal Shippers

Rail market dominance over coal shipments is a fundamental

issue which must be addressed in considering rail deregulation.

About 65 percent of the Nation's annual coal production moves

by rail for most, or all, of the distance from mines to users.

This represents about 481 million tons of the 740 million tons

of coal production estimated for 1979 by the National Coal

Association. Assuming coal production of 887 million tons in

1983 (NCA forecast) and continuation of the 65 percent rail

share, rail carriers would be expected to transport about 100

million additional tons of coal per year by 1983, or a total of
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about 580 million tons.

Moreover, an NCA coal transportation studyl/ shows that

an overwhelming portion of the coal shipped by rail nation-

wide is captive to railroads. Of all coal tonnages shipped

by rail in 1977, the NCA study found-that 85 percent had no

practical alternative to rail transport. Mr. Chairman, at

this point, I respectfully request that this study be inserted

in the record of these hearings.

Based on this study, coal is clearly a market dominant

commodity. As such, we believe that the concept of maximum

rate regulation should be continued and not be terminated.

The ICC should continue to have jurisdiction over coal

shipments by rail carriers under existing provisions of the

Interstate Commerce Act dealing with market dominance and the

protection of captive shippers, including the powers to set

maximum rates, to suspend rates, and to determine the reason-

ableness of general rate increases. However, our recommendation

should not be construed as an endorsement of recent ICC decisions

which have sustained significant increases in rail rates for

transporting coal.

From 1969 to 1978, these rates have increased 128 percent,

or more than 14 percent per year, on a national scale. In

1978 and 1979, even more severe selective rate increases have

been allowed, giving rise to serious concern by the coal indus-

try that rapid acceleration in rail rates may cause unaccept-

able increases in the delivered price of coal and thereby

1/ FCaptive Coal Shipments by Rail," NCA, May 1979.

59-551 0 - 80 - 12
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interfere with the national effort to increase the use of

coal, reduce dependence on imported oil, and preserve natural

gas supplies for higher and better uses. Rapidly increasing

rates will also mean higher energy costs for electric

utilities and industrial users and higher costs for goods and

services to the American public. Also, slower growth in coal

use will reduce the potential rail carrier revenues from coal

traffic.

A case in point is the recent ICC decision which author-

ized coal rate increases of 38 percent for the Louisville and

Nashville Railroad. This was approved under two consolidated

proceedings before the ICC. One increased rates on L & N,

originated coal traffic by 22 percent and another increased

L & N's coal rates on shipments in the South by 13 percent

which, due to compounding, produces a combined increase of

approximately 38 percent.

This 38 percent rate increase will permit the rail carrier's

revenue on coal traffic to become 169 percent of the variable

cost for providing such transportation services according to

the ICC Chairman's testimony on September 24, before the Sur-

face Transportation Subcommittee of the Senate Committee on

Commerce, Science, and Transportation.

In other recent cases, the ICC has approved coal rate

increases which reflect ratios of revenue to variable costs

ranging from 170 percent2/ to 203 percent.3/ The coal industry

2/ Docket No. 36970, Annual Volume Rates on Coal--Wyoming to
Flint Creek, Arkansas, servedTMay 25, 1979.

3/ Docket No. 36936, Incentive Rates on Coal--Hayden, Colorado
to Kings Mill, Texas, served January 17, 1979.
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views this recent trend of major coal rate increases with con-

siderable alarm.4/

While coal traffic contributes its fair share to rail

carrier revenues, the ICC should assure that coal is not

treated unfairly in the ratemaking process because it consti-

tutes rail market dominant traffic. Further, it should be the

duty of the ICC to assure that.coal is capable of being routinely

delivered to customers at a price that is not inflated by un-

reasonable rail rates which would discourage its use.

Contract Ratemaking for Coal Traffic Moved by Rail Carriers

Coal is the leading commodity transported by rail. Since

1975, coal has represented about 20 percent of the total car-

loadings of rail freight across the Nation each year. Coal

traffic also constitutes a primary revenue source for several

major rail carriers. For instance, in 1978, according to rail

industry statistics, 60.6 percent of Norfolk and Western's

originated freight tonnage was coal. This figure was 57.6 per-

cent for the Chessie System, 43.5 percent for the Burlington

Northern, 30.5 percent for the Family Lines (SCL/L & N) System,

27.8 percent for the Southern Railway, and 23.1 percent for

Conrail.

These carriers, among others, should have a major interest

4/ In I & S No. 9199, Unit Train Rates on Coal--Burlington
Northern, Inc. , serve-dJiuly137-lTg9,7the ICC approved
rates which reflect 171 and 180 percent revenue to vari-
able cost ratios for coal movements from the west to loca-
tions in Iowa; and Docket No. 46180, San Antonio City Public
Service Board v. Burlington Northern, Inc., decide May 23,
I979,Wsupported a new-coil-rate which reflected a 176 per-
cent revenue to variable cost ratio.
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in seeking greater use of coal. Such rail carriers probably

can be expected to pursue advanced approaches for marketing

of rail services to move coal. Through the years, these

carriers have participated in developing evolutionary coal

ratemaking structures starting from single car rates and mov-

ing into multiple car, annual volume, trainload, and unit

train rates during recent years in order to tailor coal rates

to the needs of particular coal shippers, both producers and

customers.

However, there appears to be some uncertainty among rail

carriers regarding contract ratemaking as a step towards mov-

ing forward with achieving rail services pricing flexibility

commensurate with specified coal traffic service requirements.

The concern about possible violations of a common carrier's

obligation under the Interstate Commerce Act to hold out rea-

sonable, non-discriminatory rates and services should have been

effectively removed through a favorable decision involving

contract ratemaking issued by ICC a year ago.

A 1973 study,5/ sponsored by the U. S. Department of

Transportation, furnished conclusive findings and recommenda-

tions in support of contract ratemaking. This study recommended

that the Interstate Commerce Act be amended "to establish the

policy that contract rates do not constitute an unfair or

destructive competitive practice within the meaning of National

Transportation Policy." The study report also recommends that

5/ "Study to Identify and Analyze Existing Impediments to the
Use of Railroad Contract Rates in the United States," Fed-
eral Railroad Administration, USDOT, prepared by R. L. Banks
and Associates, Inc., May 1973.
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"rate and service contracts be subject to the provisions of

the Act."

The coal industry supports the concept of contract

ratemaking and recommends that the government clearly adopt

a policy that contract ratemaking is a lawful transaction be-

tween a shipper and a rail carrier and that such transactions

should be under the purview of the ICC from the standpoint of:

(1) applying procedures for facilitating contacts by shippers

and/or rail carriers desiring to pursue contract ratemaking

negotiations with other parties; and (2) determining that rail

carrier services are reasonable and sufficient for shippers

whose freight traffic is not involved in contract ratemaking

transactions with rail carriers.

This would allow private carriers and shippers to engage

in conventional business practices while ensuring that govern-

ment involvement is held to a level required to protect legiti-

mate public and priyate interests. It also would provide for

the orderly reduction of government participation in the rate-

making process.

Thus, the ICC's efforts in the ratemaking area can be held

to a minimal level. Now, the ICC's procedures for investigat-

ing a rail rate involve the use of four evaluation criteria

which frequently result in lengthy, complex proceedings. The

criteria consist of first comparing the rate with other rates

for comparable shipments; then examining the rate in relation-

ship to the cost of providing the service; next assessing the

economic effects of the rate on communities; and, finally,

determining the adequacy of the carrier's revenue to cover
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operating, depreciation, and captial costs and furnish

sufficient return-on-investment for retaining and attracting

equity captial that is justified and needed.

While these evaluation criteria have certain merits, they

tend to move towards a stronger emphasis on carrier revenue

adequacy and away from shipper protection. This is critical

because such rate investigations apply only to freight that is

rail market dominant, such as coal traffic. Moreover, ICC

procedures neglect a fundamental consideration in evaluating

the efficacy of a rail rate--the level of service and performance

to be provided by the rail carrier in return for the rate

incurred by the shipper.

For these reasons, the coal industry supports the inclusion

of an enabling provision in the Interstate Commerce Act which

would explicitly allow contract rate agreements as a method of

increasing rail services pricing flexibility and of providing

a businesslike technique for carriers and shippers to mutually

agree on: (1) acceptable rates.; (2) service requirements; (3)

dedication of carrier and shipper-owned rail equipment; and (4)

adjustments in rates or other compensation for use of shipper-

owned rail equipment.

The common carrier obligation of the railroads would not

be violated per se by contract rate agreements between shippers

and carriers under an extant decision by the Interstate Commerce

Commission. It remains essential that an independent agency,

the ICC, continue having jurisdiction over resolution of

discriminatory practices that could result from the many aspects

of rail carrier and shipper interactions, including the impact
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of contract rate agreements on the availability of rail carrier

services to all shippers.

In themselves, contract rate agreements are not specifi-

cally directed towards protection of captive shippers. Such

protection in the ratemaking process is a function which should

fall within the powers of the ICC. The key element underscoring

the value of contract rate agreements from the shippers' per-

spective is that freight rates should be directly related to

rail performance and services to be provided.

A concerted effort to expand contract ratemaking across the

rail carrier and shipper community is an important first step

in moving towards a goal of allowing railroads to gain more

pricing flexibility while protecting the captive shipper., It

should be noted that the coal industry also considers other

reductions in rail regulations as critical for improving the

economic health of the rail carrier industry. For instance,

the facilitation of mergers and acquisitions of control and of

abandonment of unprofitable services, among other measures, to

achieve cost reductions in the delivery of rail carrier services

would be constructive.

I am not aware of any contract ratemaking agreements

currently in force. This probably results from several factors:

(1) concern of rail carriers regarding possible violation of

common carrier obligations; (2) reluctance to become bound by

long term agreements that would place limits on rail rates; (3)

apprehension of rail carriers with respect to meeting specifi-

cations for rail services; and (4) opposition to penalties that

may be incurred for non-performance, whereas no such conditions
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are presently encountered.

Benefits associated with contract ratemaking are: (1)

contract ratemaking agreements are attractive inducements to

investors for providing equity capital; (2) a sense of per-

manency is established and permits coal users to plan for

orderly coal purchases; (3) some cost control is furnished

inasmuch as rail rates would be bound over the length of the

contract; and (4) investments by shippers and carriers in

specific rail equipment are protected with respect to cost

recovery. Some liability could ensue to the coal shipper who

can not supply or consume coal on a timely basis and is still

required to meet contractual commitments for rail services.

Obstacles inhibiting shippers and carriers from success-

fully negotiating contract ratemaking agreements appear to

consist essentially of uncertainties in resorting to new

approaches for acquiring rail services and reluctance to commit

to specific service levels under deteriorating trackage con-

ditions. Shippers can offer rail carriers significant incen-

tives for participation in contract ratemaking through the

furnishing of shipper-owned rail equipment needed to expedite

movement of coal traffic and resultant rail carrier revenues.

Summary of Views on Ratemaking and Non-Ratemaking Issues Related

to Rail Deregulation

In the time remaining, Mr. Chairman, I will identify briefly

the views of the coal industry on several ratemaking and non-

ratemaking issues related to rail deregulation. Coal shippers,

as captive rail transportation users, strongly believe that an
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independent agency, the Interstate Commerce Commission, should

retain general jurisdiction over rail carrier regulation. The

ICC is needed to protect captive shippers who must rely on

rail services and who have no practical transportation alter-

native for the delivery of their commodities to users. This

basic view pertains to securing prompt and effective recourse

with respect to either unreasonable rates or inadequate services

encountered by rail shippers.6-

In the ratemaking area. the coal industry recommends

that:

* Contract rates should be explicitly authorized.

* ICC should continue to have powers to set maxi-
mum rates, to suspend rates, and to determine
the reasonableness of general rate increases.

* ICC should have powers to set both single and
joint line rates.

* Antitrust immunity should be retained for rate-
,making by rate bureaus.

• Reduced rates for government traffic should be
eliminated.

In non-ratemaking areas, the coal industry recommends

that:

* ICC jurisdiction should be retained and ICC
decisions should be expedited with respect
to rail mergers and acquisitions of control.

* Rail abandonment procedures should be simpli-
fied and time required for discontinuing un-
profitable rail services should be reduced.

* Open entry for providing rail services should
be authorized.

6/ Additional support for these views is provided in NCA's
June 6, 1979 Statement provided earlier and in NCA's analysis
of the rail deregulation issue dated May 23, 1979, provided
for the record.
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* Actions on routine car service matters should
be the direct responsibility of the rail carrier
industry.

* The "commodities clause" should be retained.

* Rail carrier accounting and reporting require-
ments should be upgraded to furnish commodity-
specific and route-specific cost center data.

Mr. Chairman, I will be glad to answer any questions at

this time or in written responses subsequent to this hearing.

* * * * *
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NtATIONAL COAL ASSOCIATICN

STATL'ENT BY

CARL E. BAGGE
President

National Coal Association

Mr Chair-=an and Members of the Subcoritree:

My name is Carl E. Bagge. I am President of the National

Coal Association (NCA), which represents major coal producing

and sales coamanies of the Nation as well as -any other organi-

zations concerned with the production, transportation and use

of coal.

I appreciate this opportunity to present views of the coal

industry on the proposed legislation you are considering, "The

Railroad Deregulation Act of 1979," S. 796. In my formal state-

ment today, I plan to deal with four principal matters:

*:rst, I will review the importance of the railroads in
transporting the coal produced in the U.S.

Second, I -ill cornent on the "cartive" nature of much
of the coal transported by rail -- that is, the absence
of adequate conoecition am'ong rail carriers and other
transport modes for shipping coal.

Third, I will st-arize the imneor:a-: impact that rail-
roads, rail ser-7ice and rail rates can have on the nation's
use of coal, where the coal is produced and used, the
coscs of coaL and the cost to ccnstumers of products and
services dependent upon coal.

-arolly, I will give the coal industr7's general view-s onderegulation and specific recontendations for dealingath twelve major issues raised by S. 796, wi th the ra iorale
ror those reco-zerdacions.

I. I=orance of Railroads -Tr-nscortine U.S. Coal

Mr. C-airman, I rarticularly welcome the oooorun-io- o Ore-

sent our views today on rail deregulation because of the inotr-

ta-ce of railroads in transcorring coal troozced : cte U2 ed

Sca-es -- boch for cons-u:ocion in the U.S. and for extort.
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A. Railroads will be carrvina about L5 million cons of coal in 1979
(os/. or Drocuccion) and aoout 700 m: ion Cons DV lyde.

Coal production in the U.S. this year will be in the neigh-

borhood of 715 million tons. About 65% of this coal -- or roughly

465 million tons -- -will be moved by rail for all or part of the

distance from coal mines to the place where the coal is used.

Coal could be making a larger contribution to the nation's

energy needs and favorable trade balance since the nation has

plentiful coal reserves and more than adequate productive capacity.

The demand for coal has been held down particularly by government

oolicies and actions which have increased the cost of producing,

transporting, and using coal and, in some cases, made coal use

difficult or inpossible.

If coal fired plants now planned are permitred to go ahead,

we exsect coal demand and production to grow by 5 to 7, per year

from now through 1985 -- reaching and probably exoeeding 1 billion

cons by 1985. Coal producers and users will be looking co rail-

roacs co move about 700 million tons of rHis coal in 1985.

Thus, it is qu-re clear why the coal industry has a stror.g

':Meress in accions which will affect the availability of ade-

q-uate rail service and cost of that ser*vice.

3. There is no oracticable alcernative to rail transooratacin or
coal in many sicuarions.

There is no oracrircble alternative to rail transarorraton or

coat -n many cases. --is de-endence is d:rec:ly =relaed to t-e blk

narure and large quanticies of coal rh-ar must be shin ed . .acar

rs soo-- is economic bur is li-mired by the availabiliry oE r.av4-7=aobe

_a yaws. tr-ck rranscorr is gener2aly -r.able fcr reli-'vel:
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short distances if adecuate roads are available. Slur-r7 nieli-es

are -widely believed to be practicable for roving coal but only one

such pipeline is ncw operational. Mine-nouch plan-ts, canable of

generating electricity at the location of a coal nine, are already

being used in soe cases and more are being constructed but t-is

approach -will not reduce substantially the need for rail transport

of coal in the future.

Several other factors -linit the flexibility of coal sial-pers

to switch frcr one node of transnort to anccter. Because of -'de

variability in characceristics of coal, the specifications for ola-ts

bu-ning coal are generally natched wich th-e coal chat will be used

over the lifeci=ne of the plant. Long term contracts (15 co 30 years)

are cor-only used to provide coal rneeded for larLs, -a=ti cularl7 in

the case of electric uCilities. 7n additior. substantial invesunents

ace ofter. ade for transportation ecuizenr.:(e.g., rail cars) and loadin:

a.d unloading facilities w-icn make it cosct7 for cal shinoers to

s-wtcch to another transtorc node.

he Extant to Which Coal Shi-':nens b-y Ra-i are "Ca:civ-e.

The Administration's railrcad deregulacion grogosal is based

'-eavily or the assu=pocion tha: conre4
i-'cr a-cng ca=rries and nodes

of trans-ortacion -is adec-cate to per-i: r=eliace on ccneti i'n to

assurs adeguacv of ser-r ce and reasonableness of =aces. Because

…-'', c.e extantt wi-ch coal s-ehn=ans by rail are carri-i"

:s an cver-id-ing :ss"e.
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A. NCA Conducted a Survey to obtain data on the maznitude of the
"Caottve snaooer orootem ror coai.

Since relatively little hard data on "captivity" were available,

the National Coal Association CNCA) conducted a survey of coal

producers to develop estimates on the extent of the captive problem

and potential effects on captive shippers. I am providing for the

record a copy of the NCA report on this survey.

Briefly, the data covered by the survey are for 1977 since that

was the latest normal 12-month period for which data are available.

(1978 coal shipments were interrupted by coal and rail strikes.)

For purposes of this survey, NCA defined "captivity" to exist when

two conditions are present:

. A single rail carrier represents the only present transportation
alternative for the entire shipment, or a substantial share of
the route, for the shipment in question; and

. The "next best" future transportation alternative (other rail
carrier, motor or water carrier) is one which would cause injury
to the shipper's competitive position if forced to adopt that
alternative.

Information from the survey covers 291 million tons of coal or 42%

of 1977 oroduction. This includes 193 million tons shipped by rail

Cor 6oZ of the 291 million tons reported in the survey). The survey

covers shipments for utilities, steel makers, industrial users and

export.

B. The Survey shows that 85% of the coal shiDDed bv rail was con-
side-ed 'catonve.'

sie!e -c .wv

The full report on the survey, which has been provided for the

record, sumarizes the data for all of the rail shipments reported

and also presents a breakdown of __is data for the Appalachian,

Central and Western regions of the U.S.

The Survey shows that 85% of the coal shipped by rail in 1977

was considered to be transported u-nder "captive" conditions. in
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those cases where the coal shiooer believed there was a "next best"

transoortation alternative available, estimated costs would have

been almost three times the 1977 average cost of using rail transport.

III. Pronosals for railroad deregulation have imoortant imolications for
the cost or coal, and the extent to which coal is used, wnere it is
used, ano wnere it is orocuced.

Because coal shippers must rely heavily on rail transportation,

any changes resulting from deregulation which affect availability

or quality of service or coal hauling rates can have a major impact

on coal producers and users. In fact, changes in any of these

factors can determine:

The extent to which U.S. coal is used, particularly in rela-
ction to other fuels with which it must compete;

* Where it is used; and

iWhere it is produced.

Because of the importance of rail deregulation, the coal industry

has reviewed the Administration's proposal and analyzed its impli-

caicrns carefully. I am also providing for the record a detailed

staff analysis of rail deregulation proposals and views which I

believe will be useful to the Corirree and your staff.

Several molcations deserve special attention.

A. Deregulation would affect the cost of transoorcinz coal.

Some coal shippers have experienced problems in rail transport

service resulting in disruoted zroductlcn and frlrer costs.

?rononents of deregulation point out that provis4ons dealing with

such matters as abandonments, mergers and consolidacions and car

service regulations are incendec to reduce tine cra:cr. rail reve-

nues from un-profitable lines, permit increased efficiency of opera-

dions, and permit improved maintenance and use of ecuirment. T

these results were to occur, they could benefit coal shippers
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having ready access to rail transport.

Rail freight costs are often a significant share of the delivered

price of coal. The share varies widely depending upon such factors

as distance, value of coal, and alternative transoortation modes

available.

Rail transport rates for coal have been increasing rapidly.

For examnpe, Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) data show that rates

increased an average of 14.2% per year or a total of 128% from

1969 to 1978. Other data show that, from 1974 to 1977, rail reve-

nues have grown from $4.71 to $6.48 per ton of coal shipped, which

is an increase of 37.5% over the three year period. As this Con-

mittee has been told by others, additional large increases in

races for hauling coal are pending before the ICC.

It is not possible to oredict future race changes that nigh:

occur nder the Adrministzacion's proposal. Eowever, if S. 796

had teen in erfecc from 1972 to 1978 and railroads annually

-'creased rates by the maximun allowed (7% plus inflation), races

would have increased by 97.4%, cozpared to ;:e 63.3% that did

occur. tf inflation corzi7ues at the curren rate of 10%o and

railroads annually increase rates by the mazinu= of 7% additionally

for toe next five years, races could increase by 119% 7without any

snioper recourse through the ICC, if S. 796 were adopted i- its

-resent torn.
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B. The amount of coal that is troduced and used in the U.S. or
exaortec wili cenena heaviiv on increases in ene cost or oroducin.,
transmorting: ana using coal.

While coal has the advantage of security of supply compared to

oil and natural gas, the price advantages of coal have not been

adequate to result in a substantial increase in industrial use of

coal or in raoid replacement of existing oil and gas-fired utility

and industrial capacity. Costs of producing and using coal are

important factors in decisions to use coal but transportation costs

are also an important factor.

Exports of U.S. coal have declined significantly, frorm 65.7

million tons in 1975 to 39.8 million tons in 1978 -- for a loss in

coal's contribution co a favorable balance of payments of more than

51 billion per year. The increasing costs of producing and crans-

porting coal are undoubtedly a significant factor in reducing the

nation's ability to compete in world coal markets with accompanying

adverse effects on our balance of pavrents posicion.

In addicion, imoorzs of coke and sctanm coal have been increasing.

Iroorts of steam coal particularly from South Africa and Australia

for use on the Gulf Coast, have grown f-om 9L4 thousand tcns in 1975

to 3 -million tons in 1978. Again, hig'ner costs of producing and

eransporring U.S. coal are cited by users as the reason for these

i:morcs.

!V. NCA Views on Rail Der.ezulation and Recotr-endations on the maior
issues raised ov S. Aio, Cte orotosec "Railroad Dereaulation Act
or £'sM.

NCA generally favors the elimination of unnecessary gove-.menc

economic regulation when competition Ais adecuate to assure adequa2e

ser-v`ce and reasonable prices. NCA also recognizes that scme railroads

59-551 0 - 80 - 13
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are experiencing severe financial difficulties and low rates of

return on investment. These considerations are reflected in the

views I am presenting today on behalf of the coal industry.

A. NCA has general concerns about Drotection for caotive shippers,
Drotecrion asainst discriminatory rates, absence or obligatlon
ror providins better service, and the nature of rucure regulation.

The NCA's general concerns about the provisions of S. 796 are that:

1. There is a lack of clear-cut definition for non-competi-
tive transportation user (captive shipper) situations which
can be met practically only through rail transport services,
a prevalent condition encountered in coal marketing.

2. Effective and timely recourse for resolution of adversary
cases involving rail carriers is not made available over
the long-term for captive shippers.

3. Discriminatory rail carrier pricing could result in disrup-
tions of coal markets without suitable recourse.

4. No obligations are included for improved services to be
provided co shippers by rail carriers as rates change.

5. Automatic, total deregulation would occur after five years
unless other legislative initiatives were taken to deal
with any serious problems that may be encountered during
this period.

These concerns lead to two key questions:

1. Should the independent authority and administrative towers
or the interstate Commerce Coanission be substantially
reduced as proposed in S.796?

2. Should rate deregulation be enacted, especially with respect
to captive shippers.

3. NCA has Soecific Recotmendarions for dealine uith= 12 major
issues raises dv S. /vo.

To deal with the above concerns and questions and with ocher

matrers raised by S. 796, NCA makes the following speci
fi
c aecom-

-enda.
4
cns for the reasons indicated.
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1. ICC Should Retain Substantial Jurisdiction Over 'Ra:l transoort
Kesu-act on .

NCA concludes that, contrary to the provisions of 5.795,

some foru of rail regulation should continue, and that such

regulation should not be left in the hands of anti-trust laws.

The retention of the Interstate Conmerce Corission as the

independent agency having jurisdiction over rail transport

regulation and responsible for continued protection of shippers

and users of rail transport against discriminatory practices

is suggested.

S.796 would substantively reduce the present authority

and the existing poeers of the ICC provided under the Interstate

Correrce Act. It presumes chat effective competition. exists

for the provision of surface transportation services, i.e.,

rail, highway, waterway, and pipeline systres, and therefore

srippers have access to both intramodal and inteu-odal options

for cransoort of com-odities bet'.een various origins and

dest:n-acies. Under this assumption, ctmpetitive marke: forces

aould adequately counter ?peanriad inequities in. relation to

prevailing maximum rates, predatory pricing, and discriminatory

practices. S.796, therefore, assumes that reasonable, oraccical

alternatives usually exis efor a shiocer that fails to reach

agreement with a carrier on rates and services. Accordingly,

the ICC's role in the init-iation of racemaking procedures and

:nvesrigacions, rarset-:-g orders and suspensions, establish-

ment of joint line races, antidiscriminacion proceedings, end
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ocher regulatory actions would be curtailed.

'CA does not agree with the fundamental assumption under-

lying the key provisions of S.796 with regard to the presumed

existence of effective competition. Many coal producers and

customers are, in fact, non-competitive transportation users.

Substantial coal tonnages shipped from a large number of mines

are subject to captive shipper situations in which rail carriage

is the only practical transport mode and a single rail company

is the only available originating carrier for a high percentage

of the coal shioped from the mine. In addition, 5.796 is

based, in part, on the view that surface transportation systems

are mature operations with widespread, ready access 'for all

shippers. Not only is ready access co waterways and to acceot-

able line-haul highway transport systems often not available

to coal shippers, coal slurry pipelines which could be used for

alter.acive surface transoorration in some areas are not yet

in place. Thus, NCA finds it to be imperative chat coal

shinoers continue to have a source of regular and cimely re-

ccurse :hrough an independent agency, c-.e ICC, for assurance

that rail carriers provide adequate service at reasonable rates

for moving coal.

2. ICC Should Continue co Nave Powers to Prescribe Maximum Races, to
Deerm:ne Reasonaboeness or General Race Increases, anc to Suszend
Races

NCA favors ret.rcion wirrnin the Tnrerstare Coumerce

Cori-ssion of the powers to nresc-_be -a-z:= rates, co 6car-

mine reasonableness of general race :ncreases, and to scsoend
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a rate pending derermization of its la-Zul-ness. This is re-

cuired in order to furnish effective recourse for transoorta-

rion users and assure that transcortation rates, rules and

practices are reasonable and are not unduly discriminatory.

S.796 contemplates complete deregulation of rates after

a 5 year transition period and would remove rail carriers

from the general ratemaking provisions of the Interstate

Coamerce Act. It would provide that any rail carrier can

set its rate for services at market-determined levels. During

the 5 year transition period rates may be raised by no more

than 7 percent per year, above an adjustment factor for in-

flation, measured in constant 1980 dollars. General rate in-

creases would be allowed during only the first 2 years of the

transition period. 9.796 further eliminates the ICC's power

to suspend rates. Rate investigations by the ICC could only

be initiated upon complaint during the transition period and

no ICC rate investigations could be launched after the 5 year

reriod. NCA strongly opposes the phasing out of maximum rate

regulation and the repeal of the ICC's power to suspend rates

and ultimately co be denied the aurhority to perform rate in-

vestigacions upon complaint.

The capt-ve shipper situation encountered in the coal

industry is considered by NCA to call for continued rate

regulation to ensure protection against unreasonable rate

:ncreases r' at could be attemoced in view of the lack of

practical and effective alternatives :or trar.snorting coal.
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NCA recognizes that c-uality of service s:ould ce related to

the capability of generating adequate revenue for operations

and for system maintenance and improvement, with a suitable

return on investment included. However, it sees no assurances i

that service provided will be commensurate with rates set by

rail carriers or that coal will not be called upon to carry

an unduly disproportionate share of rail carrier costs by

virtue of its captive status and reliance on effective rail

service. Therefore, NCA concludes that rate regulation is

necessary and the ICC should continue to have jurisdiction

over rates.

3. ICC Should Continue to Have Power to Set Sinele and Joint
Line Rates and Establish Throuah Routes

NCA favors retention within the Interstate Comerce

Commission of the power to set joint line rates. S.796 con-

firms the ICC's power to establish through routes involving

rail carriers but would repeal its power to set joint line

rates.

NCA holds the viewpoint that eli=-naring the ICC's

power to set a joint line rate for service on a route cnat

involves 2 or more carriers could present a problem when a

certain carrier would not be willing, on its own volition,

to reach an agreement with other carriers on rates for such

combined service involving mulzi-ca-rier rouzes, especially

where tine unwilling carrier can also offer oche= single carraer

service between the sane points
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:rutnbermore, without the TCC's power to set join: line rates,

it is likely that in some instances the combined races on

through routes would be substantially higher inasmuch as the

individual rail carriers involved ray sinply resort to the sum

of local rates set by each carrier for its portion of the route.

4. Antitrust I=munitv Should be Retained for Race Bureaus

NCA concludes that, inasmuch as rate bureaus provide an

effective catalyst for interaction among rail carriers and

users of rail transportation, the bureaus should retain anti-

trust immunity for the purposes of discussing agency and/or

individual line tariffs under collective ratemaking procedures.

S.796 would remove, after 2 years, the !CC's authority to

grant anti-trust immunity on rate bureau agreements that pro-

vide for general race increases or decreases or broad tariff

changes. The bill would permit a group of carriers to agree,

w:thout ICC approval bur wich immu.ity from t-e anct-rrust

laws, on dissemination of rata information, but not to engage

in discussions on the establishmuent of both joint line and

single line rates. NCA's view is counter co 5.796 and favors

retention of anti-trust i-=unity for discussions of both joint

line and single line rates.

NCA rakes the position that unique conditiOns under

wric:- rail carrier seruices are offered make rate bureaus

an essent-ial forum for inzeraccion acong rail carr ers ant
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sanocers rn the racemaking process. Rail carriage of com-

modities differs from highway transportacion inasmuch as

trackage is fixed and not readily expansible and is owned

by individual railroad companies. Therefore, the combined

usage of such fixed, not readily expansible, privately owned

and maintained trackage by several rail carriers in order to

provide effective line haul, local and regional rail transport

calls for a convenient and direct avenue for reaching agree-

ments on rail tariffs as provided by the rate bureaus.

5. Retain the "Corodities Clause" of the Interstate Coumerce Act

NCA opposes the elimination of the coumodities clause

which prohibits carriage by a rail carrier of commodities

produced by the carrier in that it exposes the coal industry

to possible loss of markets through discrimination in rates

and/or service. S.796 would eliminate the cornodities clause.

NCA recognizes that in some instances thee restriction

imposed on companies having ow-nershin of coal lands and/or

otner rghrs to coal reserves from both mining the coal and

cransoorring the coal to customers is being circumvented by

engaging separate companies to mine coal on lands owned by

rail carriers. Nevertheless, in the co=.odities clause,

NCA sees a measure of potential control in assuring that rail

rates and services furnished coal shicoers are not disc-i--ia-

cory where on the one hand a company oould se boch a producer

and a carrier of coal and on the other hand would also serve

59-551 243
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other competing coal producers wiho are not rail service

troviders.

6. Contract Rates Should be ExDlicitlv Authorized

NCA favors enactment of a provision to allow establish-

ment of contract rates which permit the dedication of rail

carrier rolling stock to specific movements under contracts

between rail carriers and coal shippers. S.796 expressly

allows such contract rates to be established.

NCA concludes that the enactment of a provision which

expressly allows contract rates affords both an opportunity

for coal shiopers to specify levels of service from selected

rail carriers and a means of increasing che available fleec

of rail carrier rolling stock because investors and financial

i.stitutions would be more willing to provide funds for

nurcnases of equipmen: based on long-cerm ccr--t=ents for

use of such ecuitment.

7. The ICC Should be Removed trom Tniciacina Certain Car Service
Actcons lus AUanor:tv Shoulc be Re-.nnec -or Ocners

NCA favors removal of the :nrerstate Cormerce Commission

from the initiation of car service actions involving dis-

trzbution of rail cars across the rail carrier industry, and

would slace decisions or such matters directly within the -rail

carrier rndusr-,y. omergenc ptowers regarding car ser-vIce

snould be reca-ned r:citn the jurisdicc'cn of m-e Tnrarsrare

Corerce Cor=ssion along with cte resonsibilic, for ensuring

mhat rail cars owned by a certain rail carrier and handled by

other carriers during incerline -ovemencs are recrned co h-e
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c-ning carrier promptly in serviceable condition. The present

regulations regarding distribution of coal cars among coal

mines served by rail carriers should remain in force.

S.796 would place the matter of car service directly

within the rail carrier industry except in emergencies in

which car service powers would be placed in the hands of the

Department of Transportation. NCA agrees with the removal of

the ICC from the initiation of car service actions; however,

it disagrees with placing decisions on car service matters in

the Deoartment of Transoortation under declared emergencies.

NCA would place such emergency powers within the jurisdiction

of the ICC.

Presently, decisions on car service are generally made

directly within the AIR and are subject to approval of the

ICC. NCA concludes that the AAR is a viable avenue for

rational allocations of rail carrier rol½lng stock across the

rail industry. Bowever, the ICC, in the role of the inde-

pendent agency having jurisdiction over rail transport regula-

tion, snculd be the point at which car service decisions would

be exercised under emergency conditions rather than the

Denartrenc of Transportation. Likewise, the ICC should main-

rain responserbilty for coming to the aid of carriers and

shippers wh-en rail car capacity is limited by :-nerirncency

in. recun_-ng rolling srock used in interline novenents to

c:-e c-..4i-g rail carz:ers.
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3. "bandorent Criteria Should be Simolified and Tire g.aure-
rents Recuced

NCA concludes that, through the Interstate Coomerce

Commission, shipper protection should be -reained in abandcn-

ment proceedings. NCA supports modifications of criteria for

findings in support of abandonment and in time limits with a

view toward simplifying and expediting justifiable abandon-

ment proceedings. NCA generally supports abandonment of un-

profitable rail lines as a proper private enterprise approach

toward the attainment of cost reductions with the stioulation

th.at adequate recourse must rerain ror shiooers or receivers

who would sustain substantial injury and constitute non-

competitive transportation users.

5.796 would simplify the abandonment process and would

reduce the time limits on approving an abandorment to 30 days

arter che aoplication is filed unless objections are forth-

coming. tr an obJecrion is encountered, an investigation rust

start within 60 days of the filing date for the abandonrent

atolicarion and must 'De completed within a 90 day period. TIus,

ce likelihood of extremely long proceedings in abandonment:

transactions -would be reduced through the imposition of

reascrable tirefrazes for acting on abandonrent petitions.

NCA recogrizes mhat abandonment could create serious

trobl-ems 'f such oroceedzngs are carried out :nciscrzr'nat2ly

-noneth-eless 'oulds t-ne v:ew thar where s-_szancial connares

of coal are moved bv rail, it is unlikel'y tnat abandonrent

procsedings would be initiated since coal transoorcation is
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a pr-=ary scurce of revenue for rail carriers.

However, the Commirtee also notes the necessity for reason-

able advance notification on formal applications for abandon-

ment; therefore, if situations are encountered which are

adverse to coal shippers, an investigation proceeding can be

undertaken before the transaction is completed.

9. ICC Jurisdiction Should be Retained Over Mergers and Con-
solidations an Decisions Eanedire

NCA favors policies that would expedite decisions on

rail carrier mergers and lesser consolidations of carrier

services. S.796 would remove the ICC's jurisdiction over

mergers involving two or more rail carriers and would require

mtat such transactions be scrutinized under laws applicable

to transactions involving monopolistic practices and antit-rust

matters. However, the ICC would retain jurisdiction over

lesser restructuring than a merger, e. g., consolidation trans-

actions that could include coordination of services, joint use

of trackage, and exchange of markers. 3S796 purnortedly seeks

to reduce any inordinate amount cf trme irzolved -in rail merer

cases by removing ICC jurisdiction and resorting co anci-trust

laws for control of rail carrier merger transactions

Further, whnile the bill leaves rail consolidation cases

-rtn tne jurisdic:tion of the ICC, it places rime limits of

12Q days on suc:. transactions if rhey are local in scoce and

36; days i' regional cr national 'n r :- .ce :ICA fa-:.ors

the provisions of 3.796 regarding consolidations; however,a

:avors ICC jurisdction over rail carrier mergers i n e of
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snittzng such rarsacttcns to m-e urvmiew of artC:-trUst la;s.

NCA realizes that some rail carrier merger and consoli-

dation transactions have not been handled on a timely basis

in past years. The setting of time limits for ICC decisions

on rail carrier consolidations a-pears to furnish substantial

opportunities for improving proceedings in such cases. NCA

does not have confidence that placing rail carrier mergers

under anti-trust laws would permit such transactions to be

consummated on a timely basis and therefore favors retention

of ICC jurisdiction over mergers as well as consolidations.

10. Oven Entrv to Provide Rail Carrier Service Should be Authorized

axceot tot Rsguiateo Carriers or Anotner Cooe

NCA favors allowing open rail carrier entry to anyone

except a regulated carrier of another mode recognizing that

this constitutes a potentially strong approach toward in-

creasing rail carrier services and competition. This conforms

wntn S.796.

NCA concludes that the provision of open entry for new

rail carriers, by construction or acquisition, appropriately

allows organizations other than regulated carriers of another

cransport mode to furnish rail carrier services thus erabling

a degree of expansion in the in'traodal competition among

carriers and providing additional options for shippers mhar

are captive to the rail transoorz mode.
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11. Elim-inate Provision of t:-e ICC Act Providing for Transoort
or Government Tratric wictnouc Charre or at Reouceo Rates

NCA holds the view that the provision of current law

which allows carriers to transport government traffic without

charge or at reduced rates should be eliminated. This concurs

with 3.796.

NCA concludes that rail carriers should receive balanced

revenues from both government and non-government traffic to

fully reflect the costs of services provided to all rail trans-

port users.

12. Imoroved Rail Carrier Cost Accounting Methods Should be
Reciuired

NCA favors the adoption of improved cost accounting

methods that take into account specific cost centers in con-

fornity with modern accounting princioles, enabling accurate

determinacion of the reasonableness of rates and other findings

governed by the need for cost specificity. 5.796 would require

rail carriers to adeot to a new cost accounting system which

would furnish accurate inforacion on the cost of croviding

specific services, not simply information on the carrier's

overall financial condition.

NCA concurs in the view chat it is not possible to fairly

evaluate races for scecific services, soundness of abandonment

applicacions, and other financia1ly-based items i-.voived in

decisions on matters of ecuity and reasonableness before TCC,

shippers, and carriers unless cost center orienced accounting

systems are used to generate specific data.
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v. views of c:-her Ccal I-duscrv Grouas.

I have been asked by officials of the Kentucky Coal

Association and the Coal Exporters Association to report

to you that these associations have adopted the substance of

the positions and recomendations reflected in this statement

* * *

I would be pleased to answer questions or provide additional

information if you wish.
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EzCUT'IVE SUlrMRY

Coal producers have historically depended on the railroads
to transport most of their products from mine to markets.
In many cases, rail transport is the only available form of
transportation. Projected increases in coal production and
use will increase this dependence.

The "captive shipper" issue is the single most important
among the many issues raised by proposed rail deregulation
legislation.

The survey conducted by NCA in May 1979 revealed that nearly
85 percent of the coal produced in the U.S. and shipped by
rail was captive.

The survey pointed out that the captive shipper problem
existed in every coal producing region, market, and
movement.

Coal shipments to electric utilities, the largest consumer
for coal, were found 83 percent captive to rail.

Interstate movement, representing nearly 75 percent of coal
surveyed, was 87 percent captive. Approximately 89
percent of the unit train shipment was captive.

The western coal producing states were found most vulnerable
to captivity. Restricted access to highways and waterways
and shipment of large quantities over long distances are all
contributing factors to western coal being 98 percent captive
to rail.

The transportation alternative to rail transoort of coal
would cost the coal shippers approximately 3 times or 300
percent of the 1977 averace rail cost.

59-551 0 - 80 - 14
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BACXGROCTND

In 1977, about 691 million tons of coal were produced in the
U.S., and production is expected to be about 715 million tons in
1979. Two-thirds of this coal production is transported by rail.
Projections made by the Department of Energy indicate that a total
of 990 million to 1,188 million tons of coal will be produced in
1985. With the expected increase in production, railroads will
probably be called upon to haul 50 percent more coal than at present
and more than double their current western traffic.

Since coal shippers are heavily dependent upon rail trans-
portation, there has been considerable interest in proposals for
railroad deregulation. Any changes resulting from deregulation
which affect coal hauling rates or availability or quality of
service can have a major impact on coal producers and users.

Among the issues raised by proposed deregulation legislation,
the "captive shipper" situation has emerged as the single most
important issue. Reasons are:

There are no alternative modes of shipment and no
alternative carriers for a large share of the coal
now being produced and used.

"Captive shippers" would face potentially large rate
increases.

The shipper would bear the burden of proof as to
"captivity" and injury for higher rates and the
higher rates would remain in effect while relief
was sought.

The Administration's legislative proposal (S. 796) presumes
the existence of com-etition for a shipper's business.

NCA SURVEY

Relatively little data has been assembled on the extent of
coal shipper captivity. In an effort to improve the quality of
data on this issue, NCA conducted a survey designed to develop
estimates of the extent and potential effects of the "caotiv-tv"
problem.

The Aoroarch:

Data covered in the survey are for 1977 since that was the
latest 12-month relatively "normal" period for which data are
available. The 1972 coal shipments were interrupted by the
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prolonged coal strike during the first quarter and again by the
rail strike during the latter part of the year. Coal trans-
portation patterns may have been affected during that period for
the same reason.

Information collected in the survey focused on coal shipments
by rail. Data were broken down by states, markets, and types of
movements. Captive portions of the rail shipments for the same
categories were also collected.

If captive conditions existed during the time period in
question, companies were asked to supply average rail cost and
the estimated additional cost that would be required for switching
from existing rail carriers to the next best alternative.

Definition of Caotivitv:

There is little agreement as to the exact definition of
"captive.' For purposes of the survey, NCA developed a definition
which would (a) be accepted as objective and (b) include what NCA
regards as the core of the captivity problem -- the possible injury
to the unprotected shipper. We recognize that the definition is
somewhat arbitrary. The definition of 'captivity' is based on the
two key elements:

(1) the element of market control of the carrier
over the shipper, as measured by the 'single
rail carrier' criterion; and

(2) the kind of transportation alternatives available
to the shipper or the mine. For example, we feel
that captivity exists when the transportation
alternatives are so costly that adopting them
would cause serious injury to the competitive
position of the shipoer.

Therefore, we have defined captivity to exist when both of the
following conditions are present:

(1) a single rail carrier represents the only present
transportation alternative for the entire shipment,
or a substantial share of the route, for the
shipment in question; and

(2) the "next best' ±:ture transmortation alternative
(other rail carrier, motor or water carrier) is
one which would cause injury to the shipper's
competitive pcsition if forced to adoot that
alternative.
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Discussion of Survev Findinas:

A total of 43 companies responded to the survey. These

companies, which reported coal production in 17 states, produced
a total of 291 million tons in 1977. This is about 42 percent

of 1977 total U.S. production. According to the NCA survey,

two-thirds of the tonnageor 193 million tons, were shipped by

rail. Captivity conditions were found to exist in a high degree.

Nearly 85 percent of the coal shipments by rail were captive.

Summary data on rail shipments of coal from the survey are shown
below.

Percent

Tvoe of Market Cantive

Utility 83.30%

Steel 85.83
Industrial 75.05
Exports 93.19

Total 84.60%o Percent
of Total

Rail Shioments

Unit Train: 89.22% 40.55%

Interstate movements: 87.37 74.60

Intrastate movements: 69.10 25.40

Averace Rail Cost: $ 6.27 per to

Averace Alternative Cost (nexrt best): $ 18.69 per to

Alternative recorted available (including higher

cost alternative) - 40.71% of total tonnage.

A. The shioment of coal is creatlv decendent on
camtive rail transport

Approximately 291 million tons of coal production were
reported to the survey, representing 42 percent of 1977
total U.S. production.

Two-thirds of the reported tonnage or 193 million tons

was shipped by rail.

Nearly 85 =ercent of the coal produced in the U.S. and
shipped by rail was captive.

The average length of haul for rail shipznents of coal

was 247 miles.
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The next best transportation alternative, to which 41
percent of all respondents gave an answer, would cost
coal shippers almost 300 percent of the 1977 average
rail cost.

3. Cantive shiocer oroblems renerallv are serious in all
tvves of coal markets

Electric utilities, which received 71 percent of rail
shipments in 1977, were 83 percent captive.

Coal shipments to steel plants, which accounted for
nearly 13 percent of total rail shipments of coal,
were 86 percent captive.

Approximately 75 percent of coal shipments by rail
for industrial use was captive.

The export market, which accounted for 10 percent of
rail shipments in 1977, was shown to have the highest
percent captivity in all market types -- 93 percent
captive.

C. The magnitude of caotivitv varied amono coal oroducino
recolns

1. Western Region - Includes coal producing states
west of the Mississippi River.

Approximately 50 million tons of coal produced in the
Western Region was reported to the survey, representing
7.2 percent of 1977 total U.S. production.

Sixty percent of the reported tonnage or 30 million
tons of coal was shipped by rail.

More than 98 percent of the coal produced in the
Western Region and shipped by rail was captive.

The average length of haul for rail shipments of coal
in this region was 311 miles.

The next best transoortation alternative would cost
coal shippers in the Western Region 230.6 percent of
the 1977 averace rail cost.
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2. Central Region - Includes Illinois, Indiana, and
West Kentucky.

* Approximately 94 million tons of coal produced in
the Central Region was reported, representing 13.6
percent of 1977 total U.S. production.

N 1early 62 percent of the reported tonnage or 58
million tons of coal was shipped by rail.

. About 58 percent of the coal produced in the Central
Region and shipped by rail was captive.

. The average length haul for rail shipments of coal
in this region was 134 miles.

. The next best transportation alternative would cost
coal shippers in the Central Region 260.9 percent of
the 1977 average rail cost.

3. Appalachian Region - Includes all other states
not covered in the 2 above mentioned regions.

. A total of 147 million tons of coal produced in
the Appalachian Region was reported, representing
21.3 percent of 1977 total U.S. production.

.Tearly 72 percent of the reported tonnage or 105
million tons of coal was shipped by rail.

More than 95 percent of the coal produced in the
Appalachian Region and shipped by rail was captive.

The average length of haul for rail shipments of
coal in this region was 291 miles.

The next best transportation alternative would
cost coal shippers in the Appalachian Region 336.9
percent of the 1977 average rail cost.

D. A hich decree -of caotivitv was found for all t rces
of rail movements

Approximately 41 percent of coal shipments -y rail
was moved by unit trains in 1977. Of the total unit
train movements, 89 percent was considered captive.
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Interstate movements accounted for nearly 75 percent
of total rail tonnages, and more than 87 percent of
the interstate tonnage was found captive.

Intrastate movements, which represented 25 percent
of the rail shipments, were 69 percent captive.

About one-fourth of the coal moved by rail was

carried in privately owned cars (owned by shippers
or customers); more than 75 percent of that was
reported captive.

Detailed data for the U.S. and all three regions covered
by the survey are presented in the Appendix.

CoTMUS IONT

The survey revealed that the captive shipper problem existed
in practically every coal producing region, market and movement.
Coal producers depend heavily on the railroads to get their
products to the utility, steel, and industrial consumers.

In many cases, rail transport is the only available method
for transporting ccal to its markets. in western states, for
ex=ample, coal must be shipped in large quantities over long
distances before reaching its final destination.

The survey shows that there is very little or no competition
for the movement of coal. Transportation costs already constitute
a major portion of the delivered price of coal. Higher rail rates due
to rail deregulation would lead to even higher cost of coal to the
utility, steel mill and industrial coal user and to our customers
overseas. Higher rail rates would eventually be reflected in
higher costs of electricity and other consumer products and would
make U.S. coals even less competitive in the world market.
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APPESDIX 1.

"CAPTIVE" COAL SHIPME7TS BY RAIL IN 1977

I

AREA U. s. TOTAL
NO OF MINES 386
TOTAL 1577 PROD (±888) 290,995
Z OF REPORTED TOTAL PROD ±88. 8a
Z OF 1577 U.S. PROD 42. 89
to** ... *********

RAIL SHIPMENTS BY MARKET
UTILITY
STEEL
INDUSTRIAL
EXPORTS

TOTAL

TONS
C±888)

137,312
24. 487
±2,154
19,321

193. 277

Z CAPTIVE

83. 30
85. 83
75. 85
93.1±9

84. sa

AVG HAUL
MILES

247

RAIL SHIPMENTS BY TYPE
UNIT TRAIN

PRIVATE CARS
RAIL CARS

INTERSTATE
INTRASTATE

AVG COST (RAIL)
AVG COST (AL'TIVE)

ALTERNATIVES
TOTAL REPORTED
TRUCK ONLY
TRUCK/BARGE
TRUCK/RAIL

78, 3e2

cARS~ H

519
2,1.92

Z TCNS Z
74. 60
25. 48

REPORTED

37. 43
32 99

40. 71
37. 56

2. 61
8. 54

89. 22

CAPTIVE

75. 53
87. 61

CAPTIVE
87. 37
69. ±9

S/TON

6. 27
i9. 69

347

3a8
70

* .7-ner of carloads
- ?Percent of coCal sample (in terms of toss) -eorting "cost" and "al:ercat:ve" da.t

__ __ ___

v-A~ T s I I- . R. FT99
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,-PPEODIX 2.

AREA WESTERN U. S.
NO OF .MINES 26
TOTAL ±977 PROD (cee0) 49,857
X OF REPORTED. TOTRL PROD 17. 13
Z OF ±577 U. S. PROD 7. 2i
.******** ... *****^**

TONS Z CAPTIVE AVG HAUL
*RAIL SHIPMENTS BY MARKET ('±e8) MILES

UTILITY 28. 6e2 98. 06
STEEL 3£6 ±88. £e
INDUSTRIAL ±, e84 ±88. 88
EXPORTS 8 8. 88

TOTAL 30. 871 98. ±5 3±±

RAIL SHIPMENTS BY TYPE
UNIT TRAIN 9, 28 93. 821 9±2

CARS Z CAPTIVE

PRIVATE CARS ±72 96. 6±
RAIL CARS 332 95. e8

Z TONS Z CAPTIVE
INTERSTATE 8±. 97 9z 85 373
INTRASTATE I8. 83 95. 68 36

RAIL COST & ALTERNATIVES Z REPORTED S/TON

AVG COST CRAIL) 213 as a. 13
AVG COST (AL'TIVE) 19. 74 ±a. 75

RLTERNRTIVES
TOTAL REPORTED 33.55
TRUCK ONLY 33. 55
TRUCK/BARGE e. ee
TRUCK/RAIL 8. 88
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AFPNWIX 3.

AREA CENTRAL U. S.
NO OF MINES 77
TOTAL 1977 PROD c1±e8) 93,993
Z OF REPORTED TOTAL PROD 32 38
Z OF ±977 U. S. PROD ±3. so

-**-* . . . ....... ** . ****.

RAIL SHIPMENTS BY MARKET
UTILITY
STEEL
INDUSTRIAL
EXPORTS

TOTAL

TONS %
±888)

52, es8
938

3, 984

==, ==
57, ees

CAPTIVE

59. 62
3. 87

47. ±6
8. 88

57. 86

RAIL SHIPMENTS BY TYPE
UNIT TRAIN

PRIVATE CARS
RAIL CARS

INTERSTATE
INTRASTATE

RAIL COST & RLTERNATIVES

22, 821

CARS 2
C± 008)

224
575

% TONS ;
55. 78
44. 30

% REPORTED

AVG COST (RAIL) 39. ±2
AVG COST <PL'TIVE) 39. ±2

ALTERNATIVES
TOTAL REPORTED 42. 62
TRUCK ONLY 39.33
TRUCK/eBRGE 3.29
TRUCK/RAIL 8. 88

AVG HAUL
MILES

±34

217

±97
55

89. 22

Z CAPTIVE

75. 53
87. 61

Z CAPTIVE
87. 37
69. ±8

Z/TON

3. 76
9. 8±

. ____ __ ___ _ _ ______ _ _

_ _

4
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APPENDIX 4

AREA APPALACHIA
NO OF MINES 223
TOTAL 1977 PROD (±088) ±47,145
% OF REPORTED TOTAL PROD 58. 57
Z OF 1277 U. S. PROD 2L 22

TONS X CAPTIVE AVG HAUL
ArIL SHIPMENTS BY MARKET (t0e) MI LES

UTILITY 55.742 982 89
STEEL 23. 251 s8. 92
INDUSTRIAL 7 686 87. 52
EXPORTS 19. 32 93. 19

TOTAL 185, 48± 95. 40 29±

RAIL SHIPMENTS BY TYPE
UNIT TRAIN 46. 35± 92S 58 2z9

CARS X CAPTIVE

PRIVATE CARS 1.23 91. 86
"RIL CARS 1,285 95. 36

% TONS Z CAPTIVE
INTERSTATE 2z 86 s8. 84 330
INTRASTATE ±.7. t4 97. 35 18±1

RAIL COST & ALTERNATIVES Z REPORTED S/TON

AVG COST (RAIL) 38. es 7. 24
AVG COST (AL"TIVE) 33. 48 24. 39

ALTERNATIVES
TOTAL REPORTED 4±L 71
TRUCK ONLY 37. 74
TRUCK/eARGE 2. 9
TRUCK/RAIL 8. 99
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2AfLRaCA D DEREG2LAT}CN

!=plications aed Alcer-atives for Coal ?-oducers and Users

The Carter Ad-4n- st-ator'S legislative srovosal to "dere.ulate"
railroads was submitted to the Congress onr 9arc- 23, 1979. It has
been introduced (S. 796 in Senate) ard hear"'-s are 7.mder;ar7.

Because of the poteiallr signic and i-olicarions of changes ina
rail regulation for coal producers and coal users, this paper has
been prepared to si-arize briefly:

The %A~,ninstrarioc's legislative prososals.
The views of AAR, ICC and at4ioral Indust-ial Traffic League
The rationale for the aroposals and vieWs
The inoortance oc rail t_anscor: of coal.
.he general i olicacicns of changes in rail service and races
for coal oroductiorn sd ma-kecs.
Th.e major specific issues raised bv the legislative proposals.
T'e alternative proposals and issues rot yec addressed by
the legislac-'or.

1. CUaTtR flUKTIS7ATICN'S hARCH 23, 1979. LEGISLAT7IVE PROPOSAL.

A. Tabular S&==ar and Co,- arison Wich Cunrent Law

The Carter Afr`in4strat-on prtposal (5. 796) is s-a--zed in
tabular for= and iLcl1 Qded as komenrdL A to -_`is ;aper .
oable describes ver briaf'r:

Provi siors 0o eac' sec=crn or ohe bill
?ractical meanin--g of che orovisiom.

*C.angra fr- c-_r ant .i--
h'har is believed to -a A.,'s cz=-Zent -csa:cn on z-e
rcvisicm. .

B. :Ta-ative Stat- of ?--ri-ial -eat--:es

L- sttary Zhe sto ncinal cha: 'e rail raegrlatior that wcul d
result from S. 796 are:

1. Race Resulaeior.: Railroads .oui_ ':ave flexibili:r-7 c- a~r
rates %-nn a zone cc reascnab-aness of 7 oeroert oer rear
in 1980 dollars, based cn :ce'_-aes sa: by the CsIucc' or
'Wage & ?P--'ce Stabili-7. Race charses :iohin the tone -Wcu
be dereialazad wnriea chanmgas cusica th-e tore -vc uz tc7:_:Ua

to be rer:lazed z th, e r C. Razas abov;e =h tonea m: ze
subj c:ad ct a -=rae stat rcoadure vhicn r-c'lres "z--zoer:-
t-ior." an.d "reascnaclanes's". Rates oelw o-ne zone -cv-_ 2e

scbreccad Lc a "mrad2:z=r' z-_rzc' *asz General rs.:a
cases wculd zme eallwecd -zr--o 7ae-~S
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2. lace zurea s: Pace 2-reaus wct2Ld c''-_-e excezo -_ a:
31eia 1--e rates cosld no lccger be d-'sc`ssed or vcCed oM
by parni i'arin car-riers, a2zi-e--*s I_-7 vould end.
Fu-.'e-ecre, al' meecings ad ac:ivi-c-'ies would be oner. eo
t~e ojubifc.

3. 3a:e Discr=:mar-'ce: C-rramt ar.ni-disc=-'-aie orovis-sros
wou±a be rer- .cze- to przo.ibi: a railroad f do. dsc=a~r--.g
berteem shin ers, localities, eo=.s, gaceawa7s, ann o;-er
types of t=affic =less i: can be Js t. o_ nn. d g
co=3etcic'e and/or cost c i2sea s related to -rovidi-g
cthe ser-ie. c rFuherrore, sec-'ions con:ainirg hce "long-haul
shor-haul", "oredacor7 ?rimcig agaist water carriers" and
"c3=edi' es" clauses all. would be recealed.

. :!e=ze=3 aand Ac:- is-'ions: Mergers would be s-;b cc: to a-
.rns: laws, :owever, 12-'en: szandards could be aoli-'ad
fac-i:ae-'ag end-.o-end ra- 1 er=;ers a-d eergers involvg
fa l'-g coepanies. Various fzr-s of cont=ol agreenes le
-nakac swaps, crack agreenenn3 and consolidat'ions would 2e

revieved byv the ICC under an exoedited procedure using cost/
b efi-: a-al7ses. A labor pronacincr. clause would be renafed.

5. Abamdoee-mcs: .-e orovisicns reLan cthe basin 7C
aieecs nor '-cii.c convene.-ce c -ecessio " (?CI) nor abardcr.-
=erc ea:., but =.der revised -C211 cr:eer2a and s;cr-er -e
oe=icd. '- obecetio, ICC nus- fiad SC&N or ccst-oeneIn o.
,.- :r 9G da7s.

'C OF~sc AAR,. cS1 Ri-.1'-.S GF .2A _CC .AND N _

A. ?rcrcsals r=. te Aseocia:inn of Aerinan R2i=_2ds '.:'.
c:_rer-- _r --oses -- e - nnsorannnn :_ severaiesoects.

a ._'R-g--rosed bi: masno: been r:r=ducec. e-'.
_as deveioed a .raasge of snec:iLn -r:.osals fzr c-=2ces
L egu 4-'t. (he table :ac:dcec as Aoner.dn A' sarn:ss
.e A,9R tosit-'is wnn res-ec: no Ad---s.ra=sc. 7rz:csals.)

1. Ccnao-scrs c ma2or =
3riefl7, as c-,ePared o :t-e Ad=--sera_:cns rn.csa3s,

..Wan-s _reecc :o sce rates --- _a a 20' ncne.

.Opnoses 2-ear 1_ … oe geeri ate increases

.Suoor-s --7ear as:_ o en.d-- ' rte

.:avors cnn:rac: ratas.

. a-7rcs S. 796 -rsvsions '=r ICC rate ners.

.Cposes rs-o-7.g _Cc :-- lc..n-i.2 an d:.rnunn roua raes.

.Co-cses changes 4- rane nure2as.

.yavors S.796 rosor. - : = ecc -
cn.=:r--aa 'a:es -cer nosz cr c-ecrn :-::7a-

.,.ants an-':'-. .t cv ge raoes -_=c-::a a: e
-;a_-t.nz 'C da-vs.

.- a.-s cien- a-:-c-:-. --' da_ e-

59-551 0 - 80 - is
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.Wants faster agandoret proceedi-ags.

.Favors conit=ed 2CC jurisdicticn over mergers and
consolidations but with revised ccmoecitive standard.

.Favors S.796 Orovtsior, Co remove !CC from car serrice.

2. AAR's Suva-r'7 of Its ?rozosal

As stated by AAR, deregulation should have the following
features:

a. 'aroe lemilatior

.Permit publication of rates without notice, re-ove
power of suspension on shi-oer protest, liit the
shipper's remedy to a conploaint action in which he
bea-s the burden of proof, and remove the ICC's
jurisdiction to hear a co=plaint unrless the complairant
showed both a lack of effective comoecition. and tha:
the rate increase or decrease exceeded 20 percent.
.?erzni establishometr or rates by contract without re-
vnew by the ICC but recuire fil-ng o contract with an
appropriate gove-ent agency.
.El ~q--e _CC autcoriy7 to prescr--be reasonaboe classi-
fications, rules and practices.

-lirace recuirements for torr equalization and pre-
ferences to recyclables.

.Elimnate recui=ement for joint rates and cornecticns
with wate- carriers.

.1epeal lorg- and shor.-hacl. rov~sicn and l=i:
applicationr of the discrin--uaton sectiors to cases in
which 'there is lack of effective cmopecictcn for te:e
movemena at issue.
.xtend rate bureau ;-ri-v to :-:raszaeta atma=-g
which a-fects interstace craerze.

b. Restr-c-r--=c

.Liberalize the merger c-i-er-'a ard steed un nerser
process i- _CC :rtceedi-.s.
. i are -ac- uent ror ~CC aetrova. of acandcrears
and discrc-n'taar.cas o service cn 120 da7s' octC7e.
.?eru: =rsstricead :inrarodas. Iowner ship

c. State Resulaticr

.Preemot stare law in all areas acoracr-ig -ail car-iers.

d. Car Ser=ice and Catoensat-ion

* :in-ae- -CC -'ursdicti'cn ov-er ca_ sea:rvoe art d c^_en-
sat-cn mactars.

ea.:.--'2c-'a -.dA- s a':r ~s~_c
.- emo7e 7CZC "_:sdic-:cr c-;er :-e issuance a: sec=-:`aes
'a'-ead- covered y SEC re`a ricn) o=esorirtion or

Ocsz ac-=c._.g... s7sta=, arc -a:'=_ac :onn _:-g ncea
:iar are noc cz---iezs, a-c zsoeal 3ec n:: I''' ^f -.-
C'-a7-7:n Ac- _aa'--g :.n---::-ce'cc'-._.. c' -_srs a_-c
dc '_ecO .
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.flin.ne rexoasti-g -regulazo7 s=u-o:c e by 1983,
-eplaci~g i.: vich a nea, n--ead regulatroy eg ne.

3. ICC su-norts scne anrd dsaraaes -ith ozner tear~es of the
A'M"-" scracn an 's mocsal.

7he C'ainan ard Cc:ssicners o. f-e ICC s__2 d ;'eir
7'iews on the A-is.-acior's -oposals on Amril 2g., 1979, in
a detailed sotacmen. }- addition, _CC CF.ai-'n O'Neal save
a sbor- oral statemetr. (The ICC has also been reexz'"_-g
ics views oan ral regulation in che fora of a paper, "Rail
Regulatory' Issues and Otions Paper," and a conserence held
on Tebrua-y 27, 1979.) On A-il 24ch, Chairman O'Neal ex-
?ressed ag-eeent: with -he A" '-:s-.ratco.'s obiec=ives of
making railroads more corrert:itie, =oea L-ovative ard
healthier financially, and indoated suno-or for a ncbeer of

Changes in S. 796 (e.g., :hasL-g out of general rac2 -inceases
where there is conre:ir-or; resm=.__-_cns or anti-ms:

Ct). Fowever, he exorassed doubts that the IegisLation
-ould achieve the ends sot:;-, indi:at___ r-'at octe'er oroblens
cortri:-ut'g to the rail-oads' si_ ation. Lclecd (a) govern-
neat s-ubs-dnios for ote=r =odes; and (;) p-oblems of nsagement
and labor not utilizin4 rail labor to take adva=nage of rach-o-
logical changes.
ne disagreed i the Ad -tistratn` a's prorosals -with =eszect

i. Mxz-'-3 Race R2slati-'on. "'iih =esoect to n = -ates,
..e o-?rvs:crs or te iz:', i- enacted, -icul: anable

ralroads to -.:ce ser-Tas ==se'7 wihe2 re2-2e - =
c:=2ei--- ca, and n' a wa7 -whc:h cculd s52:cU3 %'y :a- :sers
ora±-al sernoe.

2. Mearzrs ard Ccso:dti-rs. e c-..adde :-a: ra:--ads
_ave teen r=aactac co-=eranoC!7 -nZ- cther :us:'=ess :2ca*s2

"-a_' :ranszo-azzon cas teen -reswed as a -at-a- a' s_2c-'a'
tuboi-c i=craCa... aoectae - -nte a:.2 'co
-e quesctioed' "...whecter est:* : :a-- 5ss-_
should be tested b7 the ant:_t-rs 1avs alone" (-'hic: wclc
'e the result of S.796, LI enacted).

C. N:ational I-dus-s--ial Traffic es:ea- ('i )

.:e Tationa' Ind-strial T-a i easa e (W-r_' -c o-ds nv7
c-a' mr3cucers as =erbers) coroses najor as-aec _ rat ea-
-egula:icr and su-otrts aoancod=ent and ca- se-,- -a ?-zocsa s.
N:TL has adc-ctad ositians cr naior -ai -eatS-laz-7 ar-
.ssues. .I ' s s=iar of =:s .cst:--or. s -c ---:-
AnoendL 3. 3'2rl7, Bositions on te 0-S: 0 -a itss-es
ara:

1 ates. T-era ;hculd be no ton:e or aasc aiia~ess
-nn : c. arl=oads could ra'e, or loce out -as w noe-;rel a z -
taearca. Sitters s.hcu: ai-za-,s 'a-- -e zhe :g: : -=ccas=
=ates.
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2. Rate Bureaus. .A.ntitra-s: eaeocicn should be cont-iued for
rate oureaus to 3eec and set rates, but with modifications
in the rules gove-ni-'g the ureaws' operar-ons.

3. Contract races. Sunoor-s contract rates as long as they do
not incer-ere with the coon carrier obligation.

4. Car service. Sunnpo.ts tucming over car c ser-vce and co=pen-
sarton aurzority to the =ail industry.

5. Rail Abandorsent. Supo-rts abandorment of uneconomic lines,
but utc' 240 days notice.

6. Motor carrier en-tr. Endorses liberalized motor carrier
ent`7-

III. RATIONALE -aR DEREGULATION PROPGOSALS

A. Carter Aduinistration's Razionale and Justcficat-'on

'4h^ile not necessaril7 stated fully and explicitly in tbhis
way, the orincipal elements of the Ad-nistraticon's rationale
and Justification for its legislative proposal seem to be:

1. Svstem lnefficerncies Preserved bv Regulation. Current
ICC regulation res-ults in:

.Unnecessar7 costs and excess capacity. For example,
two-th-irds of rail crs=fic is cer-red or one :iftch of
the railroads' 193,500 rCute miles. Undesirable ob-
stacles or delays in abandcent of urorofitable lines
and in consolidarnons and mergers :revaen_ steps needed
to reduce the cost of maintaining .rack and cserat-ng
trais and fac-lities.
inflexible rate MnsJJ- W-ich results in. (a) races --a:
are not coreCitdve -wi:h carr-'ers of ocher modes and
(b) ma--n- rates whic'- do noc orovde adecuate raze or
return on invesetent. Measures should be taken -o oe=-_
-cig chat cakes into accourt ser=ice aemp-d, el -a-

tion of below-cost :rici-g and attracti ne 2 caeria
iacluding increased shi=ser ow-ners"i' of eo u rsme,-t

.Car service and coensacion n..les that csti-u-e o
inefficient orerations.

.Lack of i-ovaticn. Currar-t ICC regulatiors of~er.
-;nhlit rnew ideas and t'ereby discourage rovel arcrac:.es

and io,,vacion.

2. De-ariorari -'' Ci-adc =c of Rai rsads Railroads
-a -Zre iar-ae a=cu=ts OZ ca=-:aj. c5 nannoa.n rarlace and

-r,7e r rack eeuir-ecta ad ac l'__es Suz, lc-w rame or
areo:L has led -3 inaii'-i to atcracm nev e--_ _ ca:_a

and ew cebot requires - -- razes
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The , s ra=:-ci citcs an i-dusr=,' raca of =etur=
cr. i-res-e-c o 0 2C7 £c= --e 1Ž-cch :erooc adcg
i Ju-e 1978. Satas for -arocus ra:lroads are as
foa l CT:

Railroad

Conrail
Chesareaike & Ohio
Balt4ore & Ohio
I.Torfolk & Western

Louisville & Nastvt1la
Seaboard Coast L--e

.Scutber= Systar'

.Illinosi Central Gulf

.3!uligzom-Ncrzther=

.C'icago & 1ocnh Western

.Derver & Rio Grande
.M ssour' ?acific

.Union ?aci-fic

Rate of Retur= on Ne:
3e-ore Taxes : ter Taxes

deficit de=^-'cic
de-icit de.ficic
4.16?. 2.817
6.56%. 7.19Z

3.14b 3.48b
6 .80% 4. 667.
8 .037. 7 617

377 40b
2.637. 1.70%

cef'cic de ici=
7.57h 7.14,.
8.9557 7. ,I.
7.52b 8. 097,

S. To tali 1. 24,
Tas defc:4 de4i--'4
..at ceocci

South- 5.1.9% 4. 49%.
.West ;34,

(Souce: 'AR)

3. Outlook :s foz- masstve tcsr.e-: s-s-a:deas or -:zcrel-
za=:0c. n<e :eceral 8overect Os al2aac7 sperc^-g ' il
-3oi7 (cost to Corrail) C3 o-asesr2e e a'- :

7sa - 2d':ic-. c:-ae -oas a i- zz--:ac'
and several otners 'ace zzzanccal dzo '4 as.s :e Fsder2a
gove=-en: c,-,d be frczsd to szend az isast S20 b
tecctusaea an ai-elfizec s7scam, -a-- mazicna1 -ao4c a
ocss-iloi1z7v

4 .- '1 ca f "4-R" Ac:. The Railroad Re'rta1 ' a ano d
Ragul.a-zz7 azo-rn Act of 1976 ("A-A' Ac=) -,as azteCzed cc
-ead zt; substamtisi inorvenents iz -a--ca ccn-clors
arc se-rce, 'zutres1s diz! Mot 1--;2 r a ct cs
The a2C is blared zoc =ot alc-i a:' zads sufc

ezies:zili_7 e-ve -cen =a=kcat _ozdzczcrs caka -CZ: zrzzac:zr
ummecessa=-7.

3. Railzoads' 'az-crals and s---r:=-:?-.csas a-c'
Pca.:::c.s

-a -Z~-s za_'zoacs are -o: = ces3azr.-'7 - : az-
or .2'as-rec:s oc de72g--aziczr :'cvevr,; te :o::osal -rd
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posicion outlined in !I.A., above, has beea endorsed by
tbe AAR.

The ratiorale for ies dereg-lation proposals presented by
AAR includes:

1. Iecuarorz modes. Ccmet4-- t-ansortat-ion modes anjov
less regulatior. and greacer gover:=ent subsidies. Public
f' nding is used for wacerway and 1,4ghway conscruction,
operatiors and maincenance, providing barge cranscort and
motor carriers an fair ecocmcic advancage compared co
railroads woich are gaaerally expecced co absorb the full
cost of obtaiming and mlaitaining rights-of-way.

2. Need for Izmmroved Financ'al Conditions. Deregulation is
needed to permit c oeclng w ~ch orber modes, attract
needed capical, irove rate of recurn on investment and
i-prove servi ce.

3. Sceos co achieve obiectives. U-t snpnorts its orcoasals
wi-r the -0l1ow10g ooincs:

a. Rate flexibilit- i's essential for che rail indust-cy co
res-core .airmress among modes already enjo-'in cuhis
f-eedom and co provide railroads vioh the pricing
flexibility co cc=eca more effectively.

b. Car service freedom would li: ICC role :o sergenc7
sicuacions or remove _c altogecher Ad re.--n che
auchoric-7 co di-scribute cars and decer=-me cc~tensacicn
levels co che rail irdust_,y.

c. Abandonments of =econcmic i-,es musc be allowed exoed_-
Cious .y. w.nere vorkable subsid'es can be focd i-es
will r n in:a se-zics, if *"-' i5 -oe :-e case, -
reasonable 3o'7ercae= *r-esric:i ons and del-=as shcu;- be
el 4

-4-aced as -- ecessa=-7 and costl-7 rcadbioc:3.

Tc-e zeneral race :-crease nec-.anism is essential cc the
_aii icauscr- co recaczu cost *-creases esecially
dring these dcubla-digit inflaticnara z es. An:y
el'iznmacion of ganeral race increases shocld be avooided.

a. Rate bur eaus should continue to enj0o an-ccst cn:.7
acr ne'aresc~e, as Weil as iaascaa, rce aaking. The

umicue nature and czndicoros u=der Wnc:. rai' ser-vice _s
offered, make rate bureaus an essen:'al ing-edceat.

f. Me-£ers shoculd e all-lwed to tca -:-ace accar---ig -
gr:-er business jcdgaen: a = '-o aicc- needacd ra-:oral-
izac-cn 0of excess o'arnc. i l -s ' a -_ r= c-r'-
1-nder a revizsed zcmeo'7e sa-daca=_.
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*7. COAL A3TD RAMZ'C.ADS

A. imoortance of rail crarsoo=--a-icr co Coal ?=oducers -=d
Users.

1. Coal Sc~ioers are already beav-rlv demender.n caCom -ail

arsasvortat_.0cn ana =-iaccec :Lczeases t= cOat t--c:con
amo ase ,a i mc-ease cenendence.

U.S. oroducc:ion was 6a8 cons i- 1977 and is :rojecced by
NCA to be about 71; nillion tons in 1979. Depending x:ct
asscPtions made about smuplv ard demand, t;e Depa=rtment
of Energy (DCE) est4mates ihe: production of coal in 1985'
is extected to range frcm 990 11ion co 1,188 mllon ecrs.
Thus, DOZ's 1985 p=rjections for coal ?-oduction -d use
are i' the range of:

44 to 73% above 1977 levels, and
38 to 66. above exzected 1979 levels.

As a resul: of exoeccad increases 'n orodtcion, ra-'l=oads
PrObabl7 -il-l be called umaor :o haul 50,. cre coal natiornal-
1y than ac presenc a-d =ore chat double their c rent
WJester :racf'c.

Table 1 o. ?age 9 sho-ws DOE's ese4ace :ade *'- td-1978
which ccrtmares 1977 coal oroducti'ocr. bv geograodic -egion
and coal const=rcion by usicg sector ih crojecto'ors for
1985 -- accord~ig to various s -:'ol Z and dema=d ass-ptiots.
This cable illustrates some sinif-icanc s5-its -'- =a,"_-
-:onal patterns cf geograrh.-o- ?atterns cf croducctcr.. or
extple, using che medn. coal :rocudct:io etd ccrs-:.c.ot
_orecasts, ._e 4--creases i orocuo.ion levels fro 1377 -o
19835 for selected ragicrs -wcAld be aooroi-n=_el7 as folcws:

oct-l Aoralac:-a - iUo 1^% fr-cm 390 to '39
-illon -tros.

* M!-&esc - u 5', f. -ro- 1_3 .o o2" r-'11c =.s.

. Iocal Ncr'-terr Great ?1' - :: tore cnan 2_-,
f-ro 36 to 323 --mIlinco t.

Scuthwest - uo 21-, from 23 co 23 mill on s cons.

. YCocky =c7tat - u? about 100%, r }1 to
rillionc coS .

. Gull - r tore t-aan 200%, from 17 to 53 -ill-.ao= tots.
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..a=-- (za1-: sl7 zs) cf z: e c"siance -es "-: aos2

37 1985, rs.41-cads axe 1 'aalk7 co be c211ed -ccr :3 _o-;e =cza
-r750 Co='c a i5 c coal.

Te '-'e.recuiz~e-mzs fa_ 4-C~ia~Sed -'se-Hce -.;C1id'
c-::a __s a 'xesaa --d ' _.es-a- cca c-dc- d_-'

c-a e_ i za 7 esza--- -n~ m-dc':'ze C3 a-, -_aa-a-q=: -C7=:.:

'/s =ex DC C'ca 'i7il Sa-_g_:- s 7 .e za -zaza :.Ce-as _

7:----7 ^_acs2'C 7;a:: a=-1' ~'.-- :--2s c-e a-0e-z '--anT2-
1797 --d 'c9* f-s 293 cz= es - _- las asce,*'J 3-, w.a7 of cs=-
ca=z-scr:. -:a e:,Tsazae --aul f_ ::--f' c-;e=-'~ sza-ac=s

-c~e~s~cb7 cr' ?;. f~s= 8 -_ '7; s=sre--:

LISS:ss

-: in 7 7a; - ;-. 79 .2 -1 3 1:.3I
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railroads acd shkpoers in these areas have been ._creasina
thei- i'ves=e:;s i- eqt'Li nCt -in -ece:nt ear3 aad na7 bebetter able co '-dle g-w-g coal c-a-i'c f ailroad
in other areas.)

2. Ra'. _annort is the cmlv ovailable crana--r_ mcde i-many7 cases.

The reasons -;ny cOal Ls heavnl7 denenden:rc rail c-arspa_:,
while well recogmized by coal :rsdt-eers, tcanscrners and
users, are often not =ders:ocd -vi:._ go7er-oe-c or byothers having firsr hand 'ecwledge of coal. IT dsc'.:s-sions with gove=enc officials and others, it may be
necessa-y to point out that rail Cranspoot is the onl7
practicable node in man7 cases because of the bulk aa.=e
and large cuarncities -which affec~s both feasibilty7 and
economics. More speci:=call7:

Water =ovee-ec is of-ern cheater and is used when
navirgable warerways are available.
Truck :_ats-ort is generall7 feasible and ecccnmic
only for short distances (noz -oze than abetu: 100 ailes)
cue :z:an co necessar7 sire and weight ltzazicms.
Sl7rry pitelines are -widely believed cc be' practicable
anz economic but 0n17 one such pipeline is icow ava lable
wcha connects ore -ine anc cue owe-olan La :--'zara.
Oler pipel-nes kave been jrtcosed _Cut are :-ed '', at
least 4n ?par, by r'e -eed to cross r4ghts-cf-wa7 a
ccmoetin-'g =odes.
!!-i--e nouzh plancs, craver-i-ng _ca' czo elec:a=icir az -e
ni-e, are feasible and economic in sacne sit acicrs anc,

so, are being used -wen necessary rern- :s = :-
c^nstr-zc:_sc and use car. be ccca--ec.

;_a7 a -e necassar : e:nlain al,be o~~~~.. 5 th=at changas 2:~n
nones otztn are not ractucabla because (1) co
plan-s are ctnst_^:ctad to use ctal -w: oa---'-: a c
ceistiCs, nakig veryz c coatl7 o= nnossibl sto coal fr't ancher nane; (2) coal is n-r_al"7 s&La --dr
lng :er cantrac:s; and (3) C-al aZi=ter oftn :a-v-e suz-
atantal --ves=enrs in lca nloadag and sz__age

raci_';:as whr::- accotocda=a cm-i7 one -Cde and, -' :.
=ail, na7 have substantial -'.ves-encs in -tniva:tal own ed
cars a cd lcrsoci-7esa.

3. Czal is n -'-ortanr share of th- =_tff: and -eve^u:s fz
scrie ra: ..-_acs.

snownoytn7:-e -able on the net taze, coal isasaare t cne - o g:=aad *7seeal ailroads .Aso,
ravenue :r:n toa;^ c-:3:-atsd oz :-a--: 07 n:'ese -a::=:acs
- an :c3rzt snae c 3.al tevenua,
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.4s showm. below, 4- 1977 coal accou-red for 30%7 of all reve
-eSign: org iazad by Class r-. l.-eaes. lRave-siae coal.
acco-ad 'or 16% of alli gm- r caveice r-eceved by Class 1
railroad5 :a 1977. See railroads cave Idicated c;:a: o-e7
are Look±=g to coal as a -ajo= seu-ce f-'r a .di-g ut-ure
revenue.

t:;=z 2

ColL AiL- ao
r~ '~d 0e- cd- f a- L

t____________t_ _ L:=ld 2: ta C- =d.

.!3e-o2.v 5 "-c= 62.3 97.7 d4
.Leusv2.. 6 shs s5a o 93.0 54
.3--1== 0. 5 LI.21 7 4Z
Ms -*ka, & Cbhi I5.5 54.7 70
.ar~llz 44.3 14,3.4. 23
.sox_:: a--27.3 97.9 Zs
3aLL-':a 6& Cr! 23. 6 5i.7 49

-- i.9s Ca==-L r.2 2. f9 is.5 t0

7..e 2~~Z7!..~~ 5.5 2.03 5& Lc.e ±.34.0 69.3 42
7ast= !c'z=7'- = s 2.9 2.5 6Z

Arw .z & S=. 2.2 5? -.5 _9

2.5 .im o-3- 2.xas .2. iJ *Z Z3
5.aka4 C~t.i & 909.3 .

aVRi 5r5.-- '. a9 22tb

.CL a :r-!~ Taca .2.9 36.; 6
n b _= t a cr ! ., Z=' .4 9. 3 Zs

. -'. o 5 ..z&s 2.3 :9.. 7
.3d Z= L.1 25.Z

.Se-ah- Cy-24 ; 9.3_

.a- at= ab- 3aa3 .17i 337

_C _ Ss 3__ :

,S%3C-#S----d

-i LU.

430 1.1.2.7 290

254 L..6!S 22.

2ES 2.703 _

rt L- Lf -

22.5 756 2s
99 2,233 2.5
ZS2 l30 5

25 915

24 247 7
27 6 79 20

431 1,23 ia

25 65 is

2s 1!7 3

27 SU, 750 :s
92,57 5'' '' ~ s

3 s7 s-U,?, a . .
;2.;77'_ "it 1:L

V. = 7
2-UCNS OF D L TZON 7CR CCA. ?R0IDhC=ISC--S A\D uSS.

Because coal shli::ers are bea=l7 deoends= umom. rail uacsrsoo-a-
cioc, any7 ch-ges -esclcirga fro dare-'laicc -bi'c s-_ec.: avai.-
ahil.±? or a.io7 of se-e or coal haia'- rares ca- 'zave a
Major -pac: oc coal. roducrers acd users. !acL, cia-ges
a-C7 Of ;aese _actars ca ce-re:

.e ex'e-: co -ihc-'c coal, is ' ed, -a_ _' c-_a=I?-7
-_.C.a::o n -er 3 -=s =-i-ee.
.";cere :4._ : sed.

.'cere -': 5 -- dcuce.

77-e i=sc= c_-cc _e ,re_:c-eda Z`' C-7 cera:_7 '-,c-U - oec-a-? oac:-5car. 'ae:'c c:*i'-e.7-Z - -7j=":=?zrsca-n :e cu= ec
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A. uereruolatc- sl -fec= cost cf = ersccrt4oi coal buz s
exact =ac :.ce cannce -me crec-ccec z cer =-Z7.

The raal cost cf -easror'-og col. b yail. de1perds cm boc
qual!.7 of ser.nce ard r'e ac=.w-. -a:es.

1. Cualit-j of Seorice. Scne coal- prodccers Ud tsers
bave exerercec sernice -cble-"s :es'l C:- I=
di'sr,=ced gurdocc:'ci cd m-±ler cosc3.

?=raomencs of deregclation oc;it ouct -ar z--v-sicrs
daaiing -.i-' sc-- tatters as hamen= ecrs, -e=-r s a-n
consolidations, a-d ca ser-74ce =esulatior-s are cercaOec
ro rectce .'e da on r.al re7eBe5 for tttoiOa'lC
lines, ;-r _ c _cesec eff-c-'enc7 cf ocer2ac'crs, =c
oei: i-_oved - tena=ca ard e>-:nent.

:z_ t"is rest-ul ?,ere co accc it could benefit coal.
sbiuers :--a= ccr.ni e co raze access co -ail. a-rspc-r.

2. Ra'l. Transmom- Rars.

a. Ian-acs of rail -eizh: cCsCs as a share of
delivereac :r-.c oc coal. The sra-e c_ ae cel-veed
-rnCs ca coa" cace 'n o' oanc c-acstcr cbs- es *za-nas
-,deley daeniin- oncn suoc :ac:0s3 as d-':a=ce, va::e
oc coal. ace- a- v a-s~cr-ac c odes ava:`n cle,
ete. :TFl.e sc j= 7 Caa is a-aalaflla :IIliZ , :-
s =c a :be rcla_:ie 3Z - ace co rai c=a=.s-c__ cosss,
=a- ca -re- :able cm :-e ae3t sage OrO7.taS sc=a
icfcst-on and shows _Le -7ace 750=:- C-s5

b. ?as= Retc :co=eases - Acco_-r. co zcrsauc o- ._.a'-
St so-s (-l-) __a--:_ Zar -dsaX cata, ce-
-;:de ic:=asa - c-al. f-s'--c raas aver'ged I Z.
tan 7eC (c-_ ant -cc c:nsn=n:, dc'-s) or '23.

3=.1969 :o 1978.

-or conpar:sor_ pc oses. cscal - -a-es i-c=sased
12.6% ser 7ear cr 113, Z-%_C 1969 co .9738. -:e -cd-:ce-
'-rica _dax (fooerl7y 'holesala ---'cs ode=) r-se .310
Se= year or 973. over the sane tertnd. M-e dca_'ls are
s~xvm in- a-lie t;ae a: =e oct--:= of c-e next saae.

: tec-i 7 at lassz, 'e increases i- fre:-ra-ses
-ie: ha'le cc:czrsd a=e -ce :0 cost increases as ceta_-
---d -t :e CC a-d a-ara =oC as.lc;ed a =- i-c-ease c-e=

a-d a'cove costs of " -ar-'c.`
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c. : a Race Cohanzes. I: is -ot eoss:ble to s-ed-c-
_-ar =ace cuanges :hat might occ' C' edar :-e tarirus

ra'l deregulation Proposals other then to ncoe a:
the A- stration's bi.ll -;ould 2eri : ra-l-oads tc seC
rates *i'Z- a zone of 77. Per 7ear above or belaw th e
rate prevailig oan the -eravious janvary Is. -- not
cocc4ir the allowance for -ilation.

S. 796 had been . e~ffec cr te oeriod frm 1972
to 1978, and =ailroads n-creased =ates by thesa nur
allowed (7b plu-s inflation), =aces vo;L:d have nncreased
b7 97.47, ccn~a=ed to the 65.37 "-c=ease fhat d-'d

1f' inflaton ccnctiues a: the curae-t rate of 10% and
ra'lroads increase races by the 7 of 7. addci-
tional for the ext fjive 7ears, =ates cocrld n-crease
by 119Z7. vi:hou any srr:per recourse c-rough --e ICC.

3. Ehe artos of c0al that i's o-oduced and used in5 .:-e U.S c-r
exoor-tecd *r. cevenc seavi-'7 cn .:e ea-et: or _ncreases i
tne cost or nrzoucimza a=ansoor*szaa en: usi: coa'.

1. Relative Coo=ectiti'eess of Coal. At the oresesc tmes
coai 's cenand im* eed arc :-creases is demand a-e ex-
pected to gr ac about 5 - 77. fron now mcv l 1985 (over
a 1977 base of abocut 90 nillio tons).

'Thile cral has -he ad7zatage of se^ C-- of sg'ly7 cot=a=aed
to oil and -a2z al gas, the prise advantages have 50c been
adecuata to rasul i a s._bsantcial '-c=ease i- .ncustrna2
use of cral or :: raF.d replaacaenent or ex dt.ngoi gas-
rurena camacizt7. 1= the race or potctam..nuial =users,.
a substsrcnia ecocncn: ad7actage f_- coal artaer = 7 y5
necessary to cffsec tne greater canizal costs, '-0'oll:on
conzooL costs and ochear d f s -s5g c-a aser
rans ol o=a. -l as.

As shown. 1 ionte gr-aoh includ6ed as A:ptendiz- C, h
*rce ceL-vezecd tr='ce of coal, neasu-red or a S e- -''
btu basi's h-as been less toan o-'- f_= vea=s ad '-as zee-
lIess ts _a-_al -as s-ncea -id-c I_7. Focever ~'ase
c arp is=--ons cc not take im-no accr-ou r : at gher cath-ih
and poLluticn ccnt=ol costs asscciaead v- _ s " coal.

Eports- of U.S. coal have also dec1ed s,
Zrt 65.7 tillion e-os Li 1975 to 39.8 -- lL -cs
1973. The increasing costs cf -oducing and :=a~s-
coaL are =dcubtZedy7 a a c. _ac=:: in -eac-:c-'
nati-crn's ab-i1-'7 to cc-ete :- -;col coal =a=raks.

/_. add-.-on, -inos of ccke and szar= cca.'.-z-e Lea-.
in'creasn-sg. __o-rs of se='-- ccal h-a-.e -r.-
/r fao. rccs :- '5t7_: 8 ' '' v.-5 tc-a n 978C -a=
a-'Is -ot Afm end. 7,.a...7.-7 ,hzh,/ '2-1~~~~~_7 =O -0- *-:-:_7 acd :-=dustr:a:~ -eIzas cr. :-e~ G.:1- C_2as_

/ -w.5 ~~~~~~~SCUZ_ .A_:=-_: samad A-:s.=alf-a. .-ga--=,._;e ccs--s c=

,/'
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produci'g and tr=a-sortm-g U.S. coal are cited by
users as the reason for ctese imoorts.

2. Factors Contuibutinz- to the Increased Cost of Coal.
As indicated in sectr4o Th1. A. above, te costs oZ
transporting coal by ra~l *ave increased Snar-ly and
addicional increases are norw perding before the ICC.

However, transporcation is but one factor contributing
to the increased costs of coal. Costs of producing coal
have increased sharoly particularly due to the cost of
meet'ing govera=ental recuirements such as the Surface
Mining Control and aeclzenatiom Act of 1977. Other factors
include declining productivity and higher labor costs.

Fu-theroore, costs of using coal have increased substan-
tially, due prinarily co increasing costs of meecing
reoui-rments established uader the Clema Air Act.
The costs of copet-ing -fuels are also increasing but the
increas-ag costs of producing, transporting and using coal
have been great enough''to provide a substantial deterrent
to rapid increases in demand for U.S. coal here and abroad.

3. Coe=ition Ana Coal ?roducers and Coal Producina Areas.
Cu-rently t.ere .s aoouc LOU maec cons or ecess pro-
duccive caracity ia the U.S. (i.e., 800C million tons of
demonstrated productive capacity, co=pared to expected
1979 demnad of 70 millioa cons for use in the U.S. and
sor exports). Mcore rocduct-ve capacity could be added.

assiuration has contriibuted to =.e:ployment i' the coal
fields and shar? courpet.:-cn emong coal producers and coal
?rocucirg regicns.

Pa= ±cu-lasly becausse of this sit'at-on, n'creases ' costs
o groduciag, c-anscor- -g and using coal which affact One
coal prtducer or region more than others -ill have an
.. orcarnt impact _-'he geogSaohr.c location of -u--e coal
-rscuc:.oic.

VZ. NA:I7rAL IT-.T ST r ZCATI0NS OF D)E'RZGU T!

In addticon to the imolications of deraeg;la.ior for coal producers
and users, there are imolicationrs for coal- which could affec: the
broade- rational i-terest. Soeciically, *che impact of deregula-
tion or the costs of transzorting coal vill affect:
.Rate of i-ifatr.on.
.Cons-er pr.ces.
. *.xoant to -n.hca coal will -elace _ c-ted zi:. and raduc3 or

.- crease our e3cessive decendnece or. foreig- oil -;hic: ,as
a- arfect cn:

- Bal'ace of -aynen=r and dollar an-d 'b outcv..
- Vulneraoili-y :o econcmi c and social dIsr:t:zr4r. or

an --ter-t-po-n -. fcore:- ererz- sunr.es.
.- -eecca Or ac=:cr - -a-cola :a-s.
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V_ . DISESCL-SSI O.- 97C=C ---_ _uS ?A5(l 37 . DGAON
LaG *SL4I * V ?E.D-tSALS .

Discassicrs of -a I derag-.Iasccr n-zcsals =las na7ve beee -eld
t'cs fal raise a rnser of issues a a-e of 7:e-esc co coal
czOdncers ard use~s. Tis :a=- of ;'e :ane: liscs cose issues.
desc-ibes :he= 7e-7 brieEy and z-eseccs e -ajc- a-e==3
:ba: -ave bee_ staced. fo- favo:r'.g oe side of c'e issue c- :;e

A. The "Caocive Shaooe=" ?:oble=.

1. '^Tr. 'caoc-~" i9's a n-ate issue.

The "cac-i7e shi:_e=" issue has enegsed as che si-gle -osc
orna;:c iss-e -a sed by -parosed dere-L'anicn- lagislac~isr

becaus e:
.7hee a=e -e al~e__acre nodes of shis=e- and =o a,=e=-
-ac_7e ca--e-s fc- a lase s;--e of :-e ccal =cw being
p-odaced and * sed.
."CaoCive sb-:oe-s" .-culo facs coen:2-a1iy ls e a-an
inceases (7t c-_Y.5 i.fa =icr e: c-e =ext fi-ve 7ea-s;
no ssec-i_end 1-i f-e-eafe) sefcre -z--e-e -was arey
:ecci-se -e :be _C.

.Te sh-ine- -culd bea= . e _de- Of :=ccf as z: "-a0Oir ,"
and Ij-,7 a-b e =ag--s ed c:e b-i.e: -a:es -o. -c -
nd e ::- efsac- -. i2 _sa:af -vas scu;=n.

*-za 7-_(S. ;9i) end kz. ac--osals ?r:-se
e-stance of c==e4_:::n :_c a shc oers us-_-esa.

7. .caz is a "Canc4-7e S.-_:ce:"?

-e-a :s caesi:e-abla d.sages-se -- -a --'o - -r
defi-i: cr. of a :a?.-ye st-ne_ S s :a.c^. _- ene-a,
:'e ir.ade- c-n defn-es a "na:ac" (;a-i ls17 ;h
3eogaoohic azaa aed cn-e -e-cod), e r v Oa -- css3-
bal ;7 of be4ng ce-siced 'ceonime. Ancng ;he ccrcescs
car ha"e been adv--ced d-:g disc ss-crs of cail de-ag-

oLardon -- ~acg--=; f-c= a--w :: i-cad -- a-a che fal %;-

a. Cr.e Ca-- e- CCceDC. A coal s'---er vculd be _^rside-ed
ca::-ve - - s -ne i5 sao7ec z7 cn-. c7 e a1 ca- -e-
*-nn -o ceasc-ai1a ab:ean-a:i-7es.

. C-ce Cas-:c -ac O-: C -2:: Des:-ai-. :e s-.- e=
sec7ed c e ca=-n: c . : --- -:-a .za--.: - :c

c. C-e Ca-- -- "-:-r. " -e sc-Ze- -s s= re d -
c.e ca-_ec (.5 -- a. a-c.e) -ed 'i ' _ '

f e s-i::e- vecs fc-:sd .: see, -e =ec *-es: a-:s-a-
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d Market Domizance Concept. Tis concert was -ntroduced-
oy .ne ,"-R AcM anc sear-ed as the ICC tast for decar-
mining whether a snhoper was sufferi-g --- 2m excessive
raalzoad cmakat ccntrol. .e cast i-cluded three
corditiors:
.Markte share coardiion. Market d<'--'ace was ass'ed
to exiLst i_ a ra-4l car-ier ca-ried more -haF 70. of
the t-affic in a market.

.Variable cost conditior. A carr-ier was market dcm:.nanz
:r Z1s races on cae cra~fic in question were ain excess
of 160% of variable cost.

.Substantial investment condition. If a shimoer shows
that a suoscanctaL snare o- eas cocal invesLment is irail-related equipment a=d facilities, che shioCer is
considered the object of market dcn'-ance.

a. ?otential alterna:vees ccrcet. Th-is a~rroach considers
tce exiscence of-tcantuvnCy" co be a :emorarv sizua-ion
mainly attributable to relati-;ely inflexibzcle canitalconstraints. In the long r-n, necessar7 adjustments
could be made to develop .- ars3-orcaion. altenatives
Further, this concept ass-,=es that tue exis'ence ot
egbfectyove nd poition (absence of catcivit7) should

a beyrnd a particular shi:per or area and be evaluated
it te-=s of both the demand for transzorca-ior. and thedemad for the csoodit.

f aane cotenzial alternatives ccnceo. Some Ai-
*sacu:on cz a:s Fave suggescec c ac 'aoc:-.t7 '
s.oul_ be considered or a uch broader bas-is -- e rding
co oroducts resultin ron use of the c^-2od:_7 or
exaimle, in te case of coal used Co g0

er-e'a-a= ' C --one existence of "capcui:v-- should tao2 i-ta ae-_unt
such matters as () use of aia-aef-:elis cluding
teak load -eneratn-- -aeaci-7: t i of base load anc
(i')caabili7 cz -wheei e'ec-:;c power anong uti_-l7
-syams.

3. To '.ha: extent are cca'. senocers ca-rtie?
Relaciv-elv li--=le data has been assembled n -:-e exten:
of coal shrpper capciviy7, but tro sr:dies should be -.oCed.

a. ICC Reroo-. one stud d'i!as done far t:e ICC in l9/6
lzcz wec=o. it:h 'Ar-st dcmuance recuirenen-t of n '

R" Act, ard the findings were suonitted -Conress
c= Cczoce=3 197/ ("Imac= cZ f--e 4-;R ic_- Raz-'=
Racel~--aa4_g csr -"

a pat, hi--s st-u-c7 --dica-ed -h-a= 46-.4 o-' :tal shitnmenoswere "ar-kae dc-ita-4nt as defined it t=aa--- _ _ -_-
the ov7e-all s-:d7 seers -=ca=e '_- 7o :'-:Cesim=ate trobab> is =de-rstad fzor severe- reascrs

_, -u--,g:
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* Zace_ a::- ;_--. =s :as c.7 a d oza ::a : -

esl c- c --sd-_ _-

.Cosc~ - ~ced~as --_ -3c -a~ -- z_:o 3.co:1 -

zf :coaeev--s a: 'eoce-sa':_7 -a~as.'
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3. rlexibilt' focr Railroads to set Yxi'. .ates

1. Proucsal (Secs. 102, 103, 10 of S. 796)*:

.During next five years railroads would be allowed to
raise rail rates of tom to 77 per year (not counti'ng
inflation) without gover--=et iaterference.

.1. a carrier sets a rate higher than the 77. zone, the
dispute is settled as :olloas:

Ist-sahiper must prove that he is captive (has no
reasonable trans-tort alternative and wossible
damage--'reasonable" -ould be 1207. of emisting transport
cost if truck is alternative, 1107 if barge is
alter-ative). I. shipper can prove above condi-
tions.

2ad-car-ier teust ro-ve that rate is reasonable
(justified on the basis of cost). _f not.

3rd-ICC sets rate.

2. Arvz-ents in Favor of -ootosals for rate lex_zbilicv

.n~ables railroads to be =ore ccecit-ze pericularly
against trucking.
Per=its imoroved serv-ice and financial viabilit7.
.1estores fairness among -odes, by giving railroads
similar rate freedcm, enjo-ed by most of its
comcetitors.

.Red-oces ICC 'nvolivemerc and thereby reduces tn-
neeessa-y govertnetca_ regulations and controls.
TInctd-ces a limit on -ate fle ihit' y and -year
period of adj5s t aerto miimze adverse irzacos
which may have come about cthrugh =ecdiata ncd s.2al

race =reecon.

i. 'mm=ests Cocosed to the :-zcosa-'s

man7 cases, t:ete is no aloe a:i-Ve cC ra-'l --ans-
noro--or coal.
wenerever ccmpetc.-v-e s-ores are absentr :neoectire
s.kippers have no signficsrc ro- act-ionr. againso _ .:adequaae
serv7ce or high^er rates -tonnn che zone. 7-e "zone"
orovides -sufficient =roceccicn to the catc-e sh:ipe

.Zf deregulaticn (or reduced regu-lacion) of railroads
were to result in higher rates without '-roved sei ce
cz orfset :'zaer cossS, the coal sh.irsnos cuesicno
would be less ccmreti:i--e -:h cc:-er o:els cc:-er =oo-
dcucig regicns ant ot-er _oal cuosre.
Siaca cne ICC's role ,culd be -ed:cec a czrs;cerab:7
- r;er =-nanc'al aed o__-'e -s --acea _cr -:-c e
coal si eer, escec:a:'.7 o.e s=ail shi-oe=.

.Caci-7e coal shikoers =ig- ad bear:-- a _eater
:han oroooroicna s;hare o :he cost o= _r-r _ c
-rabc:'_:7 =cr ca-s-rers.

7?--^csa'S =re cescr:iec -=ore'a Artendix A cr ' ?ar
of the tacer.
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.The ;reosal does eo: :_e 'ig-er :ates and iroved
?erioamce.

a;.re are no assurances t-ac railzoads *vi11 "olcw-'-ack"
higher coal ea-4-gs i-n: beteer cal 5acil::ies and
ecuirzent.

C. late ;3ueaus

l. ?-roosal (Sec. 105 of S. 796)*:

.?-oposes :o ranove 2CC aeUhor.:7 to grant anti-truss
iimiy or rate agrseennns.

.Discussioan of single-line -azes *-ould be prozibited.

.Bu-eau meet'ngs sFould be open to .he -ublLc.

2. Arv encs in 7avor of ?-ozcsal:
.'^euld el

4
-'iace sace of ;ee anci-cozeeia:ii-e e_=eacs CZ

a rate naking prac:icss z she -u eaus. and olace -:-e
under anc!-c:-se laws.

.Retains che critical services zrov-dad by ra:a bureaus
such as publication of ca-iffs. ec.

3. Axrzarems Onoosed co ?Cooosal:

.The railroad imdusr._7 relies hea'rily cn ac--aca *or._a-
d.oa and cooge-ae'or. o v'irn.ally chousands oC -aces.
R.aea bureaus ser-e a use-l zurose in seczz:g and
publ'shi-g :hese razes.
Railroads should no: be .reaced lia ocher businesses
because of she -a-r=e of :ne sas--ie :h7 ofe a=d sn
close Il-kage wt:h issues of -oulic -elfare.

D. .azae Diacr~n~na::c:-

l. ?-"csal (Sec. 106 if S. 796)':

-.'a-rrws the r7e cf "--sc-'i a~icn" :- 2raes cr sac-riz
'ae *s ' rSz7o-i:ed. D: fsrancss -o .be pemn.::sed if
,-siSfed b- o fearerCes n ca2-- a='cs c csrz
conadn:ons.

2. A.r_-zr=ns i_ Fa7Z of ?-_zosal:

.Reoves se-e 0: c'e z-ovtsions suc: as the lo-g-'aul/sFor-
'aaul clauses. e:-. whic- ehe ICC has CfZe= used in -zays
"-a: were cortray7 t: deavelorne-z cf an eff---'srien s-
zor-acioa s-7saar.

.Gives =ailz:ads 3-eata= rate secr-i_- f-eedc=m zs adcc
-ore -aovaz-'7e mnakaci:g :c-r.:cceuas.

3. Ars.zzencs r--osed :o ?=o-cosal:

.Gi7es rail--ads cc-s:-e-able cc-r-l c-ver re:roal s.-
and narsacs.
.Gi.ves -a-'l-ads -_eaca -:e: &ad Se-rvia e~etrc' over
-7a=-'ous s;-:gers.

tF-ocoa..s are cea e -:'-ec 'r =e- a:s-l 'n-.ote-ndi- A o:r :. '_ ?a
f :'-e -a-e-.
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D'. Cancract Raaes

I. Pronosal (Sec. 102 of S. 79)*:

.Allows railroads co engage in contracts -itc shioters
for rail se;-zces.

2. Arzents in- -a-7r of Pronosal:

.Provides, at least for large shipPers, an attractive and
more reasonable means for sec-ring oroved serv-ce and
potentially at lower rates, because of the reduced finan-
cial risk to the carrier.

3. Arzuents Onoosed to Prooosal:

May *have the effeca of 'ting coal shippers to a fixed
mode or carrier for a- extended oeriod of tire. Unless
specified in the contract, chese conditions alcne' do not
seem to constitute the proper incentive co imgrove
sex-rrce.
'rahile tace=tiall7 attractive _or some coal shi-oers, these
races couid opresent the zossib-'lit7 Of 4isc-:- azor-7
eSlects, oarc-icarly in snoc markets for small shiocers
(Small sbitoers have a lower capabili7y co particiace i:
long term contracts and thus nay suf=er disproportionatel7;
e.=., when adequate equipmenc isn' o available for contract
and spot shi~pers).

F. 1otice of .ate Chanzes

1. Proncsal (Sec. 107 of S. 795)*

I=stead of the 30 da7s nccice rec--=ed :-esanc'7, the
pgoscsal would chase z- a decreasing notcca pe=-'c a or
rates.

2. Azzl ents ;n :avcr c ?-czcs2a1:

.Rail-oads need the :lex-n- 1 to cnanse and ,ubti:snh rates
uc;caly to cocnece note a2acn:-velv a.td resocnd to charg4-g

c-mand cord .ticns.

3. Arr'aents Ocotsed co ?roctsal:

.Shipoers recuie c=o'-pete and reliable -rici informacior
ror nor=al business ilan.,ng and to assure =nenselves that
carriers are mot enragig . *'llegl d sc----cat:con.

G. 'Abanccerts

i. ?-rocsal (Sec. 12: of S. 79)*

The orovisions retain .na -easi-' CZ rec-ira _C a
tucu -': corvei-' ance 3 necassiv' r7" CT) a-a-ce-z
etc., but 'under reVised 7C N c- zer:a anC s;-ctar cie
pe=-iod. i cbjtac:n, 'CZ -:st ind P CŽ o_ Cc sc-benre -
c ie in 90 days.

?-r.oosais ara casc--bed '-note =-e:a Ien' Aoendi: ' or -n art_
o_ :-e pa-e-
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2. A e-;s -'a a-.e- of ?-ceosa:
:Ce-s -ail care -s :o abardo _econni c b can-c

l"nes _a a sco__er r-' e. .
efec:tivecess.
G_7e -mli~c sur 4 c 2rer=eacs co -irctect i -s ->-acla
bv -eay of tbe "subs'd7" oPa'iO, btu; 1-rs ca- er-'s
losses.

*?Tevents stalemate bec-veen subsidies and car-ier= chrugv
a=b- 4ac-n.

3. Ar=, emts Ortosed to -cozosal:
.Those conceraed about Potential abandorents believe tce
oroposal makes abardooment rossible for car-'ie -vrichot
suf=raciemc wa=- -!

.lai Loads indicate orroosal does -oe make i eosssble for
ca -:rrr to abandon tines exoedi=4ousl7 and retains
reasonable gove--re_: resr-'cecons and cosCly delays.

:. Merzers and Accuisi:ions

1. ?rcnosal Meanc_. (Sec. 122 of S. 796)
..- 1 soec'al standards ard =orcedures relairg to mergers
anc cocsoelda;:omrs -i2.1 be el-ind-aced and zLaced .=de=
ani-cr;ust laws. Sl --n'e ICC :-o ral-rail nergers.

2. Arstenss in .a--e of ?-:3osal
rovides inceccrie o ra-l cpar- es to rer-e and i=ntove

overall rail system efi-'cecc a-d -fiarcial posi:o:a.

3 .'ents Cocsed -o ?-:30sal:

Mergers, arccula=lv tcse rsferred co as ta=allel
(-e-g-g _ai''=:ads co-7e= esserti;ally7 t-e sane arsa) ma7
reduce c=meti:ion, and inc=ease the -ail=oads' nr=kec
:cver.

Gereral Rac.e tnc=3aases

. ?=-tosal Meaninz (Sec. 102 of S. 7I6):
.Rail-oads 'ct '-'e alloved to use general race -c-eases
as a way to recoto inflacioota- ef ects or costs, but
c-ly fo= tvo years.

2. :-rencs i- :-avor of ?=:csal
?rovdes a :ransi:ioe ?er=od during whc- =ail -d-_s;_
_,s an effeci_:e instr- er:: =ecour i- : na; r- eac:s
--.c~kl7 and eici:e-.:17.

3. Ars'e-:s C-ccsed co ?7c-csal:
G 3eneral rate _nc=eases =r-resen: ccl:ec:v-.e ra2e raking
sc::enes and are ;:-e=aby - da-gr oa being ati-ct e:::-;e
S.-- le a:oa~: i -ccrases :: 2a-es ;: cover _-c=eases
-:srs are cns:=cer::-s :o cost sa-.-'s and er:c:anc-
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J. Co=cdities Cl2ause Elimacion

1. P-orosal (Sec. 108 of S. 796):
*Would allow ira oads :o haul their own coal or ocher
goods they own rather c-han hav ng to sea uy another
corporate enrit7, leasing, etc.

2. Argments in Favor of 'roocsal:

.tail=oads coctrol considerable anoutts of coal, particular-
ly in the West, and this coal should be readily ava-ilable
in the market.

3. Aruments Onoosed to ?ronosal:
.Some believe proposal could j eopardize railroad cooron
carrier obligations, by enabling railroads to favor own
shipments over those by other coal shippers in terms oz
rates and service. ail-oads could thereby affect the
competitive position of coal Droducers.

.Others believe the proposal would have no real i;pact
since railroads can set uc seaarate enti:tes or lease
cheir coal reserves for oroduction.
lRailroads atpea- to oreier the status quo.

K. Private Car Ownershirm and Ccmnensatiorn

1. The issues

7nis matter is not raised directly by the dere-lation
proposals but is of _onerest and concern to some coal
sh' pers. CU-rent issues include:
.to what extent is zri-7ara ow-rersrip of -ollg stocc
necessary to helP assure adacuate and =sasorable se=7.ce
i moving coal by rail?
* What are the advantages and disadvantages -a a saippe=
of Private ownersh-p of rol 1ig stock?
.re c-rat arrangements aor co.oensating priva-e owners
and lessees of rolling stock adeouace ard reascnabLa?

2. Shiocers' Positicr and Concarns:

A nunber of coal shippers, exoeriencing inadequate serv ce
and exoecting increased need for rail trras7crt of coal
have invested or are cons'de -. g investoents in c--i'7ately
cwned or ieased rolling stock. ei= corce-rs L-clude
Available i-fo-aticn s-uggests that some ralacas' oians
ard ccrno:=ents o-r addc-'oral nvesenrs nay -cc o-e
Sdecuate to meet exected nreeds.
* hen sh: -e=s _uv _- eese cars

-They iack control cver -he -^llin- stock -: -h nst
-ravel over railrcad cs=- t1ec

-Cc-ensaio-cn f=ro rai-rcads for privatel7 ownec or
eased cars is less than that tazd to o r ra:iroacs

for sinlar eqcunnent.
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3. Ra_'aIoads' ?osi:cm. and Corce-s:

.Cor ensat'ca levels fa- r:i-7acel7 cwned or leasad ca=s
adeoMarely =a 1ect e oocr:'c value and a-a adequacely
dealt -wth 'a car:i 's ccver.-g -e s--n':-s i-volve.

.?*iLzads' inveszecs a=e adequ-ace as long as drsnd
for rail. =anszor- of coal, is -ela'ti7ely scable over ti-e.
Pa-4l-oads need oo retain ccnr=ol ove= =olling stock
-avelling on ei:en- s7stem.

.Issue should be addessed on an iadividual shbioer to
can-er bas-s or =easoled in. ICC Za-a ozr _ Ne !To. 334,
Sub 1.

1' =vestrencs in Nomrrail Acrivicies

1. The Issue:
This issue is mot addressed in- t.e de-2gulacicn pronosals,
but scoe ship ers bave con--ended that some -ailr=ads cave
d_ivered =evenues f-om rail. areraciors c to.n-rail invest-
memos rather cbn use cbose resorrces co :norove ,Acnzecance,
eqdi:=emc and overall sertice.

2. Shioters' Pos4itcn:

.Cross-subasidiatior and investrent in nor-racl aciv.:ies
OCC'-S at tfe expense of coal s'i;:_ers.
Some shimcers believe that terea s-ould be soe means co
encoc=age o-r cc --e plcwback of revenues to orve
serv ce.

3. Rail=.ads' ?osi:icn:
RaiLo-ads have a=g-ued -cae the7 must ha-re --e -:g': ca
d-'7ersic7 (as do nos: *-dus.-'ies) and .:ave pcitcad ouc -:a=
low -eor- e oar r ail. ozeraticns and loC re== -r -v-est-
=eer -ave ra=-ed o:ze cd -ers:on e: :-ns-ncsa' resou=cas awa7
:- -r ail. cre=actiors.

.Cross-s-ibsidizac:cr can =c be avoiced bv c-n -a- l-ad
_dusr,, i- fao: acz- :s cae.-_ictCe heav-1i7 :el-ad '-ero
:0 naimr - cotal. ea-.-_gs.

Y. Resi -ual. Res-olatr-,7 yrarmewrk

1. Te Issue,

Some coal -roducers have amoressed corcern reca=di-'; c:-e
tecertazar7 over which gover=e-nal agencies -culd be
esoesible for adis:ear-g :he r-sidual regla--or7

f ewor, -:ar= dereg:lacicr. cc- aC.

2 Raasors f:r 'cr.cer
A 'cuz:h -'e ICC woulc rtacai_ nos of f-.e aesidual, race
-caus. ne=ge= and lcg-t-ar nazoars c_ d nnoa::cn

c-uld be laced ede Dectt c: Jcs:-'ce and/c= -e 7adtaa:
-ade Ccrission. T-hese is3-ues are inooroano:0c che coaa

-. osor and orre~rs, and th-ei'--'ce-r ca:cn
detcd or. n`r:c:- agenc7 .:as auz:-cz:o 7
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3. Counrer arz~ents:

.The issue CZ residual regu-acr-' autoritc y is relaci7el7
ni tootanc to the actual e:fects of c.e legislation.

Focusing on "what is lefr" distracts f--Cm the major
issues of de=egmi7acion.

.It is almcst i"7ossible to assess how rules and =eg,- a-
tiocs will be interorered in the future bv a "new"
agency.
3OT would be charged with assessing the imoac: of the
deregulatior actions and this issue coul d be add-essed
when .acts are available.

VIII. ALTRMIATrTES NOT ADDRESSED BY C'R!'ENT LEGISLATrIVr PROPOSALS
Several potential actions whFic relate to inoroved ra-'l cransoortservceas have no: been addressed in :he current legislative oro-posals (in addition to the catters discussed/in paragraphs K, Land ' oam the t-wo previous pages). These potential actions
include:

A. iiandator- Trackage Rizhts -- To the extent :ha: h-ese rights
eXtes=ons ccmc *'ote to better oerfo==a-ce an.d geacercorn etition anong rail=cads, thev night reduce the cantive
shimoer problen, a: least in- the shor- r.-u. -cowever, thereexist several diffjcui:4es with this aenroach:
.Msndatory trackage rights cresent operaticral -roblems -orthe railroad owanig the =acak involved and agreements arediff-icul: co work our.
* Tae orcblen of cost sha=rg (i. e., hcv to arnortion 'croon"ctsts =cng the users of the -ight-f-wa .y) i5 a serious
00 Stac_. a.

3. Acc- sii--crs and Cofs:o-ion -- C-struotion o afew mailes
o= -ne 7ay, in some cases, -era=- Me -ew sco res cf rail
conrecition. Seve=al tort areas se to e3r-ice such
onort--n icies. Suc- a step n-ih also lead -o -n'er=cda_.
ownership, whioh is .eloc-ed b7 many s.:pners ano railroacs
due tz ao noc ia ' eafficie- as

C. Coal Slr 7-oei'-es -- Coa. slurr ieines 'ave tne
zotemias to provoce efficient and economical czal trans-o-ratior. If available, siy -p:elines ccuLd cn=riuteco ccmpecicio that -would helo achieve the ob ec.-tes of da-
regulat:iO =rtpcsals. Ccstc-_C:Con of ccal sL'u'r c:ce.in'-es

=o-ally rezuir=as crossing cf -he righCZts-of-wa o czzecnng
=anscrratiC cm nodes. -:_s can resul t i- ortracted ardavoemsi-7e li tiaicm to secu-e a r-'h-oz-wa7 fr -he rice-:..e -7is -- ecessacy cost s-d delay ccul' be az-cacsc --

1 egI's L az SCa~= a -e fede-als rcwer af e-anemz _c -a_._oS''7, i:e4ines, thus all ng h-:.s :-arsoc--a- zr -cde -ceCM o- :-3 ow meris vaiCh ot:e= -cdes.
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3. Thce-f-7es :c I= ve Seri:c a

Car-te. =ail dem-agulat-'cr. ?-rc-csalz cup-- cr ccrpet_-'-'or.
to ==vide h-e 4ncenr4a"e !- -.oved se rvce a2-d reascrnale
-aces. The c-==osals do -ot. deal -ri' c:e need -c ir'ove

secduce n s-wah:e0rs 7nere e-feczive ccnr ec :ior. is uaser:.
This !s a =a~or weakness n- the =raopsal a-d ac:_oam sihculo
be -akeM m-o=tly :n deal wich i=.
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WASiEfLGTON-Ar a recent speeial nenbership meeting of Tae Natonai Industrial Trafict League,
mnembers vcrtd their approval of substantial motor ctrster and .il reaulator. reform. The Apri -5-26
mee-ting in St. Lsuis, Mlissnuri, was convened to consider the lelalative proposas -or dere-guati of te
oansportation indur-ty propcsed by the Admin-strCtion and vexous c _ier ours. Legue members
vowed to work to insure that shipper' needs are recognized in any upcoming le slation affecting the

transportaion Industry. :
NIM adopted deflnitivepcsiticns on the major spsr;cr.tation issues, ranglng from the rate bureaus

antdtrust exemption through ireralized motor carrier entry and ail abandonment procedures. The
League's5 new polides aim to eratabLsh a t-Ansaportation systerm which is cpable of maintaining its own
economic vitality while effectvely serving tie public need.

Motor Carrier Enytr - The Learue voted to endorse iioernired motor csr.er sotrY procedures.
N.T's position provides t!ht any applicant siculd be grtnted the authorty by the ICC to enter the

utc.dog business once they have passed the firnews test and have demonstrated a need or their se-uice by
providing "shipper support" for authority. Lssuance of aurhority should aot be strced solely
becuse of its adverse effec: on et-Jg motor car.ess.

Rate Bureaus -T1he NIT! aiso voted to continue its su-pprt of the antitrust ex--ption to meet and

set rates grsnted to the ail and rotor cortier rate bureaus, with trcdioficaros mtt tie roles governing the
bureaus' oPneratics. The League's proosalr fcr change itn e rate bureau sysm:n itclude allowing single
ine rates to be docketed -d fully discussed by any rare bureau, but voted on oriy by the craters which
con nartiirpate; 'rchhibiting rate bu.-au employees from roposing rate dockets; and eq tii"g te rules
governi-g rail and motor crier bureaus wherever -acticbie_

Rail Abandonmene - Racognirig the need to .r-toaliie the nation's rail nerwork. League rmembers
votre to allow azandcunment of rnail ins showing cnoinuing ilnancitl loss, with -10 days' notce :sen to
az acted shaipers and crrotmuaties.

Lnt-ercorporste Hauilng - Tae League voted to sunor icr. nteros-oorrt hal- ing for com:pensation be-
twee a parent corpornsn mnd 51% or more ownea. subsataxtes. Tais; would allow c:crsorattos with
-:r: awn-. z-:cic fle-es to _Ha.r: their subsidiar:is for rn-.sort.3don ser-ices tnat -th e pertarin ar themr, a
noce: Kwiuc is . -etly prchibsted by the ICC.

R-il Contrac: Rates - Ceironstra-ug ter:5onozuintg su=-ort of :-utnovarive -rtra ng tczn-ue-s.
NiL!. memeere prpccsed that the ICC shoulod ailow r1ircads to off:er si-uppers contr.c- rsats if these con-
tracts do not in^ter-e _with the ralrcads' common carter obligation.

Car Service - r-- Lea ue voted to support t!:e ICCs recent propcsal to t-un over car service aut-or-
rty to railroad management. This move would allow the raiircads themselves to oorncrol t': routnag and

diastibutzon of mm. a factor whicn should lead to i.proved ril serice.

Market Dominance - The Le -gue voted to cantnufe its suport af t.e iCs arket m dortinanc:
res. F-rther. -th nersher'i endorsed a conunui-g review of the crnccpt cf t- .ie dcr..n:n to0
is-ure ':at the IC's re-u=atcrs provd th ecuivaient cf effettve arnoeta:tron fcr :th -rot:c-on af
tne: s.-ping ub-lic.

No-Susoend Ztnes - League rne..bers -ri:-.nts: ter o-roesi:o t th e6z s.anent at ac-

suspren tones 'or --:-:r n w d tvoo enacs: iner. to r_'s: or :caer r-.:s . a ---- -- -

vith.out te aonger oa suspenamon or n-,esegaion by .he ICC. ..;e Letague -eeries s'- ;:ers snoua

-i nays 'lae the :r".t to ;r:'asec r-;es.

..a Le-gue ians :t tac ::-aVe ;cfton on the rcsIZrons !ndcomeC: --: sp.ct!-.erb.rtr-p
nteettng smor -;t.
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DF - 3eI ON OF "CA2T7E'" USD Z T NCŽ 'I E:CA

"DeefLnito0 of 'Caziv-i-' : To def-'e capoivr__7 -s nct -- easy
task sncse most ce__n- :.oos lez-re coasiderable rocm for suojeco:zve

Leorera~ion. Virnall7 ever7ore has a dif-fereM corcet or=
camtii-H- _snz:z fr-cm the elaboraze ICC definc.ion of 'ms-Ake
dor~--ce' to the conceot of the 'si=gle ca-i-er. We ha-7e rr4ed
to develoo a deffi:- iom* whici wuld (a) be acceoted *- Congress
and elsewhere as objecti-re and (2) incl' de the core of :he
captivity proble= -- the zossible inj-y to the *p-zccec-ed
sbizper. We recognize that the defn-.i:icn is somewhat arbitra=7.
The defiLitiCn of 'catci-:7' is based or. the two kea elere-ts:

(1) the element of -n'kec control of the ca:rier o-re- t'e
s5cper, as -eas-red by the 'single -ail. cgrie-' c_-'-er.o; ard

(2) the kci-d of c--ansmro==arco al are-ma:-res available o -:_e
shizoer or :he mine. For ez=la, we feel tiac cactv'-r :7
e-ists when ;he ransao-ara-in al:e-mnat-7es are so cOstl7
that adopcrng =hem would cause serious ±-niz7 to the co~eri-'-
tive posizion of the s.ipper.

"Therefore we 'h-ae defined caz;izv7 :o e-is. -w;hen =dzh. ccndi:.oms
a-e rsesen:-

( a) a single ra-l ca-rier rep-esencs z:he only present =-zzsorration
al:er-azive roar t'e ecn:e shizomen:, or a shasra-tial snare o'
the route, for the sh-r=ent in qcescicr; -nd

(2) the 'next best' ":re r szo_-a;-or al:e-a---e (other -a-'
car=er, mzotor or waer ca--' e-) is o-e whi'ch -wou:ld cause

j3u-r7 to t-e shioer s comec t::noce -cs_:-'a Zc-zed ta
ador. :_a_ alca=ac-e. "
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Senator McGoVERN. Thank you very much, Mr. Massey.
Mr. Stern, we will move on to you now.

STATEMENT OF LAURENCE J. STERN
Mr. STERN. Thank you.
Mr. Chairman, thank you for the opportunity to appear before

you on the subject of deregulation of perishables. As I believe you
are aware, the rail transportation of fresh fruits and vegetables has
been exempt from regulation by the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion since May 28, 1979, so I suppose I am a unique witness in the
sense that I am speaking here not from a theoretical position but
as one who has actually operated my portion of our business under
rail deregulation for 4 months, almost to the day, I might add.

I would like to summarize the highlights, if they may be called
so, of our experience during the first 4 months of deregulation.

First, I must say that we have been rather disappointed with the
deregulation experiment thus far. We believe there has not been
the kind of good faith negotiations which normally take place
between businessmen in a truly competitive environment. We at
Sunkist are only party to one contract, a common document signed
by all shippers located on the Southern Pacific. That contract was
offered to us essentially on a take-it-or-leave-it basis with the provi-
so that if we did not sign the contract, we would not be offered any
cars or service.

I would like at this point to just establish one set of ground rules
concerning my testimony. Sunkist only ships perishables from
packinghouses located on the Southern Pacific and Santa Fe Rail-
roads. Our experience is limited to those carriers plus their connec-
tions in the East and in Canada.

The immediate impact of deregulation was a steep and sudden
jump in the price of rail transportation. Deregulation unfortunate-
ly coincided with the exempt motor carriers strike, and the South-
ern Pacific increased its rate by 47 percent in less than 1 month.
The Santa Fe also increased its rates, but not as much, the maxi-
mum being 23 percent.

There has been generally, and is now, a substantial differential
in the piice of rail transportation in California and Arizona, de-
pending on which origin line is involved. This has produced a
negative effect on the perishable industry. We believe it is patently
unfair to penalize a shipper simply because he has the misfortune
to be located on the Southern Pacific which has often charged as
much as 50 cents per carton of citrus more for transportation to
the same destination than the Santa Fe. We do not advocate ex-
emption from the antitrust laws for the railroads to permit collec-
tive pricing. We do, however, point out that this is one of the
inherent disadvantages of applying deregulation to shippers which
have single line service. They are, we believe, in a very real sense,
captive shippers. Thus, we have a fundamental problem when de-
regulation is applied to single line shippers.

The nature of the perishable industry is such that prompt, reli-
able service is an absolute necessity. Carriers of perishables, wheth-
er they be truck or rail, must take responsibility for prompt deliv-
ery. The railroads have refused thus far to accept such responsibili-
ty. The contract we are a party to, and the other rules that we
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have to operate under thus far, have declined to specify any partic-
ular delivery date, and provide, moreover, that they will only be
responsible when guaranteed schedules are published. The catch is
that no such schedules have been published, and thus we have no
effective standard for prompt delivery service.

The railroads have also thus far refused under deregulation to
accept traditional responsibility for the safety of cargoes in transit.
This is another important aspect of transportation of perishables.
The contracts we have been offered attempt to avoid the tradition-
al concepts of common carrier liability. Because of the failure to
accept responsibility for loss and damage and prompt delivery, I
believe a feeling of distrust has developed on the part of shippers
and receivers of perishables. Although rail rates have declined
significantly in the last month so that they are, in fact, now
substantially below prevailing exempt truck rates, our business has
not gone back to the railroads in any significant quantity and the
majority of shippers still continue to route perishable traffic via
exempt motor carriers.

We are happy that the committee is concerned about common
carrier obligations under deregulation. It is also of great concern to
us. During the early stages of deregulation, the Santa Fe Railroad
refused to serve the Pacific Northwest. They accomplished this by
simply failing to quote on any traffic to cities such as Portland,
Seattle, Vancouver, and Calgary. Thus, our packinghouses located
on the Santa Fe had no rail transportation to their customers
located in those areas. Although the Santa Fe has now resumed
such service, this is an example of what we believe can happen
under deregulation. We do not think that the Commission ever in
fact intended that de facto abandonment occur under its deregula-
tion order. However, it appears to us that the railroads believe
deregulation gives them this option. It is easy to see the chaos that
could result in the distribution of perishables if the railroads sud-
denly and arbitrarily decide to cut off service to particular areas
throughout the country or to an individual shipper or receiver.

The committee asked us to consider what would be an appropri-
ate criteria for exemption. Earlier in my summary I mentioned the
difficulties deregulation has caused to shippers located on a single
railroad line. We believe there is no true competition here. Thus,
one criterion for deregulation ought to be the existence of two or
more railroad lines serving a particular shipper.

Second, there are differences in perishable traffic. Some traffic is
peculiarly adaptable to rail transportation. Citrus happens to be
one of those commodities. It is heavy loading, normally in excess of
100,000 pounds, moves regularly throughout the year, and moves
generally long distances. Economically this traffic should move in
significant volume by rail, and until recent years in fact it has.
Thus, in an economic sense, traffic of this nature has some of the
elements of dependence on rail transportation. On the other hand,
some perishable traffic moves in small volume, is light loading, and
moves at relatively sporadic intervals. It is not as adaptable to rail
transportation and we believe it should be immediately deregulated
in its entirety.
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Thus, a second criterion for deregulation is transportation char-
acteristics which minimize economic dependence on rail transporta-
tion.

In summary, we must advise this committee that deregulation
has been a disappointment thus far. We thought it could work and
should work. However, unless there is a drastic change of attitude
on the part of the railroads, we are rapidly coming to the unfortu-
nate conclusion that some sort of legislative or administrative
orders placing regulatory controls should be reenacted or promul-
gated. The deregulation experiment simply is not producing the
results anticipated as of this date.

That concludes my summary statement. Thank you for the op-
portunity to address this committee.

[Testimony resumes on p. 279.]
[Mr. Stern's prepared statement and attachments follow:]
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STATEMENT OF LAURENCE J. STERN,
TRANSPORTATION MANAGER OF SUNKIST GROWERS, INC.

Mr. Chairman and members of the House Transportation

Subcommittee and the Joint Economic Committee, my name is

Laurence J. Stern, and I am manager of transportation of Sunkist

Growers. I am pleased to have the opportunity to testiry before

you on a topic which is of vital importance to the perishable

'industry as a whole, and to Sunkist Growers in particular--rail

transportation of perishable commodities.

First, a word about Sunkist and the fresh fruit and

vegetable industry. Sunkist is an agricultural marketing

cooperative, one of the oldest in the Nation. It markets

fresh citrus fruit and products on beha'f of its 7,500 grower-

members who are located in California aid Arizona. While

products are an important adjunct to ou: business, fresh

fruit remains the most important part of our business today.

We are, therefore, one of the largest slippers of perishable

commodities in the world. Some idea of the volume of our

shipments is shown in the attached Exhibit 1. This Exhibit

shows two things. First, it shows the volume of fresh

citrus we must move in domestic transportation during the

course of a no mal shipping season and, second, it shows the

variations in ;upply which are largely dictated by weather

conditions ove:: which no one has any. control. Exhibit 2
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shows the principal cities which, over the past few years

have received significant quantities of rail deliveries.

Nearly all of these points are in the East. Consequently,

when we are talking about rail transportation of citrus

fruit for Sunkist, we are talking about a large but variable

volume of traffic which moves long distances to destinations

principally east of the Mississippi River.

Perishable commodities by their nature require prompt

and expeditious handling. Obviously, for the short-haul

movement the flexibility and speed of motor carrier transport

makes it the mcst desirable form of transportation and the

motor carriers have taken over most of our business west of

the Mississippt River. This is in part due to the inherent

service advantage of motor carriers and in part to the lack

of interest on the part of the rail carriers in this market.

We have, howev.tr, thought that the railroad industry was

interested in our business to the long-haul destinations in

the populous a::eas in the East and in the South where the

railroads can fully utilize the economies of rail transportation.

Two important requirements must be kept in mind when we

are talking about distribution systems applicable to perishable

fruit. First, not only do we need prompt service but it must

also be reliable service. Perishables must be marketed
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promptly on arrival at destination or they deteriorate in

quality and even spoil before they reach the consumer. Since

deregulation the railroads have refused to recognize standards

*of transit performance. Only if schedules are promulgated

will they accept responsibility for transit delay. However,

since deregulation, no schedules have been published. Thus, it

is important that regular schedules be published and that

actual delivery times correspond closely to the schedules.

Only in this manner can terminal market operators and chain

store receivers schedule the arrival and sale of produce in

an efficient manner. The second-important aspect about

produce shipment is the acceptance of responsibility for

loss and damage. Produce is peculiarly susceptible to

damage during transit, to losses arisin': out of delays in

delivery, and to theft when cars are broken into while

awaiting delivery at the railroad yard. It is important

that some one accept responsibility for such losses and

damage, otherwise businessmen are reluctant to risk large

investments in produce shipments. These are two important

features which are peculiar to the perishable industry.

.Obviously the price of transportation is important as it is

in all industr.es, but service and responsibility are also

of such importance that price often becomes secondary.
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1. Experience Under Deregulation

A. Rate Levels Under Deregulation

Exhibit 3 attached hereto shows the rate levels to New

York City charged by our two principal origin carriers since

May 28, 1979, compared with the corresponding exempt truck

rate. Note that the Southern Pacific rate increase during

the independent truck strike was as much as 47% while the Santa

Fe raised their rates by 23%. Now that the peak shipping season

has passed and truck supplies are more plentiful, the truck

costs are now back to where they started on May 28. The Santa Fe

is substantially below May 28 prices and the Southern Pacific

is about 7% higher than the pre-deregulation level.

Undoubted .y railroad officials would contend that this

is an illustration of the success of deregulation. When

demand increase3s, they have flexibility to increase their

rates to take advantage of shortages of transportation

equipment. Whan the peak shipping season passes, the railroads

are free to reduce their charges to the point where they

will make their service attractive to shippers in competition

with truck transportation. But the system is not working thus

far. In spite of rate flexibility, the railroads do not appear.

to be picking up any more business. See Exhibit 4. In short,
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based on our experience, deregulation is not bringing any of

the perishable business back to the railroads, and it may

even have fallen off a little.

In addition, there is a distinctly negative effect of

rate riking under deregulation. This is the considerable

difference which exists between the prices charged by the

Southern Pacific and Santa Fe from and to the same origin

destination combinations. In the case of Sunkist the obvious

result of these pricing discrepancies is that our packinghouses

fortunate enough to be located on the Santa Fe have enjoyed

more than their normal share of business. Approximately 33%

of our packinghouses are located on the Santa Fe; and these

packinghouses normally ship 32% to 34% -if our citrub iail

traffic year-in and year-out. However, since May 28 the Santa

Fe origin packinghouses have handled 46% of our rail traffic.

See Exhibit 5. We believe that this increase in share of

market is attributable largely to customer requests for fruit

loading on the Santa Fe. Railroad pricing appears to have

created a disturbing new competitive element in our industry,

with shippers finding that they are gaining or losing business

for reasons entirely apart from the quality, price, or availa-

bility of their produce. I might also mention the reactions

59-551 0 - 80 - 18
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that are beginning to occur with respect to these extreme

pricing differentials. Only last week, one of our large

packinghouses in the San Joaquin Valley opened discussions

with the Santa Fe concerning installation of a track.connection

so that they would no longer have to ship by Southern Pacific.

I recognize that antitrust laws prevent collective rate

making on exempt commodities. I am also aware that the

railroads want deregulation and exemption from antitrust laws,

and I am emphatically against that. The possibilities for

predatory pricing practices in such a situation are obvious.

What I am in favor of is true competition. Where a shipper

is served only by one railroad, i.e., the Southern Pacific--

there is not true competition. The shiper gets rdij service -

by the Southern Pacific or nothing. In those situations we

have the elements of a captive shipper and there must be some

protection offerred. Not everyone can build additional rail

tracks to reach another line. The expense would often be

prohibitive. The trade-off would be to allow other railroads

to use the tracks of the single carrier serving our packinghouse

or to give us regulatory protection.

B. Scheduling, Service And Responsibility

When the deregulation experiment was begun, the railroads

in the West made a number of public pronouncements that they
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were going after the perishable business and bring a substantial

portion of it back to the railroads. Under regulation, railroad

service had deteriorated until it was virtually worthless and

yet the price for transportation continued to increase. We,

as well as other shippers, thought that under a deregulated

environment we would be able to arrive at flexible and fair

business arrangements through a process of good faith

negotiations on both sides. The railroads indicated that

they were anxious to recapture a substantial share of our

business, and as you can see from our volume available for

transportation, we certainly wanted the rails back in the

perishable business.

Howjever, to date, fair, innovative n-got-'tion has not

happened. At the time deregulation tool: place, the carriers

had no plan for handling rail business in perishable trans-

portation. Even after a 30-day delay, Me were confronted

with ambiguous one-sided contracts which were presented

to us on a take it or leave it basis. Unfortunately the

effective date of deregulation coincided with the heaviest

part of the perishable shipping season and, with the emergency

fuel shortage, a strike of the independent truckers. If we

wanted to move our fruit, we needed rail. transportation and

so we were forced into accepting railroad contracts which
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did not and still do not meet our needs, and which created

distrust among shippers and receivers because of their legal

ramifications. As a result, when trucks became available

the business went back to the trucks even though the rail

carriers reduced their prices significantly.

M4y Exhibit 4 shows that from November, 1977, through

July of 1978 rail service accounted for nearly 30% of inter-

state shipments. In a comparable period, November, 1978,

through July of 1979--including the first two months of

deregulation--rail shipments declined to 22.6%.

There is no enthusiasm now for rail service even though

the rates have declined, in some cases, below the regulated

level last May. The keys to this industry are still being

ignored by the railroads. After four months of deregulation,

there is still no responsibility for prompt delivery.

Loss and damage is another problem as pointed out previously.

We have revised our loading techniques in recent years so we

can now load 100,000 pounds of citrus ii a single car.

About $50,000 may thus be tied up in on,- carload of fruit.

Who has responsiblity if the fruit arrives damaged? Heretofore,

we have had the protection of common ca:rier liability

imposed by the Interstate Commerce Act which permitted us to

file claims against the originating or destination carriers
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and enforce the claims without the necessity of proving on

what line the damage occurred. Moreover, we had the protection

of common carrier liability where our burden of proof was

reduced to simply proving the goods were delivered in good

condition and received in bad condition. None of these

things seem to apply now. At least the railroads have

attempted to deny all liability except for damage on their

own lines and then only when due to fire, derailment, mal-

functioning of the refrigerator unit or an act'of negligence.

Thus, the railroads have attempted to absolve themselves of

responsibility to a greater extent than the exempt truckers.

It is pretty hard to convince any one to use rail service

under these conditions. We have tried co teil the railroads

that they must accept some responsibility for prompt delivery

and for loss ard damage; otherwise, their service is not

worth very much. Unfortunately, the ra lroads have not

heard us yet.

C. Joint Rates And Through Routes

This problem seems to have been solved, at least

temporarily, by the railroad industry. Nearly all of our

shipments orig nate on one railroad and terminate on another

line. Sometimes there are three or more carriers involved
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in the routing and sometimes only two. But only in rare

instances does the shipment originate and terminate on the

same line. There was some concern at first that the carriers

would refuse to enter into any interchange agreements with

each other and that we would have to negotiate separate

contracts with each carrier involved in the routing. This

has not happened. In our experience the origin carrier

usually attempts to negotiate a complete rail service and

has undertaken to enter into agreements with its connections.

In some respects, however, we anticipate future problems.

In our business, it is sometimes necessary to ship fresh

fruit which has not yet been sold. This fruit is normally

placed on a car consigned to a destinati.on such as Chicago

or North Platte, Nebraska, which are points where destination

changes can be conveniently made. Prior to arrival, if the

car is sold we will issue what is known as a diversion and

reconsignment order which will consign the car to the buyer's

terminal. Consequently, before deregulation, tariffs

provided for a certain number of diversion and reconsignment

orders which would be carried out regardless on whose line

the car was located. Now, the origin line will not take

responsibility for diversion and reconsignment when the car
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is off its line. So far we have had no difficulties, but

this represents another uncertainty which, again, reduces

the desirability of rail transportation.

2. Effect On Intermodal Competition

As pointed out above, intermodal competition has not

increased as a result of deregulation. Our experience shows

that some carriers have actually improved their service to

certain destinations in the East, particularly the Santa Fe

which is doing a generally good job of handling our shipments.

They are also charging less now than the regulated rate in

May. The Southern Pacific, while not performing as well as

the Santa Fe, ias, nevertheless, improved its service from

some origins in the West to certain destinations in the

East. However, service continues to deteriorate from origins

in Southern CaLifornia and Arizona to the same destinations.

With reductions in price and improvement in service, we

would expect traffic to move back to the rails. The fact

that this has not happened--except during the truck strike--

shows that something is lacking. The key is that there is

no confidence that the railroad service improvement will

continue and the railroads are unwilling to accept responsibility
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for delays or for loss and damage. This is why I said at

the beginning of my statement that the requirements of

service and responsibility are so great in this industry

that, in some cases, price becomes secondary. In spite of

substantially higher prices on trucks, most of our business

continues to move by trucks.

3. Common Carrier Obligations

This is an area which may be of great importance in the

future. Under deregulation, the rail carriers do not believe

they have any obligations to the public. We had one instance

where the Santa Fe refused to handle any shipments to

destinations in-the Paci-fic Northwest. -The 3_ of our packing-

houses served solely by the Santa Fe suldenly found that they

could not reach their customers in such cities as Portland,

Seattle, Vancouver and Calgary by rail. Despite repeated

requests for r;ates and service to the Pacific Northwest, the

Santa Fe declined--claiming that such traffic was marginally

profitable and that under deregulation they were no longer

bound by any common carrier obligation to provide service to

any area. We ',ould find no record in the Ex Parte 346

proceeding indicating that the Commission had addressed that

specific point. It seems to us that the freedom of the railroad
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to abandon service at will--whether to a specific shipper or

receiver or to an entire geographical area--is a question that

must be debated and answered in a manner very soon or it too

will become a basis for continued economic hardship and

possible litigation in the years to come.

It seems to be generally conceded now that we are

entering a period of chronic fuel shortages. It also is

conceded that, at least for long-haul transportation, rail

service is about four times as energy efficient as motor

carrier service. If the rail carriers decide to shrink

their service area for perishables to only a few high density

movements, then our distribution system will be more heavily

dependent on wrmtor carriers which are mast vulnerable to

fuel shortages and rapid increases in fuel prices. This, of

course, is contrary to the purpose of deregulation which, as

we understood it at least, was designed to get more traffic

back on the railroads. Up until now, this has not happened,

and we are left with an uneasy feeling that deregulation may

be an excuse for the railroads to eliminate some of their

traffic, cut their costs and maximize their profits. It may

also provide a basis for de facto abandonment of facilities

and communities without any prescribed procedures simply by
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refusing to provide service or refusal to quote rates.

Certainly this was never intended by the Commission's order

in Ex Parte 346.

4. Criteria For Determining Exemption Status

The Committee's last question related to what standards

ought to be applied in determining whether commodities qualified

for administrative exemption. This is a difficult issue. We

thought perishable commodities, which predominantly moved by

motor carrier, would be a logical class of commodities on which

to try deregulation because shippers had largely left the

railroads anyway. Now that deregulation has occurred, we

begin to recogrize that, at least with eitxus fruits, it would

be uneconomic to put the entire volume !nto motor carriers,

particularly to the long-haul destinations east of the

Mississippi River.

Citrus is a little different from host perishable

commodities in that it is capable of heavy loading, moves

regularly throughout the year, and moves long distances from

the West Coast to the East Coast. Most transportation

experts agree that heavy loading, non-seasonal, long-haul

traffic is peculiarly adaptable to rail transportation and is
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able to take advantage of the inherent economies of rail

transportation. Based on their performance thus far, we

would hate to leave it up to the railroads to make a determination

of how much, if any, of our traffic they want to haul, where

they want to haul it, and at what price they are willing to haul

it. It must be remembered that this traffic is business on which

the railroads can and do make a substantial profit while still

underselling the motor carriers. To some extent, I believe

the same arguments hold true for such perishable commodities

as potatoes, onions, carrots and perhaps lettuce. This is

the kind of traffic which logically could be handled in

significant volume by the railroads and I have some question

whether such traffic should be completely deregulated.

Moreover, as pointed out before, areas or packinghouses

solely dependent on one carrier are deprived of competition

with other rail carriers and should be entitled to protection

by regulation which either would tend to curtail predatory

pricing practices or insure access to cther lines. There is

traffic in the perishable industry which is unable to take

advantage of the edonomies inherent in rail transportation.

These include commodities which generally move short distances.

to widely scattered destinations and in small volume. Such
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commodities are much more adaptable to motor carrier trans-

portation than to rail transportation. Moreover, there are

commodities which, by their very nature, are unable to load

heavily. Thus, they cannot take full advantage of the

equipment furnished. It is vely difficult for the railroad

industry to make money on such commodities and yet, under

certain circumstances, they may provide better utilization of

equipment.and prevent an otherwise empty return.

Consequently, commodities which are light loading, or

short-haul commodities which move in small volume served by

two or more carriers, would seem more logical candidates for

exemption, administratively, than those commodities which

can and should be handled in rail service and are captive to

a single railroad.

To sum it up, we have been disappointed with the first

four months unler deregulation. We are aware of some

improvement of service but we do not attribute that benefit

solely to deregulation. We question whether deregulation will

prove beneficial in getting the railroads back into the

perishable business, but we do see how it could result in

discriminatory competitive practices which would be detrimental

to our food distribution system.
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EXHIBIT I

-SqJISr GRIMERS, INC.
INTEFrAIE S9IMMIS OF FRESH CITWS

BY TOW.C AND RAIL
-IN STANDARD CARla4S-

CARTNS CARIUNS
SEASOI BY RAIL % BY TRUCK % ML 7L

1973-1974 21,970,500 53.0% 19,483,500 47.0% 41,454,000

1974-1975 21,202,500 44.0% 27,038,500 56.0% 48,241,000

1975-1976 18,616,000 42.1% 25,629,500 57.9% 44,245,500

1976-1977 19,050,000 42.2% 26,039,500 57.8% 45,089,500

1977-1978 11,082,000 29.8% 26,097,500 70.2% 37,179,500

1978-1979 YEAR-'I--DE 5,615,500 22.6% 19,276,500 77.4% 24,892,000

TOTAL 97,536,500 40.5% 143,565,000 59.5% 241,101,500

NITE 1: Sunldst seas n is fron Noverber-October. 1978-1979 year-to-date figures are
fore lbovembr 1978-July 1979.

SORE: SUNKIST GCIU:S, MINC.
REMORTS NO. 'MR601 AND TR504

iG: 9/24/79
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EXHIBIT 2

SUNKIST GROkERS, IrIC.
TEN LAREST RAIL MU=KErS FOR

INTERSTATE SHIPMETS OF FRESH CITRUS
NOVEBER 1973-JULY 1979

CARMtNS
BY RAIL

25,707,500

15,036, 500

12,026,000

10,256,500

6,935,000

4,637,500

4,312,000

3,085,000

2,865,500

2,204,500

84.0%

96.7%

87.2%

88.0%

70.3%

62.8%

50.4%

60.3%

94.9%

75.3%

CARIBS
BY TRUCK

4, 897,000

520,500

1,767,000

1,403,000

2,923,000

2,747,500

4, 245,500

2,027, 500

153,000

722,500

16.0%

3.3%

12.8%

12.0%

29.7%

37.2%

49.6%

39.7%

-.1%

24.7%

SCUREE: SUNKIST GROWERS, INC.
REPORTS NO. TR601 AND TR504

RS: 9/24/79

AREA

New York

Hantreal

Boston

Tbronto

Philadelphia

Detroit

Chicago

Pittsburgh

Saint John

Hartford

TOTAL

30,604,500

15,557,000

13,793,000

11,659,500

9,858,000

7,385,000

8,557,500

5,112, i00

3,018, 5C3

2,927, 300
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OO4PARISCN OF TRANSPORrATION COSTs FOR SHIPMENTS
OF F}SH aTRUS TO NEW YORK UNDER DEREGULATION

- IN DOLLARS PER CARItH -
(See Notes)

ROMLA TD RAIL RATE AS OF MAY 27, 1979: $1.78 PER CARIrN = INDEX 100

SHIPMENr

14ay 29
May 30
June 4
June 6
June 9
June 12
June 15
June 19
June 21
June 22
June 23
June 26
June 27
July 3
July 5
July 7
July 10
July 13
July 18
July 20
July 21
July 24
July 26
July 27
July 28
July 31
August 1
August 2
August 6
August 7
August 15
August 21
August 29
Sept. 8
Sept. 11

SJUl{ERN
PACIFIC

$1.81
1.81
1.81
1.90
1.99
2.08
2.17
2.26
2.35
2.44
2.44
2.53
2.62
2.62
2.35
2.17
2.17
2.17
2.26
2.35
2.26
2.17
2.26
2.26
2.17
2.08
1.99
1.90
1.81
1.81
1.72
1.81
1.81
1.81
1.90

EXHIBIT 3

SAEX
lNDEX FIE

102
102
102
107
112
117
122
127
132
137
137
142

147
147
132
122
122
122
127
132
127
122
127
127
122
117
112
107
102
102

97
102
102
102
107

$1.78
1.66
1.68
1.68
1.68
1.70
1.74
1.94
1.94
1.95
1.99
2.03
2.19
2.19
2.19
2.19
2.09
2.09
2.09
2 09

2.01
1.64
1.60
1.54
1.52
1.52
1.S2
1.! 2
1.44
1.44
1.'44
1. 4
1.42
1.42

100
93
94
94
94
96
98

109
109
110
112
114

123
123
123
117
117
117
117
117
113
92
90
87
85
85
85
85
81
81
81
82
80
80

TRUC$

$2.70
2.70
2.70
2.80

2.90
3.00
3.10
3. 460
3.60
3.60
3.70
3.80
3.80
3.40
3.00
2.80
3.00
3.00
3.00

3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
2.00
2.70
2.70
2.70

2.70
2.70

NOTE 1: Regulated rail rate calculated by dividinc total cost per car including
refrigeration by 2532 cartons (TCFB 4106, Iten 5135 and PPT-619, Item 25500).

NOrE 2: Southern Pacific cost per carton calculatecd from a Group 6 origin and is
obtained by dividing cost per car by 2532 cartons, including refrigeration.

NOrE 3: Santa Fe cost per carton calculated for a 48' rail car containing 2532
cartons and includes refrigeration.

SOUCUE: SUNEIST GIOERS, INC.
SHIPNENT RECORDS

RS: 9/12/79

- -
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EXHIBIT 4
SUNKIST GRtlSERS, INC.

I1NTORSTATE SHIPMENTS OF FRESH CITRUS BY RAIL
-IN STANDARD CARTONS-

NOVEMBER 1978-JULY 1979 NOVEMBER 1977-JULY 1978
RAIL RAIL
CARTONS % RAIL CARTONS % RAIL

Atlanta 6,000 0.6% 0 0.0%
Boston 787,000 65.4% 1,164,500 74.3%
Buffao 50,000 26.8% 111,000 39.7%
Calgary 54,000 6.4% 77,000 8.5%
Chicago 197,000 22.0% 262,500 27.2%
Cincinnati 30,000 5.6% 75,000 10.5%
Cleveland 29,000 5.6% 52,000 7.8%
Dallas 23,000 2.1% 10,000 0.9%
Denver 44,000 4.3% 20,000- 2 0%
Des MFines 36,000 4.2% 19,000 1.8%
Detroit 164,000 35.0% 289,000 43.3%
Grand Rapids 24,000 6.5% 37,000 8.7%
Hartford 113 000 30.2% 202,000 59.1%
Houston 0 0.0% 0 0.0%
Indianapolis 1,000 0.3% 13,000 3.3%
Kansas City 13,000 2.3% 0 0.0%
Memphis 0 0.0% 2,000 0 2%
Milwaukee 42,000 9.6% 42,000 8.5%
Minneapolis 64,000 7.1% 46,000 4.2%
Montreal 1,403,00 83.3% 2,118,000 97.7%
New Orleans 0 0.0%- 0 0 0%
New York 1,213,500 52.5% 1,796,500 63.6%
Oklahcea City 0 0.0% 0 0.0%
Philadelphia 305,000 36.7% 462,000 43.3%
Pittsburgh 185,000 35.9% 253,000 38.8%
Portland 2D,000 2.6% 0 0.0%
Saint John 122,000 64.6% 352,000 97.8%
Salt Lake City 3,000 0.3% 0 0.0%
Seattle 8,000 0.8% 4,000 0.3%
St. Louis 10,000 2.0% 18,000 2.6%Toronto 606,000 61.9% 1,362,500 87.3%
Vancouver 19,000 2.2% 44,000 4.8%
Washington, D.C. 13,000 3.4% 42,000 8 7%
Winnipeg 31,000 11.8% 49,000 13.7%

STTAL 5,615,500 22.6% 8,923,000 29.7%

TOTAL INTERSTATE 19,276,500 77.4% 21,077,500 70.3%
CARIONS BY TRUCK

TOML SHIPMENTS 24,892,000 30,000,500

SOURCE: SUNKIST GROEES, INC.
REPORT NO. TR 504

RS: 9/14/79
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EXHIBIT 5

NIlBER OF SUNKIST FRESH CITRUS
RAIL SHIPMENTS SINCE DEREGULATION
& ORIGIN CARRIER SHARE OF MAREST

ORIGIN CARRIER
SP AT&SF T7TAL

thy 28- May 31 10 12 22

June 137 98 235

July 148 112 260

August 119 123 242

September 1 - September 8 22 26 48

TOTAL 436 371 807

54.0% 46.0%

SOURCE: SUNKIST GR>IMERS, INC.
STATEINT iT.1

FS: 9/13/79

Senator JEPSEN [presiding]. Thank you. And Chairman O'Neal, as
I understand it, you will rejoin the group now?

Mr. O'NEAL. Yes, sir, I would be happy to do so.
Senator JEPSEN. Mr. Springrose-
Mr. O'NEAL. There is one more witness, I guess, that hasn't been

heard from.
Senator JEPSEN. I have been advised, and is this correct, Mr.

Levin, that you do not have a prepared statement but you do plan
to participate in the questions?

Mr. LEVIN. I don't have a prepared statement. I was asked to be
a witness at a very late date.

STATEMENT OF MICHAEL LEVIN

Mr. LEVIN. I would like to express that my experience with
deregulation has been very similar to Mr. Stern's. I represent
basically the vegetable industry in California. I have experience
dealing with other railroads than he does, and the same railroads,
and the fact of abandonment of traffic is a fact, and I would
basically like to confirm his statement.

Senator JEPSEN. Would you just state your full name and from
whence you come, for the record, and then take off.

59-551 0 - 80 - 19
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Mr. LEVIN. I am Michael Levin. I am vice president for transpor-
tation for the Western Growers Association. The Western Growers
Association is a nonprofit trade association. We represent 850 or so
growers, shippers and packers of fresh produce in California and
Arizona. Our members, in the aggregate, produce roughly 80 per-
cent of the fresh vegetables grown in that State, which would be
approximately 40 percent of those consumed in this country.

Senator JEPSEN. Mr. Springrose presented a highly interesting
and challenging approach to deregulation of the rail industry. In
substance, he proposes to achieve deregulation largely through the
wide use of contracts providing substantive benefits for both rail-
roads and shippers. Those shippers who enter into contracts with
the railroads would be considered captive; their rate and service
requirements would be reflected in contract provisions voluntarily
reached without ICC intervention. Those shippers who do not enter
into contracts would be considered noncaptive with adequately
competitive alternative modes of transportation available to them.
Under these conditions we were told we need to be far less con-
cerned about revising the market dominance test criteria. In effect,
the proposal says let market forces come to bear through the
instrument of contracts to shake out most deregulation problems.

I am very interested in getting a response to this proposal from
other witnesses, both in terms of what they like and what they
don't like about it.

I would like to begin with Chairman O'Neal.
Mr. O'NEAL. Well, I can give you some reaction. I have not really

had a chance to look at the proposal or really think it through.
I would have one question in my mind would there be access to

these contracts by various shippers, and would they be available to
any shipper on the same terms, or how would you deal with that
kind of a problem.

We have, as you know, and I mentioned in the statement earlier,
the Commission has opened up contract rates for the railroads and
I think made it fairly clear that contracts are acceptable, but there
have been some questions that have come up. One of them is access
to contracts by shippers that may not be large enough to attract
the attention of the railroads. Indeed, this has been one of the
complaints that we have heard from many small shippers who
have discussed the subject with us.

Another problem, and I am not sure how this would bear upon it,
is the problem or the potential proble.m of equipment availability
to different shippers. If they are not under contract, what will be
the effect of freight car shortages on those shippers in that posi-
tion.

But I think it is an interesting idea and one that I would like to
think about a little bit more.

I would like to hear some comments from the other panelists
here as to what sort of problems they see.

Senator JEPSEN. That is arranged for.
I would like, if we could though, so we could focus in kind of,

maybe examine a little more in detail one thing at a time. If I may
feed back what I heard you say essentially in the summary is what
about the small country elevators, maybe, or the small shippers
whose volume and so on is going to be such that they are not all
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that attractive maybe, to enter into a big contract, the same argu-
ments you hear when people have concern about deregulation and
that is service to everybody?

Would you want to comment on his comment?
Mr. SPRINGROSE. Well, it seems to me Chairman O'Neal voiced

three questions, if I perceived all of them correctly, and the small
shipper issue is an issue, and I think provides the most valid
reason for preserving the antipreference and prejudice and discrim-
ination portions of the present statute. I would visualize contracted
railroad service as separate from the common carrier obligation by
statute that we know today, and the information source would be
public, and in fact, this is not in our paper, but in addressing the
question that Chairman O'Neal posed, others have posed that as
well, I would advocate that with today's communication and com-
puter networks, the Interstate Commerce Commission in this pro-
posal be given the responsibility to select the appropriate data-
and I agree with DuPont that there are some facets to contracts
that really have no bearing on the transportation characteristics
and ought to remain between the two contracting parties and not
available for public review. That may be more important in the
chemical business than it is in the grain business.

However, with the Commission having the responsibility to moni-
tor contracts and disseminate information, I believe that captive
shippers or small shippers or any other kind of shipper or brokers
or whoever could subscribe to the service from the Interstate Com-
merce Commission on those contracts that are important to them,
and have an ongoing information source that would feed informa-
tion back to them that would be germane to their business, and
with the protection against preference and prejudice, they would be
entitled to the same sets of circumstances in contracts that have
been put into place so long as their shipping characteristics were
the same. I believe a system of working out that kind of protection
can be devised, and I would advocate that it be included in the
legitimatizing of contract ratemaking by a railroad.

Senator JEPSEN. John Norton, do you--
Mr. NORTON. I think that you can tell from our statement we are

strong endorsers of the notion of contract rates, and so I can
subscribe to very much of what is suggested by Mr. Springrose. I
come to a different point, however, when it comes to the question
of whether the railroads will always have an incentive to enter
into contracts.

To get back to the captive shipper situation, where that is actual-
ly true, the railroads may not have an incentive to do other than
just simply endorse the status quo and call it a contract or, as has
been suggested in other testimony, to present a take-it-or-leave-it
contract. This is not the meaning that I suggest be given to con-
tract negotiations, and I believe it rests on the lack of rail-to-rail
competition which I spoke of in my testimony.

I would like to give an example of the limited access which a
shipper has to the rail network. This network is presented to the
public as though it is available openly, and that the shipper has
the availability to route his traffic any way he wants. Those of us
who are engaged in that process understand the economic blockade
that is thrown up when you try to exercise that privilege.
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The example I have is metallic sodium shipped from our plant
near Memphis, Tenn., to Laredo, Tex., destined for export to
Mexico. Shipments originate on the Illinois Central Gulf Railroad.
An expeditious and short route for this traffic would be to inter-
change rail cars at Memphis with the Southern Pacific-Missouri
Pacific would be an alternative. This is the most direct route to
Laredo and the distance is about 924 miles. The variable cost for
the move using form A averages, is about $1.32 per hundred
pounds of product. However, the Illinois Central Gulf Railroad is
not interested in interchanging the traffic at Memphis, the nearby
point. In order to increase its revenue, which is based partly on the
distance it moves the cars, the ICG insists that the sodium cars go
down to New Orleans. If you can visualize on a map, this route
goes due south before it starts the trek down to the southwest. This
adds about 300 miles to the trip, adds cost to the trip, and you
might suspect that the rate for the present route is therefore
higher. But this is not so.

The present rate, for the route over New Orleans, is $2.79 per
hundredweight. This measures 161 percent of the variable cost over
this route. We are not upset at this rate. It is a reasonable, and we
are suggesting there is a rate problem. However, we are suggesting
that the ICG railroad has erected an economic blockade against the
shorter route by refusing to provide us a reasonable joint rate
when cars are interchanged at Memphis. If we were to simply
route cars that way, over Memphis, we would have to pay a combi-
nation of rates, including a very high charge to move the few miles
to Memphis. The resulting total charge would be 41 percent higher
than the charge we now pay over New Orleans. Although the rail
system costs are lower over Memphis, their price to us would be
higher, and equivalent to 300 percent of variable costs, not 161
percent.

To summarize, I see ICG's refusal to interchange their cars at
Memphis at a reasonable rate as an effective blockade against our
use of the full competitive network of the rail system that exists.

Now, I contend that if we went to the ICG Railroad, requesting a
contract for this move to Laredo, they could simply stand pat on
the status quo. Only if shippers have access to a wider scope of rail
transportation will they have the leverage to persuade the carriers
to enter into realistic contracts.

Mr. O'NEAL. I would like to comment on that. I think earlier the
question was raised, well, why have we only had since the Commis-
sion allowed the railroads to enter into contract rates last Novem-
ber, why have we only had two contracts entered into by the
railroads, and I think-now, in looking around, there are a lot of
issues that come up, but listening to this testimony and thinking
about this a little at other times, it seems to me what we are
lacking here basically is some incentive for the railroads to enter
into contracts. Now, if the railroad can obtain the rate increase
that they want without having to change their service require-
ments, without having to meet service demands of the shipper,
then there is no real incentive for them to enter into a contract.

I think the thought of more competition for the railroads is a
good one, but I don't know that it applies or that you can make it
apply in every situation because it is just not possible.
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One other thing that I feel is important here is for the Govern-
ment, the Interstate Commerce Commission, perhaps some legisla-
tion would be necessary, to force the railroads away from such
total reliance on general increases and try to force them to look
more and more at individual rate adjustments, and hopefully use
the contract approach as one way to make those adjustments, get
concurrence from the shipper by promising better service over a
longer period of time.

I really think that is one of the key things here.
I want to mention Mr. Springrose's response to my question

about how contracts are made available to small shippers, I
wonder-it sounds like what he is suggesting is that the contract
provisions would be made available to all comers at the Commis-
sion and that in effect you would have a rate set by contract and
made available to other shippers without the need for entering into
a contract, and I wonder if that approach, if I read it accurately, if
that provides a disincentive of any kind to railroads to enter into
contracts in the first instance.

Now, I don't-I think these are difficult issues. I am just wonder-
ing about that.

Senator JEPSEN. I am going to have to ask that we stand at ease
for about 5 minutes. I am going to have to go vote, so if we could do
that just for 5 minutes, we will be right back.

And in the meantime, I would like to start out, Mr. Norton, I
would like to ask you why you think the ICG won't do this.

Mr. NORTON. Why they wouldn't?
Senator JEPSEN. In other words, what do you believe will be the

reason they won't do what seems to be reasonable, to cut down the
300 miles and make this change at Memphis?

Mr. NORTON. Well, the ICG is willing to interchange the car at
Memphis, but only at charges that are exorbitant to us. This in-
crease is so great that this route is not a viable option.

Senator JEPSEN. Well, are the charges they are making-I have
got to go vote. This is interesting-the charges they are making, do
you believe that is to-when you say they are exorbitant, are they
unreal, or does it cost them that much to do it or what is it?

Mr. NORTON. It is a rather complicated issue. I think I would like
to address that when you return.

Senator JEPSEN. OK.
[Brief recess.]
Senator JEPSEN. I hope to have time to spend on this, because it

seems to be a railroad day here. We have on the floor of the Senate
a debate now on the order of a motion involving the Milwaukee
Railroad.

I believe we left off, Mr. Norton, where we were talking about
whether you felt that the rates at this point of changing and
utilizing the most direct route, but the change in the cost of that
was realistic, or what the real reasons were.

Mr. NORTON. Let me describe the background of this first. That
is that under section 10705, the Commission is not empowered to
require a railroad to establish a joint rate and through route
utilizing less than it "long haul" unless there are certain rather
rigorous conditions met. Therefore, the Illinois Central Gulf Rail-
road in this case can insist that the traffic not be turned over at a
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place we direct but a place they direct, that is, New Orleans. If we
were to insist that the ICG turn the traffic over in Memphis and
utilize a much more direct route, a less costly route, and a faster
route, using the Southern Pacific from Memphis to Laredo, the ICG
could simply say it refuses to make a joint rate over that route.
They would probably charge us a class rate to Memphis, and that,
in combination with the rate from Memphis to Laredo, would add
up to 40 percent higher than the rate we now have. Therefore we
are economically blockaded from using the more efficient, more
direct rail route.

Senator JEPSEN. All right, if it costs more, and you are economi-
cally blockaded, then trying to follow this thing through-and I
don t want to take all the time here, but I am very interested in
this point-who profits? Who stands to profit by this, or who stands
to gain? Why the objection to this?

Mr. NORTON. Well, we are a loser. I can identify us as one of the
losers.

Senator JEPSEN. You are the loser.
Mr. NORTON. In that we cannot avail ourselves of the more

direct, lower cost, quicker route. Also since we furnish the rail cars
we are being disadvantaged by not having a route open to us that
requires fewer cars because of faster service.

We would not object to the establishment of a reasonable joint
rate over the new route, even a rate providing the ICG with the
same level of profit. Under existing law there is no incentive on
their part to enter into these negotiations.

Senator JEPSEN. Well, what is the history, then? Somebody has
got to-in other words, if it doesn't make sense, somebody has to-
how does this come about?

Mr. NORTON. I am not sure who wrote section 10705 in its pres-
ent form, but it is clear that its thrust is to give a preference, and
that word is used, to the railroads for maximizing their haul in any
route. In other words, if a complaint is filed under that section,
under which I would want to have this other route established, the
Commission would actually have to lean in favor of the railroad
because that section contains the admonishment that the Commis-
sion must find preference for the railroad in its long haul.

Senator JEPSEN. So that we don't get ICG as--
Mr. NORTON. All right.
Senator JEPSEN. Forget about ICG, let's call it anything else--
Mr. NORTON. That's just an example.
Senator JEPSEN. Let's reverse the thing. Let's say that it was

another line in the same situation. Would they take and do the
same thing historically, and as a pattern, as ICG?

Mr. NORTON. Historically they have. I have a whole sheet of
examples that I could draw from, but those that are happening
now come somewhat out of the consolidations. We used to have
many various alternative routes, competitive routes in the North-
east, and now in many cases we only have one.

Senator JEPSEN. So there is a combination of rule and/or legisla-
tion that provides and makes this possible, and they are going to
take advantage of it, and they do.

Mr. O'NEAL. What is happening here is that the railroad has the
opportunity for a longer haul. They are going to take that opportu-
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nity; it is in their own economic interest, they feel, to take advan-
tage of the long haul, so they don't interline for what would be a
shorter haul and a loss of revenue to them. That is why the
railroad does it this way. Historically, railroads have certainly
avoided short-hauling themselves, and the Commission's under-
standing of the act is that that is preserved by the act.

Senator JEPSEN. OK. I am going to turn this-I kind of filled in.
It has been very interesting. I intend to take some more notes. I
would like to pursue this in detail.

Mr. Florio.
Mr FLORIO. Did Mr. Springrose want to add something?
Mr. SPRINGROSE. If I may, Mr. Florio, before the recess a couple

of questions that were raised about the contract rate proposal that
we submitted to the committee and that I would like to deal with
directly.

First of all, we don't offer this proposal as a panacea and suggest
that it is an either/or proposition. We can recognize many circum-
stances where it might not be an effective remedy for some ship-
pers and some carriers. That is why we maintain in the proposal
the fallback position to those shippers who don't see contract rate-
making as a viable alternative, a fallback position to the common
carrier obligations that are in effect today.

Now, John here is saying that even those have some shortcom-
ings in his discussion about routing out of his facility in Tennessee.
The other is the smaller shipper versus large shipper question
raised frequently, more frequently than I think is justified. Howev-
er, the equipment allocation is a justifiable concern between not
small versus large, but contract carriers versus those-or contract
shipper versus those who elect to remain with the common carrier
obligation or elect to remain with the present law. We have in our
statement treated that. We recommend a bold approach as an
incentive to stimulate interest in contract railroad service. At the
same time, we aren't locked in concrete in that regard and recog-
nize that that particular issue may require some phasein program.

The reason, in my judgment, the major reason, at least from my
own personal experience, that the Commission's encouragement for
the use of contract rates has not flourished has been the overriding
circumstance in the present law which maintains the Commission's
authority over directed car service orders and it presents a threat
to two parties negotiating a contract in good faith of a third party
intrusion beyond either of their control, which third party is moti-
vated by circumstances that may be entirely unrelated to the spe-
cifics in that contract, or indeed, even to the types of commodities
shipped under the terms of that contract.

Mr. FLORIO. Mr. Springrose, shouldn't the movement and greater
emphasis on contracts be a means of resolving or at least contribut-
ing to the resolution of the equipment allocation question? The
contracts can be used for financing, and to assist the railroads in
obtaining more equipment. The negotiations for the contract can
have as one of the variables the ability of the shipper himself to
provide equipment. Hopefully some of the bigger shippers will now
say perhaps we can get the assurance of some service. We would be
inclined to obtain equipment ourselves and assist ourselves in nego-
tiating lower rates.
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The incentives to contract should contribute to the reducing of
the problem of equipment allocation, shouldn't it?

Mr. SPRINGROSE. Yes, I agree wholeheartedly, and I think the
only negative count on everything you said has been that for the
very short term, the question of equipment allocation, and particu-
larly today in the times of the freight car shortage that we are now
experiencing, the question of allocation for the very short term
cannot be accommodated by the thesis that you have just de-
scribed.

But other than that, I think long term, and I would think of
fairly medium term, we would begin to see those kinds of results
because railroads and shipper alike could plan on business and
have an opportunity to impose forward thinking that they have
never had available to them before, and I think that would be-

Mr. FLORIO. Though it may be beneficial to the large shipper,
because the large shipper almost by definition is going to have
larger contracts that can be used to finance more equipment or
will have more capital available to buy equipment, isn't it going to
provide the large shipper with a competitive advantage with regard
to equipment allocation as contrasted with the smaller shipper?
Forgetting about the common carrier obligation, the large shipper
is going to be in a better position in the long term because more
equipment will be available to him, than to the smaller shipper.
Doesn't that accelerate the concerns that we have as to contract
rate authority not being equal to the shippers. The administration
holds out contract authority as the answer to the captive shipper
but that doesn't distinguish between shippers and shippers. Cer-
tainly the bigger shipper has more security. Even the bigger cap-
tive shipper has more security from contracts than does the small-
er shipper.

Could I ask Mr. O'Neal to respond to my concerns about putting
as much emphasis on contract rates as the DOT proposal does as
the answer to the captive shipper proposal.

Mr. Springrose, feel free to comment as well.
Mr. SPRINGROSE. All right. I recognize that as a fear, and I also

think in many respects it is a speculation that could very well in
time be found to be unjustified, and I base that conclusion on the
experience that we have had with unit trains, for the movement of
grain for export, and of course, in the development of unit trains,
the very same arguments were presented in that case before the
Interstate Commerce Commission. The result of that history of
something like 11 years now since the first rented train began to
operate, has been that there has been two adjustments made in
agricultural distribution-and that is really all I can speak to in
this regard. One of them has been that shippers who were not
participating in the export market historically before unit trains
began to operate because the single car rates were so high they
couldn't be competitive, and their grains were going in the domes-
tic channels, they began, some of them who couldn't adjust to unit
train loading, began to move to unit train loading facilities by
truck. They were excluded from loading unit trains. Nevertheless,
they were still participating in what amounted to a new market
demand that was brought into their production territory.
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The second thing that happened was that there were other ship-
pers who were in a position financially and otherwise so as to be
able to adjust their facilities to load unit trains, and therefore
became active unit train loading shippers in the overall distribu-
tion of grain for exports.

Now, I don't believe we should automatically acquiesce to the
fears that were addressed without considering that the adjustments
that can be made, many of which very likely will be made, ought to
be given an opportunity to adjust.

Mr. O'NEAL. Well, I think there are many opportunities for
railroads and shippers in contrasts between the two parties.

I think we have got to recognize, though, it is probably not going
to be a panacea. We are beginning now at the Commission to
receive indications of great concern by many small shippers about
contract rates and how they will be effected.

One example that is outside of the grain area, another that is
not represented here but which I have had occasion recently to
talk to the individuals, involves small lumber wholesalers in
Oregon, well, actually nationally, but they happen to be headquar-
tered, the association president is in Oregon. They have a great
concern because the giants of the industry-in that case, Weyer-
haeuser is the largest group and much larger than any of the other
shippers-obviously can pretty much determine well ahead of time
its needs, what the market is at specific points, how much it can
generate at its own origin points, and can enter into a pretty tight
contract based on those volumes. They have not done so yet. There
is great concern among the smaller wholesalers that if that does
happen, they are at a tremendous disadvantage because they will
not be able to take advantage of better service which they think
might flow from these contracts, or certainty in the rates or cer-
tainty in the availability of equipment. So they can see themselves
in a real disadvantage in the market.

Mr. FLORIO. Mr. Chairman, isn't that just a part of the business
process, that some shippers will plan better and anticipate market
conditions and contract appropriately and some shippers won't
plan as well as others? Is it our responsibility to be building into a
system protection against inappropriate planning?

Mr. O'NEAL. First, I am not saying we should build it in. I am
saying this is a problem, the world as they are perceiving it. And I
have asked them, why can't you form shipper associations, gather
together your resources and take advantage of large volume move-
ment. They have some fear of the antitrust laws in that area. They
also have a concern that the railroads will not recognize them as
large enough, at least individually, to contract with. But they just
don't attract the attention of the railroads as would a Weyer-
haeuser or somebody of that size.

Some of it is fear of the unknown. I am not sure it would work
out as they suggest, and perhaps the suggestion that Mr. Spring-
rose has made about contracts would take care of much of their
concern. I am not sure. I think there is a great deal of uncertainty
here, and it is awfully hard to tell exactly what would happen.

But contract rates can be anticompetitive to the extent they
freeze out shippers who for some reason can't take advantage of
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better service that might flow or better rates that might flow from
these contracts.

I want to say something about unit trains. Unit trains have been
a real boon to the grain industry, but I don't think that the
comments made by Mr. Springrose should be interpreted as sug-
gesting that unit trains have answered all the problems of the
movement of grain, or that even most of the grain moves by unit
trains. In fact, I think the railroads for the most part that are in
that business dedicated something less than 25 percent of their
cars to the movement in unit trains. So the rest of the traffic is
single-car traffic, or multiple-car traffic, something short of unit
trains.

Mr. SPRINGROSE. I need to clarify that because I didn't mean to
imply that unit trains was a panacea either, and as a matter of
fact, as I evaluate my responsibility to my employee I can see far
more single-car contracts being negotiated and placed into effect
which under the antipreference and prejudice provisions, which I
would encourage be placed against contracts could be utilized by
other smaller shippers who can load a single car.

Mr. FLORIO. Mr. Norton, did you want to make a comment?
Mr. NORTON. Thank you.
It is always easier to focus on negatives. They are easier to see

than positives. But I am sorry that I didn't emphasize as much as I
think the chairman has emphasized, the possibility that contracts,
bankable securities in essence, can be used to alleviate many of the
equipment problems railroads have.

I mentioned in my oral testimony that we have considerable
experience in contracts, and that about one-third or more of our
tonnage is moved under contracts with marine and pipeline carri-
ers. I brought an example contract, primarily to show and to
explain the complexity of our contracts, which go to all sorts of
conditions. This is one of the problems in arriving at contracts for
chemical commodities. We wish to include identification of such
things as equipment and safety considerations. However, I am also
illustrating a bankable contract which is worth a good deal of
money. The example I am showing was used by the carrier to
obtain a bank loan in order to obtain the equipment he needed to
perform under the contract.

Now, if that same process follows in the railroads, and it certain-
ly is logical that it would, it seems to me that contracts will enable
the rail carriers to obtain money for additional rail cars. Alterna-
tively, if the shipper has better credit and pays lower interest
rates, the shipper may find it advantageous to supply the rail
equipment. Contracts will help flow into the rail system more
equipment than the railroads can now obtain by themselves. This
should free up equipment for use by others who don't desire to
enter into contracts.

I believe that the rail system is probably the largest industry
which has to evaluate its workload day by day. The workload is
actually known only after the days shipments are tendered prob-
ably 99 percent of the time. Contracts will improve on this plan-
ning process because the traffic covered by contracts can be pre-
planned by the railroad, probably using fewer resources than nor-
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mally required, thereby releasing equipment for use by others. I
think this is a key and probably understated benefit of contracts.

Also, I would expect that the contracts would result in new
services. We do not have sufficient communication-I'll speak for
our company-between ourselves and the people who operate
trains. They are being operated to meet certain railroad objectives.
These objectives are not necessarily the same objectives that we
have. Through contract language we can communicate what our
objectives are. This process is underway in the negotiations we are
now conducting with railroads, and I can see that there will be new
services established, services which better meet both our objectives.
We are not talking about chemicals in trainload quantities. We are
talking about smoothing out certain runthrough services, parts of
trains. When these improved services are established for contrac-
tors such as ourselves, the railroads will be eager to fill these
trains with traffic from others. This is how I believe contracts will
help the so-called little shipper, another understated benefit that
will derive from greater freedom to enter into contracts.

Senator McGOVERN [presiding]. I might just say for the interest
of my colleagues and also the panelists and others in the hearing
room that the Senate is now debating what to do with the Milwau-
kee crisis. Senator Magnuson went to the floor earlier today with a
proposal that he was going to offer on an appropriation bill, that
would have required the Milwaukee to continue operating the
entire system until the first of May with Government loan assist-
ance. After some discussion on the floor, a compromise was worked
out. Some of us pointed out that the difficulty with that approach
is that it would probably be challenged by the creditors of Milwau-
kee in the courts on the grounds that the money tied up would
further jeopardize the financial integrity of the road.

In any event, apparently a compromise is going to be worked out
in the Senate to extend the effective embargo date from November
1, as ordered by Judge McMillan, to November 30, and with some
Government assistance during that 30 day period.

We also got an agreement out of Chairman Cannon of the Senate
Commerce Committee that he would report out in the next 2 or 3
weeks a bill that Congressman Florio and 1 have introduced that
comes at the problem from a different point of view. It permits the
reorganization to go forward and the embargoed lines to proceed as
ordered by the court, but it would then provide long term, low-
interest loans to other rail companies or to groups of shippers who
are interested in taking over segments of the line that would not
be preserved in the main core, and we got public assurance that
that legislation would be reported out for floor action before Con-
gress adjourns this year.

I just wanted to direct a question to Mr. Levin and Mr. Stern. It
is my understanding they haven't had a chance yet to reply to the
matter that is under discussion, but because of the special arrange-
ments under fresh fruits and vegetables, I am wondering how you
gentlemen react to the general line of reasoning that Mr. Spring-
rose was developing with regard to contract agreements as the best
hope of achieving an effective and equitable deregulation of the
rail industry?
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Mr. LEVIN. I think a great deal of it will depend upon the desire
of the carriers to carry the traffic to begin with, and the level of
profitability that that traffic as demonstrated to the carrier in the
past.

I have had the experience of dealing with the Western Pacific
Railroad this year in attempting to secure transportation for a
number of melon shippers in the upper San Joaquin Valley. It was
one of the most distressing experiences a shipper dependent upon
transportation could experience. I was told, we do not want your
traffic. The shippers, cumulatively over the course of the 2-month
season, ship approximately 170 carloads of honeydews to Florida.
When I was told that they did not want our traffic, I requested
them and the Southern Pacific separately to agree to a switching
arrangement whereby the Southern Pacific Transportation Co.
would come in and serve our customers so that they would not
suffer that loss of service. I was then told that was impossible, that
they would not discuss it with the Southern Pacific because they
were afraid of antitrust violations.

In desperation, we contacted as many people as we could to apply
pressure to the Western Pacific-and this, I might add, was also
going on during the time of the truck strike, these negotiations
were taking place during the truck strike. Eventually, the Western
Pacific did institute a rate. The rate was somewhere in the neigh-
borhood of 50 percent above what the regulated rate had been. It
offered no through means that we could use their services.

They later did reduce the rate after more pressure was exerted,
but in my opinion, for a contract to be meaningful, it requires an
open dialog between both parties. In attempting to negotiate a
contract with Southern Pacific-and this is a very unique contract.
The contract we have with the Southern Pacific is an attempt to
take all of the tariffs under which our merchandise had previously
moved and to put them into somewhat of a workable agreement. So
it is unique and must be viewed in that sense.

Our members were submitted a document with a cover letter
that said you must sign this document. That was the first commu-
nication we had had from them. We then petitioned for a stay of
the effective date of deregulation, which the Southern Pacific ob-
jected to, stating that they were ready to go, when in fact not one
member in my organization would have been able to ship under
the terms and conditions that they had proposed. Their major
attempt in that was to completely remove themselves from all
common carrier liability. We were later able to negotiate, again in
an 11th hour negotiation, a contract which both parties agreed
would be an interim contract and which will be further negotiated.

Again it boils down to a desire must be necessary on the part of
the railroad to serve the industry, and the historic attitude that I
have observed of the railroad industry where traffic is either mar-
ginally profitable or nonprofitable, the desire is not there to con-
vert that to a profitable situation but rather to abandon it in favor
of other traffic which at that time was demonstrating a higher
level of profitability.

Because of the service that we have received from the railroads
over the past 15 years, which has caused their percentage of our
traffic to drop from 75 percent of our total percentage to some-
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where under 10, service is a very, very major portion of our prob-
lem with the railroads. It is a very, very interesting and profoundly
miserable state of affairs to have them first say, give us the ton-
nage and we will give you the service. It cannot work like that
when you are marketing a product that will spoil in transit.

So our experience has been very poor to date. But again, I think
it must be considered in the context that we are working in a
totally different atmosphere. We cannot at this time commit the
amount of traffic that would make it truly desirable for the rail-
roads to enter into a service-oriented contract with us, although I
believe that it could be done if there was a greater desire on the
part of the railroads to do that.

We further have had problems in the disparity between the
various railroads serving basically the same points and serving
competitors which is very marked. As an example, I have carrot
shippers located in Bakersfield and along the coastal regions of
California. Current rates for a Santa Fe shipper in Bakersfield to
ship a carload of carrots to New York is $4,300. The shipper located
directly across the street from them on the Southern Pacific track
is now $4,608. The shipper located in the Santa Maria coastal
region shipping carrots is over $4,700. Needless to say, that price
will come directly out of the farmer's pocket.

So there are a great many problems which are very difficult to
work out.

Mr. FLORIO. Isn't that an opportunity as well as a problem?
Having the opportunity to, contract on a long term basis, particu-
larly when there are alternative modes of transportation, provides
the shipper with the opportunity to play one mode against the
other.

Don't you see that as a potential opportunity?
Mr. LEVIN. There is no benefit to that when you are dealing with

someone who does not want your traffic to begin with.
Mr. FLORIO. In all three instances that you just gave?
Mr. LEVIN. I believe that the Santa Fe aggressively wants our

business, and they have priced themselves in such a way that they
will get it. I believe that the Southern Pacific, in limited circum-
stances, in very limited circumstances, desperately wants our busi-
ness, and they have priced themselves accordingly when the condi-
tions were such that it was beneficial to them to do so. It has
certainly not proved to be of benefit to any shipper in my organiza-
tion with whom I have spoken, and I am in great contact with
many of them.

The real problem the perishable industry has had with railroads
is not one of price; it is one of service. The independent owner-
operators give us very fast, consistent service to our markets. Our
markets are tied directly to a shelf life problem. We only have so
long, we'll say an average of 10 to 12 to 15 days, in which to
distribute to market and have our products consumed. Otherwise
they spoil, they deteriorate and they are of no value.

Currently, if I ship a head of lettuce from the Santa Maria
Valley or the Oxnard area to New York City, the transport time
routing by the Southern Pacific cotton belt to St. Louis and on to
New York will run anywhere from 12 to 16 days, and the railroads
obviously will not pay for the deterioration of the product because
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they have no schedules that apply via that route. However, there is
no alternative form for me to use.

The shippers in the Salinas Valley who are in competition with
our shippers have the benefit of the lower rate and a consistent
sixth morning delivery to the market because that Salinas Valley
shipment is the traffic that is attractive to the railroads, and they
have done a very commendable job in that area. But it is the
southern half of the State of California and the State of Arizona
that are suffering greatly because of it.

Senator McGOVERN. Mr. Stern, did you have anything to add?
Mr. STERN. I think Mr. Levin covered many of our problem areas

very well. I want to add a couple of things.
First of all, with respect to contracts, we in Sunkist are members

of a shippers association located in Chicago involving piggyback
service. We are currently in the process of negotiating an annual
volume contract rate with the Santa Fe Railroad, and that process
has been going on for approximately a year now.

I will say that at the start it was a very difficult process because
it was very clear that the railroad personnel had very little idea of
the mutual give and take which is required in contract negotia-
tions, and they attempted very rigorously to impose prior tariff
obligations upon us, and in turn, tried to rid themselves of every
type of tariff obligation that they had previously considered oner-
ous.

But after about a year of intense discussion, we have now suc-
ceeded, at least at this moment in time, in reaching what I believe
to be a far more fair and workable proposition.

I would say, as Mr. Levin pointed out, it is largely a question of
attitude. The Santa Fe are reasonably responsible businessmen. I
would point out here we in Sunkist deal with many, many motor
carriers, fleet operators, agricultural trucking cooperatives, and
owner-operators. We deal with them on a daily and weekly basis,
and I will tell you categorically that we do not have the environ-
ment where one party tries to take advantage of another. There
has to be a mutual give and take and fairness on both sides. We
would not be able to continue our relationship with these exempt
motor carriers if we at Sunkist attempted to take advantage of
them. We would not survive economically, and we would all be in
court all the time.

I would have to say that our first 4 months with the railroads
have been rather mixed. The Santa Fe railroad generally attempts
to be as fair and as evenhanded as they possibly could be. We have
not had that experience always with the Southern Pacific. They
have attempted, I believe, to take advantage of the situation. Not
always. I think in some cases their attempts are just honest mis-
takes.

Be that as it may, it is a very difficult situation we are confront-
ed with. I am here as one who has gone through a lot of very
interesting experiences in the past 4 months in that respect, and
not a function where one of the parties simply says here it is, take
it or leave it. That is what it is going to be.

Mr. FLORIO. The Southern Pacific recently reported that their
rail lettuce traffic has increased by 63 percent; celery, 50 percent;
mixed vegetables, 60 percent compared to last year.
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Do you know if this traffic is diverted from trucks, other carriers,
or is a result of just an increased crop?

Do you have any information with regard to that?
Mr. LEVIN. I would think that there would be two reasons for

that experience. Primarily that has been caused by the strike by
the independent owner-operators when we had no effective alterna-
tive means of transportation. We were literally forced to go back to
the railroads. It was the one time in our history when we could
honestly be considered a captive shipper. During that time, the
rates rose to 47 percent above what they had been under regula-
tion.

The other reason for that is there is a very, very strong desire on
the part of our industry to see railroads return. We have become
literally a captive of the independent owner-operators. We feel very
strongly that a balanced transportation system serving our indus-
try would be highly beneficial. So my office encouraged the use of
the railroads, and we still do, to give them an opportunity to
implement some services that will be mutually beneficial.

I think that the later figures, after the strike, once the situation
has had an opportunity to calm down, I believe that later data will
support that. There is a very minor increase in rail participation at
this time which could, I believe, be attributed to the enormity of
the crop that we have this year.

Senator McGOVERN. Mr. Massey, you haven't had an opportunity
to comment on any of this discussion since your opening statement.

Did you have any points that you wanted to make?
Mr. MASSEY. Oh, indeed. Let me say that the coal industry and

the railroads have for the past several months been sitting down
together in an informal way trying to study out jointly these very
problems that you are considering here today, and I think that
collectively we have determined that anything short of Govern-
ment ownership of all of the roadbed, that there is absolutely no
way to deregulate the railroads as we have trucks or airlines. As
long as there is private ownership of right-of-way, that there has to
be regulation.

However, what can we do to help things as they stand. Well, the
answer to that is let's have a little more contract ratemaking, in
other words, to get out of this extreme regulation of the rate-
making process, particularly when we are looking to our future in
the coal industry, with the energy crisis and the heavy dependence
on foreign oil. We are forecasting ahead here that within the 1985-
87 period, the railroads will be called to haul twice as much coal as
they are now. Now, that is a tremendous problem, and an opportu-
nity for the coal-carrying railroads.

We have something very similar to contract rates already estab-
lished. We won't call them contract rates; more, they are negotiat-
ed tariffs. For instance, a typical example would be because you
can load a 10,000 ton unit train, or 100, 100-ton railroad cars in 4
hours on one end at one mine, and then unload it at the other end
in 4 hours, you are given a break of maybe 20 percent on the
freight rate for this volume. The results of this have been astro-
nomical in the ability of what the railroads can do. The turnaround
time, typically 48 hours where heretofore the turnaround time on
the hopper cars might have been 16 days.
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Mr. FLORIO [presiding]. Mr. Massey, with regard to contract rates
or whatever they are called in the coal industry, it is my under-
standing that they are not as binding on both sides as they could
be. The coal company is required to guarantee volumes, but the
degree of service and the rates are not quid pro quo. There is no set
rate.

That seems to me to be antithetical to the concept of contractual
obligations.

Can you clarify that point? Am I correct?
Mr. MASSEY. Well, like I say, there haven't been any in the coal

industry made even though, as I understand, there is no direct
prohibition of contract rates today.

If you would rephrase that.
Mr. FLORIO. You referred to tariff rates. Are there contractual

understandings between railroads and the coal industry such that
there is the ability for the coal company to contract with the
railroad and guarantee that they will give them certain volumes in
return for which there is a nonbinding representation made on the
part of the railroads that they will give certain discounts. However,
if they see fit to not give those discounts or to change the rates,
they can. That doesn't seem to be a bilateral understanding.

Mr. MASSEY. That is why I say that this arrangement is very
close to a contract rate. It is not, it is still a tariff.

Mr. FLORIO. The mutuality of cooperation doesn't appear to be
there.

Mr. MASSEY. It is not at the present time. For instance, the
problem with the thing we have got now is that this works very
fine until there is a car shortage. When there is a car shortage, the
railroad is obligated by present ICC rules to break up these unit
trains, distribute the available 100-ton railroad cars to the availa-
ble shippers on a percentage basis, and therefore they cannot then
give the service.

Mr. FLORIO. It is very difficult to talk about this in terms of a
contract.

Mr. MASSEY. Well again, the assumption being that if you have a
contract in the coal industry, that there would be a dedication of
either railroad equipment or shipper equipment to the haul. Such
equipment would be dedicated to the contract and would not be
subject to the ICC rules to give equal car service to a small shipper,
for instance coming into the market on a spot or intermittent
basis.

Now, with due respect for the small shippers in the coal indus-
try, there are going to be in the future very few small consumers.
Basically the consumer is the guy we negotiate the rate with
anyway, not the shipper. The electric utility industry takes up 70
percent of the coal burned in the United States, and that percent-
age is going to increase substantially in the years ahead. So most of
the coal industry including the small shippers is talking about
shipping coal to very large consumers of coal in very large quanti-
ties.

We feel that an improvement on what we have now, since we
cannot deregulate, is to expand the scope of our ability to contract
with the railroads the deals under which we would ship these large
quantities of coal in the future.
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Mr. FLORIO. I wonder if I could shift the subject to one of the
other items that we were concerned about, market dominance. I'd
like to direct a question to the Chairman with regard to the propos-
al that the ICC apparently is considering to eliminate the market
share and the substantial investment tests for determining market
dominance and relying almost exclusively on variable costs as a
measurement of whether a captive shipper is a captive. The deter-
mination of variable costs is based upon the ICC's regulatory cost
accounting procedure. Aren't we relying upon a system that has
come under some criticism? The criticism is that those costs, as
determined by that system, are really not relevant to individual
movement costs. The system costs are based upon historical data
which is sometimes distorted with regard to the particular costs of
a particular railroad between two specific points.

If you are going to rely upon that test, aren't you going to have
to rethink your accounting requirements and regulations?

Mr. O'NEAL. First, let me say that the use of variable cost as a
test is merely a threshold test. In other words, we are not saying
that if a movement is above 180 percent of variable costs, that it is
for sure captive, and we are not on the other hand saying that if it
is below that it is not captive. What we are saying is that the
burden of proof will shift depending on where that number is. We
think it offers a possibility at least of a simple test that everybody
can understand more easily than what we are using right now.

Obviously it depends on how good the cost data is. We have
established or changed the uniform system of accounts. We are also
at the present time working on establishing a cost center basis for
the railroads which we hope will improve the data that is availa-
ble.

Also I think it is important to recognize we are talking here
about variable costs as the measure. We are not looking at fully
allocated costs which would tend to have more of the historical
costs in them, perhaps, than the variable costs. I think there are a
lot of, just summarizing what we are trying to do is deal with a
cost that is more easily identifiable, variable cost. We are trying to
improve the validity of the cost information that is available.

Mr. FLORIO. Would you explain the basic rationale for using
variable costs and the relationship between variable costs and why
a shipper would be regarded as captive if a rate is above a certain
percentage of variable costs?

Mr. O'NEAL. Right. Variable cost is basically the cost of provid-
ing the service that we are concerned with. If you meet that cost,
then at least you are meeting the cost of providing that service.
Anything above that contributes something to the railroad oper-
ations. It does not necessarily contribute profit until you get above
fully allocated costs, which generally is about 140, 145 percent of
variable costs in most instances. That is why we say that at 140
percent of variable cost, the carrier probably is not making a
profit, the commodity-there is a very good likelihood, then, that
that commodity is not captive to that railroad, and the Commission
should be very chary about using its suspension powers or investi-
gating the rate; that when it moves above 140, 145 and gets up to
the 180 percent range, we are saying okay, in that area the carrier
is making a profit. There may be a question as to whether that
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traffic is captive, so the burden then is still on the shipper to show
whether the traffic is captive or not. Over 180 percent we feel there
is a very good chance that the traffic is captive to the carrier.

Mr. FLORIO. What is your opinion of a measure of captivity based
upon a percentage of motor carrier or water carrier rates?

Is there a correlation that can be used to compare rates between
alternative modes?

Mr. O'NEAL. Well, I suppose you could do that. It gets much
more difficult.

Chances are, though, that if there is competition from the motor
carriers or water carriers, the railroads are not going to be charg-
ing rates that are 180 or 190 percent of variable costs. They will
have to keep their rates down because of the competition.

I want to make it clear that first of all, this is a proposal; that
second, that we are not saying that this is a precise technique for
establishing market dominance. We are saying that balancing the
need for simplicity in having a test, meeting the requirements of
the statute, that this provides, we think, at this stage, at least, the
easiest way to meet the obligation under the statute.

Mr. FLORIO.We heard questions this morning about the quality of
service along with the question of the rate.

Do you feel that the ICC should consider the level of service
provided by the carrier in return for that rate? Is there a way to
quantify service in order to include it as a factor in considerations?

Mr. O'NEAL. It is a very difficult thing to quantify the service
that a railroad provides.

Mr. FLORIO. On-time performance, is not too difficult to quantify.
I am sure that there can be indicators or--

Mr. O'NEAL. Well, let me say, we at one point, we had a rule-
making underway to establish some standards of performance in
the perishable area. This went on for a long period of time and the
reason was that it was, extremely difficult to identify what was a
good standard of performance between any two points. There are
thousands of points being served by the railroads. How do you
establish that this particular elapsed time is the proper time
against which you can measure the carrier's performance.

I think we have washed that out now in the perishable area
when we exempted fresh fruits and vegetables. We kind of gave it
up as a very difficult concept to get a hold on and try to regulate.

Mr. FLORIO. Are you concerned about the point that Mr. Levin
made that the exemption with fresh fruits and vegetables and the
removal of a common carrier obligation, there are apparently seg-
ments of the country that are no longer being serviced?

Mr. O'NEAL. Yes, I am listening with interest to what he said. I
think it is important, though, to keep in mind that one of the
reasons the Commission exempted the movement of fresh fruits
and vegetables by railroads is that only about 8 percent of all fresh
fruits and vegetables moving in the United States at that time
were moving by rail. Everything else was moving by motor carrier,
exempt motor carrier. So there is a way of moving the commodity.
They are getting a good combination of rate and service from the
motor carriers.

The opportunity available to the railroads here is for them to
improve their combination of rate and service and try to take some
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business away from the motor carriers. And I have understood that
the railroads seem to feel that they have picked up some business
in the past several months.

We want the shippers to feel they do have an adequate option
here, and obviously we are going to be looking at how this thing is
working. We are going to have a study to review the experiences
under this action that the agency took.

Mr. FLORIO. Is the ICC's rationale to exempt commodities based
on a steadily declining share of the relevant market as the only
test that the--

Mr. O'NEAL. No, no, it is not the only test, but certainly looking
at this market, we would have to say that there is a lot of competi-
tion for the movement of fresh fruits and vegetables. When the
railroads only have 8 percent and the rest of it is moving by motor
carrier, that is a very good indication that there is a marketplace
out there that apparently is meeting the needs of the shippers, and
we have got to raise a real question about whether regulation by
the Government has any role to play there. Questions are being
raised now, and I am sure there are things that will come up that
were not anticipated, and we will see if there is something we
ought to do.

We are not eager, however-and I want to make this clear-we
are not eager to jump back into this area unless there is an awfully
good case made.

Mr. FLORIO. Would anyone care to respond?
Mr. Massey?
Mr. MASSEY. On that subject of revenue to variable cost relation-

ships-and they are becoming increasingly important for rate-
making criteria-while at the present time there are no cost center
oriented commodity-specific or route-specific data now required of
the railroads or currently being maintained by the railroads, and it
is a recommendation of the coal industry that rail carrier account-
ihg and reporting requirement should be updated to furnish com-
modity-specific and route-specific cost center data.

Mr. FLORIO. One of the things that the administration is propos-
ing is a uniform system of cost accounting. The question has been
raised, and this committee has considered what that really means.
Does that mean a specific definition of what the accounting system
should be for each and every railroad, or does it mean a specific
statement of accounting principles within which the different rail-
roads could comply in accordance with their own accounting needs.
The uniformity of principles would be sufficient to allow the ICC to
effectively monitor the situation.

Mr. NORTON. I would like to comment on the question of defining
market dominance through the objective test of rate level without
getting into the question of the particular numbers that are being
used by the ICC now in their proposal. This certainly does present
a much simplified way of getting at this question of separating
those moves which should be subjected to possible scrutiny from
those which should probably be left alone.

I support what is being proposed by the ICC on the virtue of its
simplicity. One of the problems we have with the present market
dominance rule and also with the market dominance proposals in
the administration bill, is this question of relationship to an estab-
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lished truck rate. One should understand that when you have a
long history of moving large quantities of bulk chemicals by rail in
200,000 pound net weight units and there has been no interest
shown in establishing a competitive truck rate, all you have in
comparison with a well-honed rail rate is a truck rate which is so-
called untreated. You should not attempt to relate the truck rate,
applied to perhaps only 40,000 to 45,000 pounds per shipment
versus a railroad rate applied to a carload of perhaps 200,000
pounds. Also you may be comparing the rate for something moving
in equipment supplied by the shipper versus a rate for equipment
supplied by the carrier. So I don't think that is a good test.

Mr. FLORIO. Could I interrupt?
Mr. NORTON. Yes.
Mr. FLORIO. Unfortunately I must leave to attend a vote on the

House floor. It is the continuing resolution to keep the Government
operating beyond the first of October and it is highly desirable,
that it continues.

We will take a recess for approximately 10 to 15 minutes.
[Brief recess.]
Mr. FLORIO. The hearing will reconvene.
The House Rules Committee has voted a rule for the considera-

tion of what was referred to on the Senate side as the McGovern-
Florio approach to the Milwaukee problem. We don't always refer
to it the same way on the House side.

I thought the membership here would be interested.
I would like to ask a few more questions, let all of the witnesses

summarize, and then conclude.
I would like to ask Mr. O'Neal a few questions with regard to his

initial statement about joint rates and the impact of the joint rate
provision in the administration's proposal. I don't think there is
any question that the existing requirement for concurrence is
somewhat anticompetitive. The approach that the administration is
taking would be more competitive but perhaps a bit more disrup-
tive to the whole industry.

There have been some proposals floating around the ICC, among
other places, for a surcharge approach with regard to divisions to
compensate carriers for extra charges.

I have heard suggestions that there be unilateral ability on the
part of carriers to impose surcharges. I am concerned that this
would reinforce inefficiency that may exist within certain carriers.
There would be the ability to pass on, in a surcharge, costs of
maintaining operations, even if the maintenance of those oper-
ations is somewhat inefficient. That is not compatible with what is
the basic rationale of the whole deregulation proposal, that ration-
ale being that marketplace forces will fix rates and the allocation
of capital, and that those marketplace forces will make all carriers
more efficient.

May I ask Mr. O'Neal his thoughts with regard to my concern
about a surcharge approach to the joint rate question?

Mr. O'NEAL. Well, let me say, we have this question before us.
ConRail has filed, well, a number of surcharges. The one that we
are directing most of the attention to now pertains to pulpwood.
What they have done is propose a surcharge which we have al-
lowed to go into effect and which we are now investigating to
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determine the basic question of what impact this is having on the
flow of commerce, what effect it may be having on the other
carriers that participate in the interline arrangement. The basic
thrust of the ConRail proposal is that they have been carrying this
commodity at below variable costs. Thus, every movement of the
commodity is a loss to them, and that they ought to be able to at
least raise the rate level to compensatory levels.

The argument that has come back is the- argument you are
raising here, I think, well, the problem with ConRail is that it is
the high cost carrier. Its costs are unreasonably high, and that
should not be used as a basis for the ConRail surcharge or any
adjustment of its interline rates.

This is an age-old argument, in a sense, between the railroads in
that part of the country, formerly dominated by Penn Central, and
carriers in other parts of the country, in the West and South as to
the lineup of divisions. And I am frankly not sure how to answer
that question. We have some real problems, I think, if the ICC or
anybody in Government is going to have to go in and try to
identify whether costs are excessive or not. I think we do have a
responsibility under the act to do some review of whether a carrier
is operating efficiently and honestly and that sort of thing. These
are extremely difficult measures, however, difficult areas to meas-
ure, I should say.

All I can say at this time is we are trying to get a handle on this
issue and trying to figure out what we should do administratively
or what we might propose to the Congress as a different approach
to joint rates.

Mr. FLORIO. What do you think about the administration's ap-
proach?

Mr. O'NEAL. Well, I think the administration approach, which is
just basically to eliminate joint rates, causes some real-could
cause some real hardships, some real problems with the railroads,
some real problems of interrelationship between the railroads.

Mr. FLORIO. You mentioned ConRail. ConRail fixes its portion of
the rate in accordance with what it perceives as its needs.

Mr. O'NEAL. Right.
Mr. FLORIO. It is therefore going to have to negotiate with other

railroads in terms of through rates.
It is not going to be an automatic surcharge. What you are

saying is the other carriers are going to have to try to exert the
leverage that they can on ConRail to keep their charges as low as
possible. Therein you have the incentive for more productivity,
more efficiency being exerted on ConRail.

Doesn't that provide a mechanism for trying to keep the charges
as low as possible, and yet giving the carrier the flexibility to raise
them in accordance with their operational costs?

Mr. O'NEAL. I guess the question is, Will the carriers in the other
part of the country have the leverage? Now, they would have
leverage if they have alternatives to ConRail into the Northeast.
ConRail is a huge operation and has a tremendous influence on
movements in the Northeast. I have serious questions whether
there are alternatives to ConRail in as many instances as would be
nice at least. The railroads in the South and the West are using
other carriers, I think, to the extent they can, and probably they
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will be using whatever techniques they can to put pressure on
ConRail.

Mr. FLORIO. Thank you.
You also raised the question about general rate increases. I share

the feeling of some that the concept of general rate increases,
though convenient to the carriers, is again anticompetitive. You
are providing industrywide increases to efficient and to inefficient
carriers, thereby distorting the market, so to speak. I am wonder-
ing if the concerns that carriers have about not being able to keep
up with inflation aren't addressed if we use a variable cost meas-
ure for rate increases. Certainly for each rate for each commodity,
you used the figure 140 percent of variable costs taking care of
operational costs, 180 percent taking care of fixed, fully allocated
costs, and there is certainly--

Mr. O'NEAL. And at that level, making a profit, as well.
Mr. FLORIO. I would think that you would, on a commodity basis,

be able to, with sophisticated accounting systems, take into account
inflation in each component as opposed to a general, overall infla-
tionary factor.

Am I correct in my assumption that the product-by-product ap-
proach to rates, though somewhat less convenient, can be designed
to take into account inflationary pressures?

Mr. O'NEAL. I think it can work. I think the railroads are so
accustomed at this time to making rate adjustments on a general
basis and relying upon the rate bureau to put the whole act togeth-
er that they view with real concern moving away from the general
increase, and I feel that if we are going to move the railroads away
from general increases, it ought to be done on a gradual basis
because there will be some adjustments that they will have to
make, and I doubt very much that they could handle a change in a
short period of time.

But I don't see why over a longer term they can't make their
rate adjustments without resort to general increases.

General increases have some of the problems that you men-
tioned. They tend to be anticompetitive, the least efficient carrier
receives as much as the most efficient carrier. You also have the
problem that the railroads, I think, are moved further away from
their customers. Instead of having to deal with individual shippers
on service and rate problems, they can insulate themselves from
that process by quite a bit just by saying well, we have got a
general increase that is now being considered, and sorry, I can't
flag you out of this very easily unless you are really big. I can't
deal with your service problems with respect to this general in-
crease.

So there are a lot of things that flow from the reliance on
general increases. I think the railroad industry needs to be moved
away from that reliance on the concept.

Mr. FLORIO. Thank you very much.
Before concluding, I would like to ask the witnesses if there are

any comments they would like to make by way of a conclusion or
summary statement.

Yes, Mr. Springrose.
Mr. SPRINGROSE. I would like just simply to conclude by saying

that in your evaluation of contract ratemaking and contract for
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service by railroads, that at least with respect to agriculture, focus
be directed to the farmers as opposed to the small or large ele-
ments in the distribution system once the production of that
farmer moves off the farm and into the market chain because it is
the farmer that is the real victim of the breakdowns in the system
that we are witnessing today, and I can't really fault entirely the
railroads for that breakdown. Many elements of the system have
broken down, and in fact, the railroads are hauling record numbers
of tons of agricultural products, and they are struggling mightily to
keep up with the growing demand. But the ultimate, final victim of
a breakdown in the distribution system, whether it is a plugged
elevator or a late arrived ocean vessel or a delay of a barge at lock
and dam 26, or a freight car shortage, is the farmer himself. And
the elements within that distribution system that contribute to its
relative efficiency or inefficiency should not take precedence over
the primary focus, which in my judgment should be the producers
of the United States products of food.

Thank you.
Mr. FLORIO. Thank you.
Mr. Norton?
Mr. NORTON. I would like to conclude by completing a statement

on the maximum rate trigger which I think is an innovative ap-
proach offered by the ICC and by virtue of its simplicity I think
should be given serious consideration as a mechanism to replace
the awkward subjective test for market dominance.

I have heard things today that simply reinforce my company's
support of contracts as a valuable means for the railroads to in-
crease their market share and for enabling shippers to secure
better transportation by rail. One thing that Chairman O'Neal said
strikes a good chord, and that is that in working with contracts,
the carriers and the shippers will move closer and closer together,
and this will have widespread effects and benefits, even when
contracts do not result.

Our concern is that we have not yet identified the mechanism
the incentive by which railroads will enter into contracts. It is
clear that they will have strong incentive to enter into contracts
when they are competing with a different mode or with a different
carrier, but for that situation where there is true captivity, then I
do not see any motivation on the railroads' part to enter into a
contract excepting on a take-it-or-leave-it basis.

The answer to that, I think, simply has to go back to the opening
statement that you made, and that is that competition must be the
source of the incentive for both parties. I have suggested required
interlining at reasonable rates one mechanism, or the permission
of intermodal carriers to exist. I am wondering whether Mr. Levin
would consider that if, let's say, the Santa Fe had the opportunity
to move his melons by truck to its line, even though these melons
might come from the Southern Pacific territory, whether that
might not open up some competition. I am not at all sure that the
Santa Fe feels free to do so under today's environment. I suspect
that it requires separate negotiations which then don't have the
incentive for thorough efficiency. I believe that is a matter which
has not yet been addressed-that is, intermodal ownership-and I
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suggest that it should take its place in the congressional debate at
some time.

Thank you.
Mr. FLORIO. Thank you very much.
Mr. Massey?
Mr. MASSEY. Yes, sir. On behalf of the coal industry, we consider

ourselves 85 percent captive to the railroads, and we strongly be-
lieve that an independent agency of the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission should retain general jurisdiction over rail carrier regula-
tion. The ICC is needed to protect captive shippers who must rely
on rail services and who have absolutely no practical transporta- 4
tion alternative for the delivery of their commodities to the
market.

Briefly summarizing those items, in the ratemaking area, con-
tract rates should be authorized. The ICC should continue to have
powers to set the maximum rates, to suspend rates, to determine
the reasonableness of general rate increases both for single line
and joint rates. Antitrust immunity should be retained for rate-
making by rate bureaus. Reduced rates for Government traffic
should be eliminated.

In a couple of nonratemaking areas, the coal industry recom-
mends that ICC jurisdiction should be retained and ICC decisions
should be expedited with respect to rail mergers and acquisitions of
control. Rail abandonment procedures should be simplified and
time required for discontinuing unprofitable rail services should be
reduced.

Actions on routine car service matters, the complaint end of the
business, should be the direct responsibility of the rail carrier
industry.

The commodities clause should be retained, and the rail carrier
accounting item that I mentioned should be implemented.

Mr. FLORIO. What do you see as the main virtue in retention of
the rate bureaus, inasmuch as we have been talking about competi-
tion? Do you have any difficulty with that being incompatible with
the idea of competition?

Mr. MASSEY. Of the rate bureau?
Mr. FLORIO. Yes. I thought you said that you felt strongly about

the need to retain the rate bureau. I assume not just for publica-
tion of rates, but for the negotiations that are currently taking
place.

Mr. MASSEY. Yes, and for arbitration of rate disputes. In other
words, it is a forum for a shipper who feels he is not being treated
fairly on the rate.

Mr. FLORIO. Do you see any inconsistencies?
Mr. MASSEY. No, both published rates and contracts. It is not an

either/or situation between the published rates and the contract
rates.

Mr. FLORIO. Mr. Stern?
Mr. STERN. I would endorse the comments made by the gentle-

man from DuPont concerning true competition, and let me illus-
trate what I mean. Since May 28 we have been operating essential-
ly with what amounts to the railroads' pricing our traffic according
to the age-old concept of what the traffic will bear, and they
essentially have been pricing their services in relation to the
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charges imposed by the motor carriers to destinations anywhere in
the United States or Canada.

Now, I have no quarrel with that means of ratemaking. I have in
fact no quarrel with, in the case I illustrated in my opening com-
ments with the Southern Pacific raising its rate to 47 percent
above their prior regulated rate. In fact, I quite frankly don't mind
if they raise it 100 percent, but I do quarrel with and what I do
have a great deal of problem with is the fact that we as shippers
are not allowed to then take advantage of another alternative form
of rail transportation; that is, choosing to price his services, which
are at least comparable to if not better than Southern Pacific's. In
our case it is over 50 cents per package less from the same origin to
the same destination.

Mr. FLORIO. Why do you regard yourself as not being able to take
advantage of the situation?

Mr. STERN. Let me briefly explain how we are organized, and
these comments hold true for the whole industry. About 65 percent
of the packinghouses in California and Arizona are located on the
rail lines of the Southern Pacific Railroad. The remaining 30 per-
cent or so are located on the Santa Fe, about 5 percent on the
Union Pacific or Western Pacific, and these are round numbers.
And that percentage also holds true for my company. We have
about 85 packinghouses located in the two States. Of all of those 85
packinghouses, and dividing them 65-35, only about two, I believe,
have so-called joint track, which means they are served by both
Santa Fe and the Southern Pacific. Then we find on a given day
the Southern Pacific is asking $4,000 including refrigeration for a
car of oranges to New York City from California, and the Santa Fe
is asking $3,000, and that was not an uncommon case all summer
long. In effect, the Santa Fe was offering better services.

My packinghouse has no effective means other than loading the
perishable commodity aboard a truck, hauling it some distance,
and then unloading it and reloading it on a Santa Fe platform. We
have no effective means of utilizing this more efficient, lower cost
transportation that is available within the industry.

Mr. FLORIO. That is a factor of geography and other consider-
ations. There is no legal prohibition.

Mr. STERN. That is correct, no legal prohibitions other than pure
economics and handling. There are three physical areas in Califor-
nia and Arizona; namely, Yuma, Ariz., the Salinas Valley and
Ventura County, Calif., that are physically isolated from any other
rail line of any sort. They are served solely by the Southern Pacific
Railroad. They are in a true sense, to the extent that rail transpor-
tation is used, totally captive. It is uneconomic for someone to haul
fruits and vegetables to another railhead to handle it, and quite
frankly, I think it is undesirable to handle perishable commodities
at the waste of energy, the trucking expense, and so forth, when
trying to deliver a marketable commodity to the consumer.

So the proposal made for interline switching versus a system of
perhaps credits or debits for true competitive bidding among the
railroads in some fashion for our traffic would be most appreciated,
would be very workable.

I also endorse the statements about intermodal competition I
said earlier that we are in a shippers association and we now own
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some refrigerated piggyback trailers. We are using those. trailers in
high cost rail transportation areas to offset these high costs. That,
however, necessitated a fairly substantial investment on the part of
our company to do so, and I think that frankly is, in some senses, a
misallocation of our corporate resources.

Mr. FLORIO. Your suggestions with regard to interline switching
as well as discussions about trackage rights point out an area that
needs some exploration by this committee. In my own area, the
Northeast is served by ConRail and may benefit from the competi-
tion that might result from some of those changes.

Mr. Levin?
Mr. LEVIN. Yes. Lest any of my remarks be misconstrued, we 4

strongly favor retention of the exemption of fresh fruits and vege-
tables. We do believe that the program has not had a sufficient
time in operation to be adequately evaluated. We do also believe
that before further exemption be granted, that safeguards should
be instituted to prevent some of the problems that we have experi-
enced that were very traumatic for our industry; to take 95 years
of regulation and throw it out the window, it is amazing the
amount of details that need to be covered that had previously been
covered by the regulations, and they are all gone.

The railroads and the shippers should be afforded and be re-
quired to negotiate many of these items prior to any effective date
of deregulation. There are many, many items that must be covered
in order to facilitate fair and equitable transportation for all.

I think primarily the competition potential for discrimination
must be adequately explored. In the case of potatoes, for example,
one section of the country, Idaho, is a 65 percent rail market;
California is a 42 percent rail market. If a disparity in rates occurs
between those two areas of the country, it can effectively kill one
industry in a very, very short period of time. Things of that nature
must be adequately explored before a large segment of any indus-
try is totally deregulated after the amount of regulation that we
have had for the previous years. I am not saying it shouldn't be
done. It should be done carefully and with adequate preparation.

Mr. FLORIO. Gentlemen, I thank all of you for your contribution.
It has been very, very helpful to the committee.

Notwithstanding the speculation that there has been a lack of
enthusiasm or loss of enthusiasm for a deregulation proposal in the
Congress, that is not the case with our committee. We fully intend
to report out a deregulation proposal and hopefully have it consid-
ered by the House, and hopefully the Senate as well, in this session
of Congress.

We are committed to go forward with a deregulation proposal,
and hopefully see it enacted into law. To say that is one thing. To
talk about the specifics of what that deregulation proposal will
encompass is another thing. But, the motivation in the committee,
as I read it, is to move as expeditiously as possible to attempt to
balance the interests and come forward with a bill that will result
in a substantially reduced amount of regulation on the railroad
industry.

I thank you for your contribution, and the meeting stands ad-
journed.

[The following statements were received for the record:]
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- NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF BRICK DISTRIBUTORS- 1750 Old Meadow Road, McLean, Virginia 22102 703/734-0110

Walter E. Galanty, Jr.
Executive Director
National Association of Brick Distributors
1750 Old Meadow Road
McLean, Virginia 22102

STATEMENT OF
THE

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF BRICK DISTRIBUTORS
BEFORE THE

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

SUBCOMMITTEE ON TRANSPORTATION AND COMMERCE
OF THE

COMMITTEE ON INTERSTATE AND FOREIGN COMMERCE
SEPTEMBER 27, 1979

Dear Members of the Subcommittee:

On behalf on the National Association of Brick Distributors and

and small shippers throughtout the country, we wish to make a statement

regarding railroad deregulation.

The National Association of Brick Distributors (NABD) represents

over 250 small business throughout the country who distribute and sell

all types of brick, tile, motar, and related masonry items in the hard

building materials field. This industry is one of the foundations of

the American building industry, for all of the above mentioned items

flow through distributors before they get to the job site.

All brick distributors in this country are small businesspersons

and small shippers, and as such are subjected to the same rules and

regulations as big businesspersons and big shippers. As an active

member of the Small Business Legislative Council (SBLC), an organization

for national trade and professional associations whose membership is

primarily small business, we realize the needs of all small businesses.

The SBLC supports our efforts to try and get relief for the small shipper

and the small business community.
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SBLC focuses on issues of common concern to the entire small

business community. The SBLC membership and their affiliates represent

approximately folr million small business firms nationwide.

On behalf of the brick distributors throughout the country,

we wish to applaud the efforts of the President, the White House

staff, and the Congress in trying to regulate the railroad industry

and redefine the role of the Interstate Commerce Commission. We

feel these efforts will eventually achieve results for the betterment

of the entire shipping community.

This subcommittee is currently studying the President's Railroad

Deregulation Act of 1979. Before the final act is put to a vote,

NABD would like to express its concern about a few aspects of the

Railroad Deregulation Act in the hopes that some of the areas in

conflict to small shippers could be resolved.

First of all, we would like to give you some facts about our

industry, and how they relate to railroad shipments.

In 1977, approximately 48.2 percent of all the structural

clay products (brick) produced in this country was shipped by

rail at the entry point (the manufacturer's plant). In 1977,

there were only 220 manufacturers of brick throughout the country

and they accounted for shipments of over 8.3 billion brick. Brick,

like many other commodities, move best by railroads at distances

of over 250 miles from the manufacturer's plant. For distances

under 250 miles it is fairly impractical to ship by rail, and truck

is the primary mover of brick. This fact must be taken into

consideration in any discussion of brick shipments because removing
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shipments of less than 250 miles from the discussion would really

mean that brick is shipped by rail in excess of 70 percent of all

cases.* (See Attachment A)

The amount of manufacturers of brick in this country has

steadily declined from 463 manufactueres in 1964, to 267 manufact-

urers in 1974, and 210 today. This fact will mean that in the

future, distributors of brick and members of NABD will be farther

and farther from the manufacturing point, and will need more and

not less transportation by rail.

Besides brick, the members of NABD sell and distribute a

number of other items which move in similar ways to their company

location. These items contribute heavily to the livelihood of

their businesses and the country as a whole, and since most material

is shipped by rail f.o.b. factory our concern in deregulation is

well justified.* (See Attachment B)

In the discussion that follows we will attempt to explain

our concerns regarding specific points in the Railroad Deregulation

Act of 1979. We will try to give positive proposals that will

affect and help all small shippers.

ABANDONMENTS

While it is an established fact that non-productive trackage

contributes substantially to the railroads' difficulties, a sudden

and unwarranted withdrawal of service can be devastating to a

receiver relying totally on rail transportation.

Florida over the past several years has emerged as a substan-

tial market for brick, after a long history of stucco and other
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construction. A brick dealer in Homestead, which is on Florida's

East Coast, for example, is at least 500 miles from the nearest

source of clay brick. He has invested large sums in plant

contruction and site location to accommodate rail sidings. He

has tied his transportation future to rail movement, for after

all it simply is not feasible to consider any other mode, even

if it were available. Trucking would require special equipment,

suitable only for brick, resulting in an empty return to point

of origin. Investment capital for such equipment could not be

obtained. As noted previously, truck transportation is now

considered feasible for brick only to a maximum of 250 miles.

We have then a captive receiver, but perhaps of such small

consequence in the overall rail network scheme that there would be

no hesitancy in abandoning his trackage if considered to be non-

productive.

The American Association of Railroads (AAR) has proposed

that the railroads be permitted to abandon a line upon 120 days

notice, with a three-month delay to allow for negotiations if a

public body thinks the service should be continued in the public

interest. The carriers would be reimbursed for any losses

sustained after the 120-day period.

The original legislation would have permitted abandonment

within 30 days if not objected to; and 90 days for resolvement if

there were an objection. This would have been totally unaccept-

able to our industry.

Proposal: The ICC, in our opinion, should retain jurisdiction
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over railroad abandonments. NABD feels that abandonments, in many

instances, are important to the survival of a railroad, and need

to occur, but we also feel that the railroads should look at each

situation individually as a way to keep instead of lose business.

RATES - PUBLICATION - INCREASES -
REDUCTIONS

Rail carriers should continue to be required to publish

joint-rates as well as provide joint-routes.

Our members do not have the expertise to determine factored

rates. The cost and space requirements for the tariffs which would

be required without through rates are staggering. The railroads

themselves would have extreme difficulty in determining appropriate

transportation costs. They do, even now.

Even with the present 30-day notice provision, our members

have had difficulty in keeping abreast of rate changes that affect

them. NABD has been faced with the loss of its right of protest

in suspension proceedings because of the too-late receipt of

supplemental material from the tariff publisher. Complaints to

the ICC has resulted in reprimands, but no appreciable improvement.

Proposal: The 30-day notice might be reduced if appropriate

and timely notification were given. Perhaps 20 days would be

sufficient if the carriers were required to inform a "designated

agent" of the industry affected in some fashion no later than

three days after the issuing date, and providing further that the

protesting date for entry of a suspension request were reduced from

twelve to seven days. All of this, of course, presumes that the

ICC would retain and utilize its suspension powers, which NABD supports.
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INTRASTATE RATES
AS THEY PREJUDICE INTERSTATE

RAIL CARRIER EARNINGS

Section 13 of the Interstate Commerce Act provides for ICC

intervention, upon proper cause, in matters involving intrastate

commerce, where those rates, rules or practices discriminate 4

against interstate or foreign commerce.

Rail carriers have historically complained of the lag time

for approval of general rate increases on intrastate traffic

following the effectiveness.

Recently, an interstate rate adjustment was denied simply

because a major carrier was protesting its general inability to

obtain relief allegedly necessary on its intrastate movements of

the same material.

A 13th Section procedure is a long and costly process as it

is administered today. However, Section 13(4) provides, in part,

that the Commission, after full hearing, if finding discrimination

against interstate traffic, shall find the intrastate rates unlaw-

ful and shall prescribe the rate(s) that will remove the discrim-

ination.

Proposal: We believe that in general rate increase proceedings,

the ICC, after proper consideration, should be empowered to order

the proven revenue needs of the carriers applied to all traffic.

This would require modification of the Act, but is in consonance

with its present intent - that all traffic, both interstate and

intrastate, should bear a fair share of the carriers' revenue

without prejudice or preference, one to the other.
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RATE BUREAUS

NABD and its members filed a statement in Ex Parte 297

(Sub-No. 3) on April 23, 1979, urging that motor carrier rate-

making meetings be opened to the public. Our position would be

the same with respect to rail rate-making meetings.

We favor a continuation of the conference method of rate

making and a continued immunity from the antitrust laws as

presently embodied in Section 5a of the Interstate Commerce Act.

Our members have communicated this information to their legislators,

the DOT, and the ICC.

Proposal: NABD agrees with the Administration position that

all rate bureau meetings except administrative ones should be opern

to the public. We also agree that the railroads should have the

authority to collectively publish rates for the good of all shippers.

RATE INCREASES

The AAR calls for rate-making freedom, ranging upward or

downward as much as 20 percent per year. Increases greater than

20 percent per year would be subject to ICC jurisdiction. The

Administration proposal called for a 7 percent "zone of reason-

ableness" with no regulatory interference, plus for the first two

years industry wide increases to cover the economy wide rate of

inflation.

Increases as great as 20 percent per year are greatly inflat-

ionary and would be disastrous to our industry as well as to small

shippers in general.

59-551 0 - 80 - 21
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Beyond 250 miles, the railroads generally have no competition

for brick traffic. Truck transportation simply is not a factor.

Many manufacturers and distributors of brick experienced

difficulties (and some failed to survive) during the recession

in 1974; we now are experiencing another period of reduced constru-

ction and inactivity in the building industry.

Proposal: NABD does not disagree with the proposal of a 7

percent increase every year but cannot go along with the inflation

rate being added on top of that figure. We would agree with a

7 percent increase or the inflation rate increase, whichever is

greater, but not both.

CONTRACT RATES

With our limited rail revenue - producing power, we and all

other small shippers (receivers) would have little clout in negot-

iating contract rates with the railroads. Were the Administration's

proposal regarding contract rates approved, the nation would revert

to the dark days of pre-regulation when "big tonnage" was heavily

favored.

Proposal: If contract rates are to be enacted they should

treat all shippers as equal and not eliminate the small shipper

because of his size.

ICC SUSPENSION POWER

Under the Administration's proposal, rates could be published

without notice, thus effectively removing the Commission's power

of suspension upon shipper protest.
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Although NABD has unsuccessfully filed numerous protests in

the past two years, ranging from a Burlington Northern Railroad

withdrawal of absorption of reciprocal switching charges on brick

traffic (only brick) for cars going to Minneapolis-St. Paul, to

a protest of substantially increased demurrage charges, and

including several specific rate increases (not general rate increases)

directed to brick traffic alone, we should continue to have that

opportunity.

Proposal: The vehicle of "protest" is the only way we have

to change or suspend a railroad proposal. NABD feels as small

shippers, we must have some way to express our displeasure about

new rules. The Administration has stated that carriers should be

able to ship what they can ship best, and if the shippers do not

like a specific proposal they can go to other modes of transport-

ation presumably truck or water carrier. We feel this action would

be a little hard on our industry because we think that as a "captive

shipper" we deserve other privileges. Americans have historically

been given the right to protest anything they believe is wrong, and

we feel this right should not be taken away.

CLASSIFICATION RULES AND PRACTICES

The Administration would eliminate the ICC's authority to

prescribe reasonable classification rules and practices.

Proposal: We do not think this proposal would be in the

public interest. There must be a restraint on carrier options in

this area. We favor no statutory change. -
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TOTAL DEREGULATION

Much has been said of the air cargo carriers under deregulation

by the CAB - how the rates and charges have risen dramatically

and how service has been curtailed, and in fact eliminated in many

instances, but we have seen little comment about the recent dere-

gulation of rail shipments of fresh fruits and vegetables.

In Ex Parte 346, Sub 2, Rail General Exemption Authority-

Miscellaneous Commodities, where the ICC is considering an expansion

of the exempt list to include such articles as dried beans, dried

peas, fish, mushrooms and others, Sunkist Growers, Inc. has

commented not at all favorably on the existing deregulation of

the fruits and vegetables.

Sunkist states:

"It's our position that deregulation has not worked in
the public interest with respect to fresh perishables."

Further, it is stated:

"Although denied by the railroad industry and by certain
governmental agencies, it was widely predicted that der-
egulation of perishables would result in increased costs
and charges. Unfortunately, the prediction of shippers
have proved true, even beyond the most pessimistic esti-
mates. Attached is a chart which shows the cost of
representative movements of perishable commodities since
deregulation. The chart demonstrates that, after dereg-
ulation, transportation prices rose by as much as 47
percent. Undoubtedly the price rise was facilitated in
large part by the energy crisis and the resultant disruption
in motor transportation of perishables. Some price
reductions have occurred recently. However, the energy
crisis appears to be permanent, rather than temporary.
Present quotations are now 17 percent higher on the
Southern Pacific. The theory that motor carrier comp-
etition would provide an effective limitation on railroad
price increases must now undergo a re-examination."
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SUMMARY

In summary, we believe that reregulation is the answer, not

total deregulation. The railroads are necessary. They must sur-

vive, and we acknowledge that they must realize earnings sufficient

to provide an adequate return on investment. We do not, however,

always agree with their definition nor determination of an adequate

rate of return.

We are small businessmen. We intend to survive too, but

there is no guarantee that we will nor is there substantive

assistance available when we falter. We have to seek relief

within our own companies, effecting economies and innovating.

We cannot raise prices (alone) and continue in business. The

railroads must be imaginative and right their own houses. Continual

transportation price increases, without restraint, will bring us

all down in the same heap.

The ICC must again assume its prerogatives under the law and

administer them boldly and fairly, ignoring political and other

outside pressures.

There is an insufficient amount of competition in many of the

transportation market-places and too many captive shippers to rely

on that factor as a curb against disasterous rate increases under

deregulation as the rail carriers advocate.

We, as small shippers, must have statutory protection. If

the railroads are now overregulated, let us not overreact and

underregulate them, making them responsible to no governmental agency.

We are appreciative of this opportunity to offer input on

this vital matter, and we should like to be of continued assistance

in the future.
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Figures developed from Department of Commerce statistics 
and

Interstate Commerce Commission Statistics, Class 
I, Railroads,

1972-1977, (1978 has not been published yet).

1. 1977 8.300 billion brick shipments
7.000 million tons of brick shipped by rail at

entry point
(Average brick weighs 3.5 pounds)

48.19% shipped by rail

2 . 197 6 7 .200
5.385

42.6%

3. 1975 5.824
5.149

50.5%

4. 1974 6.678
2.631

22.5%

5. 1973 8.674
2.798

18.4%

6. 1972 8.399
7.187

48.9%

billion brick shipments
million tons of brick shipped by rail

at entry point
shipped by rail

billion brick shipments
million tons of brick shipped by rail

at entry point
shipped by rail

billion brick shipments
million tons of brick shipped by rail

at entry point
shipped by rail

billion brick shipments
million tons of brick shipped by rail

at entry point
shipped by rail

billion brick shipments
million tons of brick shipped by rail

at entry point
shipped by rail
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I'Prduts Sold by NABD MAnbsrs

Face Brick 100%

Paving Brick 91%

Fire Brick 73% -
Brick Cleaners 64%

Flu Liner 62%

Mortar-Cement 59%

Glazed Brick 58%

Color Mortar (premixed) 56%

Glazed Tile 55%

Floor Tile 54%

Mbrtar Color (powderedorliquid)52%

Thin Face Brick 52%

Masonry Waterproofing 49%

Metal Products 47%

Concrete Block 47%

Pre-Fab Fireplaces 44%

Concrete Brick 42%

Sand 40%

Masonry Tools 35 _

Other Products 30% _

Manufacture Brick 17%

Ready-Mix concrete 3%

0% 25% 50% 75% 100%

Number of Menbers Selling Product
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National
Farmers Union

STATEMENT OF

REUBEN L. JOHNSON
DIRECTOR OF LEGISLATIVE SERVICES

NATIONAL FARMERS UNION

PRESENTED

TO THE

SUBCOMMITTEE ON ECONOMIC GROWTH AND STABILIZATION

OF THE
SENATE JOINT ECONOMIC COMMITTEE

AND THE

SUBCOMMITTEE ON TRANSPORTATION AND COMMERCE
OF THE

HOUSE INTERSTATE AND FOREIGN COMMERCE COMMITTEE

Relative to H. R. 4570

Proposed "Railroad Deregulation Act of 1979"

September 27, 1979

Mr. Chairman:

I am Reuben L. Johnson, Director of Legislative Services for

National Farmers Union, a general farm organization with some

300,000 farm familes as members, together with some 500,000 farm

families who are members and patrons of Farmers Union-related

farm supply and marketing cooperatives.

Delegates and members of National Farmers Union, at the

March 11-14, 1979, convention of the organization held at Kansas

City, Missouri, again called for a balanced transportation policy

aimed at providing an integrated transportation system to serve

America's farmers, ranchers, and other rural residents.

The Farmers Union policy statement deplored the "inability

of the transportation system to move the output of our farms,

ranches, mines, and forests to markets and ports," and decried the

shift to high "energy consumptive" transportation methods.

* Suite 600, 1012 14th Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20005 - Phone (202) 628-9774

{BS-,.o
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Particularly pertinent to the subject of H. R. 4570, our Farmers
Union delegates declared for:

"Continued regulation of the nation's rail system to
assure (a) that rural areas will not be denied adequate
service; (b) that captive shippers are not charged
excessively high rates; and (c) that railroad trackage
will not be denied adequate maintenance.'

Farmers Union further proposed a moratorium on all rail line
abandonments "until a formula for abandonment determinations is
enacted by Congress which will weigh all economic and social costs
prior to abandonment approval."

Mr. Chairman, we like the language of the bill which proposes
"to assure the development and maintenance of a healthy, efficient
freight transportation system, in the private sector, in which the
various modes of transportation are subject to impartial regulation."

We also favor the language which declares for "development and
maintenance of a transportation system responsive to the needs of
the public, in which the regulatory decisions are reached fairly
and expeditiously."

But, we are afraid, subsequent sections of H. R. 4570 ignore
the goals of a "transportation system responsive to the needs of
the public" and, if adopted and implemented, would be an abdication
of the overall interests of shippers and the general public.

We in the Farmers Union regard the railroads as a vital section
of the overall transportation system. We are also well aware of the
severe economic plight of some of the nation's railroads, and we
recognize that concern needs to be exercised for their future
viability.

But, we regard federal regulation as only a very marginal cause,
if any at all, of the economic problems of the railroads. Thus, we
fail to see economic deregulation as any sort of cure-all.

We do not realistically imagine that total deregulation of the
rail industry will result in improved performance for the shipper.
Neither do we expect the competitive problems of the railroads to
evaporate simply because of a change in their regulatory status.

One of the most far-reaching provisions of the bill, in terms of
farm and rural shippers, is the provision which would breach the
common carrier obligations of the existing law. The bill proposes
that commitments of equipment under long-term contracts would take
precedence over demands for common carrier obligated service. This,
it seems to us, would tend to encourage the concentration of equip-
ment in unit-train operations and leave small shippers and remote
elevators largely without dependable service.

-2
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We are also tremendously concerned about the provisions of the

bill for abandonment on notice -- only a slight step short of abandon-

ment at will.

We do not regard total deregulation to be a viable option for a

highly-urbanized, highly-industrialized society, yet one which is

heavily dependent upon food production from a widely-dispersed system

of family farming and ranching units.

Frankly, we fail to see that adoption of H. R. 4570:

-- will save any branch lines now slated for abandonment;

--will build any additional boxcars;

-- will allocate any rail-cars where they are needed
by rural shippers and country grain elevators;

-- will maintain common carrier obligations of service;

-- will protect shippers who have no alternative transpor-

tation services; or

-- will keep the cost of transportation services within
reasonable bounds.

More specifically, we would like to comment on major provisions

of H. R. 4570 as follows:

1. Rate Increases:

Railroads may raise or lower rates 7 percent per annum

plus inflation between now and 1985. Then rails may set

rates at whatever the traffic will bear. Rails may receive

greater rate increases than 7 percent per annum plus infla-
tion by going through the ICC. The ICC, under the 4R Act

protects the captive shipper by setting rates. Where there

is competition, the rails are free to set rates accordingly.

What this bill seeks to do is allow the rails to exploit the

captive shipper who has no alternative.

2. Demand-Sensitive Rates:

Rails may raise or lower rates by 3 percent within

minimum and maximum to respond to fluctuations in service

demand. As of today, nothing prohibits the rails from cut-

ting rates under the yo-yo provision of the 4R Act. The rails

are free to cut rates but haven't done so.

-3
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3. Elimination of Requirement of Joint Line Rates and
Through Rates:

On January 1, 1985, rails would be free to continue
or discontinue any rate or route as they see fit.

Since 85 percent of all freight traffic moves by more
than one transport mode, this would be highly disruptive
to the smooth flow of goods across the country. Also, it
would oe impossible to maintain any continuity in the rate
structure. A shipper would not be able to know in advance
the freight rate on a commodity to be shipped any distance
at all.

4. Elimination of Provisions Requiring Railroads to
Reimburse Shippers Who Use Their Own Rail Equipment:

This bill would allow rails to charge the full fee to
shippers owning or leasing cars. This is confiscating
property. Shippers have made a substantial investment in
rail equipment and would lose the per diem now granted in
their freight rates.

5. Rate Bureaus:

Rails are exempt from the Sherman, Clayton, Federal
Trade Commission, Wilson Tariff and 1936 Trade Acts. This
bill would end this immunity.

6. Elimination of Port Equalization:

Rails would be free to set different rates for moving
a similar commodity a similar distance; thus, the cost of
commodities may, under this bill, differ considerably.
This would give a competitive edge to a shipper who has the
clout to negotiate a better rate, and captive shippers would
be at a competitive disadvantage in negotiating a rate
because there are no alternatives.

7. Notice and Publication:

Rails are required to publish rates with the ICC so
that, ostensibly, the public interest will be served. How-
ever, the first year after the Act's passage, the rails are
required to give 21 days notice of an increase, the second
year 14 days ice, and the third year, the rates are
effective upon publication. So the end result of this
public awareness provision is to lull shippers as to rate
increases with absolutely no warning.
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Also, rails are not obligated to maintain any rate
established before January 1985 unless there are contract
rate agreements. Thus, shippers will have a difficult
time negotiating a rate with no ICC protection. The rails
have no incentive or reason to write favorable terms into
contract rates.

8. Abandonment and Discontinuance of Service:

ICC will allow abandonment if --

* there is no objection to the abandonment or
discontinuance 30 days prior to date of termina-
tion of service;

* the applicant carrier demonstrates that revenues
attributable to the line of service do not meet
or exceed the "full cost" of operating the line
or service, as defined by the Act; or

* the ICC determines that the benefit to the appli-
cant carrier from abandonment or discontinuance,
including any benefit arising from the ability to
put capital used on the line or service to other
railroad use, exceeds the detriment to the protes-
tant and other similarly situated from loss of
service, taking into account any impact the abandon-
ment or discontinuance may have on rural and
community development.

Once a rail is granted permission to abandon a branch
line, a shipper may offer to subsidize a line by offering to
pay the difference between revenues attributable to keep a
line open and the full cost of continuing service. The
carrier and offerer must agree on a price or the matter goes
to binding arbitration. Railroad figures will be used and
the burden of Proof is on the shipper. Thus, the shipper
must go to court, using rail figures to prove they deserve
any service.

9. Mergers:

The ICC shall allow carriers to coordinate services,
exchange markets,,make joint use of facilities, grant
trackage rights to each other, or transfer rail assets,
unless the transfer substantially lessens competition,
creates a monopoly, restrains trade or service of freight
surface carriers, or the anti-competitive effects outweigh
the public interest in public transportation needs.
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10. Elimination of Captive Shipper Provision:

Today, the 4R Act's "Market Dominance Rule" protects
captive shippers.

If a shipper moves 70 percent of all freight by onemode of transport or pays 160 percent of variable cost,
or has a substantial investment in rail equipment, he iscaptive. Thus, his rates are set by the ICC in such a
way that a monopoly railroad won't be able to take advan-
tage of a captive situation. This bill eliminates captiveprotection on January 1, 1985. At that point, shippers
will clearly be hostages to the monopoly railroad.

11. Car Service Orders:

This bill removes ICC authority to order cars to areasthat are having shortage problems. The rails are free toservice as they see fit. Shippers with economic clout aresure to fare better than those who have survived with ICCprotection.

The ramifications of this bill would be devastating to allshippers except the powerful ones who could bargain with the railsfrom a position of strength. For the rest of us, it would be eitherthe end of reasonably-priced rail service, or the end of rail servicealtogether.

[Whereupon, at 1:07 p.m., the subcommittees adjourned.]
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